
[{"tweetId":"1068298974975729664","date":1543537298000,"text":"Comms will resume at specified time.
\n-5"},{"tweetId":"1068823292671336449","date":1543662305000,"text":"No Coincidences. \nFollow Q. 
\nhttps://qntmpkts.keybase.pub \n----\n-3. \nStrings will be cut. \n-\nEnjoying the Show?"},
{"tweetId":"1068826962158907392","date":1543663180000,"text":"Monday, the curtain rises. \nStay 
sharp.\nDO IT Q."},{"tweetId":"1068827816022691840","date":1543663383000,"text":"Coming
SOON.\n[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[HRC]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]"},
{"tweetId":"1068848270393425921","date":1543668260000,"text":"Clean & sober is great! \nKeep up the 
good work, patriot. \nStay sharp "},{"tweetId":"1068894913721438208","date":1543679381000,"text":"The 
only disrespectful thing about Trump's presidency are the critics and google bot trolls under his
twitter feed. They represent the classless, desperate projection of a dying breed. \nWe, The People, 
Stand With You.\nWill look forward to the press conference after the funeral."},
{"tweetId":"1069247549880631296","date":1543763456000,"text":"Trump 
Global:\n\nIndia\nIndonesia\nCanada\nUAE\nScotland\nChina\nBrazil\nPanama\nSaudi Arabia\nSt Mrtn. Frc.
W. Indies\nAzerbaijan\nSt Vincent\nIreland\nIsrael\nQatar\nDom. 
Republic\nEgypt\nGeorgia\nMexico\nPhilippines\nS. Africa\nTurkey\nUruguay\nBermuda\nArgentina\n-\n25+ 
countries\nRussia is not unique."},
{"tweetId":"1069249024115511296","date":1543763807000,"text":"Donald Trump is a Billionaire. His
global business dealings reach every corner of the world, and have long since before he became 
president. That this is representative of corruption is laughable. \nThe probe is dying; and being 
propped up on ludicrous standing.\n#QAnon\n#mueller"},
{"tweetId":"1069251603629305856","date":1543764422000,"text":"Let me be Clear:\nThe SOLE PURPOSE of
the Mueller probe is to find out if there are definitive links to Russia meddling in the 2016 
election. IN NO WAY, SHAPE OR FORM; has this been uncovered. Period.\nThey have nothing.\nIt is all 
theater to distract the public from HRC's emails."},
{"tweetId":"1069252832170254337","date":1543764715000,"text":"So when I put HRC inside 17 target
boxes; this is why: \n*Crimes Against Children*\nDont forget what her \"foundation\" did. \nWe have 16 
intelligence agencies under the direction of POTUS. \nSo understand this, and be ready: This is a 
month of Trials; and NO ONE will escape justice."},
{"tweetId":"1069254337032060928","date":1543765074000,"text":"NO ONE can stop what is coming. \n"},
{"tweetId":"1069265195837652992","date":1543767663000,"text":"The Ecuadorian Embassy keeps logs of all 
traffic in and out. \nSorry, @lukeharding1968. Do tell your MI6 leashholders that I said hello & good 
try (but fail) smearing Assange. Also, remind them, we are coming for them too. The whole structure. 
No exceptions. "},{"tweetId":"1069266891003346944","date":1543768067000,"text":"How about those DNC
servers? \nTransfer Speeds?\nMarble framework?\nRussian Frame up\n----\nAll to protect yourselves?\n--
-\nWas her blackmail THAT effective?\nDid none of you feel the need to expose it?\n---\nIt is too late 
now.\n----\nTrial of the century. \n----\nYou ALL get to go to jail."},
{"tweetId":"1069280983562813441","date":1543771427000,"text":"No one can stop
it.\n#QAnonpic.twitter.com/1g6QHcsqnc"},
{"tweetId":"1069319937469161480","date":1543780714000,"text":"Guantanamo is prepared, and will be 
fully staffed in time for our January arrivals."},
{"tweetId":"1069324917571674113","date":1543781902000,"text":"Happy Hanukkah @IvankaTrump &
@jaredkushner \nWishing you & yours a great holiday season!"},
{"tweetId":"1069344856307392516","date":1543786655000,"text":"Ahead:\n12/3: Comey testifies & Clinton 
whistleblower intel drops\n12/4: LL testifies & Epstein trial starts.\n12/5: HUBER's Clinton-
Foundation investigation results revealed\n12/18: Gen Flynn news\n12/22: Voter Fraud
Exposed\n1/1/2019: CourtM. EO Effective"},
{"tweetId":"1069345961875554304","date":1543786919000,"text":"I will not comment on JA currently. 
There are particulars there that remain fluid in terms of when and where."},
{"tweetId":"1069348241488191495","date":1543787462000,"text":"^All dates (except EO effective date)
should be considered fluid. Remember timing is not set in stone. Where we currently stand, in this 
moment; these are projected events as planned for December."},
{"tweetId":"1069603446922334208","date":1543848308000,"text":"Bonds Will Be Broken,\nWorld 
Wide.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1069584730880974849 …"},
{"tweetId":"1069605216046190594","date":1543848730000,"text":"Promise made, promise kept."},
{"tweetId":"1069605911730315270","date":1543848896000,"text":"Strings have been cut. Globally. \nEU in 
rebellion?\nPeace promises between world powers in the future?\nYou are witnessing the birth of a new 
era.\nFollow Q.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1068823292671336449 …"},
{"tweetId":"1069613154676731905","date":1543850623000,"text":"At the Place De la Concorde. \nPosted 
here originally almost a month ago.\nResearch the location's history.\nDoes it make sense now?\nNote 
the shadow.\n\"Sometimes people need to see the future in order to save the 
past.\"\nWWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/x9A5whRxoC"},
{"tweetId":"1069711468822695941","date":1543874063000,"text":"Postponed Huber (D5) for GHWB 
funeral.\n(Every dog has its day)\n-news must not be mixed. \n---\nWhat is coming cannot be 
stopped."},{"tweetId":"1069739277448138752","date":1543880693000,"text":"Hold your heads high. \nDo 
not disparage.\nMany lives are on the line.\nPresent & Future.\nHow brave must be the soldiers who
fight the seemingly endless war to free humanity?\nOur enemies are not small. They are not without 
resources; and they are not going quietly. \nWE. WILL. WIN.pic.twitter.com/FlXKNs4puM"},
{"tweetId":"1069745853345263622","date":1543882261000,"text":"-Direct Messaging line opened here for 
the next 10 minutes. \n-Make good use of it Patriots."},



{"tweetId":"1069748914570620928","date":1543882990000,"text":"People took this to mean a Q&A.\n I
should have been more specific.\nThat's okay though. \nI will answer as many of your questions as I 
can get to. \nBusy times here."},{"tweetId":"1069749176483893249","date":1543883053000,"text":"When 
truth is revealed about the false russia narrative. Yes."},
{"tweetId":"1069749734628311042","date":1543883186000,"text":"This is a conflicted ideology. While
chemtrails exist; many people confuse them regularly with contrails of various kinds. \nRather than 
trigger and pointlessly challenge multiple people's heartfelt beliefs; I will simply tell you that 
when the skies are clear the war is over."},
{"tweetId":"1069750004359811073","date":1543883250000,"text":"What is it you are waiting for to
happen? \nWhat has transpired, will be revealed. Temper expectations against reality though; and worry 
less about convincing other people that you are right."},
{"tweetId":"1069750155233148928","date":1543883286000,"text":"Stand firm in belief and continue to 
educate yourself"},{"tweetId":"1069750459760607232","date":1543883359000,"text":"Would we need a plan
if so? Would moves and counter moves be needed?"},
{"tweetId":"1069750636265291776","date":1543883401000,"text":"Incorrect. I am one individual."},
{"tweetId":"1069750693513359361","date":1543883414000,"text":"Not this time."},
{"tweetId":"1069750890628820992","date":1543883461000,"text":"No. EO effective date 1-1-19. Look to
after that. Have patience; a few things need to happen first still."},
{"tweetId":"1069750995066990597","date":1543883486000,"text":"Up to POTUS."},
{"tweetId":"1069751293772775424","date":1543883558000,"text":"Martial law, if and when declared; will 
not usurp daily life or cause drastic struggle to the general populace. You are safe. Plan regularly;
live sharp. Live smart. Be happy."},{"tweetId":"1069751518776180737","date":1543883611000,"text":"JFK 
Jr is dead. I cannot be any clearer. This has been answered multiple times."},
{"tweetId":"1069751618789355520","date":1543883635000,"text":"43 knows."},
{"tweetId":"1069752110630227970","date":1543883752000,"text":"The UN has been losing traction globally
for a while now; look at the global migration pact response."},
{"tweetId":"1069752712433143808","date":1543883896000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1069754693520384002","date":1543884368000,"text":"N = R * fp * ne * fl * fi * fc * L"},
{"tweetId":"1069754994520395776","date":1543884440000,"text":"Nothing can stop what is coming.
\nNothing."},{"tweetId":"1069755203791044608","date":1543884490000,"text":"^This would have been my 
response."},{"tweetId":"1069755582024990725","date":1543884580000,"text":"There is no reset of the 
financial system currently planned."},
{"tweetId":"1069755684076576768","date":1543884604000,"text":"Define soon."},
{"tweetId":"1069756493896011778","date":1543884797000,"text":"This has been addressed. They are a 
politically vocal ex-indy wrestler; who's career failed. They are extremely misleading and outright 
fraudulent and in possession of no intelligence whatsoever. They have claimed inside comms with Q 
(false, no one has these); and lie constantly."},
{"tweetId":"1069757055827873793","date":1543884931000,"text":"A shoddy job helps no one. This is about 
securing the future; not just judging the past."},
{"tweetId":"1069757405788033026","date":1543885015000,"text":"Participation is voluntary; and 
ineffective at best when multiple nations refuse to give up their sovereignty. After a certain point;
the pact becomes mute."},{"tweetId":"1069757775834767360","date":1543885103000,"text":"Isn't that the 
whole point of fighting to end human trafficking? To see justice delivered? \nWe will not fail you 
all."},{"tweetId":"1069758081213652992","date":1543885176000,"text":"Video is real. Not a laser. 
Reflection from show. S.S. keeps eyes on POTUS 24/7.\nCritical thought here dispels rumor."},
{"tweetId":"1069758196947009536","date":1543885203000,"text":"Yes."},
{"tweetId":"1069758459032281088","date":1543885266000,"text":"If & when time and purpose allow it. 
Everything released has a reason."},
{"tweetId":"1069758691400773632","date":1543885321000,"text":"Julian is safe."},
{"tweetId":"1069758803355320320","date":1543885348000,"text":"This is not my decision to make. I am an 
eye, not a hammer."},{"tweetId":"1069758958192205826","date":1543885385000,"text":"Use Critical 
thinking skills. Practice. Challenge your own belief structure as you go."},
{"tweetId":"1069759196806156288","date":1543885442000,"text":"Absolutely. I do not want your trust. I
want you to think critically. If you trust implicitly, you are blind."},
{"tweetId":"1069759656397103106","date":1543885551000,"text":"Trial begins tomorrow."},
{"tweetId":"1069759774307352576","date":1543885580000,"text":"World wide."},
{"tweetId":"1069760136925904897","date":1543885666000,"text":"I cannot comment specifics. Patriots
protect Patriots. Further developments will happen on the 18th."},
{"tweetId":"1069760334313988096","date":1543885713000,"text":"Rarely."},
{"tweetId":"1069760588946042881","date":1543885774000,"text":"POTUS decision. No one else."},
{"tweetId":"1069761450728669184","date":1543885979000,"text":"delta-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC -
Sativa) has promising results in both impeding the development of cancerous lung tumors as well as 
shrinking existing ones."},{"tweetId":"1069761801334722562","date":1543886063000,"text":"If you like 
silver I suppose. For any other reason, not really."},
{"tweetId":"1069762000195149825","date":1543886110000,"text":"Testimony was moved. DS effort to plan
for LL testimony. \n12 moves ahead. No worries."},
{"tweetId":"1069763141632962560","date":1543886382000,"text":"Comey testimony moved to Friday. \nD5 
moved accordingly.\nThey (DS) wanted comey to testify AFTER huber's clinton foundation report. \nThey 
will not get their wish.\n-12 moves ahead."},
{"tweetId":"1069763220964032512","date":1543886401000,"text":"Yes."},



{"tweetId":"1069764662219235329","date":1543886745000,"text":"Christ whipped the money changers out of
the temple. \nThere is forgiveness; But there is also judgment."},
{"tweetId":"1069765198473506816","date":1543886873000,"text":"He lived with cannibals. \nHe is a 
disinformation agent and conspiracy theorist like Alex Jones. Just a different faction of the same 
global order keeping people confused.\nBe careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1069765860884185088","date":1543887031000,"text":"It was a message to many."},
{"tweetId":"1069766200060731392","date":1543887112000,"text":"If you like solitude, yes. Otherwise, 
not really. People are, generally, quite safe & will remain safe throughout the days ahead."},
{"tweetId":"1069766819580395520","date":1543887259000,"text":"Be careful about dogma. The \"bible\"
was compiled in the early AD at Nicaea. It is a product of the early roman catholic church and should 
be understood as one of many collections of scripture. Dont divide yourselves over ideology. Unify 
over common ground. No, We are not alone."},
{"tweetId":"1069766965626064896","date":1543887294000,"text":"No"},
{"tweetId":"1069767617018257408","date":1543887449000,"text":"White Squall."},
{"tweetId":"1069768107231723525","date":1543887566000,"text":"I am well. Busy, but well. Thank you for 
asking."},{"tweetId":"1069768282973110272","date":1543887608000,"text":"Huber testimony on Clinton 
Foundation. Definition is in the post."},
{"tweetId":"1069770038658457600","date":1543888027000,"text":"Do not 
forget:https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1069348241488191495 …"},
{"tweetId":"1070136145961463808","date":1543975314000,"text":"For the record, @GenFlynn, you will not 
be going to jail. \nEagles will fly on the 18th, Sir. \nI stand with you. Always. \nHOOAH!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1070188229251555328","date":1543987731000,"text":"MSM, does not have access to special 
intelligence. They simply pretend. \nTry to remember, their projected confidence is a marketing 
technique and control mechanism.\nNever forget how sure they were that HRC would win.\n-it is the 
prime example of how clueless they really are."},
{"tweetId":"1070194075578576903","date":1543989125000,"text":"No^"},
{"tweetId":"1070223098530750464","date":1543996045000,"text":"Fly Eagles, Fly\n-----------------
\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nC
ounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\nCounter\n-----------------\nFly Eagles, Fly."},
{"tweetId":"1070226563533201409","date":1543996871000,"text":"Keep up with Q:\n\nFrom today, in order 
:\n1.Impossible odds; Think C_A WHEN ABC (wash post = Amazon= contract w/CIA)\n-
\n2.https://twitter.com/BarbaraRedgate/status/1070152875798605825 … \nPatriots Protect Patriots.\n>We 
salute you, General\n-\n3. Counter Incoming.pic.twitter.com/6a4ouL4415"},
{"tweetId":"1070259522307002369","date":1544004729000,"text":"Message:pic.twitter.com/TQStSauuqN"},
{"tweetId":"1070416344619859969","date":1544042118000,"text":"Move and countermoves.\n----\nPlanned. 
\nThe 13th, such an unlucky day for the cabal.\nLet us assume they cannot expend more ammunition 
(lives) without becoming too transparent for their own good. They are already well over the line with
the GHWB theatrics.\nhttps://oversight.house.gov/hearing/oversight-of-nonprofit-organizations-a-case-
study-on-the-clinton-foundation/ …pic.twitter.com/6IPp8uW5E9"},
{"tweetId":"1070417858688139264","date":1544042479000,"text":"We have much more than just the DECLAS; 
that is simply one of many options for countermoves."},
{"tweetId":"1070419876278341632","date":1544042960000,"text":"Nothing of the sort was ever planned. Q 
has specifically said that we do not give our enemies our plans. \nArrests will not occur until after 
Jan EO.\nMSM lies & lies\nAll for a larp?\nThey are scared, they are desperate; and they will 
lose.\nTruth, will win.\nSheep No More.\nWWG1WGA!!!pic.twitter.com/j2c8mWHFu2"},
{"tweetId":"1070423213862281217","date":1544043756000,"text":"The only people who believe what you are 
writing are the braindead ones sleeping in your echo chamber. \nQ, never said any such thing; nor do 
Q's followers believe any such nonsense. \nGood luck with this idiocy.\nPeople that buy what you write 
are those already too lazy to research"},
{"tweetId":"1070424083605659648","date":1544043963000,"text":"How many blue checkmarks are telling you 
that the Clinton Foundation IG report was due to be released today until the GHWB funeral happened? 
\nNo? They are spinning (false) b*llshit about QAnon Arrests Instead?\nExposing the Deep State = 
Exposing themselves. \nMSM LIES. \n#D5\n#QAnon"},
{"tweetId":"1070424525706276870","date":1544044069000,"text":"^someone who doesnt understand the 
clinton foundation IG report was due to be released today, until the GHWB funeral suddenly needed to 
occur. \nGood job regurgitating the msm though.\nYou blue checkmarks are so worried \nWe feel your 
fear."},{"tweetId":"1070425507949359122","date":1544044303000,"text":"Except, this is a total lie^\nD5
represented the date HUBER was due to give his report on the Clinton Foundation; which was moved 
rather suddenly a few days ago when GHWB died and the funeral just so happened to fall on the same 
day... but good luck lying to the masses some more."},
{"tweetId":"1070426505300336640","date":1544044541000,"text":"The comment of a human who cannot
research even slightly to figure out that the IG report on the clinton foundation was due to be 
released today until the GHWB funeral suddenly needed to happen. Wake up Kid. Youre a sheep."},
{"tweetId":"1070427463086411782","date":1544044769000,"text":"You do realize that your lies here will 
backfire:\n1. thats a twitter account posting things; not qanon.\n2. Q said no such thing. Ever.\n3.
D5- or today, was the date HUBER was giving the CLINTON FOUNDATION report. Until GHWB's funeral 
suddenly needed to occur. Why not cover that?"},
{"tweetId":"1070427946618368017","date":1544044884000,"text":"Other than the factual real time 
releases of information, like the navy seal ops on Julian Assange in december of last year; well
before wikileaks published the fact that he was targeted. But you go ahead and keep your head in the 



sand."},{"tweetId":"1070428409191383041","date":1544044995000,"text":"Except this is a fabricated lie
by the MSM to distract from the fact that D5 was the HUBER report on the Clinton Foundation which was 
moved only because of the sudden funeral for GHWB.\nQ said No Such Thing.  \nGood job perpetuaring the 
lie blue checkmark.  you will fail."},
{"tweetId":"1070429934408085508","date":1544045358000,"text":"Amazing how the MSM is using a false
Qanon narrative to distract from the fact the IG report on the Clinton Foundation and their 'Crimes 
Against Children' had to be moved because of the GHWB funeral suddenly needing to happen on the same 
day. \nCoincidence?\n--\nRT please\n#Qanon\n#D5"},
{"tweetId":"1070431133941280784","date":1544045644000,"text":"Mad you got exposed for lying before
people retweeted? Here's a challenge. Go to an actual qanon archive, find me anywhere arrests were 
promised on D5. The story originated from you blue checkmark pretenders; not Q. Dont be a sore liar. 
Research! Join the right side of history."},
{"tweetId":"1070432563695636486","date":1544045985000,"text":"Except for the fact we are absolutely
correct and the MSM is feeding you lies because they are complicit in criminal activity? Goodbye shill 
:) "},{"tweetId":"1070433459607404544","date":1544046199000,"text":"\"People\" say a lot of things, 
but you were slandering QAnon, who never said any such thing. \nIf you were smarter; instead of 
baselessly insulting people trying to help you see what you are missing; youd be researching in an
archive like I suggested. God bless you :)"},
{"tweetId":"1070433940882759691","date":1544046313000,"text":"Rather than continuing to insult people; 
why not bother reading through an archive of Q posts so that you understand the concept. It is 
designed to get people to educate themselves and think for themselves. Not to indoctrinate them into
anything. Research!"},{"tweetId":"1070434982680776706","date":1544046562000,"text":"Of course Q is 
real. You can go there and research the information provided at any time.\nThe point being is that you 
were and are wrong.\nI have thoroughly researched QAnon's work and found them to be quite enlightening 
and at many points; far ahead of the news. Research!"},
{"tweetId":"1070439289811558401","date":1544047589000,"text":"No arrests were promised today. 
Whatsoever. Today represented the day the IG report on the clinton foundation dropped. Suddenly, there 
was a fubneral that needed to happen <--- critical thought would tell you this was no coincidence."},
{"tweetId":"1070440694609821696","date":1544047924000,"text":"IG report on the Clinton foundation was
moved from the 5th (today) to the 13th after the suddenly needed funeral for GHWB. \nPart of the IG 
report details the 'Crimes Against Children' noted in earlier IG reports. \nDo keep up and... try to 
refrain from name calling. :)"},{"tweetId":"1070457921039986688","date":1544052031000,"text":"You 
cannot stop what is coming @HillaryClinton \nThree Words:\n\"CRIMES AGAINST CHILDREN\"."},
{"tweetId":"1070536081072971778","date":1544070665000,"text":"Oh Q, We just want to see predatory 
traitors hang for their horrific abuses of power.\n-\nThanks @DevinNunes.\n-
\nhttps://thehill.com/hilltv/rising/419901-fbi-email-chain-may-provide-most-damning-evidence-of-fisa-
abuses-yet …pic.twitter.com/NlW9PWSNam"},
{"tweetId":"1070537269998698497","date":1544070949000,"text":"The Old Guard is going going... gone. 
\n\nhttps://www.foxnews.com/politics/obamas-fbi-brass-hollowed-out-after-latest-resignation-of-key-
official …pic.twitter.com/KZFSLTWCLd"},
{"tweetId":"1070538248634679296","date":1544071182000,"text":"The previous administration was selling
you out, rather cheaply too. \nSo ask yourselves, who was buying?\nRemember Hussein talking to Dmitri 
Medvedev?\nRemember U1?\nWe do.\nFOR GOD & COUNTRY - WE FIGHT!pic.twitter.com/AyQCPcyAMz"},
{"tweetId":"1070777034194984961","date":1544128113000,"text":"Google CEO to testify before congress 
too?\n-\nTiming is everything."},{"tweetId":"1070838882445467649","date":1544142859000,"text":"*Que
thousands of google bot accounts with unrelated trolling comments.*\nThis is how information warfare 
works:\nPublic perception is everything.\nThe President is correct here.\nDetractors do not care if he 
is right.\nThey exist to spread hatred and division.\nThey are programmed to."},
{"tweetId":"1070926451191545856","date":1544163737000,"text":"Storm:\nA direct assault by troops on a
fortified place."},
{"tweetId":"1070994041494536192","date":1544179852000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/T74Th035d6"},
{"tweetId":"1070997552185688064","date":1544180689000,"text":"-My loyalty is not for sale. \nYou 
cannot stop what is coming."},{"tweetId":"1071016917928996865","date":1544185306000,"text":"Accurate
and to the point. No wonder the trolls and google bots are out in full force. This series of tweets 
terrifies them deeply.\nWe, The People, Stand With You, Sir!"},
{"tweetId":"1071155986709262336","date":1544218463000,"text":"-----------------\nMassive Op is 
underway. \n-----------------"},{"tweetId":"1071156276355313665","date":1544218532000,"text":"<---.--
-.*.-.Active. \nGod Speed."},{"tweetId":"1071159227429859329","date":1544219235000,"text":"Comey 
looking nervous?\nGrilled on HRC Emails?\n---\n---\n*\n-\nYou cannot stop the Truth from emerging."},
{"tweetId":"1071159970073403392","date":1544219412000,"text":"We arent done with JC. 
\nPatience.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1071159227429859329 …"},
{"tweetId":"1071163796411031553","date":1544220324000,"text":"Pay attention:\nComey avoiding self-
incrimination through lawyers means what? \nHRC emails discussed?\nIG report released on Clinton 
Foundation between now and congressional grilling?\nTiming, is everything. \nEnjoy The Show.\nOptics 
dont matter.\nNo one can stop what is coming.\nNo one"},
{"tweetId":"1071172781369364480","date":1544222467000,"text":"You will be confirmed. I can think of no 
one who has more earned the opportunity to advance american exceptionalism across the globe. Your 
ability to effectively communicate our mission at hand will lend itself greatly to our UN presence. 
\nCongrats!"},{"tweetId":"1071175190611136513","date":1544223041000,"text":"You dont have to perfectly
understand how.\nAt least you know WHY justice must be delivered. \nHave faith. \n- you will not be 



let down. \nPOTUS will never ever let you down.\nPromises Made.\nPromises Kept.\n5:5"},
{"tweetId":"1071177839234433024","date":1544223673000,"text":"Iron Eagle.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1071199735736868864","date":1544228893000,"text":"Iron Eagle.pic.twitter.com/IM3PmxN60K"},
{"tweetId":"1071200686824538112","date":1544229120000,"text":"I see the trolls havent given up yet. 
Clearly they cannot read. It indeed does totally clear the President. \nNow, for the real fun to
begin:\nThe Storm."},{"tweetId":"1071281345698127872","date":1544248350000,"text":"^Never assume you 
know what is being communicated. It is an excellent way to remain in the dark."},
{"tweetId":"1071292428169158656","date":1544250993000,"text":"Late night Q&A.\nYou have the Eye's ear 
for a bit;\nMake good use of it Patriots. \nEnjoy."},
{"tweetId":"1071292847247253504","date":1544251093000,"text":"Yes."},
{"tweetId":"1071293151858577408","date":1544251165000,"text":"U1 charges to come? DS works by keeping 
people under blackmail. Physical and mental threats compel people to obey. How far back can you take 
Bob Mueller's history? He is a puppet to the same masters he always served."},
{"tweetId":"1071293537357045765","date":1544251257000,"text":"Sacrificed by the deep state in order to 
delay. Attempt was successful."},{"tweetId":"1071293696396660736","date":1544251295000,"text":"Define 
white hat? \nPeople are complicated, as are their reasons for doing what they do. Graham knows what is 
at stake."},{"tweetId":"1071293961535406080","date":1544251358000,"text":"Stand firm and unwavering in
your pursuit of/ and belief in Justice for ALL. Educate yourself and challenge your system of beliefs 
with every new fact you learn. Renew your spirit each and every day."},
{"tweetId":"1071294194105417728","date":1544251414000,"text":"There are many fake operations spreading 
fake information. I am aware of them all."},
{"tweetId":"1071294224887353344","date":1544251421000,"text":"Rarely."},
{"tweetId":"1071294324971847680","date":1544251445000,"text":"Who appointed?"},
{"tweetId":"1071294366801629184","date":1544251455000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1071294393020239872","date":1544251461000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1071294516504739841","date":1544251491000,"text":"Q's identity remains anonymous. Q will 
choose when to break that seal."},{"tweetId":"1071294642929459201","date":1544251521000,"text":"When 
does the report come out? December..."},
{"tweetId":"1071294722751299584","date":1544251540000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1071294998891646976","date":1544251606000,"text":"After January EO goes into effect and 
changes definition of enemy combatants and where and why they can be detained."},
{"tweetId":"1071295063735656448","date":1544251621000,"text":"I am a singular entity."},
{"tweetId":"1071295428497424385","date":1544251708000,"text":"No. Q is not domestic propaganda. Q is
transparency. Propaganda in domestic form is available in the form of \"entertainment news networks\" 
aka MSM."},{"tweetId":"1071295703119482880","date":1544251773000,"text":"Relationship between POTUS 
and JFK jr? - think death = start. Inflitration."},
{"tweetId":"1071295838113153025","date":1544251806000,"text":"Without question, patriots are in
control."},{"tweetId":"1071296071119323137","date":1544251861000,"text":"Less than 10 know who Q is. 
\nQ refers to themself as \"operators\" who \"serve at the pleasure of the President\"."},
{"tweetId":"1071296196755496960","date":1544251891000,"text":"You will have a VERY Merry Christmas."},
{"tweetId":"1071296354541101061","date":1544251929000,"text":"No. Also, Study DNA."},
{"tweetId":"1071296436514553856","date":1544251948000,"text":"RBG troubles?"},
{"tweetId":"1071296500267921411","date":1544251964000,"text":"Gold long since stopped being 
important."},{"tweetId":"1071296856729313280","date":1544252049000,"text":"\"I do not comment on 
active operations\". Future will provide answers to past remarks."},
{"tweetId":"1071297179694891015","date":1544252126000,"text":"Toured Academi"},
{"tweetId":"1071297424650633216","date":1544252184000,"text":"Secrecy for sub-zero weather? The Deep 
State operates in plain sight. Be careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1071297573410009088","date":1544252219000,"text":"Precautionary measures are taken on
everything released."},{"tweetId":"1071297611754287104","date":1544252229000,"text":"Revealed."},
{"tweetId":"1071297740443922432","date":1544252259000,"text":"MSM does not exist to inform."},
{"tweetId":"1071297887391375361","date":1544252294000,"text":"26"},
{"tweetId":"1071298314371559424","date":1544252396000,"text":"To an extent yes. Future transparency is
planned for much. However, certain information must remain protected in order to secure the present & 
future. What is known, is know to both good and bad actors. Therefore; what can be public knowledge 
will be."},{"tweetId":"1071298404960100354","date":1544252418000,"text":"There is no currency reset 
planned. Please be careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1071298599370272768","date":1544252464000,"text":"Of course. However; not everyone is 
compromised. These institutions are made up of thousand upon thousands of people; most of whom do a 
great job."},{"tweetId":"1071298650314338304","date":1544252476000,"text":""},
{"tweetId":"1071298920075223040","date":1544252540000,"text":"Cern has traveled a very public path and
has a very public purpose. Study that first. Compare and contrast what is known definately with what 
is rumored."},{"tweetId":"1071299749314260992","date":1544252738000,"text":"I stick with instant 
coffee. Q has NO backdoor or alternate comms, or side team members. Past/present/future there are no 
other platforms used by Q team. \nAnyone who claims inside comms with Q is lying. This does not mean
there are not those who communicate from the outside in."},
{"tweetId":"1071300559016202240","date":1544252931000,"text":"Hapoy Birthday. \nHow do Deep State 
actors communicate when all private comms are watched? Old fasioned but effective.\nW flip? Not 
likely."},{"tweetId":"1071300688263696391","date":1544252962000,"text":"Anons have missed whole
mountains of information still. You have more than you know."},



{"tweetId":"1071301003616628737","date":1544253037000,"text":"You are a dedicated and smart group of
patriots. There are reasons I am extremely careful about who is allowed to follow here. Iron sharpens 
iron."},{"tweetId":"1071301316134256640","date":1544253112000,"text":"The choice to be free remains 
with the people of each sovereign nation. However, as truth is continued to be  revealed and judgment 
arrives; the effect will ripple across the world like waves."},
{"tweetId":"1071301601749536768","date":1544253180000,"text":"I am not a part of Q team. I could not 
tell you their statistics. It is in the hundreds of millions at least"},
{"tweetId":"1071301682787741696","date":1544253199000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1071301838748729344","date":1544253236000,"text":"Nothing pertaining to ongoing
investigations will be unsealed until arrests are made."},
{"tweetId":"1071302397388038144","date":1544253370000,"text":"Time frames are fluid. Questions are 
answered as long as time provides."},{"tweetId":"1071302534818615296","date":1544253402000,"text":"Off 
target. Pyramids are made of what?"},
{"tweetId":"1071302842349178881","date":1544253476000,"text":"Quite real."},
{"tweetId":"1071303644258144257","date":1544253667000,"text":"People take small pieces of information, 
and often confuse them with personal desire.\nWe removed many stops in curative research; while 
allowing people in need to further pursue experimental treatments. \"Hidden technology\" is an
abstract concept that disallows chronological flow."},
{"tweetId":"1071304041932697600","date":1544253762000,"text":"A friend."},
{"tweetId":"1071304097616326656","date":1544253775000,"text":"Julian is safe."},
{"tweetId":"1071304256517488640","date":1544253813000,"text":"Physically, no. However, there are many
kinds of travel. Many journeys to make."},
{"tweetId":"1071304401481015296","date":1544253847000,"text":"There are always those whom sell their 
loyalties to the highest bidder."},
{"tweetId":"1071304608725811200","date":1544253897000,"text":"Realize that MK-Ultra does not work like
that and breathe."},{"tweetId":"1071304685439643649","date":1544253915000,"text":"Define Storm."},
{"tweetId":"1071304790095880193","date":1544253940000,"text":"Extremely Atypical."},
{"tweetId":"1071305024779759623","date":1544253996000,"text":"I am classified. No details will be 
forthcoming."},{"tweetId":"1071305784510898176","date":1544254177000,"text":"No, you havent. My
apologies to your system of beliefs."},
{"tweetId":"1071305919361925120","date":1544254209000,"text":"Vive la Revolution!"},
{"tweetId":"1071306103449886720","date":1544254253000,"text":"UN has served many good purposes; and 
many equally horrible ones."},{"tweetId":"1071306752883351553","date":1544254408000,"text":"You will
be blocked in a moment. However, Q stands for \"the source\"; But you'd have to think biblical. And 
12/5 was the original date of the IG report on the Clinton Foundation until the DS  GHWB funeral 
attempted to move it surreptitiously. And i have never said 12/5 look alive."},
{"tweetId":"1071307372562386944","date":1544254556000,"text":"You have three questions rolled into one
here. Pick one."},{"tweetId":"1071307441864957952","date":1544254572000,"text":"No. The Truman show is 
a movie. You live in reality."},
{"tweetId":"1071307854999683073","date":1544254671000,"text":"Absolutely NOT."},
{"tweetId":"1071308051448254465","date":1544254718000,"text":"95%"},
{"tweetId":"1071308279970754560","date":1544254772000,"text":"No"},
{"tweetId":"1071309272821190656","date":1544255009000,"text":"Uterine cancer has multiple varried 
treatments that entirely depend upon the location of the cancer; the stage at which it is identified; 
the age and health if the patient in question. Without a full medical work up, I could not begin to
give advice on this. My apologies."},
{"tweetId":"1071309693572837377","date":1544255109000,"text":"Once again. I am not a part of Q team. 
This is a long established fact. Try and keep up."},
{"tweetId":"1071311160228626432","date":1544255459000,"text":"Who leads the HOUSE? Define leverage? It
is what we have over them."},{"tweetId":"1071312300483710976","date":1544255731000,"text":""},
{"tweetId":"1071312543862394881","date":1544255789000,"text":"Elephants, by leaps and bounds."},
{"tweetId":"1071314101899530246","date":1544256160000,"text":"Other countries and entities will always 
attempt to infiltrate. This is the nature of progress."},
{"tweetId":"1071314589307076608","date":1544256276000,"text":"Q has made no mention of lizard people. 
Dont conflate the two. \nAs for GHWB being 187'd. The funeral had rather specific timing; given the IG 
report on the Clinton Foundation was due to happen that day. Do not doubt the lengths these people 
will go to, to protect their own skin."},
{"tweetId":"1071314923307851776","date":1544256356000,"text":"Out of time. Will try to answer more 
later. \nAlso:\nMultiple patriots have asked: what was in the envelope at the funeral?\nI do not know. 
\nI was not there. \nI have not seen the object in question. \nApologies.\nThere are limits to what I 
know; that being a prime example."},{"tweetId":"1071317659889868800","date":1544257008000,"text":"The
Anunnaki were sumerian era \"gods\"; there are no secret races of lizard people ruling humanity from 
the shadows though."},{"tweetId":"1071330224728694784","date":1544260004000,"text":"S.1311.\nAny 
chance we can get this to POTUS desk before adjournment? \n---\n@JohnCornyn @amyklobuchar 
@ChuckGrassley @SenFeinstein @SenBobCorker @SherrodBrown @DeanHeller @RonWyden @marcorubio @ChrisCoons
@OrrinHatch @SenatorBurr @HeidiHeitkamp \n-----"},
{"tweetId":"1071338641195261952","date":1544262011000,"text":"Request Granted:\nRepost of December's 
video.\n---\nCanticum Iudicium.pic.twitter.com/zyaerHyGdp"},
{"tweetId":"1071358152304746496","date":1544266663000,"text":"Mes frères et soeurs, vive la
révolution!\n\n#FranceProtests \n#WWG1WGA"},



{"tweetId":"1071457087782309889","date":1544290251000,"text":"God Bless the United States of
America!\nTry and\nEnjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1071928284907212800","date":1544402593000,"text":"Trump \"almost\" built a building in 
Moscow; while HRC and Hussein literally sold out our nuclear supply to Russia (Uranium One).\n- \nBut 
sure MSM, Trump is the bad guy"},{"tweetId":"1072107700534894595","date":1544445369000,"text":"UNITED
WE STAND.\nTOGETHER WE WIN.\nWWG1WGA!!!pic.twitter.com/5TcorIEuVJ"},
{"tweetId":"1072182073262252033","date":1544463101000,"text":"There is no such thing as a \"Real Dark 
Judge\". 14k people following? Repeats Claims of inside comms with Q? \nCome on, Patriots. \nI expect 
better of you at this point. \nThere are NO outside comms with Q.\nPeriod. \nAccount belongs to an ex-
indy-wrestler. \n-Be careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1072239799807832064","date":1544476864000,"text":"I would prefer you do not trust me.\nI 
believe it is better that you think critically.\nThose who feel the need to demand your trust; are 
those with much to hide.\n-\nWhen you are a true Patriot. \nYou don't need to pretend. \n-\nTrue
patriots, are selfless.\n-\nStay United \nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1072241639635197953","date":1544477302000,"text":"My favorite Q post of the past 24 hours, 
for obvious reasons.pic.twitter.com/FiFB7RIReQ"},
{"tweetId":"1072248626779443200","date":1544478968000,"text":"This is NOT a game. \nThis is deadly
serious, silent warfare. \nThink of attacks on diplomats. \nThink. \nThink of planes crashing. 
\nThink.\nTHIS, is global war. You are living in it. \nThere is not enough room to leave things to 
chance.  \nLEARN. \nDon't make yourself a target or enemy."},
{"tweetId":"1072249248828268550","date":1544479117000,"text":"^Not a financial reset^ \nDo not
conflate the two subjects. \nThis is why disinformation is so effective. Study the structure changes 
being made."},{"tweetId":"1072249658846703617","date":1544479214000,"text":"For starters. Dont lie 
about important things, or attack important people aimlessly. These are habits that get people 
killed."},{"tweetId":"1072251907652100101","date":1544479750000,"text":"Please Note: before
disinformation specialists get to it. \nThis is not a financial reset. This is not the wiping of all 
outstanding debts. This is not a money miracle drug. \nStructure change; is about restructuring the 
current system; not disbanding it.\nThe FED needs roped in.pic.twitter.com/rcRA1wp6r3"},
{"tweetId":"1072254958748295169","date":1544480478000,"text":"I do not capitalize on your hopes and
dreams. I foster them, so that you might grow resilient and strong too.\nI love you all.\nYou are my 
brothers.\nMy sisters.\nMy friends.\nMy Fellow Patriots.\nAnd it is ever an honor to serve in this 
fight as equals, shoulder to shoulder.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1072350935723229184","date":1544503361000,"text":"Stand Firm @cain_nate.\nKeep the
faith.\nYou are never alone. \nHOOAH.\nhttps://twitter.com/cain_nate/status/1072221511443013633 …
pic.twitter.com/u28IRPC2H4"},{"tweetId":"1072353181328379905","date":1544503896000,"text":"HOOAH.\n---
--------------\nIf & When you should need something urgent; Whatever the case may be. \nTag my @ 
handle with a 3301*.\nAssistance will be given. \nYou gained a good friend, in unlikely places.
\nPatriots, protect patriots."},{"tweetId":"1072386668311785473","date":1544511880000,"text":"If you 
give your enemy enough rope. They will hang themselves.\nLesson will be learned quickly.\n12 moves 
ahead "},{"tweetId":"1072396002471145472","date":1544514105000,"text":"-\nGoodbye Kiki.\n-\nCheers, 
Patriots Everywhere.\n-\nSome Soon-To-Be-News that will make you smile."},
{"tweetId":"1072397730713165824","date":1544514517000,"text":"DC is in a massive PANIC. \nAs the 
Mueller probe finishes publicly; there is nothing with russia; so campaign finance has become the 
sudden target (will fail too).\nSuddenly; 44 ex-senators are pleading for people to \"defend 
democracy\" which is code for \"dont arrest us\".\nNo deals."},
{"tweetId":"1072401582342447105","date":1544515436000,"text":"Goodbye Kiki\n+\n(Senate 
Locked)\n=\nLewis v. United States, 680 F.2d 1239 (1982)\n(Restructure!)\n-\nLook forward to it 
Patriots.\n"},{"tweetId":"1072406519340285952","date":1544516613000,"text":"Think back. \nThink back 
to when Q showed up,\nHow your mindsets have changed. \nHow... aware, you are now.\nListen, vigilance
is great; hypervigilance is not. \nKnowing is good, but remember to breathe & relax & enjoy the 
show.\nThis is about waking people up. Not tiring them out"},
{"tweetId":"1072409885705420801","date":1544517415000,"text":"Fair point. Im trying to unify and 
galvanize a group of particularly dedicated patriots though; not recover them from bullet wounds "},
{"tweetId":"1072426207969509376","date":1544521307000,"text":"Oh. It is worse than that "},
{"tweetId":"1072433869855559682","date":1544523134000,"text":"Final warning shot:\nStop lying to 
patriots. \nBe honest. \n---\nHoboken NJ. via Bangladesh. \nYou are in deep at this point.\nBe honest, 
or be exposed. \nThis is not a game. \n@ROYALMRBADNEWSpic.twitter.com/0HiYf5doR3"},
{"tweetId":"1072436827276132352","date":1544523839000,"text":"What is amazing, is that he started this 
by attacking this channel, and people made me aware. I'd had him blocked forever for spreading 
disinformation. I even offered to let him slide; if he would erase his lies and stop misleading 
people. Instead he doubled down. We Will See"},
{"tweetId":"1072473159948005376","date":1544532501000,"text":"You were born in '92; your father works 
for \nExit realty in NJ & CT.\nYou are Nigerian by heritage. \nYou used to vocally support Obama. 
\nYou once claimed to be a millionaire. \nYou gave advice about it. \nYou lied. \nYou also worked for 
\"GurlTalk\"\nAll of this has proof+ \n5 hours left"},
{"tweetId":"1072480294379372544","date":1544534202000,"text":"Proof of all claims made so far.\n(I 
added the weird GOP wolf on homeless vets ones in for fun because.... thats just too crazy, isnt 
it?)\nThere is MUCH more available. This is the tip of the iceberg.\n4 hours left.\nTick Tock ya larpy 
f*ckwit.pic.twitter.com/DlTgsXMZF7"},{"tweetId":"1072484316276580354","date":1544535161000,"text":"Big
Day Ahead? https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072480983683870720 …"},



{"tweetId":"1072550868271226880","date":1544551028000,"text":"Taking that \"First
Step\".\nExcellent!https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1072536674947739650 …"},
{"tweetId":"1072608900845891589","date":1544564864000,"text":"I'm not going to actually doxx the idiot 
kid @ROYALMRBADNEWS . The point was made. They are an absolute fraud. \nGo to their google plus 
account anyday to see all of it. Name and address included because they are NOT
bright.\nhttps://plus.google.com/107192516923633407307 …\nMoving on here\nBack to work"},
{"tweetId":"1072610745639161856","date":1544565304000,"text":"Sometimes, it is about rattling 
someone's cage; and letting them expose themself. Think critically. What was the response to the 
threat? Exposed bad actor misleading 14k people. If you really want the name and address the link
where it can be found was provded."},
{"tweetId":"1072611368732381185","date":1544565453000,"text":"Timing, Is Everything.\nWhere We Go 
One..."},{"tweetId":"1072624474183385093","date":1544568577000,"text":"Words cannot express, how 
thrilled I am.\nThis is an important first step in truly dismantling the Prison Industrial
Complex.\nGood Days Ahead, Fellow Patriots. \nKeep the 
Faith!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1072614269773119489 …"},
{"tweetId":"1072638673211006976","date":1544571963000,"text":"NE VOUS CACHEZ PAS, MES FRÈRES ET 
SOEURS. LEVEZ-VOUS. MARRE?!\nOÙ L'UN DE NOUS VA, NOUS ALLONS TOUS.\nWORLD WIDE.\n\n#QAnon\n#QArmy
\n#frenchriots \n#FranceProtests"},
{"tweetId":"1076662564954755074","date":1545531333000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/hsFJ5JbBIN"},
{"tweetId":"1076662898515234817","date":1545531413000,"text":"People pushing \"R\" still? \nThere is 
only Q.pic.twitter.com/jSNoclbn0V"},{"tweetId":"1076663303697502208","date":1545531509000,"text":"?
This is my one and only account."},
{"tweetId":"1076663858826141696","date":1545531642000,"text":"Deactivated the account earlier. Brought 
it back (with a slight change to the name as it had already been grabbed by trolls). \nAfter some 
thought, and sleep; I decided I will stay and fight beside you all. \nWWG1WGA."},
{"tweetId":"1076664139794317312","date":1545531709000,"text":"Nope. The numbers will update. Click 
followers they are all there still."},{"tweetId":"1076665031796969472","date":1545531921000,"text":"I 
thought better on the rebranding. After a good bit of sleep i decided the association with dragons 
wouldnt float well. And that I dont want to cower before paytriots who find joy in dividing people."},
{"tweetId":"1076665728156295168","date":1545532087000,"text":"I deactivated it. All followers are 
still there. Twitter's system just hasnt updated the numbers yet."},
{"tweetId":"1076666597748535296","date":1545532295000,"text":"All followers are here. \nTwitter just 
hasnt re-updated the numbers yet. The troll account that grabbed the \"RealEyeTheSpy\" handle is a
fake. It is my fault though, for dumping it earlier, even briefly. Cheers Patriots. We fight on 
together."},{"tweetId":"1076667170183094272","date":1545532431000,"text":"<-- I am human, and get very 
tired sometimes between work and taking care of this page. No one is perfect. You are correct, I 
should never have even dignified their attack."},
{"tweetId":"1076669360364769280","date":1545532953000,"text":"So much truth to this statement. The 
fake-news media are only intersted in shielding themselves from the consequences of their previous 
actions; while hoping to enable further moral decay in 
people.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076658521926656000 …"},
{"tweetId":"1076669629014175746","date":1545533017000,"text":"Mattis wanted more war, than the current 
administration desires. Plain & simple. There is a reason they called him 'mad 
dog'https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076663817831153664 …"},
{"tweetId":"1076670289734524928","date":1545533175000,"text":"^This is a fake account^"},
{"tweetId":"1076674058467594240","date":1545534073000,"text":"Rest easy. Click followers. They are all 
there. :) Twitter takes a couple hours to update them after an account is reactivated."},
{"tweetId":"1076674331822968833","date":1545534139000,"text":"Follower count is now updated :)\nI am 
the one & only Eye The Spy."},{"tweetId":"1076675108666777600","date":1545534324000,"text":"Original
handle was taken by a troll after I rebranded for a bit earlier in the day. A small loss, all things 
considered. It wont benefit them in the end."},
{"tweetId":"1076676275429916672","date":1545534602000,"text":"This is much the same position that 
myself, & many of my friends and colleagues are in. I am not sure what advice could help; except to
say that the short term sacrifices we all must make; are well worth the long term goal of national 
security & prosperity."},{"tweetId":"1076678654975987713","date":1545535169000,"text":"Sharp thinking. 
I have never used the like button. Not once."},
{"tweetId":"1076683562156466176","date":1545536339000,"text":"It is very likely that we are in the ten
days of darkness Q mentioned in 2017.\nNot definite, but likely."},
{"tweetId":"1076690994886778881","date":1545538111000,"text":"-I do not think this means that Q will 
be silent for ten days. Rather, I very much think it applies to the current state of things.\nThese 
are dark days for us, indeed;\nLook at the news.\nTherefore; It is my humble opinion that the dawning
of the new year will pierce the darkness.pic.twitter.com/jdQLIAJ7M8"},
{"tweetId":"1076695106722385920","date":1545539092000,"text":"They all promise the same things. The 
problem is that POTUS is actually doing things. Their rhetorical battles are never supposed to amount 
to real action\n With real action, comes real security. With real security, comes freedom and
prosperity.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/phil4gop/status/1076565841804697600 …pic.twitter.com/URQkfPWgWu"},
{"tweetId":"1076712540636356609","date":1545543248000,"text":"Q linked this video on youtube. I'm just 
reposting it here for ease of access. \nThe hypocrisy of politicians who play both sides of the aisle 
in order to keep division alive & well, must end. Border Security is National
Security!\n#BuildTheWallpic.twitter.com/G7ekmKIZWw"},



{"tweetId":"1076722633629200389","date":1545545655000,"text":"We are strongest, when we stand United.
\nA public awakening, is not just about awareness. It is about Unity against false lines of division. 
It is about realizing the good of all, over the ego of the self. \nTogether, we can accomplish 
anything.\nWhere We Go One..."},
{"tweetId":"1076742785385054210","date":1545550459000,"text":"Reminder:\nNever divide
yourselves.\nThis is more important than you can imagine.pic.twitter.com/Yo587Ak6Oz"},
{"tweetId":"1076864213941927938","date":1545579410000,"text":"Agreed. The cost of building the wall is 
so insignificant when compared to the security and prosperity it will help bring the American People. 
\nWe stand with you, Mr President!"},
{"tweetId":"1076868196630712320","date":1545580359000,"text":"Literally thousand of bots are suddenly 
attacking this page. Coincidence that it happened directly after I posted an original pic from inside 
the white house? Clear trigger point.\n\"You attack those the most, who are the biggest threat.\" -
Q\nMerry Christmas, Patriots "},{"tweetId":"1076869416711802880","date":1545580650000,"text":"It's a
fake account^ Concentrated attacks from all sides."},
{"tweetId":"1076875904192786433","date":1545582197000,"text":"Pic #2.\nMerry Christmas, 
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/xFZljoY0Q4"},{"tweetId":"1076883388601196545","date":1545583982000,"text":"An 
excellent choice! Patrick will be great!"},
{"tweetId":"1076959557669306370","date":1545602142000,"text":"19 years 
ago.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1076926760829243392 …"},
{"tweetId":"1076961787717828613","date":1545602673000,"text":"Pic # 3\nThere are so many photos of 
this available. However, this one is mine alone.\nMerry Christmas,
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/jxtxLEZxgp"},
{"tweetId":"1076962267244171264","date":1545602788000,"text":"Correct. The start."},
{"tweetId":"1076973375954800640","date":1545605436000,"text":"Pic #4. \n'Tis the Season.\nMerry 
Christmas, Patriots.pic.twitter.com/tGHe8d6SeQ"},
{"tweetId":"1076976036171128832","date":1545606070000,"text":"Google & Twitter both now redirect 
people to fake accounts when you search for this page. \nToo little, too late.\nFollow Q. 
\n\nhttp://qntmpkts.keybase.pub \nhttp://qanon.pub "},
{"tweetId":"1076980931238465536","date":1545607238000,"text":"I am 6' 3. So i am fairly tall. However,
there are stairs where I am standing. "},
{"tweetId":"1076981534643679233","date":1545607381000,"text":"It is my humble opinion that the new 
year will bring much."},{"tweetId":"1077017072385839104","date":1545615854000,"text":"This is a fake 
account.  It runs several pages; spams disinfo; and has NO connection to my page or any real intel
organization. Period."},{"tweetId":"1077023360524128256","date":1545617353000,"text":"You are a fake 
account. You have NO connection to me or any intel organization. Game over."},
{"tweetId":"1077029757588570112","date":1545618879000,"text":"^Fake account pretending to be me. 
Report and block. No association with me. Not a part of any intel organization. Pushing disinfo.
Concerted attack on patriots."},{"tweetId":"1077029979379191809","date":1545618931000,"text":"^This is 
a fake account, pretending to be me. Report and block."},
{"tweetId":"1077031241948504066","date":1545619233000,"text":"You are a fake account. You have NO 
connection to me whatsoever. Claiming to be me and stalking my followers is in direct violation of
twitter's terms of service. \n@TwitterSupport kindly remove this fraud. Thanks."},
{"tweetId":"1077033555413385216","date":1545619784000,"text":"^This is a fake account impersonating 
me. Report and block them. Thank you."},
{"tweetId":"1077043813934350336","date":1545622230000,"text":"Merry day-before-Christmas Eve\nWhere We
Go One..."},{"tweetId":"1077059482323161099","date":1545625966000,"text":"Pop•u•lism:\nA political 
philosophy supporting the rights and power of the people in their struggle against the privileged 
elite.\n-\nWe, The People, Stand With You, Mr. President!"},
{"tweetId":"1077061662111346688","date":1545626485000,"text":"Let's put this in perspective. The
spending bill is approx. 4 trillion dollars. The wall costs less than .1% of those funds. This is 
about ending pipelines for human trafficking & drug trafficking.  \nSave money.\nSave lives. 
\n#BuildTheWall"},{"tweetId":"1077072323201679360","date":1545629027000,"text":"Excellent. We do not 
need to continuously sacrifice our own citizens for the sake of furthering the military industrial
complex. Bring them home, Mr. 
President!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1077064829825966081 …"},
{"tweetId":"1077073464601862144","date":1545629299000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/Fd1uH5yQdJ"},
{"tweetId":"1077092048212242433","date":1545633730000,"text":"Fun fact: When Hussein was in office,
they blocked people who trolled. All the time. You trolls had to get a literal court order to be able 
to sit around and spam the President's feed. Sad, and pathetic.  It isnt about honesty, you are not 
winners; you are desperate, and it shows"},
{"tweetId":"1077093828585316352","date":1545634154000,"text":"Modified twitter handle to
@TrueEyeTheSpy\n-Update your browser shortcuts if you have them. "},
{"tweetId":"1077094400168202240","date":1545634291000,"text":"Thanks, I rather like it myself :)"},
{"tweetId":"1077094639218372608","date":1545634348000,"text":"Just solved it. Check my latest tweet 
for the new twitter handle. :)"},{"tweetId":"1077095791800528896","date":1545634622000,"text":"I
dumped the old twitter handle. A troll grabbed it and was posing as me. Simple solution was to update 
my twitter handle. There have been multiple dummy accounts over time that tried to mimic here, but 
there is only ONE Eye The Spy\nAlso, \"Majestic 12\" is a made up organization"},
{"tweetId":"1077096488629665792","date":1545634789000,"text":"I'm the ONLY Eye The Spy. Twitter handle
was changed. Check my follower count. Check my account creation date. I just dumped the old handle and 



a troll grabbed it. No worries."},{"tweetId":"1077096878590824449","date":1545634882000,"text":"Troll
attacks. Dummy accounts posing as me. Search engines censoring results for my handle. It needed 
updated; the reasons were many."},
{"tweetId":"1077101627402784768","date":1545636014000,"text":"Patriots, You haven't heard the last 
about Uranium One. \nThere is trouble brewing for the Deep State like you wouldn't believe. \n-
\nDefine: Clandestine Mission\nThank You, @GenFlynn"},
{"tweetId":"1077217976909209600","date":1545663754000,"text":"We, The People, Stand With You!\nThere 
is no need for Our Country to subsidize other first world nations. We have our own citizens to care 
for. America First is not selfish, it is smart."},
{"tweetId":"1077220534797127680","date":1545664363000,"text":"Dark to Light, @GenFlynn\nLet the 
Sunshine in.\n"},{"tweetId":"1077226662872391683","date":1545665824000,"text":"Absolutely we are. 
\nLike never before. \nPeace, Through Strength. \nWe Believe in American Exceptionalism. \nWe, The 
People, Stand With You!"},{"tweetId":"1077230892521795584","date":1545666833000,"text":"Wishing you a
speedy recovery fellow Patriot!"},{"tweetId":"1077234138514628608","date":1545667607000,"text":"I love 
this analogy. Also. Restructure coming? As always; if you follow Q. You already 
knew.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1077231267559755776 …"},
{"tweetId":"1077255991559884800","date":1545672817000,"text":"Accurate, and to the point. Without a
proper barrier to deter the illegal trafficking of drugs and people; the idea of functional border 
security is laughable. In order for any of it to work; we MUST build the wall."},
{"tweetId":"1077256935915880448","date":1545673042000,"text":"Our President has style\nHe stands, 
unafraid of the constant slings and arrows the extremist-left hurl at him. Instead of cowering against
their relentless attacks, he follows through on his promises made to those who elected him to the 
White House.\nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1077319012751675393","date":1545687842000,"text":"This is beautiful. Thank you for posting 
it, Sarah."},{"tweetId":"1077319509839659009","date":1545687961000,"text":"Your President Fights For
You!\nMerry Christmas Eve, 
Patriots!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1077311502615490560 …"},
{"tweetId":"1077327307499622400","date":1545689820000,"text":"This battle does not have long left, 
Patriots. Stay Strong. Unite and Support each other.\nRemember:\nWe fight and serve America not
because we hate our enemies, it is because we love our Country. We absolutely Love the Freedoms that 
We Cherish.\nWe Are One Nation, Under God\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1077373401633882112","date":1545700810000,"text":"Coincidence?
\nhttps://twitter.com/USMC/status/1077368330996961280 …"},
{"tweetId":"1077384029568225282","date":1545703344000,"text":"To Soldier & Citizen:\nIt is here, on 
the Eve of Christmas; that I wish you peace, and tidings of great joy. May the Spirit that binds us 
together through Faith and Grace of God burn brightly in your hearts. I am truly blessed to know you 
all and wish you a Very Merry Christmas."},
{"tweetId":"1077553805758210048","date":1545743821000,"text":"Merry Christmas!"},
{"tweetId":"1077579832265977856","date":1545750027000,"text":"\"Merry Christmas\\n\"\n\"Have a good 
one, my friend\""},{"tweetId":"1078753403227070464","date":1546029828000,"text":"Busy Times. \nStudy Q 
drops relating to January CM* EO. \nDo not guess.\n*\nStay Sharp, Old Friend \n-3"},
{"tweetId":"1079103435574784000","date":1546113282000,"text":"Power Grid trouble/ Internet trouble/ 
Current 8chan trouble?\nCoincidence that it all happens this close to the new EO going into effect?\n-
These people are stupid. \nNothing can stop what is coming. \nAll attempts to stop will fail."},
{"tweetId":"1079247968887279616","date":1546147741000,"text":"Timing, is
everything.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1079214392758145024 …"},
{"tweetId":"1079272083350323205","date":1546153491000,"text":"10 days, have almost gone by. \nCan you 
hear it? The ticking of the clock?\nTick tock,\nTick tock."},
{"tweetId":"1079859505259859973","date":1546293543000,"text":"1 to
go.\n@Pontifexpic.twitter.com/IwTTUhOvKA"},
{"tweetId":"1079889822783807488","date":1546300771000,"text":"HAPPY NEW 
YEAR!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1079888205351145472 …"},
{"tweetId":"1079968259254956033","date":1546319472000,"text":"Welcome to 2019."},
{"tweetId":"1080271415797039105","date":1546391750000,"text":"Semper Fidelis, @USMC."},
{"tweetId":"1080576254200418306","date":1546464429000,"text":"It is when everything seems quiet, that 
things are most often happening.\nWatch & Learn."},
{"tweetId":"1080578693012078593","date":1546465011000,"text":"From where I stand, Donald J. Trump
fights for Peace & Freedom against all odds; and against the machinations of pure evil.\nIt is no 
wonder, each day brings a new detestable and morally bankrupt puppet decrying his good works. They are 
desperate to save their sick system."},{"tweetId":"1080664176308244480","date":1546485392000,"text":"-
How do you bleed the swamp dry?\n-Shut its bank down. \nThey do not go quietly. \nThe Anti-Trump
theater grows; \nThink logically:\nThose who yell the loudest are those with the most to lose. \nThe 
swamp was/is on both sides. \nLearn from Q.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1081061456974618629","date":1546580111000,"text":"What roads are paved, in blood; for 
peace.\nWhat roads are so idly shattered.\nHow high, is the cost of freedom,\nThat people must
unceasingly feed its appetite for death? \nNo More."},
{"tweetId":"1081068400108072961","date":1546581766000,"text":"Stay United. \nTogether, you are 
strong."},{"tweetId":"1081074342216327169","date":1546583183000,"text":"The Q post archives each 
recieve, on average, half a million, to a million page views per day. \nPublic Awakening = Endgame."},
{"tweetId":"1081244347050414081","date":1546623715000,"text":"Huber investigating FBI corruption of 



previous admin etc.\nHRC under criminal investigation by current FBI.\nFlynn able to continue
clandestine mission for DIA.\nGovernment Shutdown.\nWALL\nJOBS.\n-\nIf you despise the swamp. Try 
looking up from the MSM fantasy.\nWe are winning. \nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1081260715627945986","date":1546627618000,"text":"Eyes open. \nEars 
open.https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1081258882822033409 …"},
{"tweetId":"1081326629685743617","date":1546643333000,"text":"Donald J. Trump: \nHas made good on 
nearly all of his campaign promises & continues to produce nothing but good works that benefit 
everyday American Citizens:\nGood luck with #ImpeachTheMF.\nIf you keep drinking the MSM kool-aid, you 
have only yourself to blame for your ignorance."},
{"tweetId":"1081328464022720512","date":1546643770000,"text":"Their coffers are not endless. \nWhat 
happens when your enemies resources have been bled dry?\nDeath, by a thousand cuts."},
{"tweetId":"1081329128572403717","date":1546643929000,"text":"Corsi is being used as a fake defender 
of the right. The working concept is that by having his case fall through after positive coverage;
they can, by association, make Trump look bad.\nDesperate, and very Stupid.\nThe People, are well 
aware of Corsi's Mossad history."},{"tweetId":"1081331707222081537","date":1546644543000,"text":"-
Reminder. \nPlaceholders are temporary. \nYou have more than you know.pic.twitter.com/gVXvUQAOqa"},
{"tweetId":"1081357089098907648","date":1546650595000,"text":"WWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/1RSmGx4q9h"},
{"tweetId":"1081399433525428224","date":1546660691000,"text":"Xi orders?\nChina anticipating an 
emergency soon? \nThey aren't the only country gearing up their soldiers. \nTruth is Pain.\nBe Ready 
for the Hammer, Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1081641141374574592","date":1546718318000,"text":"The MSM is 
silent, but across Europe, the yellow vests continue, in huge numbers, to rebel against their
socialist prison.\nKeep your eyes open.\nWhere We Go One..."},
{"tweetId":"1081655006892359680","date":1546721624000,"text":"Posse Comitatus can be suspended during 
a national emergency.\nThis allows the military to act to execute the Law.\nKeep your EYES OPEN. \nGo. 
Follow Q. \nThe day is young yet. \nMore to come."},
{"tweetId":"1081681200815722504","date":1546727869000,"text":"We are within striking distance, Q. 
\nGive them Hell when the time comes."},
{"tweetId":"1081688436954796035","date":1546729594000,"text":"Steel yourselves with patience. This is 
not just about the US, or one or two people you dislike. The Plan is designed to destroy the WW Deep
State itself. Its purpose is not to placate bloodlust or anger; but rather, to uproot and evict 
evil.\nStay Together.\nUnited, You are STRONG"},
{"tweetId":"1081693123967897600","date":1546730712000,"text":"MSM is a global weapon. The exact same 
articles are run the entire world over, in every language.\nThis is the great echo chamber.\nThe
decider of opinions for those who cannot think for themselves.\n\nTHINK FOR YOURSELF.\nRESEARCH FOR 
YOURSELF\nTURN OFF THE LOUDSPEAKER.\n&\nBE FREE."},
{"tweetId":"1081693923842686976","date":1546730903000,"text":"Probably the single most important Q 
post to date. \nThank you Q.pic.twitter.com/AlIrHUggvH"},
{"tweetId":"1081694473204191233","date":1546731033000,"text":"Full size photo so Patriots can 
see.\nDetails on the watch? \nTiming, is everything. \npic.twitter.com/AY6h9LqmR1"},
{"tweetId":"1081704599311081472","date":1546733448000,"text":"BUSY NIGHT.pic.twitter.com/hRxBNond6D"},
{"tweetId":"1081711319496171526","date":1546735050000,"text":"\"Timing is everything.\"<---\nThey
never learn. \nThey take the bait, every time. \nTheir false sense of grandeur is only outweighed by 
their guilt & paranoia; both which are easy to manipulate.\n@maggieNYT, You are a liability.\n-
\nhttps://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1081693680291991552 …\n-\nhttps://wikileaks.org/podesta-
emails/emailid/7524 …pic.twitter.com/ihoNdOHNiO"},
{"tweetId":"1081715529235214337","date":1546736054000,"text":"Gathering In The Storm."},
{"tweetId":"1081718921647017984","date":1546736862000,"text":"Travelling ahead. \nShort trip."},
{"tweetId":"1081739360112922624","date":1546741735000,"text":"A good night for 
prayer.pic.twitter.com/OllP7pKk8X"},
{"tweetId":"1081818177435324416","date":1546760527000,"text":"Welcome, to Epiphany."},
{"tweetId":"1082005934363295746","date":1546805292000,"text":"Traffic is always watched. \nTick 
tock.pic.twitter.com/FGyuoHYXus"},
{"tweetId":"1082010866244075520","date":1546806467000,"text":"Epiphany.\nRead.\nStudy.\nUnderstand?\n-
--------\nhttps://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/sep/10/cia-senate-investigation-constitutional-
crisis-daniel-jones …\n\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/01/world/senate-intelligence-commitee-cia-
interrogation-report.html …\n\nhttps://www.mcclatchydc.com/news/nation-world/national/national-
security/article24770296.html …pic.twitter.com/o2KxieixTR"},
{"tweetId":"1082067982409453569","date":1546820085000,"text":"Well said, Q.\nThere is No WWIII.\nThere 
is No Economic Collapse.\nThere is only a Great Leader, destroying corruption & Freeing The 
People.\nWe Stand, Together,\nWWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/JVIWnkWO4p"},
{"tweetId":"1082076050430013441","date":1546822009000,"text":"They will all go together when they
go.\n-
\nhttps://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2019/01/04/dershowitz_secret_emails_about_underage_sex_alleg
ations_will_put_prominent_people_in_handcuffs.html …pic.twitter.com/1gXoDZahxw"},
{"tweetId":"1082113373280575488","date":1546830907000,"text":"Creatures, great & small, that do not
evolve with circumstance, oft' find themselves suddenly extinct. Be smart\n@maggieNYT. Get off the 
train. \n-\nhttps://twitter.com/maggienyt/status/1009982937952079873?lang=en …\n-
\nhttps://twitter.com/maggienyt/status/1065100343846031362?lang=en …\n-
\nhttps://twitter.com/maggieNYT/status/1081974511598211072 …pic.twitter.com/DFwmbdMQ2h"},
{"tweetId":"1082146344075186176","date":1546838768000,"text":"Working 



late.pic.twitter.com/1UUrEemy4f"},{"tweetId":"1082157693891162113","date":1546841474000,"text":"I love
my job.pic.twitter.com/Cx8HZEDOGU"},{"tweetId":"1082162247563124736","date":1546842560000,"text":"What 
does control look like?\nImagine if, by understanding the map of your brain's function, you could be 
controlled:\nStimuli producing actions involuntarily; worse yet, subconsciously.\nNow start to 
understand.\nThe hole runs deep.\nhttps://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7920010/cia-mkultra-mind-control-
drugs-hypnosis-electric-documents/ …\n-\nhttps://ncats.nih.gov/pubs/features/brain-signals-action …
pic.twitter.com/m7BJ2WO6Yi"},
{"tweetId":"1082173419502948352","date":1546845223000,"text":"Scopolamine? (Why does Phillip Morris 
hold the aerosol patent on the world's most dangerous mind control drug? US7410635B2)\n-\nWireless
Magnetothermal Deep Brain Stimulation? (Control functions of the brain remotely via an implanted 
electrode? 25765068)\n-\nMind control = Everywhere"},
{"tweetId":"1082184851556630528","date":1546847949000,"text":"Incorrect."},
{"tweetId":"1082193483832741888","date":1546850007000,"text":"Research better."},
{"tweetId":"1082326676854452226","date":1546881763000,"text":"What a beautiful day 
pic.twitter.com/8u9dV3Fd3u"},{"tweetId":"1082490277284200450","date":1546920768000,"text":"Well said. 
\nGlorious.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1082484663216730113 …"},
{"tweetId":"1082819020628336640","date":1546999146000,"text":"EYES OPEN. \nEARS OPEN. \nOVAL OFFICE.
\nWATCH.\n LISTEN."},
{"tweetId":"1082819379421691904","date":1546999232000,"text":"READY.https://www.pscp.tv/w/bwVND3R3LTEw
MDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MW1yR21ZQVBnRXZHeRcVNgBi8Gsc1fnqGBQVhCp_A2perNXZyT1z5VLdYtSM …"},
{"tweetId":"1082846560285851649","date":1547005712000,"text":"Bots working overtime for narrative
control?\n-\nThousands of fake accounts on social media platforms have been activated over the past 
couple hours."},{"tweetId":"1083068831793319937","date":1547058706000,"text":"This should be trending 
->> #BuildTheWall\nLook at the number of tweets per hour. \nGood job scrubbing it, twitter. \nWouldn't 
want people to realize the idea is extremely popular.\nYour algorithms are failing you."},
{"tweetId":"1083075798997839872","date":1547060367000,"text":"No one, from the @USCG has gone without 
pay yet. \nProjecting fear onto the ignorant, is sad."},
{"tweetId":"1083078498552610821","date":1547061011000,"text":"No more funding fires for Scamifornia? 
\nGood.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1083022011574747137 …"},
{"tweetId":"1083096784115847168","date":1547065370000,"text":"[RR] departure date is set."},
{"tweetId":"1083257911244214272","date":1547103786000,"text":"They ALWAYS take the 
bait.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1083210083771785216 …"},
{"tweetId":"1083415615489089537","date":1547141386000,"text":"Trust
Kansas.pic.twitter.com/BROI1GhCRH"},
{"tweetId":"1083776426850045953","date":1547227410000,"text":"Extremely busy traveling today.\nPlease 
follow Q. \nhttps://qntmpkts.keybase.pub \n-\nQ thread today so far:\nBoom 4x post.\nChina travel for 
mystery official?(think 2nd NK summit plans. Details details details.)\nRBG (kiki) is down for the
count. Q knew before News knew, again.\nThink SCOTUSpic.twitter.com/PPlKf4jXyg"},
{"tweetId":"1083917684767670274","date":1547261088000,"text":"Busy Days.pic.twitter.com/CaFO27YxPQ"},
{"tweetId":"1084173199812841472","date":1547322008000,"text":"Well done, WH. \nMakes the point well. 
\n#BuildTheWallhttps://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1084121575853445120 …"},
{"tweetId":"1084566104150888448","date":1547415684000,"text":"Eyes open, the lights are on now. \n-
\nhttps://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2018/02/11/former_cia_director_john_brennan_investi
gated_for_perjury.html …pic.twitter.com/Lp5FXCYjhg"},
{"tweetId":"1084654969616285696","date":1547436871000,"text":"Committed to Excellence in Defense of
the Nation. Always."},{"tweetId":"1084800771122782208","date":1547471633000,"text":"Vive la 
France!\n#GiletsJaunes \n#FranceProtestspic.twitter.com/OgVNKHINCd"},
{"tweetId":"1085512621854470145","date":1547641351000,"text":"Today:\nCountermoves after lunch with 
Kansas."},{"tweetId":"1085519581446393856","date":1547643010000,"text":"Trust Kansas. \n\nIf you dont
understand how the game is played; Pay attention to the sequence of events, and where Kansas has been 
visiting.\n\nNow, pay attention to what follows, and who stands where on the chess board.\n\nBorder 
Wall is not the only piece in play.\nThe field is vast."},
{"tweetId":"1085522156468006913","date":1547643624000,"text":"-Blunt & Direct."},
{"tweetId":"1085536500262019072","date":1547647044000,"text":"Busy day ahead. \nSmile, Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1085558308080156673","date":1547652244000,"text":"Are your eyes open?
https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1085545476752097280 …"},
{"tweetId":"1085997096581382144","date":1547756859000,"text":"Nancy will not be flying on the
Executive dime this time. \nI love our 
President.https://twitter.com/PressSec/status/1085978219872964608 …"},
{"tweetId":"1086026023404212224","date":1547763756000,"text":"Trump's approval rating is not falling. 
Who among us (those who voted to drain the swamp); would abandon Our Leader as he literally shuts down
the swamp itself?\nNo, MSM just lies & lies; But We, The People, are not fooled; and when 2020 
arrives; we will vote him right back in."},
{"tweetId":"1086027316759855104","date":1547764064000,"text":"Our government was and is, a bloated 
mess. You are more correct than you realize, despite your best efforts to be condescending. As someone
who works in the upper echelons of government; I can tell you firsthand that it needed done."},
{"tweetId":"1086087385451061249","date":1547778385000,"text":"Why would Pelosi deny her intent to 
visit the destination's POTUS mentioned in his letter, and why do the destinations matter?\nRemind me 
again, where has Kansas been visiting lately?\nMoves & Countermoves."},
{"tweetId":"1086395481394212864","date":1547851841000,"text":"Freedom, is a road paved with the 



sacrifices of many Patriots. Some Patriots, make the ultimate sacrifice.\nWe are deeply saddened,
indeed.\nRest In Peace, Scott.https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1086324238607413256 …"},
{"tweetId":"1086436758299049984","date":1547861682000,"text":"The Wall is 
Coming.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1086395559504764930 …"},
{"tweetId":"1087216352706867201","date":1548047552000,"text":"Timing, is everything."},
{"tweetId":"1087258755828535296","date":1548057662000,"text":"KILO\nMENDAX\nUNIFORM\n1B7D4A8EF55337DDE
6877CB01717D3FE\n---\n---\n*\n-\nHELLO, OLD FRIEND"},
{"tweetId":"1087787109363187718","date":1548183631000,"text":"Right on schedule. \n-\nCorsi is a 
serial liar. \nHe claimed to communicate with Q. \nHe offered purposefully incorrect decodes. \nOnce
Mossad, always Mossad.\n@PatriotsSoapbox do you have archives of said moments? He used your platform 
to do it. Find his lies. Gather them 
together.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1081329128572403717 …"},
{"tweetId":"1087789772582649857","date":1548184266000,"text":"People that sell false truth, that
market fear; that trade in disinformation, and that capitalize on the hopes and dreams of The People 
who misguidedly trust them; really ought to be shot, point blank. \nI detest thieves and liars."},
{"tweetId":"1087792552110116864","date":1548184929000,"text":"We, The People, reserve the right to 
protect our borders. \nWe reserve the right to think for ourselves. \nWe reserve the right to reject
the dishonest voices of the elite establishment and, instead; support our President as he faithfully 
executes the duties of office.\n#MAGA\n"},
{"tweetId":"1087801975608090624","date":1548187176000,"text":"What is down G45 in China traveling out 
of Beijing? \n-\nHUAWEI HQ.\n-\nWho are we now set to extradite (news today)?\nCoincidence weeks
later?\n-\n*I took the pic.\n12 steps 
ahead.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1083917684767670274 …"},
{"tweetId":"1087968398775078913","date":1548226854000,"text":"I saw this on devrant a while ago. Still 
hilarious. "},{"tweetId":"1088273544239349760","date":1548299606000,"text":"How many of them were
involved in human trafficking?\nHow many?\nAt Home?\nGlobally?\nBlack Eyes?\nRed Shoes?\n-\nHow many 
belong to it? \n-\nThis is so much deeper than politics. \nFocus up Patriots. \n-\nPreventing the wall 
= keeping supply lines open.\nQ is right. \nThese People Are SICK."},
{"tweetId":"1088318324365238273","date":1548310283000,"text":"WWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1088557278792466437","date":1548367254000,"text":"It is both sad & amazing, how many fake 
accounts they use to troll here, Sarah.\nLooking forward to the massive success the physical barrier 
will have, and the assurances of a Trump 2020 Victory."},
{"tweetId":"1088559288686202880","date":1548367733000,"text":"Why do they hate the Wall?:\nThe Econony
is booming. \nJobs are booming.\nMilitary is being Strengthened for peace.\nThe Prison Industrial 
Complex is falling apart. \nIf the wall succeeds and crime falls (it will)\nWhat happens? \nWhat does 
a Public Awakening look like? \nEnjoy the Show."},
{"tweetId":"1088604833639219201","date":1548378592000,"text":"Times here, are extremely busy. \nStay
Patient."},{"tweetId":"1089088815640252416","date":1548493982000,"text":"-Timing is Everything. 
\nWWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/VIzQRbD5OJ"},
{"tweetId":"1089521331438268416","date":1548597102000,"text":"Watch CA?\n-\nID laws are NOT racist. 
They are smart. \nEvery U.S. Citizen needs an ID to buy cigarettes and alcohol. Voting for Our
Country's Future should NOT be the 
exception!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1089513936435716096 …"},
{"tweetId":"1089521794485231616","date":1548597212000,"text":"End Illegal Immigration. \nSave Lives. 
\nSave Money.\n#FactsMatterhttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1089519559126802432 …"},
{"tweetId":"1089522479054417921","date":1548597376000,"text":"This is incorrect. Apathy is poison; 
Also, it will land you blocked here quickly. Fair warning."},
{"tweetId":"1090059330064396288","date":1548725371000,"text":"Hello, Old Friend."},
{"tweetId":"1090102571593809921","date":1548735680000,"text":"I walked The Path again today, But met
no Travelers along The Way.\nI looked from high atop the cliff, far down off the Precipice.\nAnd 
there, at Golgotha; I stood. \nTo offer those few prayers I could. \nThen I rose, once more to roam. 
\nWill this Path always end alone?\n---\n---\n*\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1090121385027010561","date":1548740166000,"text":"You Should
Know.pic.twitter.com/OajAyQkaWx"},{"tweetId":"1090363162040455174","date":1548797810000,"text":"Future 
clip of @staceyabrams delivering the Democrats State of the Union 
response.pic.twitter.com/vMqqnVnabW"},
{"tweetId":"1090367598250913798","date":1548798868000,"text":"Fake."},
{"tweetId":"1090388411666628608","date":1548803830000,"text":"Are you watching carefully? Patriots? 
\nYou asked what is being done about voter fraud. \nWatch Texas right now.\nWhy are they afraid of a 
citizenship check for registered voters?\nHow deep, does the fraud go? \n---\nWATCH CA."},
{"tweetId":"1090412864584716288","date":1548809660000,"text":"A new gavel. Use it well,
@LindseyGrahamSChttps://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1090290500144373760 …"},
{"tweetId":"1090834883176513536","date":1548910277000,"text":"Too few people understand... \nPatriots! 
Please ensure Senate Judiciary @LindseyGrahamSC's words are spread about.\nYou need to understand what 
the new judiciary seeks to do: which is rope in illegal tactics being used to try and coerce and
compel false testimony in S.C. 
witnesses.https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1090726919874723840 …"},
{"tweetId":"1090946319311605761","date":1548936845000,"text":"-Mueller insurance policy has 
expired.\nExpect serious changes."},
{"tweetId":"1090947146243813377","date":1548937043000,"text":"Timing, is Everything. \n- Welcome 



back."},{"tweetId":"1091454318388105217","date":1549057962000,"text":"What do flying eagles look like?
pic.twitter.com/yF6MzLoOBX"},{"tweetId":"1091460377144102912","date":1549059406000,"text":"EAGLES WILL 
FLY, SIR.pic.twitter.com/aFZxiWonrY"},
{"tweetId":"1091469779574099969","date":1549061648000,"text":"Arrival.pic.twitter.com/8WDBdDqqrJ"},
{"tweetId":"1091472075406102533","date":1549062196000,"text":"SF active and on target. \nGod Speed,
Patriots!"},{"tweetId":"1091476815582019586","date":1549063326000,"text":"It is a good time, to go 
follow Q. \nThe day is young."},{"tweetId":"1091515413924593665","date":1549072528000,"text":"Which 
photo?"},{"tweetId":"1091520280760061953","date":1549073689000,"text":"What is the cause and effect of 
limiting outside sources for those C9H9NO3 addicted junkies at the top?\nLegalizing infanticide. \nHow
many states have had serious pushes in the last two months?"},
{"tweetId":"1091525881460330496","date":1549075024000,"text":"Question, Patriots:\n\nWill you continue 
to let them murder your children? \n\n86. Every. Minute.\n\nRaise Your Voices Louder. 
\n\nhttp://www.worldometers.info/abortions/ "},
{"tweetId":"1091746666271649792","date":1549127663000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/7Wc9jBAbLk"},
{"tweetId":"1091798983889039360","date":1549140137000,"text":"et lux in tenebris 
lucet.pic.twitter.com/26BvhQDDQn"},
{"tweetId":"1092918682802708480","date":1549407094000,"text":"Unity, not
division.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1092883835388342273 …"},
{"tweetId":"1092968117112893440","date":1549418880000,"text":"Attend the State of the Union Address 
with me. Happening Now.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1092966989167878144 …"},
{"tweetId":"1092982187908100096","date":1549422234000,"text":"Boom."},
{"tweetId":"1092985078802771969","date":1549422924000,"text":"\"Great Nations, do not fight endless 
wars.\"\n- President Donald J. Trump"},
{"tweetId":"1117960060209192960","date":1555377423000,"text":"NO. Also that is a disinformative post. 
The \"Red\" post like that, is via Q originally, and in reference to the Red cross; not a burning
church.\nMajestic 12 is FULL of disinformation and long since blocked here. \nThey are not in 
intelligence.\nBe careful who you follow. \nVET INTEL."},
{"tweetId":"1117961960413331456","date":1555377876000,"text":"There are many larps, and there is 
nothing wrong with that. The issue arises when said individuals, placing monikers in front of their
identities, take advantage of people through manipulation and misrepresentation of facts. Id rather a 
hundred truthful larpers than 1 real liar."},
{"tweetId":"1117962601135312896","date":1555378029000,"text":"No. Blocked for multiple disinformative 
posts. Tagging lies \"with love\" does not make it better. Goodbye."},
{"tweetId":"1117965942636580864","date":1555378826000,"text":"It is the greatest of honors in my life, 
to serve such amazing Patriots. \nGod Bless You All. \n&\n Thank You."},
{"tweetId":"1117970371817418754","date":1555379882000,"text":"That isnt a silly question. \nSeeking 
knowledge is good. \nAnd yes, they are, not the group pictured tonight on TV specifically. \nBut
yes."},{"tweetId":"1117971526723227648","date":1555380157000,"text":"Excellent as always @SecPompeo. 
\nIndeed it is! \n-\nFor any hopeful applicants:\nThe #StateDept takes people of all ages and 
backgrounds. It is never too late to join the fight! 
https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1117966073943474176 …"},
{"tweetId":"1117971967469129729","date":1555380262000,"text":"No The State Department is Global. In 
every state. In nearly every country."},
{"tweetId":"1117973443130032128","date":1555380614000,"text":"That depends on what line of work you go 
into. The State Department is VAST. For instance, FSO (foreign service officers), I believe, have an
upper age range applicant cutoff of 59. That being said. People have been hired in their 70s and 80s 
still, so overall; any age can apply."},
{"tweetId":"1118873524146515968","date":1555595210000,"text":"Happening Now. \n-\nAG BARR.\n-
https://www.pscp.tv/w/b4h1hnR3LTEwMDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MXJteFBlV2JnV2RLTpTU8eIO6jeODKN2WjyrzoqG2oNd
AUthAx51JS0KZGmw?t=25m …"},
{"tweetId":"1118876421982756864","date":1555595901000,"text":"CHECKMATE.https://twitter.com/realDonald
Trump/status/1118876219381026818 …"},
{"tweetId":"1118876478769332224","date":1555595914000,"text":"CHECKMATE."},
{"tweetId":"1118879255146979330","date":1555596576000,"text":"There are several important court cases 
still in play. Do not forget Epstein or Bronfman; or that Mack & and the Salzmans named names. \n-
\nAlso.\nHello, @USAttyHuber.\nThere is a Pay for Play matter to discuss, and its connection to a 
laptop the NYPD was very curious about. \n-\n"},
{"tweetId":"1118883948183064577","date":1555597695000,"text":"This interview, is about to become 
extremely important.\n-\nThank you, @seanhannity + Julian Assange.\n- \nRT 
please.pic.twitter.com/loW7f9xemq"},
{"tweetId":"1118886651927957504","date":1555598340000,"text":"\"THE CLINTON FOUNDATION\"
\n+++++++++++++++++++++++++"},{"tweetId":"1118894111082319873","date":1555600118000,"text":"Link to 
livestream. \nPOTUS to speak after AG Barr statements\n-https://youtu.be/wN_NzlFKthQ "},
{"tweetId":"1118902149725995010","date":1555602035000,"text":"Direct Link to Mueller Report:\n-
\nhttps://www.justice.gov/storage/report.pdf …"},
{"tweetId":"1119116505570955266","date":1555653141000,"text":"All is well, fellow Patriots.\nExtremely 
busy here. \nMUCH work being done behind the scenes.\n-\nStay Calm. \nSTAY UNITED."},
{"tweetId":"1119160937003438080","date":1555663735000,"text":"Happy Good Friday.\nEnjoy The Show.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1119162344771244034","date":1555664070000,"text":"NOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING. \n-
\nPATRIOT DAY."},{"tweetId":"1119296260631093281","date":1555695998000,"text":"



[EVERGREEN]pic.twitter.com/bzohUCDLx5"},
{"tweetId":"1119311823730282499","date":1555699709000,"text":"BRONFMAN PLEADS GUILTY.\nTHE FIRST HOUSE 
HAS FALLEN.\n---\n---\n*\n-\nBUSY WEEKEND"},
{"tweetId":"1119313729986945024","date":1555700163000,"text":"a zero."},
{"tweetId":"1119316010576809985","date":1555700707000,"text":"Vragen, zijn nooit onwetend. Ja; Ze
pleitte schuldig en praatte. Er zijn belangrijke dingen gebeurd. Ze is geaffilieerd met Hillary 
Clinton en kinderhandel.\nVery important to the bigger picture."},
{"tweetId":"1119317656627228672","date":1555701099000,"text":"[@AdamSchiff]\n---\nIt's time for you to 
pay the piper too.\n---\nThe weight of a guilty conscience must be terrible on such a liddle standard
hotel of a man such as yourself.\n*\nTime's Up."},
{"tweetId":"1119321530058584064","date":1555702023000,"text":"Haiti, @HillaryClinton.\nI have not 
forgotten. \nThey have not forgotten."},
{"tweetId":"1119322679490883585","date":1555702297000,"text":"The days ahead will provide, with
absolute clarity; the destructive intentions of your true enemy; as justice is meted out upon them. 
There will be Fire, and there will be Fury.\n-\nEYES OPEN. \nEARS OPEN.\nSHOULDER TO SHOULDER. 
\nWWG1WGA."},{"tweetId":"1119373308171051014","date":1555714368000,"text":"Now we turn the tables. 
\nWatch them panic."},{"tweetId":"1119373555093909504","date":1555714427000,"text":"Game
Over.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1119372874442108928 …"},
{"tweetId":"1119394676132519936","date":1555719462000,"text":"Chag kasher v’sameach, @jaredkushner + 
@IvankaTrump.\n-\nHappy Passover, 
Patriots!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1119377807497363456 …"},
{"tweetId":"1119768040726499328","date":1555808479000,"text":"No Coincidences. \n-\nSet The Clock.\n- 
\n#TakeBackDaypic.twitter.com/FYCIReQPhd"},
{"tweetId":"1119791316844654592","date":1555814029000,"text":"Trust Sessions. \nIt was true then. \nIt 
is true now.\nWho instructed Huber to look into CF? Former AG Sessions, on Nov. 22, 2017.\n-\nURANIUM
ONE.pic.twitter.com/3jFD9y97cv"},{"tweetId":"1119820519363305472","date":1555820991000,"text":"You 
cannot \"obstruct\" a witch hunt based on knowingly false opposition research.\n-\nThis is the fallacy 
of Left's increasingly drastic delusion.\n-\nThere are those who were in power, and abused that power 
in an effort to effect a coup against the President\n&\nWe Are Coming For You."},
{"tweetId":"1119820757213822978","date":1555821048000,"text":"On The Move. Always."},
{"tweetId":"1119865682148118528","date":1555831759000,"text":"My thoughts and prayers are with the 
people of #SriLanka right now.\nWhat is transpiring there is truly horrific. \nSuch acts of violence 
against the innocent must be broadly condemned.\nThose responsible, will be held to account for their
actions."},{"tweetId":"1119867075227418625","date":1555832091000,"text":"Be careful out there today, 
Patriots. \n-\nThey want you afraid. \n-\nSituational Awareness."},
{"tweetId":"1119870049433673733","date":1555832800000,"text":"The Masquerade was upon us.\nIn the 
light of false glory; you danced in the blood of innocence.\n-\nI seethed to see the cost of your
sin.\nI wept for the lost.\n-\nAn infestation reaching the heavens.\nBitter truth and poisoned 
honey.\nThe Day of Judgment dawns.\n-\nHello, @HillaryClintonpic.twitter.com/yF4yB8APaT"},
{"tweetId":"1119871961977507840","date":1555833256000,"text":"There is a video of Hillary. What it is, 
what it contains; is completely confidential. It has been kept as leverage. Everything about the
content is conjecture."},{"tweetId":"1119884673830793216","date":1555836287000,"text":"On Easter 
Sunday, we remember the day Jesus rose from the dead after being crucified for our sins.\n-\nIt is a 
reminder, that Christ came before us; and the World hated Him, and killed Him.\n-\nHave we changed?
\nHave we learned?\nThere is MUCH work to be done.\n\nHappy & Humble Easter\n"},
{"tweetId":"1119885788160782339","date":1555836553000,"text":"10/10 for the effort put into this. Feel 
Smart."},{"tweetId":"1119887192401354753","date":1555836887000,"text":"\"Are You Ready For The Show?
\""},{"tweetId":"1122716859973816320","date":1556511533000,"text":"Promises made were kept. \nAre you 
paying attention?"},{"tweetId":"1122721362097971200","date":1556512606000,"text":"It is more than
that. \n3 years to the day. \nWhat did Assange say?\n\"Enough Evidence To Indict HRC.\"\n-\nThere Are 
Layers To Everything."},{"tweetId":"1122915035276357633","date":1556558781000,"text":"I can 
(un)validate right here. The study is highly flawed. Caffeine in moderation will not shrink your 
pineal glad or cause you harm. Drinking caffeine in Extreme amounts, however; can hurt conditions like
arrhythmias. \nAnytime you o.d. on any stimulant you run such a risk tho"},
{"tweetId":"1122929433738977285","date":1556562214000,"text":"Sabre outage again?\nFlights grounded?
\nNo Coincidences."},{"tweetId":"1122930960696250369","date":1556562578000,"text":"For those 
wondering, gunshots near the U.S. embassy in Haiti are not an entirely uncommon thing.\nNo injuries or
fatalities reported.\nStay Calm.\nWait for details; should there be any. \nSo far, everything seems 
contained and very isolated."},{"tweetId":"1122935268401659905","date":1556563605000,"text":"Bad day 
for @MichaelAvenatti.\nRemember when he was the hero of the Left?\nRemember when they couldn't keep 
the lying, creepy, porn lawyer off the air? \nRemember when Bronfman hired him?\n-\nWho is the real
Michael Avenatti?\nHave you figured out who he really works for yet?"},
{"tweetId":"1122940043096678403","date":1556564744000,"text":"There are these amazing things called 
\"Search Engines\"; that let ignorant trolls with TDS discover a wealth of information. Clearly based 
on your beliefs, your head is firmly up the MSM's posterior.\nYour choices are your own. However,
wasting my time; is criminal.\nGoodbyepic.twitter.com/GzHhi85UCN"},
{"tweetId":"1122950382760624129","date":1556567209000,"text":"Say Goodbye to Mr.Acosta. \n(future 
news, very soon)\n-\n[EPSTEIN] is about to burst open in a very real way.  \n-\nThe fallout will be 
beyond belief for every \"side\"."},
{"tweetId":"1122951048757481472","date":1556567368000,"text":"Correct. current Labor Sec."},



{"tweetId":"1122959011652022272","date":1556569266000,"text":"New Banner Art. \nMeaning goes
deep.pic.twitter.com/tmXgtaZJ7S"},{"tweetId":"1122962306776928256","date":1556570052000,"text":"Thanks 
to great undercover work by the @FBI, an islamic terror attack was foiled and the person who attempted 
it, is in custody.\nThis was a long sting operation and more arrests will likely follow."},
{"tweetId":"1122963018474717184","date":1556570221000,"text":"It was a veteran of one four month
deployment to Afghanistan in 2013; who since converted to Islam and became an extremist."},
{"tweetId":"1123002185749544960","date":1556579560000,"text":"When it drops, I will bring eyes.\nKeep 
Up the Good Works "},{"tweetId":"1123293563360632832","date":1556649029000,"text":"Three guesses where 
I am.\n-\nWe Stand With The People of Venezuela and their
Freedom.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1123291797554454529 …"},
{"tweetId":"1123342482907987969","date":1556660693000,"text":"Cuba operates as a proxy of WHO?\nFollow 
The Money.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1123333508078997505 …"},
{"tweetId":"1123346307463176193","date":1556661605000,"text":"Te lo advertí, @NicolasMaduro.\n-\nAhora
bailamos.\nLa gente está llamando.\nLos oigo en las puertas del Palacio."},
{"tweetId":"1123348690209574912","date":1556662173000,"text":"Heres another bit of \"disinformation\" 
(Truth) for you @DefendAssange\n& @wikileaks\n-\nWe will extradite Mendax in June.\n-\nRight on 
time.\n-\nWe intend to let him speak, at length; about everything.\n-\nAnd YOU, cannot stop it from
happening. \n-\nYou are outmatched.\n-\nEnjoy The Show\npic.twitter.com/AhU57QwXLI"},
{"tweetId":"1123359352147075073","date":1556664715000,"text":"Dear Communist MSM,\n\n@jguaido is the 
legally elected interim President, according to Venezuela’s Constitution. \n@NicolasMaduro is a despot 
on his way out.\n-\nCoup is an incorrect statement. \nThis is the Freeing of a Nation Enslaved.\n-
\nBonds WILL Be Broken.\nWW.\n#OperacionLibertad"},
{"tweetId":"1123363475122733057","date":1556665698000,"text":"Truly I tell you, whatsoever you do for 
the least of these, my brothers and sisters, you do for me also.\n-\nWe do not stand idly by while 
huge swathes of people languish in a forced misery and structured poverty. \n-\nFaith in Action.\n-
\nPower to The PEOPLE.\n"},{"tweetId":"1123366968449470465","date":1556666531000,"text":"Apparently, 
marching alongside radical, armed black panthers during election time taints your future chances at 
office @staceyabrams.\n\nWho could've seen this coming. \n\nThese people, are stupid."},
{"tweetId":"1123378653583294465","date":1556669317000,"text":"PEACE IS THE PRIZE.\nDO NOT FORGET."},
{"tweetId":"1123482954825650179","date":1556694184000,"text":"WWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1123688889212973057","date":1556743282000,"text":"Best quote of the day.\nHope you all 
were watching.https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1123653049204060160 …"},
{"tweetId":"1123918203988656131","date":1556797955000,"text":"Enjoy the Day ahead, Patriots!\n\nWhat a
Show!"},{"tweetId":"1123918928202301440","date":1556798128000,"text":"As The World Turns..."},
{"tweetId":"1123946610613006345","date":1556804728000,"text":"Looking forward to it!"},
{"tweetId":"1123946839139598338","date":1556804783000,"text":"Marker."},
{"tweetId":"1124013064934821891","date":1556820572000,"text":"PEACE IS THE
PRIZE.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1123994587603841027 …"},
{"tweetId":"1124014521029468161","date":1556820919000,"text":"\"As the World Turns\""},
{"tweetId":"1124018232741040129","date":1556821804000,"text":"Im late on this. \nSorry. Hill is 
busy.\n-\nThanQ for your patience. \n-\nEnjoy the show!\n-\nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=8oP2F5CM30k …pic.twitter.com/c8MtpSY73V"},
{"tweetId":"1124038463718866949","date":1556826628000,"text":"Dear @HillaryClinton & 
@johnpodesta\n\nOnly two of many, but will S(acri)uf]fice.\n\nRED shoes bled the GOAT and the 
OWL.\nTheir Faces Unmasqued.\n---\n14 secrets & 4 Cardinal [P]\n---\nI see you, Plainly.\n*\nRed
Sparrow Red.\n-\nShall We Dance? \n-\nHarpist, Only YOU, can prevent Forest Fires"},
{"tweetId":"1124044276466356224","date":1556828013000,"text":"Today, We Remember the 6 million lives 
lost during the Holocaust.\n-\nWe remember them, so that we might honor them; by creating a World in 
which the maddening horror of genocide is never again inflicted upon a people. \nTogether, we can
create Peace.\n#WeRememberhttps://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1124036666715459584 …"},
{"tweetId":"1124044587348234242","date":1556828088000,"text":"It surely looks that way, fellow 
Patriot"},{"tweetId":"1124047423645605889","date":1556828764000,"text":"Rest Assured, Fellow 
Patriots\nWe are Tenacious in this pursuit of Justice.\n-\nYou Will Not Be Let Down. \n-\nBusy times
here,\nBig things ahead."},{"tweetId":"1124049669070426113","date":1556829299000,"text":"GOAT, 
@SpeakerPelosi \nRemember it well.\nTongues might slip."},
{"tweetId":"1124049920196001793","date":1556829359000,"text":"As Do 
I.https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1124048432820359168 …"},
{"tweetId":"1124054446189707264","date":1556830438000,"text":"Well said! Long may their service to 
America be remembered! Thank you all!"},{"tweetId":"1124139976709550080","date":1556850830000,"text":" 
Significant.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1124054742446092304 …"},
{"tweetId":"1124375323288666114","date":1556906941000,"text":"*Drops Mic, Walks
Away*.https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1124368852270354432 …"},
{"tweetId":"1124375504570736640","date":1556906984000,"text":"The Best Is Yet To 
Come!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1124359596209057792 …"},
{"tweetId":"1136659755882156033","date":1559835778000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1136662117682229248","date":1559836341000,"text":"For all the MSM friends that like to 
call me \"government disinformation\". \nI am certainly correct an awful lot.\n-\nIf we keep a running 
tally of all the holes we have poked in their web of lies, it is no wonder they feel the need to 
slander.\n-\nTruth- I love crushing bastards.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1136666030418419713","date":1559837274000,"text":"To anyone who believes that Truth must 



triumph above all else - I am your friend."},
{"tweetId":"1136682018572505088","date":1559841086000,"text":"Ready...\nSet...https://twitter.com/True
EyeTheSpy/status/1136624443504173056 …"},
{"tweetId":"1136702053928058881","date":1559845863000,"text":"Glad to see the Left relented and 
presented a CLEAN disaster bill without trying to hide a bunch of things in it, Finally.\nMaybe next
time they wont drag their feet while trying to blame you, Mr. President. Their need for optics at the 
expense of the American People is disturbing"},
{"tweetId":"1136702901378854913","date":1559846065000,"text":"Good Days Ahead, Fellow 
Patriots.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1136695960111931395 …"},
{"tweetId":"1136708262525591556","date":1559847343000,"text":"Thank you for these words, Kansas. A 
tragic loss of life indeed. May the Lord bring comfort to them."},
{"tweetId":"1136717409312813057","date":1559849524000,"text":"Detectives do not just vanish at 2 
am.\n-\nDetails:\nCalabrese is also the chairman of and on the board of trustees for the @NYCPDDEA
\n\nLook at what they post.\nFriendly to those in charge?\nThe good detective has been a target of 
theirs for years.\nAsk Det.s Parker and Rafferty -187's"},
{"tweetId":"1136730850601709569","date":1559852728000,"text":"302's for @GenFlynn 
released!\nGo!https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1136682018572505088 …"},
{"tweetId":"1136731839325003777","date":1559852964000,"text":"Promise Made. \nPromise Kept. 
\n@GenFlynn \nEAGLES WILL FLY SIR. \nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1136624443504173056 …"},
{"tweetId":"1136733237378727936","date":1559853297000,"text":"RATS IN A TRAP.\n\nEnjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1136743030025785345","date":1559855632000,"text":"How many dead in the past 48? \nKeep
track globally.\nMore to follow."},{"tweetId":"1136745110652297241","date":1559856128000,"text":"BOTH. 
A reflex of the panicked Deep State. Think loose ends, loose lips, and those who fight against 
them."},{"tweetId":"1136774108006494210","date":1559863042000,"text":"LET THERE BE 
LIGHT.pic.twitter.com/hmYmLFwHlB"},{"tweetId":"1136775230737866753","date":1559863309000,"text":"Where
have you been, fellow Patriots? General Flynn 302's unredacted dropped today, among  many other 
happenings. Keep up!"},{"tweetId":"1136782859572830208","date":1559865128000,"text":"You did well for 
us, Cassandra, without even realizing it. How do you think the contraband phone got into Belmarsh to 
begin with?\n This battle was over before it began. Mendax WILL testify. Real Truth, deserves an
audience. Cheers!\n-Do enjoy the party with other corrupt actors."},
{"tweetId":"1136787314632462337","date":1559866190000,"text":"Except that never happened.\nHonestly 
Cassandra, research. \nIn another place & time; if you werent letting yourself be puppeted about; we 
could have been friends. Your virtues are played upon and used against the very things you hope
for.\nLike it or not,\nI am a friend to Mendax."},
{"tweetId":"1136953086101086208","date":1559905713000,"text":"It was a brilliant speech, Sir.\nWe, The 
People, Stand With You.\nNo matter what lies the MSM fosters against You, We are not fooled.\nYou have 
brought Our economy back, Our jobs back; Our safety & security back, and Our pride in being Citizens
of the Greatest Nation on Earth back."},
{"tweetId":"1136959628548431872","date":1559907273000,"text":"Indeed, so many questions:\nFor 
instance, why were the Flynn 302's altered to give a false impression; and why were state intelligence 
sources named and unmasked in Mueller's report; accusing them wrongly of being russian assets?\n-How
about those emails? Crowdstrike? Bleachbit?"},
{"tweetId":"1136995708568068096","date":1559915875000,"text":"Glad to hear your people are safe, 
@USNavy.\nTop notch work today avoiding the destroyer and an international incident both.\n-God Bless, 
and have a good graduation ceremony!"},
{"tweetId":"1137010627375972352","date":1559919432000,"text":"Happy Birthday @VP! \nWishing you a 
great one!"},{"tweetId":"1137011305402048512","date":1559919594000,"text":"Moves & Countermoves. \nBy 
denying funding to the main entity; we prevent proxy armies from engaging in violent action. \nWhere 
there is no funding, there is no terrorism.\n-\nClever, and effective.\nGo Kansas,
Go!https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1137010385666617345 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137093955793903619","date":1559939299000,"text":"301 days 07 hours 32 minutes.\n-
\nTiming, Is everything. \n-\nRemember this one, Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1137096279677423617","date":1559939853000,"text":"How dumb is the MSM? \nDumb enough not
to understand that the mission to Mars begins on the Moon.\n-\nResearch Matters.\nHonestly, these 
people insult @realDonaldTrump, and yet are themselves completely clueless as to how space travel 
works.\n-\nThese People Are Stupid.\n-\n#Moon2Mars"},
{"tweetId":"1137096575497461760","date":1559939924000,"text":"unrelated."},
{"tweetId":"1137142395244560385","date":1559950848000,"text":"Add Herb into the mix.\nHes the 
@johnpodesta hankerchief guy.\n\"Pizza map\"\n-\nKEEP COUNT. \nGlobal. \nEspecially here and germany. 
\nEYES OPEN. \nHammer is about to drop\n-\nYou cannot kill the truth, you are FAR too late. \nNothing 
Can Stop What Is Coming.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1136743030025785345 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137145837648326658","date":1559951669000,"text":"Next Week, \nHammer Falls.\nCheers."},
{"tweetId":"1137149756919164929","date":1559952603000,"text":"If you go back, you will find this has 
never been the case. While all time frames are fluid; any promise made here ties to specific events 
that absolutely happen. \nI do not engage in random hype."},
{"tweetId":"1137150242909016065","date":1559952719000,"text":"A lot of people, listen to a lot of bad 
sources. \nBe Careful who you follow.\nBeing misled is a choice. \nBe Smart."},
{"tweetId":"1137188799237316608","date":1559961912000,"text":"Peace, Through Strength. \nGod Bless 
Donald J. Trumphttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1137155056044826626 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137336358224224256","date":1559997093000,"text":"Anyone claiming the border emergency is 



made up, cannot count.\nThere has been a literal flood of migrants at the border; and our nation is
well over-capacity to handle them.\nThis is another MASSIVE & REAL victory for @realDonaldTrump and 
the MSM hates it.\nAll they can do is lie!"},
{"tweetId":"1137369307804045312","date":1560004948000,"text":"Anyone saying there was no crisis at the 
border, clearly cannot count. \nHuge numbers of migrants have been swarming our border. We have been
months over capacity.\nAt this point, the drivel of the Left just looks stupid.\nFight Onward, Mr. 
President!\nWe, The People, Stand With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1137426986102665217","date":1560018700000,"text":"We are 72 hours in. \nKEEP COUNTING. 
\nMORE ARE DROPPING. \nEYES OPEN.\nEARS OPEN.\nLIST THEM CAREFULLY.\nOver 10 connected dead. \nMore to
follow.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1136743030025785345 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137427429214040064","date":1560018806000,"text":"Absolutely. More to follow globally."},
{"tweetId":"1137427904059641857","date":1560018919000,"text":"They killed Tony. \n@HillaryClinton \n-
\nHammer Fall.\nNext Week.\nEYES OPEN.\nFIGHT. FIGHT. FIGHT!"},
{"tweetId":"1137428208834494469","date":1560018992000,"text":"NO COINCIDENCES. \n-
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1137392274025910273?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137430157990539264","date":1560019456000,"text":"Trust that you do not wish this. \nThere 
are some things no one should have to know."},
{"tweetId":"1137475427423924228","date":1560030249000,"text":"Finem Ludum.\n(Canticum Iudicium, Part 
II)pic.twitter.com/LtZhXZc8W8"},{"tweetId":"1137505836023123968","date":1560037499000,"text":"I do 
hope you are watching the NXIVM trials VERY closely, patriots. \n-\n\"Alice in Wonderland\".\n-\nIt 
relates to all the deaths/murders/ \"suicides\" you are seeing right now. \n-\nDown the Rabbit Hole We
Go!https://twitter.com/emilyepalmer/status/1137484931981070339 …"},
{"tweetId":"1137506150994403329","date":1560037574000,"text":"MUCH, and very quickly. \nHang on tight, 
patriots"},{"tweetId":"1141386083311214594","date":1560962622000,"text":"Speaking of winning, @Apple 
is now looking into moving approx. a third of their production means out of China.\nThank You,
@realDonaldTrump!"},{"tweetId":"1141413225654816768","date":1560969094000,"text":"PEACE IS THE 
PRIZE\n-\nTRUST KANSAS.https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1141400278169788416 …"},
{"tweetId":"1141419012376748032","date":1560970473000,"text":"One: This is from the President's own 
words. \nTwo: Plenty happened, open your eyes.\nThree: You can scroll through the feed here to stay
updated on any of it, at any point.\nDoubt & Ignorance are poisons that go together hand in 
hand.\nDon't spread poison. \nKeep Up, Fellow Patriot!"},
{"tweetId":"1141419549365067778","date":1560970601000,"text":"GUILTY!\n-\nOn With The 
Storm!!!https://twitter.com/AylaFerrone/status/1141418115353522178 …"},
{"tweetId":"1141420449009741825","date":1560970816000,"text":"It is like peeling away at a very large, 
very rotten global onion."},{"tweetId":"1141464172993089539","date":1560981240000,"text":"Ive 
unblocked them, but if they keep their tweets protected, no one will be able to see their posts and 
the auto block function I use to sort out trolls will block them again at some point."},
{"tweetId":"1141466805690621953","date":1560981868000,"text":"Trust Wray.\n-\nWe do not give documents 
to Schiff for a reason. \nLeaky faucets are bad for investigations. \n-\nCooperation is happening at 
ALL levels. \n-\nStay Tuned, Have Patience."},
{"tweetId":"1141472634712023044","date":1560983258000,"text":"It Isn't alleged, and NXIVM trafficked
children and connects to major political players in multiple countries. \nThey bundled money for 
@HillaryClinton, @SenGillibrand's father was a member.\nThe Bronfman empire funded it, as well as 
funding @JustinTrudeau's rise to power."},
{"tweetId":"1141475437622759426","date":1560983926000,"text":"MSM still pushing NXIVM as \"alleged\"
sex cult. This after their child porn & human trafficking was exposed in court & leader was found 
guilty on ALL counts.\nThats not an alleged sex cult.\nThats a group of Human Trafficking 
Pedophiles.\n@FoxNews @ABC @CBSNews @NBCNews\n\nDO YOUR JOB."},
{"tweetId":"1141476310973374468","date":1560984134000,"text":"MSM = Enemy of The People."},
{"tweetId":"1141505508832096256","date":1560991096000,"text":"Congratulations to You, Mr. President, 
on yet another strong victory!"},{"tweetId":"1141587427099852801","date":1561010626000,"text":"Nothing 
Can Stop What Is Coming. \nWe Are Coming For ALL Of You.pic.twitter.com/x2cnrhVYwj"},
{"tweetId":"1141619522237030400","date":1561018279000,"text":"Epiphany Seeks The Devoted.\n-----------
------ ----------------- -----------------\n\nhttps://gofile.io/?c=rlqxcm \n        
BeholdMelchizedek\n\n----------------- ----------------- -----------------\nNothing Can Stop What Is 
Coming.pic.twitter.com/WevEkn1sED"},
{"tweetId":"1141621746128293891","date":1561018809000,"text":"There has never been a plan to take
social media offline for any reason. \nICE arrests coming are very legal."},
{"tweetId":"1141637031208071169","date":1561022453000,"text":"Well Done!\nThis is indeed the AES 
encrypted message, and correct answer to the HIGHLY complicated puzzle. \nI suggest giving this 
Patriot a follow.\nhttps://twitter.com/j_lifeexplorer/status/1141634444148822017 …"},
{"tweetId":"1141641671517581312","date":1561023559000,"text":"Iran shot one of our drones down this 
morning.\nThis is a heartless act from a nation trying to incite war on a global scale.\nIt shows how 
little the Iranian Regime cares for their people, who already suffer under their despotic, 
authoritarian rule.\n@SecPompeo Peace MUST Remain."},
{"tweetId":"1141642856513384448","date":1561023842000,"text":"We must not allow the actions of the 
despots ruling Iran to force us into war with innocent people within their borders. We stand with the 
People of Iran in their fight for freedom, even as their country openly & desperately tries to 
instigate global conflict.\n\nPEACE IS THE PRIZE"},
{"tweetId":"1141645671604396032","date":1561024513000,"text":"The Nations of the Free World must speak 



together as one and strongly condemn these actions, which violate law; and continue to needlessly
escalate tensions in the middle east.\nThe Iranian Government stands alone in their barbarism, and the 
World must clearly send that message."},
{"tweetId":"1141656100435091456","date":1561026999000,"text":"It was shot down in international 
waters, and millions of lives are at stake. Let me help you unfollow. Goodbye Troll "},
{"tweetId":"1141658865806843904","date":1561027659000,"text":"You should never hope for war or 
violence.\nFight only when you absolutely must, and even then; despise it."},
{"tweetId":"1153359788069335040","date":1563817376000,"text":"Yes, I did. It is the Department of 
Justice."},{"tweetId":"1153382398937182208","date":1563822767000,"text":"Why did man first climb
mountains?  Why did he first cross seas?\nWhy has all that has happened, happened?\nCuriosity is a 
strange thing. \nIf you should ask -and surely the time is ripe- make sure it is in a public light; 
the answer will redefine history no matter what."},
{"tweetId":"1153393672152657920","date":1563825455000,"text":"Happy Early Birthday, @StateDept.\nJuly
27th, 1789.\nGod Speed to all of you the World over!"},
{"tweetId":"1153405501130059776","date":1563828275000,"text":"Well said."},
{"tweetId":"1153432666995400704","date":1563834752000,"text":"I pity those so absorbed in their 
wrongful hatred of our President, that they cannot see through the veil of lies that keeps them
controlled.\nTheir anger is nothing more than chains that bind them.\nI happily respect & stand beside 
our POTUS as he fights for us.\n-\nRT if you agree?"},
{"tweetId":"1153462474538180609","date":1563841858000,"text":"From the Office of the Deputy AG to 
Robert Mueller, regarding upcoming testimony this week.pic.twitter.com/FtDPhhLJrZ"},
{"tweetId":"1153794173960458244","date":1563920942000,"text":"Pay attention here... This is about to 
become a HUGE trial. We touch base again on the 31st of this month; when a conference will be held 
between prosecutors & Epstein lawyers. \nExpect a push for a plea in exchange for Big names and proof 
against them.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/SeanCordicon/status/1153737540702285825 …\n-
pic.twitter.com/JO0odKTJAV"},{"tweetId":"1153795076700590080","date":1563921157000,"text":"That will 
depend on the judge & prosecutor. I imagine epsteins team will attempt to take a reduced guilty plea 
(45 years max) and the prosecution will either pass on that or counter offer. \nWe already have a LOT 
of evidence seized from the island. So time will tell."},
{"tweetId":"1153795617556033539","date":1563921286000,"text":"Oh Epstein isnt walking free here. Not 
at all. That option isnt on the table."},
{"tweetId":"1153796169681666049","date":1563921418000,"text":"Yes, they can. If a civilian is in 
violation of Ex Parte Quirin, the law of war; and their actions were responsible for harm coming to
this fair nation; we have the right to hold them as enemy combatants and try them by military 
tribunals. \nEyes Open. \nTribunals WILL happen."},
{"tweetId":"1153797240210653184","date":1563921673000,"text":"I was glad to read this, Ted. \nI 
believe, off the record; this has already been well recieved, and agreed with behind DOJ doors.\n-
\nLooking forward to working with you to accomplish much to protect our fair citizens."},
{"tweetId":"1153797781573623810","date":1563921802000,"text":"If you read carefully, the good 
@SenTedCruz is looking into those enabling Antifa in the first place, by requesting investigations 
into political figures refusing to allow law enforcement to respond and protect the people. \nClever
Move, I applaud.https://twitter.com/SenTedCruz/status/1153793598627799040 …"},
{"tweetId":"1153808770100678656","date":1563924422000,"text":"\"Suiciding\" S.Special Agent Sal 
Cincinelli was a VERY Stupid Idea. \n-\nYou cannot arkancide all of us. \n-
\n@HillaryClinton\n@BillClinton \n-\nHe was a lead agent on the CF Investigation. \nDo you think we
dont keep backups of Data? This isnt the 90's. \n-\nThese People Are SICK!\n\n#Qanon"},
{"tweetId":"1153809972964159489","date":1563924708000,"text":"not if it, and subsequent phobe 
recordings are deleted by agents on site. - \nNo joke. The corruption here stinks."},
{"tweetId":"1153819370751057921","date":1563926949000,"text":"Bigger, and oh, so connected to
everything else. \n-\nhttps://twitter.com/jsolomonReports/status/1153808044406407168 …\n-
pic.twitter.com/4IKuTyy62G"},{"tweetId":"1153892800494284800","date":1563944456000,"text":"The Hour 
Dawns.\n-\nVengeance is Mine, and recompense;\nTheir foot shall slip in due time;\nFor the day of 
their calamity is at hand,\nAnd the things to come hasten upon them.\n-\n-\nEnjoy The Show!"},
{"tweetId":"1154017855614214144","date":1563974272000,"text":"So Many People Are In Deep Trouble. \n-
\nA Lawyer Wont Save You Here.\n-\n-\n\"Robert Mueller begins testimony before House Judiciary 
Committee\"https://twitter.com/i/events/1150815826041196544 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154021892581449728","date":1563975234000,"text":"Some takeaways:\n1. Mueller seems
confused about the contents of his own report.\n2. Every question that reveals him as a fraud & makes 
him look bad is \"outside his purview\".\n3. Mueller is afraid & appears not to be sleeping well, 
despite Dem claims of his \"great character\"."},
{"tweetId":"1154023305088774145","date":1563975571000,"text":"A reminder:\nMueller pushed for war in
Iraq, falsely claiming WMD's existed. \nWrongly prosecuted an innocent scientist for FIVE YEARS for an 
anthrax attack he didnt commit, ruining his life. \nHas a colored history of blatently lying in 
general. \n-\nEnjoy The Show."},{"tweetId":"1154024116002967552","date":1563975764000,"text":"More 
takeaways:\n-\nMueller \"cannot remember\" anything that would criminally implicate himself.
\n.\n.\n.\n-what a shock"},{"tweetId":"1154027906592583680","date":1563976668000,"text":"\"I am not 
going to get into that\", said Mueller to every question asked by every Republican. \n-\nSure, no bias 
here. Just a lawyered up, forgetful \"pillar of honesty\" with selective, highly partisan memory 
issues. \nIm sure this wont backfire at all... again. \n#MuellerHearings"},
{"tweetId":"1154029318370144256","date":1563977004000,"text":"Everytime Mueller says \"According to 



the report\" Or \"I refer you to what is in the report\".\n\nI would remind you, the Mueller report is
full of lies, and is not a means of proving anything.\nHe might as well be saying, \"I refer you to my 
previous lies\".\n*Attempts to avoid perjury."},
{"tweetId":"1154029653637644288","date":1563977084000,"text":"Mueller absolutely refuses to discuss 
Mifsud. Why?"},{"tweetId":"1154030569094692865","date":1563977303000,"text":"What was said at the
#MuellerHearings?\n\n\"I can't get into that\".\n-\n\n\nThese people are stupid."},
{"tweetId":"1154031548913655808","date":1563977536000,"text":"If (D's) were hoping this would show in 
any way shape or form that they havent been lying to the American People for two years now; they must 
be sorely disappointed. \nAll we have seen is a dodgy individual with partisan behavior who
conveniently \"forgets\" a lot. \n#MuellerHearing"},
{"tweetId":"1154032667131695104","date":1563977803000,"text":"The true beauty of this sad farcical 
hearing, is going to be when we declassify all the information that led up to its inception (FISA FISA 
FISA), revealing how absolutely fraudulent it all has been. \n-\n Stay Calm & Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1154033425227104256","date":1563977984000,"text":"The President had the authority to fire 
Mueller anytime he wanted to; but did not exercise it. He allowed Mueller to complete his false report 
in his own time.\n-\n This is a fact the dems would like you to forget. \nFacts 
Matter\n#MuellerHearing"},{"tweetId":"1154034305913491456","date":1563978194000,"text":"\"Is it true
you charged multiple people who lied to you during this investigation\"\n\"That is correct\"\nExcept 
Mifsud, right? ...and anyone else who would have implicated the Left."},
{"tweetId":"1154035585914494976","date":1563978499000,"text":"Nicely said, @RepMattGaetz."},
{"tweetId":"1154037279125463042","date":1563978902000,"text":"Mueller just said he does not agree that
the President committed obstruction of justice.\n(specifically that he does not agree with that 
analysis.)\n-\nThis is going great for the Dems\nBackfire City.\n-\n#MuellerHearing"},
{"tweetId":"1154040960642273283","date":1563979780000,"text":"Love those B-2's\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154041428718133249","date":1563979892000,"text":"The best part so far was when Mueller
told them he disagreed with their analysis that you committed obstruction. \n-\n#NoObstruction 
\n#MuellerSaidIt"},{"tweetId":"1154042759365316608","date":1563980209000,"text":"And again, Mueller 
tells them he disagrees with the idea the President committed  obstruction of justice. \nThis is the 
second time the Dems marched out their green Checkmark board and Mueller has basically said, \"No,
you're wrong\".\n#MuellerHearing"},
{"tweetId":"1154043346622402561","date":1563980349000,"text":"That's Twice Now. \nTwice Mueller has 
told them you did not commit obstruction. Specifically that he \"does not subscribe to their 
analysis\"\n#WinningBigly"},{"tweetId":"1154044820307841024","date":1563980700000,"text":"So much
perjury.\n#MuellerHearing"},{"tweetId":"1154046024802947073","date":1563980988000,"text":"Q: Were you 
fired as special counsel?\nMueller: No.\n\nQ: Were you able to complete your investigation 
unencumbered?\nMueller: Yes. \n\nSo much for obstruction of justice.\n\n#MuellerHearing"},
{"tweetId":"1154052154170257408","date":1563982449000,"text":"What \"No Obstruction\" looks like. \n-
\n@realDonaldTrump is clearly innocent.\n-\nRT Far & Wide.pic.twitter.com/i2C3vqGGWM"},
{"tweetId":"1154058490731794432","date":1563983960000,"text":"Im done covering the hearing. The few 
remaining Dems are just damage control. \n-\nMain takeaways: Hearing completely backfired on the Dems. 
Media will still spin it in the opposite direction for those too lazy to tune in or research. \nNo
Collusion, No Obstruction. \nTons of Bias."},
{"tweetId":"1154058982543319041","date":1563984077000,"text":"In other news:\n\n-Anti-trust problems 
for social media giants in the near future? \nLook forward to it.\npic.twitter.com/F2cFr7w6ol"},
{"tweetId":"1154059570551148544","date":1563984217000,"text":"Just In:\nFB fined 5 billion for
violating 2012 FTC order.\nThis is not the end of Facebook's troubles. \nOnly the beginning. \n-
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/facebook-agrees-pay-5-billion-and-implement-robust-new-protections-
user-information …"},{"tweetId":"1154062608305180673","date":1563984941000,"text":"On this, we very 
much agree. \nNicely done, Matt."},{"tweetId":"1154063291754393600","date":1563985104000,"text":"I'm
sorry Dinesh, It's out of my purview to answer that. :)"},
{"tweetId":"1154065521089949698","date":1563985636000,"text":"Eloquently summed up, Q. \nThank 
You.pic.twitter.com/k4tNiBP6Cg"},{"tweetId":"1154075459170242560","date":1563988005000,"text":"All 
into the Light.pic.twitter.com/SGV443oTEY"},
{"tweetId":"1154076800118644736","date":1563988325000,"text":"Round 2 with Mueller. \nLive 
Now.https://www.pscp.tv/w/cAiIoXR3LTEwMDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MU95S0FwWVdrYXp4YrlnhgjJ8xPtwDiIwcLJsl6S
iyEcHlA1edcuYSjFy1Rt …"},{"tweetId":"1154084314147168256","date":1563990116000,"text":"I love how 
Mueller keeps disagreeing with the Dems and refusing their characterizations of a guilty Trump. \n-
\nSo nice to see them sweat. \n-\nNothing Can Stop What Is Coming.\n\n#MuellerHearings 2.0"},
{"tweetId":"1154085419056881664","date":1563990380000,"text":"No one in our country can exonerate. It 
is a capacity that does not exist. Period. I suggest opening your eyes. You are being willfully 
misled.\nAlso, that comment was clarified at the beginning of the second hearing which is now
underway. \nGoodbye troll."},{"tweetId":"1154086343246581771","date":1563990600000,"text":"So not only 
does Mueller not have authority to exonerate, but the capacity to do so does not exist within our 
legal system whatsoever. \n-\nMeaning Dems (once again) are lying to willing sheeple by spinning 
words. \n-\n#MuellerHearings 2.0"},{"tweetId":"1154088078019039234","date":1563991014000,"text":"Why
does every Dem statement begin with some form of \"You're so amazing Mr. Mueller\". Etc.\nThis man 
lied about WMD's in Iraq; participated heavily in selling 20% of our enriched uranium to Russia & has 
made a career of lying.\nWhat is integrity to the Dems?\n\n#MuellerHearings 2.0"},
{"tweetId":"1154091011712454662","date":1563991713000,"text":"A \"republishing\". \n@DonaldJTrumpJr,
can you believe they are trying to paint you guilty for reposting a freely available link to the 



creepy podesta emails?\n\nUnbelievable, the lengths these crooks go to.\n\nNo mention of how the MSM
told people it was illegal to read them, right?"},
{"tweetId":"1154092335141195778","date":1563992029000,"text":"This will go over well.<--- 
(sarcasm)\nBuilding off the recent Director Wray false narrative that \"White Supremecy\" (ill 
defined) is the greatest threat we face."},
{"tweetId":"1154093341493121024","date":1563992269000,"text":"Standing with you all! Excellent 
Statement Marsha. \n-\nOn an unrelated note- I hope headway is being made as to your much earlier 
comments about where we release minors to when they are allowed to stay in this country. I have not 
forgotten. Trafficking Pipelines MUST be closed."},
{"tweetId":"1154096057711779840","date":1563992916000,"text":"They cut the feed during break, so here 
is the new live feed. \nIm using C-Span3's feed to avoid MSM talking heads full of hot air.\nDraw your 
own conclusions.\nTrust Yourself.\nMueller Hearing 2.0 to resume momentarily.\n-
https://www.pscp.tv/w/cAiaVHR3LTEwMDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MW5BSkV6TFBOZWJ4TP3camgdYasbT5I4M8je2dAyYycD
gn15EidzrQW2zbzO …"},{"tweetId":"1154097455430062080","date":1563993250000,"text":"Deletion of Text 
messages? \nYou mean like the Special Counsel did with Strzok and Page's coup texts?\nDangerous ground 
@RepSwalwell\n-\n#MuellerHearings 2.0"},
{"tweetId":"1154099984893190144","date":1563993853000,"text":"Behind the
times.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1153808770100678656?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154104446038814720","date":1563994916000,"text":"You know what they dont want to discuss? 
The content of those HRC emails. \n-\nThey will talk about how they were stolen, argue over who hacked 
what when. But lost in their concern seems to be the content within; which represented monumental
corruption, pedophilia; and conspiracy."},
{"tweetId":"1154105349126967297","date":1563995132000,"text":"Let's play a game. \nEverything you see 
right now (mueller), is small.\n-\n[Epstein] brings it all crashing down.\n-\nPlace your bets on who's 
left standing.\n-\nGlobal Human Trafficking Ring.\n-\nThis, is & always has been a sideshow to keep
them busy.\n\nThere Are Layers To Everything"},
{"tweetId":"1154109677636132864","date":1563996164000,"text":"One moment Herman, let me bring some 
light."},{"tweetId":"1154110326725599232","date":1563996318000,"text":"Care about the Epstein Trial?
\nHate the trafficking and murder of children? \nGo to Herman Cain's post below and retweet while
leaving a supportive comment.\nYou'll make me smile and be part of the solution.\nInform the 
Public.\nRT everywhere.\nPublic Awakening = Their Greatest 
Fear!https://twitter.com/THEHermanCain/status/1154085868669325312 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154116369333530625","date":1563997759000,"text":"My Dear Mr. President, \nTruth is a
Storm that pierces the Darkness!"},{"tweetId":"1154118628557631488","date":1563998298000,"text":"We 
are about to break the long-held silence.\nChins up, Patriots. \nIn the End, God wins.\nHave 
Faith.\nIt will all be clear soon.pic.twitter.com/BrVbX4Omap"},
{"tweetId":"1154120402710487040","date":1563998721000,"text":"Excellent! I am exceedingly glad to hear
this."},{"tweetId":"1154120725181214720","date":1563998798000,"text":"It's actually several months 
old, re-released on the advent of something big coming your way."},
{"tweetId":"1154121273246658561","date":1563998928000,"text":"I am a servant of the people. No better 
or worse than any other. What you see is simply my passion for those truths I hold to be self-evident.
That we are all created equal, under God. Shoulder-to-Shoulder go we all, striving toward a better 
world. I am proud to be among you all."},
{"tweetId":"1154121581725175810","date":1563999002000,"text":"It is my fervent wish, that through 
reading it; you gain perspective on the unseen wars we are fighting, my fellow Patriot. God Bless.
:)"},{"tweetId":"1154122411643723776","date":1563999200000,"text":"I will most certainly be there. 
\nLooking forward to it with rapt anticipation.\nStay Strong, and keep up the Good Works!"},
{"tweetId":"1154124460141817856","date":1563999688000,"text":"I most certainly do. "},
{"tweetId":"1154125319701434368","date":1563999893000,"text":"And what a Storm it shall be!\n-
\nhttps://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/force_of_nature …pic.twitter.com/e552KmcP4f"},
{"tweetId":"1154126808176091137","date":1564000248000,"text":"It's Coming. \nA Force of Nature like 
Never Before. \nGame Over is Coming.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1137475427423924228 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154133534862454784","date":1564001852000,"text":"Q just resposted this, but it was a bit
blurry to me; I took the liberty of making a higher definition pic to make it easier to read on 
twitter. \n-\nDifficult truths will soon see the light of day!\nWWG1WGA!pic.twitter.com/LveeuZsfey"},
{"tweetId":"1154171344285814784","date":1564010866000,"text":"Hope your eyes are wide 
open.https://twitter.com/thedailybeast/status/1154163698220576768 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154231917358792705","date":1564025308000,"text":"Archive & Save.\n-
\nhttps://www.dni.gov/files/documents/icotr/RawSIGINTGuidelines-as-approved-redacted.pdf …
pic.twitter.com/3xN5qAa4c0"},{"tweetId":"1154233583277658117","date":1564025705000,"text":"Patriots, I 
cannot express to you how big Epstein is.-\nIf you want justice, Epstein is Key. \nEYES OPEN.\nI am on
my way to NYC as I tweet this to you.\n\nEpstein is on suicide watch now; meaning he should be in a 
form of solitary and watched by guards 24/7.\n-\nhttps://www.nbcnewyork.com/news/local/Jeffrey-
Epstein-Found-Injured-in-NYC-Jail-Cell-After-Possible-Suicide-Attempt-or-Assault-Sources-
513174311.html?amp=y#click=https://t.co/q3LdIFoQ1Q …pic.twitter.com/6x7xOAlFMH"},
{"tweetId":"1154235408361938946","date":1564026140000,"text":"His injuries are minimal. It looks as 
though he either tried to hang himself, or was attacked by a fellow inmate. A mistake that should 
never have been allowed to happen, Period. I will be having some rather serious words with people over 
this. travelling now."},{"tweetId":"1154236216025526274","date":1564026333000,"text":"I told you they
have been trying to kill him. Desperation.\nHis fellow inmate is an ex-cop & convicted quadruple 



murderer who recently was discovered with a cell phone. \nIt is my belief orders were given to 187
Epstein.\nIt would follow the \"suicide\" of the lead investigator on CF."},
{"tweetId":"1154237128148160512","date":1564026550000,"text":"To be clear, I will not allow Epstein to 
die before he has been to court. \n-\nTravelling now to ensure he is both in solitary confinement and 
cuffed & heavily guarded until his trial starts. Suicide watch or not\n-That this was not the case
already is.... infuriatingly incompetent."},
{"tweetId":"1154242703166754817","date":1564027879000,"text":"I have not failed you yet, nor do I 
intend to start now, Patriots.\n-\n@NYPDChiefofDept\n@NYPDONeill\n@NYPDCT\nYou & I are going to have 
words over what has transpired within your facility. By the time I am done, if half of you arent fired
or jailed, it will be a miracle.\nSee You Soon"},
{"tweetId":"1154244723110010881","date":1564028361000,"text":"I am a servant of the people."},
{"tweetId":"1154248210459910144","date":1564029192000,"text":"It is rare for me to say this, but I 
feel you should know; I am extremely angry at those responsible for letting this Epstein fiasco to
happen. \nHe was housed in SHU at MCC for a reason. \nThis should have been impossible. \n-\nI promise 
you, Patriots.\n Answers WILL Be Given."},
{"tweetId":"1154248750988181505","date":1564029321000,"text":"Details are difficult to arrive at not 
being on the scene. Whatever the case, reports notwithstanding. I intend to ensure people answer for
their dereliction of duty in regards to this criminal asset."},
{"tweetId":"1154249358843482112","date":1564029466000,"text":"Very much so."},
{"tweetId":"1154252472535474176","date":1564030209000,"text":"You would be shocked at those who 
pretend to stand for freedom, but only create hatred and strife with their every action. \nAlways
remember to Rise Above their petty divisive behavior and #BeBest.\n-\nI will update you as there are 
more developments available regarding epstein."},
{"tweetId":"1154253845859581952","date":1564030536000,"text":"If they attempt to divide you, if they 
spend their time attacking people, creating strife and hatred. If they weaken the bonds that tie you
together; they are not your friend. Period. By the fruits of our labor are we known."},
{"tweetId":"1154257311076106240","date":1564031362000,"text":"Reminder, When did the \"suicide/ 
possible assault\" on Epstein happen? \nBetween 22nd and 24th? \nOver the target?\nLet haters hate. 
\nWe move forward together, shoulder-to-shoulder. \n-\n(FYI, the incident was not properly reported in
the first place; sorry about the MDC/MCC 
typo.).https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1153180167092736000 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154258293109514240","date":1564031596000,"text":"I work in DC. He was being held in SHU 
at MCC. Should have been impossible to happen. I am a public servant, not a psychic."},
{"tweetId":"1154258563344322561","date":1564031661000,"text":"No, although the incident was not 
reported in a timely manner."},{"tweetId":"1154259627929985024","date":1564031915000,"text":"He WAS 
seperated from the general populace, held in SHU. This should have been impossible."},
{"tweetId":"1154261073891123200","date":1564032259000,"text":"There are multiple, conflicting reports
both as to Epsteins current location, and condition. THIS, is why I am right now travelling to NYC. 
\n-\nWhen facts do not easily add up, it is best to position yourself close enough to see with your 
own eyes.\n-\nStay Calm. \nFollow Q."},
{"tweetId":"1154262090334527490","date":1564032502000,"text":"Quite a ways unfortunately. I have been
occupied with other matters elsewhere on the globe. I do not personally have a connection to the 
Epstein case, but I am in a position at least to find solid answers."},
{"tweetId":"1154263573767606274","date":1564032855000,"text":"Simple reminder:\nI am but a humble 
public servant, not a god.\nI never want your implicit trust.\n-\nI stay extremely busy and help with
what I can, when I can. I am not omnipotent, omniscient; or perfect. Nor will I ever claim to be. \nI 
fight alongside all of you as an equal."},
{"tweetId":"1154265747633442816","date":1564033374000,"text":"Well Done!"},
{"tweetId":"1154270731301269509","date":1564034562000,"text":"My thoughts and prayers go with you,
fellow Patriot. Wishing him a speedy recovery.\nThank You."},
{"tweetId":"1154271811452002304","date":1564034819000,"text":"Trust The Plan, \nGod Bless You All. 
\nTogether, We Win. \nGod Wins.\n-\nOn With The Storm!"},
{"tweetId":"1154276182797574145","date":1564035862000,"text":"Worth
Noting*https://twitter.com/fema/status/1154089409702244352 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154281483399499776","date":1564037125000,"text":"Cultures of hate are ugly. \nDon't 
cheapen your worth by engaging in divisive behavior.\nRememeber, They want you divided against 
yourselves.\nThe more you argue, the more you fight each other; the more you hate your neighbor or
fellow patriot; the more you stand to lose. \n\n#BeBest"},
{"tweetId":"1154366867705929728","date":1564057483000,"text":"Congratulations to the people of Puerto 
Rico, who effectively forced out their corrupt politicians who were robbing them blind. \nI wish you 
much prosperity and integrity going forward!"},
{"tweetId":"1154367343293804544","date":1564057596000,"text":"Apologies, not yet. I was involved in 
rather important business half a world away from NYC when I found out. When I have updates, I will 
post."},{"tweetId":"1154367872740810753","date":1564057722000,"text":"Epstein is very much alive.Other 
than that, I have not arrived in NYC yet and cannot give more details."},
{"tweetId":"1154368947547979776","date":1564057978000,"text":"I have not slept yet :) I have been 
traveling. I was half a world away and late to arrive at the Epstein news to start. I have been 
speedily making my way back to the usa; and in the meantime, coordinating with other people to try and 
figure out what exactly is going on."},
{"tweetId":"1154370688763006978","date":1564058394000,"text":"Agreed! \nI will be watching while on my 



flight back to NYC. \nGood Morning, Mr. President."},
{"tweetId":"1154372777224417281","date":1564058891000,"text":"In case you missed this Gem from the 
Mueller Hearings. @Jim_Jordan really laid bare the bias and corrupt nature of Mueller's \"Special 
Counsel\", grilling him about Mifsud.https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1154033949867413504 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154375390284144640","date":1564059514000,"text":"Things to understand about the Epstein
situation currently.\n1. He was not being held in general populace.\n2. He was supposed to be 
monitered at all times.\n3. His trial resumes July 31st.\n4. This is a convenient way to delay.\n5. 
Preliminary reports suggest injuries are not severe."},
{"tweetId":"1154376697468338176","date":1564059826000,"text":"I've been en route for hours, I was half
a world away & late to hear about the news; working on other important things.\nI am not assigned to 
Epstein in any way shape or form; just checking in personally to ensure nothing goes wrong.\nAs to 
what/why this happened, I cannot yet say."},
{"tweetId":"1154377509951148034","date":1564060020000,"text":"It is doubtful he would attempt suicide,
for multiple reasons. He wasnt held in Gen-Pop (he was held in SHU) and had no cell mate. However; 
There are still ways for people to atttack. Even solitary is usually only 23 hours a day. Theres 
always a way to get to someone."},{"tweetId":"1154377930841186304","date":1564060120000,"text":"My 
thoughts exactly. Thusly am I checking in on things myself."},
{"tweetId":"1154378164350738432","date":1564060176000,"text":"24/7 supposedly. However, this was 
already supposed to be the case. I have myriad questions upon arrival."},
{"tweetId":"1154378624654614528","date":1564060286000,"text":"This is a mis-reporting. The ex-cop was 
a witness interviewed. Epstein was held in SHU seperated from gen-pop and other inmates largely;
making this story all the more confusing."},
{"tweetId":"1154378955782332416","date":1564060365000,"text":"This is technically under the BOP 
jurisdiction, but NYPD certainly remains involved since he is at MCC. It is complex."},
{"tweetId":"1154379447115665408","date":1564060482000,"text":"^Also a possibility. This is a man whos
previous sentences were served mainly inside his own mansions. \nAt this point, too much conjecture 
and not enough fact. Thusly am I very sleepily making this trip to see for myself."},
{"tweetId":"1154379694466326530","date":1564060541000,"text":"I am on a plane, several hours from NYC 
still. Discussions will be had in person."},
{"tweetId":"1154383678686081026","date":1564061491000,"text":"Their lack of logic is dizzying."},
{"tweetId":"1154384441135030272","date":1564061672000,"text":"Despite MSM's best efforts to mislead 
the public and lie to all of you. \n#ClintonBodyCount \nand #MuellerHearingDisaster \nare both 
trending. \n-\nThey are blaming the Russians.\n-\nSome levity to start your day with.\nLove you,
fellow Patriots!"},{"tweetId":"1154396270167035905","date":1564064493000,"text":"25 Seconds Can Change 
the World. \n@wikileaks, care to finally comment?\n-\nEllen Ratner, sister of Assange's late lawyer; 
exposing the Russia hoax in no uncertain terms.\n-\nKindly RT \n-\n#SethRich 
\n#DNCMurder\n#ClintonBodyCountpic.twitter.com/biVLKoWR1F"},
{"tweetId":"1154400428408410112","date":1564065484000,"text":"I have suddenly taken interest here. \n-
\nLet me see what I can do to help you #FindArjen."},
{"tweetId":"1154404389915959296","date":1564066429000,"text":"What a curious & strange interview. 
Although she clearly is showing signs of advanced age and distant senility; I agree with her that the
Dem's idea of packing the Supreme Court is terrible.\nHow strange indeed, to agree with RBG for a 
moment in time."},{"tweetId":"1154406601295650818","date":1564066956000,"text":"***Epstein is back in 
his cell at MCC, heavily monitered. He was checked out at a local hospital and swiftly returned to 
await trial. \n-\nJuly 31st marks a conference betweeen defense and prosecutors on the case. \n-
\nAttempts to delay have failed."},{"tweetId":"1154408060963762177","date":1564067304000,"text":"She 
IS on ICE, For cancer."},{"tweetId":"1154408820120203265","date":1564067485000,"text":"His injuries 
were not severe in the least, leading me to believe it was a ruse orchestrated on his part. Why? I 
cannot say. Guessing seems to serve little purpose but to fuel rumor. \nLet us be glad he is alive and
imprisoned, awaiting trial."},{"tweetId":"1154409650089078784","date":1564067683000,"text":"Epstein is 
under the Juris of DOJ and BOP. NOT SDNY specifically, although they are cooperating. MCC is a federal 
prison.\nThis is a complex case. \nStay Calm\nHave Faith."},
{"tweetId":"1154410086405693442","date":1564067787000,"text":"I had words with those necessary. \nThat
is all that need be said."},{"tweetId":"1154411441497235456","date":1564068110000,"text":"A powerful 
enemy with powerful enemies is indeed a person to keep safe. \nHighest value target imaginable.\n-\nI 
believe we will succeed in this."},
{"tweetId":"1154412118420217856","date":1564068271000,"text":"Correct, I am indeed human; and when
moving fast, prone to typos and grammatical errors. This has always been the case, Just like POTUS 
:)"},{"tweetId":"1154419389439127557","date":1564070005000,"text":"Divisive behavior is always 
disappointing. \nEgo will ever be unimportant.\nWe are in this shoulder to shoulder. \nAs people's 
platforms grow, they often forget this. \nI intend to stay true to the message at hand. \n-\nUnity,
not Division.\nPatriots Protect Patriots.\nWWG1WGA.\n-\nSimple."},
{"tweetId":"1154419846240788482","date":1564070114000,"text":"Ill-researched drivel, no matter who 
puts it out; has never bothered me. I am not in this for popularity. \nThose who behave in divisive 
ways only reveal their own shortcomings."},
{"tweetId":"1154420619494273024","date":1564070298000,"text":"DOJ resuming Death Penalty. \n-\nTiming, 
Is Everything.\n- \nFollow Q"},{"tweetId":"1154420961787162635","date":1564070380000,"text":"By the 
fruits of our labor are we known. Ask yourself what the fruits of my labor are. Judge me based on my 
words and actions, not the words and actions of others."},
{"tweetId":"1154421153269714946","date":1564070425000,"text":"Long and tiring, and the day is yet 



young."},{"tweetId":"1154436270560600064","date":1564074029000,"text":"Q just dropped these. \nDisney
cruises to Pedophile Island?\nStrange bunkers?\n-\nExactly what are we seeing here?
\nConnections.\nThese People Are SICK.pic.twitter.com/sQlXiGECGk"},
{"tweetId":"1154451283593424896","date":1564077609000,"text":"The reach of the corrupt elite is 
unreal, but\nNOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS COMING.\nNOTHING.\n-
\nhttps://www.miamiherald.com/news/state/florida/article233102457.html …\n-
pic.twitter.com/6xFqcjfUvD"},{"tweetId":"1154453574702764032","date":1564078155000,"text":"The Not So 
Magical Kingdom\n-\nhttps://www.cbr.com/disney-vice-president-michael-laney-prison-sex-abuse/ …\n-
pic.twitter.com/may1VWraEc"},{"tweetId":"1154460042852216837","date":1564079697000,"text":"Should, but
wont. \nWe have clearly seen where failed Mayor Bill de Blasio stands, and it is with crooks, gangs, 
thugs, and illegal immigrants."},{"tweetId":"1154466675934126080","date":1564081279000,"text":"And Q 
confirms. \nWELL DONE, FELLOW PATRIOT!"},
{"tweetId":"1154469461937704961","date":1564081943000,"text":"Q, any chance this dark Disney business
means we are close to the last Boom?\nYou once said the last would be magical,\nand I can think of no 
other magical kingdom.\nJust wondering & watching the signs.\n#QAnonpic.twitter.com/34SQqHI6qz"},
{"tweetId":"1154472332737404928","date":1564082627000,"text":"**Confirmed**https://twitter.com/Imamofp
eace/status/1154426961646649345 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154473742136823809","date":1564082963000,"text":"Israel is deeply rooted in all of this. 
No Spoilers... but check Epstein's connections there. You'll find a whole lot waiting."},
{"tweetId":"1154474533195173888","date":1564083152000,"text":"Thank you Imam. For what it is worth, I 
have confirmed a large portion of your story; and believe you to be truthful here."},
{"tweetId":"1154475168883990528","date":1564083304000,"text":"Correct. It was during a Q & A a few 
months ago."},{"tweetId":"1154479036212666370","date":1564084226000,"text":"Glad to hear it, 
Kansas!\nGod Bless, and please keep up the Good Works.\nPeace Is The Prize!"},
{"tweetId":"1154491994095230976","date":1564087315000,"text":"I found it sad/funny. It shows they dont
pay attention to what they project hate onto. For instance, I havent been with the NSA for over a year 
If people want to waste their time hating on fellow patriots, I say let them. \nWhen has it ever 
stopped me from being me?\nWWG1WGA\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154501178731851777","date":1564089505000,"text":"An excellent choice!\nGod Speed & good
luck in all you do Gen.Milley!"},{"tweetId":"1154546904375545856","date":1564100407000,"text":"One 
might consider these 'possible' moments rather probable.\n-\n**Though, a reminder that NK is under no 
obligation to stop launching short range weapons; our negotiations are about long range ICBMs.**\n-
\nCertainly a workable deflection from the #MuellerHearingDisasterpic.twitter.com/gEyVL54DzK"},
{"tweetId":"1154547736643026944","date":1564100605000,"text":"Fear-mongering at its finest. Effective 
as a distractive false flag though!"},{"tweetId":"1154548310985678848","date":1564100742000,"text":"We 
are not on the defense. \nThis is not another 4 year election. \nNXIVM taken out. Epstein arrested, 
Disney VP arrested. R Kelly arrested. etc. \nNK no longer testing ICBM's. \nSooooo much hinges on this
2020 election. \nWe have come so far, however; progress is ever fragile!"},
{"tweetId":"1154549001133416448","date":1564100907000,"text":"Q is telling you what likely 
happened.\n-\nHow do you release a type of classified material without violating the law?\nYou ask a 
simple question?"},{"tweetId":"1154549343363510272","date":1564100988000,"text":"More Hollywood
arrests are coming soon. \nRe: R. Kelly. \n-\nEyes Open.\nEars Open."},
{"tweetId":"1154550362055020544","date":1564101231000,"text":"Understood Q,\nWe will be 
watching!pic.twitter.com/x5fWQUMRjg"},
{"tweetId":"1154551217571409921","date":1564101435000,"text":"Sorry! That would be illegal. I already
skate a fine line with what I release to all of you regularly."},
{"tweetId":"1154551988450779136","date":1564101619000,"text":"Thus the \"More\" & Re:* part of the 
statement. \nReading comprehension is so very important! Do keep up!"},
{"tweetId":"1154552434720514048","date":1564101725000,"text":"Correct. Also, If a livestream exists
somewhere, I will find and post it up."},
{"tweetId":"1154557951148879872","date":1564103040000,"text":"Direct Link: Livestream of Hannity & 
POTUS.\n-\nhttps://youtu.be/rZGytnFPah0 "},
{"tweetId":"1154607679802871808","date":1564114897000,"text":"May you sleep soundly, knowing the Deep
State is on its last leg, dying & gasping for air; as POTUS and an army of believers crush the serpent 
beneath their heel.\n-\nIt is ever the highest of honors to stand shoulder to shoulder with all of 
you.\n-\nGod Bless You All & Thank You\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154736075878862848","date":1564145509000,"text":"For those searching for the answer, here
is a good place to start. Know your history and #DiscoverDIA \n(Keep Up The Good Works!)\n-
\n(PDF)\nhttps://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a536892.pdf&ved=2ahUKEwiYzNmfydLjAhUEnOAKHf9BBBsQFj
AGegQIBxAB&usg=AOvVaw1GCrICWmadZVCUJ13RNimt …"},
{"tweetId":"1154755717447991296","date":1564150192000,"text":"Once Fox changed ownership, they changed
directions.\nThey are slowly falling into irrelevancy along with the rest of the #FakeNews media. 
\nThankfully, in an age instant information. We really dont need any of them to tell us what or how to 
think.\nKeep America Great Mr. President!"},
{"tweetId":"1154766440068714496","date":1564152748000,"text":"The Fed needs roped in and reminded that
prosperity should not be discouraged. \nThe antiquated and rigid means by which they continue to 
operate puts every American at a disadvantage.\nEnding the Federal Reserve entirely might be a great 
idea for multiple reasons.\nLose the Anchor."},
{"tweetId":"1154769291318890496","date":1564153428000,"text":"Nothing says success like when the enemy
works overtime to stop you.\n-\nDevote all the resources you like, I have no intention of stopping my 



support for President Trump, or his anti-corruption & anti-human trafficking agenda.\n-\nWWG1WGA!
\n#MAGA"},{"tweetId":"1154769539831345152","date":1564153487000,"text":"Shoulder to Shoulder."},
{"tweetId":"1154772987037589505","date":1564154309000,"text":"The problem with MSM screaming \"Go back 
to sleep!\", is that they keep waking more sheep up. \n-\nThe harder they fight against basic truth & 
fact, the more we win.\n-\nGame Theory, Zero Sum.\n-\nWe ARE the Majority, and We Are Unafraid.\n-
\n#Trump2020"},{"tweetId":"1154776036334350336","date":1564155036000,"text":"Private profit margins 
should never be an excuse for ripping off the American People. \n\nNo one deserves special treatment, 
especially multi-billion dollar corporations that can easily afford more ethical practices. \n-
\nWe,The People, Stand With You, Mr. President!"},
{"tweetId":"1154778341930655746","date":1564155586000,"text":"Everytime I block the fake accounts 
trolling my comments under @realDonaldTrump's posts,\nI smile \nEvery. Single. Time. \nPerspective 
Matters.\n-\nFuel for the Fire within.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154780629827035136","date":1564156131000,"text":"Absolutely not. There is an archive kept
of each block and why. Those who pretend our President engages in illegal behavior and say he betrays 
us; are never coming back. That is not Patriotism, Period.pic.twitter.com/4GR0pzELKp"},
{"tweetId":"1154783807846965248","date":1564156889000,"text":"If you make the deal with her, 
@SpeakerPelosi, you will be exposed for it immediately; and be forced to resign in absolute disgrace
alongside her.\n-\nThink very carefully. This is a friendly warning. \nWe knew, we know; be aware."},
{"tweetId":"1154784124357529600","date":1564156964000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1154784707810344960","date":1564157103000,"text":"Or go back to the Q& A several months 
ago where I first covered the investigations underway and what it would mean. "},
{"tweetId":"1154786869676302336","date":1564157619000,"text":"I did indeed. \nMonths ago in a Q&A.\nIt 
is only now coming to public light thanks to the @Imamofpeace and his personal bravery.\n-\nAs to 
knowing,\nthat is simply my job.\n-
\nWWG1WGA!https://twitter.com/miss_jordon/status/1154473463815393280 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154787946186366976","date":1564157875000,"text":"Patriots, would you be happy if @IlhanMN 
were proven to have engaged in highly illegal activity? \nEnough to be removed from office?
\nConspiring with foreign governments?\n-\nWell. Hold on tight. \nAs I said before. \nWe knew then. 
\nWe know know. \n-\nStay Patient. \nIt will happen.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154790035100786689","date":1564158373000,"text":"This was not a friendly meeting.\nThis 
was blackmail and a deal.\n-\nThis will not end well for you.\nWe knew. \nWe know. \n- \nYou can 
neither defend this, protect it; or stop judgment upon it. \n\nIt would have been much wiser to 
distance yourself from it entirely. \n-"},
{"tweetId":"1154791064882032640","date":1564158619000,"text":"Well Said, Imam.\nThey forget that there 
are still those of us in whom integrity will ever burn brightly.\nWalk forward without ceasing. \nLet 
their vanity be their downfall.\nSpeak truth, and let the weight of truth be the millstone about their 
necks."},{"tweetId":"1154793030559440902","date":1564159088000,"text":"France cannot afford Macron's
foolishness much longer. He has stolen their freedoms and caused them to rebel."},
{"tweetId":"1154794680095318022","date":1564159481000,"text":"Socialism destroyed Venezuela. There is 
no argument to be had here. The U.S. sanctions only serve to cripple a corrupt despot and empower 
future generations of Venezuelans to live lives free of totalitarian poverty."},
{"tweetId":"1154805089296666624","date":1564161963000,"text":"The irony of @RealDLHughley saying devil 
worshippers are better than Trump supporters, is that Hollywood is full of Satanists in general; not 
to mention human traffickers, serial predators & pedophiles, as recent arrests have taught.\n-\nComedy 
is ever a pale reflection of reality"},
{"tweetId":"1154828673247272960","date":1564167586000,"text":"No matter what news happens, no matter 
what is going on.\nI want your eyes and ears laser focused on Epstein. \nEpstein is an asset with more 
information than you yet realize. \nBlackmail books. Records. Video, photos. \netc. \nThe very 
foundations of this sick world will crumble."},
{"tweetId":"1154830018570280961","date":1564167906000,"text":"To be clear. I do not care if the world 
is embroiled in nuclear war with every nation against the other. \nEYES ON EPSTEIN. \n-\nI cannot 
stress how infinitely important this is. \n-\nDo you remember?\nWe Do.\n-
https://youtu.be/iathwwlfV9c "},{"tweetId":"1154830399023013888","date":1564167997000,"text":"That is
just a conference between prosecutors and lawyers for Epstein. The real show is down the road a 
bit."},{"tweetId":"1154830965631569920","date":1564168132000,"text":"A question none of you are asking 
but you should. \nWhat does Julian Assange know about Esptein's Pedophile ring; and what proofs did he 
obtain relating to it. \nWhy are we holding him in Belmarsh on charges that will not possibly come to
fruition?\nTHERE ARE LAYERS TO EVERYTHING."},
{"tweetId":"1154831224701104129","date":1564168194000,"text":"I do not mind a single question. Those 
that seek, find."},{"tweetId":"1154832358257975296","date":1564168464000,"text":"I worked for the NSA 
for almost 6 years. I was promoted out of the agency a little over a year ago. My work is currently
classified."},{"tweetId":"1154832750437908483","date":1564168558000,"text":"We have it all. However, 
Having Epstein is still extremely important to timeframes. Critical thought needs to be applied here. 
How do we legally enter evidence..."},
{"tweetId":"1154834000273465344","date":1564168856000,"text":"This is false."},
{"tweetId":"1154837141593239552","date":1564169605000,"text":"I have pressing matters to attend to, so 
I will see you all Monday. \nFollow Q, Stay strong.\n-\nCritical thought about the evil that has 
sprung up all over our world.\nIf you take out the roots, the tree will die.\nSave the Children. 
\nDestroy Lust.\n-\nThe Week ahead will reveal much."},
{"tweetId":"1154902033184567297","date":1564185076000,"text":"-I'm Busy in meetings but... \n**Wall 



approved by Pentagon & Guatemala designated 3rd safe country for Central American immigrants.\n-\nJust
had to stop back and say; We ARE Winning because POTUS fights for You & because You Fight for 
POTUS.\n-\nLove All You Patriots Out There!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1154906263110770688","date":1564186084000,"text":"Ah! A dedicated patriot tracked down 
what I said about AOC and Omar months ago in a Q&A.\n Ego notwithstanding, add it to your \"eye
proofs\" soon.\nGoodbye Omar (Future news soon now, just like Acosta).\n-\nThanks 
again,@Imamofpeace.\nBravery, is speaking Truth.\n-
\nWWG1WGA!https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1117215192377696257 …"},
{"tweetId":"1154907506101145602","date":1564186381000,"text":"Acosta was another player I gave months
long advanced warning of departure; the same post I told people Epstein would be breaking open in a 
huge way soon. Months before the arrest.\nEgo is unimportant, but these help define validity and 
trust."},{"tweetId":"1154909922070585345","date":1564186957000,"text":"Mr. President  You Are 
Amazing!"},{"tweetId":"1154915817022218245","date":1564188362000,"text":"Thank You. It is a difficult
tightrope walk to both provide evidence of one's own correctness; while at the same time being humble 
about it. The last thing I want people to think is that I am patting myself on the back. I just want 
patriots to know I will never betray them."},
{"tweetId":"1155169703016488961","date":1564248893000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/hapBKYGfN2"},
{"tweetId":"1155170005765566465","date":1564248966000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/cETpLvfaZR"},
{"tweetId":"1155170431294464000","date":1564249067000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/aywaUkAo4z"},
{"tweetId":"1155170752527765505","date":1564249144000,"text":"Nope."},
{"tweetId":"1155174880557621249","date":1564250128000,"text":"Looks delicious. Right off the
Farm.\nCut away, my friend!"},{"tweetId":"1155175336067379201","date":1564250236000,"text":"Enjoy your 
Saturdays!\nRest Up for the Week Ahead.\n---\nFollows Q's drops closely, please.\n---\nMuch is about 
to happen this week. \n*\nLove to ALL of you, even the haters \n-\nWWG1WGA!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1155177507299217408","date":1564250754000,"text":"Happy Birthday, fellow Patriot!"},
{"tweetId":"1155179611711578112","date":1564251256000,"text":"Peace, IS the Prize.\nPeace, Through 
Strength.\nThank You, Q, for all you do.\nWWG1WGA!!!\n-\nhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWYrcnehito …
pic.twitter.com/KhttF3CjjC"},{"tweetId":"1155210087826411525","date":1564258522000,"text":"Hoping 
everyone in Japan is fine after the earthquake a little while ago. It seems little damage has been
reported and western media has yet to really pick the story up.\nStill, keeping you all in my thoughts 
& prayers today. Anzen ni hokan shite kudasai. "},
{"tweetId":"1155217713607958530","date":1564260340000,"text":"Any group of people who's prime 
objective is to terrorize innocent civilians needs to be designated as such; no questions asked. This
is a non-partisan issue. These are violent thugs preying on the weakest targets they can find, 
masquerading under political pretext."},
{"tweetId":"1155220132983189505","date":1564260917000,"text":"Piplines for human trafficking and drug 
trafficking are being closed, as our economy soars.\nElsewhere, sanctions cripple our enemies
abilities to conduct terror, and tariffs level the field of trade.\nTruly, Mr. President; you are 
doing a great job.\nPromises made, Promises Kept!"},
{"tweetId":"1155224928830066689","date":1564262060000,"text":"It's their voting base, I expect nothing 
less from the crooked Left. \nThey cannot hope to win without millions of illegal votes. \nThey cannot
keep their constituents impoverished and afraid without rampant crime and the poverty it causes.\nThey 
want a welfare state, not Freedom."},{"tweetId":"1155231033085894657","date":1564263516000,"text":"I 
still think the left just turns on CNN everyday and goes, \"oh, okay, this is what I believe now\".\n-
\nSAD.\n-\nThe ability to think freely should never be wasted."},
{"tweetId":"1155231505263792134","date":1564263628000,"text":"My, what a lovely heap of trash 
everywhere.\n-\nJust because a comment is insulting, doesn't make it racist or untrue or wrong. 
\n\nYou were & are, as always, correct Mr. President. \nIt is why you will win 2020 by a Massive 
landslide."},{"tweetId":"1155232273555476481","date":1564263811000,"text":"Stay strong, Kim. \nThe
truth will win out in the end. \nVindication must sometimes first suffer the insults of 
fools.\nTogether, we will ALL change this mess."},
{"tweetId":"1155237829053730816","date":1564265136000,"text":"Do you think the Left realizes that they 
have been strung along for 4 years already?\n-\nWe got NK, NXIVM, Epstein, Border Wall; Tariffs on
China, the best employment numbers possibly ever, etc.\nBut they are STILL convinced that Trump will 
be impeached, pure lunacy.\n\n#Trump2020"},
{"tweetId":"1155244314093658117","date":1564266682000,"text":"Did you miss the part where before the 
second hearing Mueller walked the statement back entirely as incorrect?\nI'm sure the MSM conveniently
forgot to tell you"},{"tweetId":"1155245429145186306","date":1564266948000,"text":"North Korea* 
Formally, the DPRK.\n Twitter character limits meant I had to abbreviate. apologies. Listing all 
Trump's accomplishments would take a Huge space."},
{"tweetId":"1155246545513508864","date":1564267214000,"text":"Their constituents have been strung
along for nearly 4 years now; being promised some pie-in-the-sky hate fueled impeachment dream that 
will NEVER happen.\nAlready, investigations are underway into the real criminals who started 
everything, and it does not bode well for the Left."},
{"tweetId":"1155247972319420418","date":1564267554000,"text":"Except the collective arrest of NXIVM;
including the age old Bronfman family who facilitated Trudeau's rise to power. Recent Epstein arrests; 
Hollywood arrests. The exposure of a global human trafficking syndicate. etc. etc. etc. \nI'm good, 
thanks."},{"tweetId":"1155257075464921088","date":1564269725000,"text":"Thanks for the laugh, Tracy.\n 
This is hilarious."},{"tweetId":"1155258813328568320","date":1564270139000,"text":"I can't help it. My
job calls to me. Patriots call to me. \nYou all are my family, and leaving your side as big things 



transpire somehow felt wrong. So you came with me on golf trips and meetings today. I will rest, when
the Deep State is dead and gone for good."},
{"tweetId":"1155259609197813767","date":1564270329000,"text":"So... President Trump is quite an 
accomplished golfer, holding several club records. \nI am not an accomplished golfer; and can barely 
swing a club.\n-\nLesson: We all have our strengths and weaknesses. Accept them, and work with
them.\n\nLove to All You Patriots Out There!"},
{"tweetId":"1155261182745415681","date":1564270704000,"text":"I am truly sorry for your loss. \nI 
envision a day, soon coming, when this drug epidemic no longer plagues our Fair Nation and claims the 
lives of our brothers & sisters across the Country. If you do ever tell your story; I will certainly
be there to listen, fellow Patriot."},{"tweetId":"1155269389618466820","date":1564272661000,"text":"I 
liked the heat in Kabul, the dust; not so much. It's been quite a while since I've been out that way 
though."},{"tweetId":"1155274678883237890","date":1564273922000,"text":"Methinks the Left doth protest 
too much about Baltimore,
@realDonaldTrump.https://twitter.com/SenSanders/status/728278867639676930 …"},
{"tweetId":"1155275656328032256","date":1564274155000,"text":"We Do Not Believe In Coincidences.\nHow 
do you clean dirty money?\nYou launder it!\n-
\nhttps://twitter.com/BreitbartNews/status/1155200277802291205 …pic.twitter.com/QKXdcsEtY8"},
{"tweetId":"1155282476941680647","date":1564275781000,"text":"You never know when a Storm might 
arise.pic.twitter.com/sVRtb4oaxt"},{"tweetId":"1155283073845669888","date":1564275923000,"text":"Far 
too late to walk back out of the corn field now, James."},
{"tweetId":"1155283483096428544","date":1564276021000,"text":"Glad to see it's harvest time, Q.
\nThank you for all you do.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/Comey/status/1155271446207389696 …
pic.twitter.com/U7Do8tgxYc"},{"tweetId":"1155289215980191744","date":1564277387000,"text":"Xièxiè, 
qǐng jìxù chuánbò zhēnxiàng!"},{"tweetId":"1155297118317350912","date":1564279272000,"text":"That 
would mean not projecting onto you as the archvilllian in their fantasy narrative.\nWe know they are
unwilling to end their lies. Rep. Cummings is decades into growing rich off the backs of his 
constituent's poverty."},{"tweetId":"1155497284509077505","date":1564326995000,"text":"Normal for 5 
world powers to hold an emergency meeting on a Sunday to discuss a failed nuclear treaty from 2015, 
which the recipient of has repeatedly & blatantly flouted?\n---\nThe panic is rife around the
globe.\n---\nHigh Crimes and Treason. \n*\nThe End of an Era. \n-\nFALL BLACK."},
{"tweetId":"1155497445708771330","date":1564327033000,"text":"Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming. 
\nNothing."},{"tweetId":"1155530419682578434","date":1564334895000,"text":"You are not Poorly 
Educated.\nYou are not Racist.\nYou are not Bigots.\nYou are not any of the awful things the Left
projects onto you.\nIt is the Left, in fact; that continues to exemplify all those traits; evidenced 
in their commentary against well over half their own country.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1155530822008659970","date":1564334991000,"text":"When they insult you, rise above in 
Love. \nOur Actions, will speak louder than their words.\nBe Kind.\nBe True.\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1155533657987321856","date":1564335667000,"text":"Thy testimonies have I taken as an 
heritage for ever: for they are the rejoicing of my heart.\nI have inclined mine heart to perform thy 
statutes always, even unto the end.\n-\nThy Word is a Lamp unto my feet, and a Light unto my Path.\n-
\nIn all I do; let me serve Your House well.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1155564701859962881","date":1564343068000,"text":"Via Q:\nAnons knew weeks ago, months 
ago.\n#FlyDanFlyhttps://twitter.com/nytpolitics/status/1155549637790654465 …"},
{"tweetId":"1155566228175577088","date":1564343432000,"text":"Only after Chris Ruddy, Trump's close 
friend, said it first. Do keep up!"},{"tweetId":"1155566662625759233","date":1564343536000,"text":"Not
this one. Trumps friend Chris Ruddy said this back in February, he was the first to break the news."},
{"tweetId":"1155570736368672768","date":1564344507000,"text":"\"The week ahead will reveal much\"\n-
\nKeep your Eyes Open! \n-\nEpstein Matters to all of this. \n-\nTreason happens for reasons, not all 
entirely political.\n-\n\"Fuel for the Fire\"\n-\nhttps://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/john-
ratcliffe-ag-william-barr-will-deliver-justice-to-any-obama-officials-who-committed-crimes …
pic.twitter.com/GSHkaeL9Ki"},{"tweetId":"1155576097091784705","date":1564345785000,"text":"Western 
media has not widely picked the story up, but Saudi Arabian notable, Prince Bander bin Abdul Aziz Al 
Saud (eldest brother to the King) has died at approx. 96 years of age. \n-\nJust Keeping you
informed."},{"tweetId":"1155578390075887618","date":1564346332000,"text":"No. wrong person."},
{"tweetId":"1155578617830748166","date":1564346386000,"text":"Not the same individual."},
{"tweetId":"1155578999709548544","date":1564346477000,"text":"-My deepest condolences to the House of 
Saud on the loss of one of their oldest surviving members. Prince Bandar bin Abdul Aziz Al Saud will
be missed. Qad tajid alrrahat mae al'iiman, watajfif damueik. barak allah 
fik.\n\n@StateDept\n@SecPompeo"},{"tweetId":"1155579340782022658","date":1564346559000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1155580002777391105","date":1564346716000,"text":"Both clintons are quite alive. \nPlease 
stop believing those that push unreliable theories for your $$$. \nQ has cautioned countless times."},
{"tweetId":"1155580757882167297","date":1564346896000,"text":"Both Bill and Hillary Clinton are quite 
alive. \nThose pushing theories that compel you to believe otherwise originate in the same place all 
such nonsense comes from: A desire for your money. \nBOTH have been in public numerous times 
recently.\nBe careful who you follow. \nUse Logic."},
{"tweetId":"1155581856047407104","date":1564347158000,"text":"Quite alive, and on ICE."},
{"tweetId":"1155582819789414401","date":1564347388000,"text":"Most \"theories\" are simply designed to 
pique interest and can be either confirmed or denied with the slightest bit of research. \nLearn to 
research. Don't just wonder; don't just blindly trust people.\nRESEARCH.\nWe live in an era of instant
information.\nUse this to your advantage!"},



{"tweetId":"1155584487130095619","date":1564347786000,"text":"Rumor mills are working overtime to
distract & confuse you.\nKeep your feet on the ground and your Eyes looking forward.\nJudgment is 
coming. Let NO ONE dissuade you from this.\nWe must fight together to see Justice through.\nQuestion 
motives, question information. \nStay Sharp!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1155585117269766148","date":1564347936000,"text":"Not the same person."},
{"tweetId":"1155585316922830848","date":1564347983000,"text":"Not the same person."},
{"tweetId":"1155585914426601473","date":1564348126000,"text":"An EXCELLENT choice from 
POTUS.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1155580140392501248 …"},
{"tweetId":"1155587297515061248","date":1564348456000,"text":"Next myth of the day:\nObama unfollowed
HRC on twitter and deleted all related tweets.\n50/50.\nThe unfollow was done before the 2016 election 
cycle; and no such tweets were cleared.\nSimple research can tell you this, so there is no need to 
wonder.\nAgain, Be Careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1155587866518609921","date":1564348591000,"text":"THEY WANT YOU DISTRACTED.\nFOCUS
UP.\nIGNORE RUMORS.\nNOTHING CAN STOP WHAT IS 
COMING.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1154828673247272960 …"},
{"tweetId":"1155595207087407105","date":1564350341000,"text":"-Disney will be forced to clear house in 
the immediate future.\n-\nWatch & Learn.\n\nPay close attention to previous child stars that worked
for them. \nParticularly the ones who did NOT remain famous (re: Jet Jackson).\n-\nYou have NO IDEA 
how deep this goes.\n*Eyes on Epstein.*"},
{"tweetId":"1155597695924473860","date":1564350935000,"text":"Start with Shirley Temple Black and 
those in charge at the time. Use a bubble web to connect people and events, motion pictures; political
leanings of producers. etc. Understand first, however; this is a VAST VAST web to dig into."},
{"tweetId":"1155598894585090048","date":1564351221000,"text":"You have maybe 20-30%. I believe in all 
of you. But there are layers here the public does not yet understand. If I had no faith in you, would 
I be here?"},{"tweetId":"1155599717369356294","date":1564351417000,"text":"Kansas, their country would
be in full rebellion if they understood the full picture. \nKhamenei must retain his falsehoods in 
order to remain in control. Even still, we see his grasp over the people faltering. Stay strong. Keep 
applying pressure. \nGod Speed and thank you!"},
{"tweetId":"1155604382614007809","date":1564352529000,"text":"Pay Close Attention.\n-\nI gave you this
art well before the (E) arrest.\n-\nWhat was uncovered at the Standard Hotel?\n-\nAre Investigations 
made public?\n-\nAre branches other than FBI able to investigate independently, depending on 
circumstance?\n-\nWho is the Pentagon's top spy Agency?pic.twitter.com/88TKOPxIBX"},
{"tweetId":"1155636989775011840","date":1564360303000,"text":"Why is Assange held in Belmarsh?\n-
\nWhat was the significance of \"Paper Planes\"?\n-\nThere are LAYERS to everything. \n-\nMore than 
you yet realize. \n-\nNecessary to keep enemies unaware.\n-\nIt's looking cloudy out, Patriots.\n-
\nI'd be ready for rain soon, and lots of it.pic.twitter.com/0p6nf11NoY"},
{"tweetId":"1156136402612117504","date":1564479373000,"text":"Busy times. \nHang on tight. \n-\nThe
week ahead will reveal much.\nLove to ALL you Patriots out 
there!\nWWG1WGA!!!\nWRWY!!!pic.twitter.com/UZJEvNQkgc"},
{"tweetId":"1156137707879522304","date":1564479684000,"text":"-\nDECLAS DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS 
DECLAS\nDECLAS DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS\nDECLAS DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS DECLAS\nDECLAS DECLAS\n-\nHOLD
ON TIGHT. \n-\nRAIN INBOUND THIS WEEK."},
{"tweetId":"1156149191523127296","date":1564482422000,"text":"The MSM is incorrect. The Senate did not 
fail to stop the President's arms sales. \nThey succeeded in letting them go through. \n*Perspective 
matters.\n\nGO POTUS GO!\n\nPeace through Strength, requires strength."},
{"tweetId":"1156152781658607618","date":1564483278000,"text":"DOJ Criminal Investigations wrapping up 
nicely. \n\n-We did not waste time.\n+\n++\n+++\nNever doubt what can be accomplished with the right 
people in the right places at the right time. \n-\nI HIGHLY suggest following Q."},
{"tweetId":"1156154145268744193","date":1564483603000,"text":"And So It
Begins...https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1101931953547329537 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156162493141659649","date":1564485593000,"text":"Just a reminder, you heard it here 
first.\n-\n\"The Week Ahead Will Reveal 
Much\".\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1154837141593239552 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156206362432589824","date":1564496052000,"text":"The Sun will come out tomorrow. \n-
\nEyes Open,\nEars Open. \n\nDeclas, @DevinNunes?\nEpstein Conference?\nand\nSo. Much. More. \n-
\nEnjoy The Show."},{"tweetId":"1156206924574220290","date":1564496186000,"text":"POTUS is a hero to 
many, with good reason.\nSo Much More to Come.\nThis show is just getting started.\nEnjoy
It!\n\n#Qanon.https://twitter.com/dgsixkado/status/1155970907740893185 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156266505471963137","date":1564510391000,"text":"This is my favorite part of the game, 
Q.\nBusy Week pic.twitter.com/qYrTtwXQ0F"},
{"tweetId":"1156277133645426688","date":1564512925000,"text":"Very Relevant.\n\"\"How do you clean
dirty money?\"\"\n-\n-\n-\nhttps://media.ifrc.org/ifrc/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2018/04/IFRC-Report-
2017.pdf …\n-\nhttps://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-thompson-reintroduce-
american-red-cross-transparency-act …\n-\nhttps://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2861873-Senator-
Grassley-s-report-on-the-Red-Cross-June.html …\n-\nhttps://www.npr.org/2016/06/16/482020436/senators-
report-finds-fundamental-concerns-about-red-cross-finances …pic.twitter.com/cE3uGlML9r"},
{"tweetId":"1156282871100968960","date":1564514293000,"text":"Epstein's arrest, signifies only a 
beginning; not an end. His entire circle, far and wide; is under close scrutiny. Expect more arrests 
in the VERY near future."},
{"tweetId":"1156322534427525120","date":1564523750000,"text":"WWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/XrLEJ5VWc4"},



{"tweetId":"1156324215353741320","date":1564524151000,"text":"Eyes open. \nDNC lawsuit against Russia,
Wikileaks, Trump dismissed today.\nAll over the headlines everywhere. \nThis is a big win for us, 
Patriots.  \nYou can be sure, that countermoves are already in play.pic.twitter.com/gmh8JxLf4j"},
{"tweetId":"1156324525048512513","date":1564524224000,"text":"As @FoxNews put it, the judge called the 
DNC \"completely divorced from the facts\". \n-\n#HisNameWasSethRich"},
{"tweetId":"1156326971879698432","date":1564524808000,"text":"10 to 1, @GavinNewsom's overreach of 
authority will be struck down in 3...2...1....\n-\nLet the headlines have their fun.\nLet their 
zombies cheer for another empty non-victory.\nThe law is entirely aimed at Trump, and will be ruled 
unconstitutional by higher courts."},
{"tweetId":"1156328204640116737","date":1564525102000,"text":"Let's watch how hard the MSM tries to 
distract from the DNC lawsuit dismissal. \n#FakeNewsMedia in trouble\n"},
{"tweetId":"1156329357289373696","date":1564525376000,"text":"Having a good day yet, @wikileaks?\nI'm 
shocked you haven't retweeted the dismissal yet. It swung the courts heavily in Assange's favor and
right to publish, after all. \n-\nRaise your voice if you have one Left."},
{"tweetId":"1156331020720967681","date":1564525773000,"text":"Sleepers waking up to find their friends 
are all but gone. \nTom, when certain materials are declassified this week, it will force the FBI into 
a position where-in they cannot forestall any longer.\n-\nKnowledge is power."},
{"tweetId":"1156333383607361536","date":1564526336000,"text":"It is best, to keep Assange safe, until 
the Deep State's heart has stopped beating. \n-\nUnderstand this because it is very important. \nWe do 
want him free. \nThe show serves its purpose.\nWe have a couple of Clintons to corral and a crime 
syndicate to dismantle. \n-\nTrust Your Team."},
{"tweetId":"1156333992880332803","date":1564526482000,"text":"I haven't forgotten, @DefendAssange.\nHe 
will be free -and safe- in the end.pic.twitter.com/aiGEyUFcgy"},
{"tweetId":"1156340043134451713","date":1564527924000,"text":"This is a small victory. A hamlet within 
New York City; serving just under 30,000 people. Even still; though the flame be small, encouraged; it
might grow into a wildfire.\n-\nEither way: The cracks in the Narrative are showing.  \n-
https://www.ae911truth.org/news/540-new-york-area-fire-commissioners-make-history-call-for-new-9-11-
investigation …"},{"tweetId":"1156341570632847360","date":1564528288000,"text":"Ah, it seems Patriots 
the world over maxed out the allocated memory for the site. Unsure when it will be back up. \nHere is
a screenshot I took for everyone. \nRT for the world.\nStart the Fire. \nYou are the 
News.pic.twitter.com/kSHh0vd8ag"},{"tweetId":"1156345644103143427","date":1564529260000,"text":"No, 
just thousands of patriots accessing a site that probably usually has a fraction of that visiting... 
It seems whoever hosts them has fittingly increased bandwidth capacity. \n(Good job #fsmfd <---make a
twitter account already!)\n-\nWe Will Never Forget!"},
{"tweetId":"1156364048956608512","date":1564533648000,"text":"The Millstone hangs about your 
neck.\nMene\nMene\nTekel\n\nMene \nMene \nTekel\n\nThey come for you, o! Curaverunt autem satanas!"},
{"tweetId":"1156364688168562689","date":1564533800000,"text":"Mene Mene Tekel...\nThe Day Draws
Near.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/Pontifex/status/1156165039545606144 …pic.twitter.com/1tdBSNsZlN"},
{"tweetId":"1156365319654510597","date":1564533951000,"text":"FALL BLACK\nFALL BLACK\nFALL BLACK\nFALL 
BLACK\nFALL BLACK\n-----------------\nTrust."},
{"tweetId":"1156369487861559297","date":1564534944000,"text":"*****FALL BLACK*****\n-THE WORLD IS
CONNECTED.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1155497284509077505 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156435699157164032","date":1564550730000,"text":"Monitoring through the 
night.\nSituational Awareness Matters.\nTomorrow (today) Will be busy.\nHigh chance of FF event to 
deflect news.pic.twitter.com/vdpHGFR3ug"},
{"tweetId":"1156549057399140363","date":1564577757000,"text":"Ready for a show?"},
{"tweetId":"1156552047468175361","date":1564578470000,"text":"Worth the retweet. A powerful video. 
\nWell done!https://twitter.com/ThatTrumpGuy/status/1149738639938732034 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156556980254851072","date":1564579646000,"text":"Absolutely! Well done! \nUnrelated side
note, Eventually, we should take some steps here to reverse the damage done to the coffee industry 
under the previous admin. Clearly the decimation there encouraged the poverty which encouraged the 
crime and thus the irregular migration."},
{"tweetId":"1156557513573240832","date":1564579773000,"text":"Good morning, @realDonaldTrump. It looks
to be a glorious day. "},{"tweetId":"1156558578637058049","date":1564580027000,"text":"Today we have 
an Epstein conference scheduled; transcripts dropping that reveal much about \"Russiagate\"; maybe 
another surprise or two, and I would keep an eye on the good @DevinNunes.\n-\nBusy times, Patriots. 
\n--\nEnjoy The Show!"},{"tweetId":"1156560319986184194","date":1564580442000,"text":"In the
background of today's multiple events,  this will also be going on.  Nominations include 3 judges and 
a new Director for the Bureau Of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, And Explosives. As always, here is the 
direct, non-facebook link to the livestream.\n-
\nhttps://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/07/31/2019/nominations …
https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1156557680225456133 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156561943173447680","date":1564580829000,"text":"Before I forget to mention it. \nW. 
Stephen Muldrow, will become the new U.S. Attorney for Puerto Rico soon. \nThe appointment matters.\n-
---\nRe: Epstein"},{"tweetId":"1156562577448718336","date":1564580981000,"text":"Tomorrow:\n\nSECURE
AND PROTECT ACT OF 2019.\n\nThank You, @LindseyGrahamSC.\n\n- (link to 
bill)\nhttps://www.congress.gov/116/bills/s1494/BILLS-116s1494is.pdf …"},
{"tweetId":"1156563400413110272","date":1564581177000,"text":"JFK jr. is dead. I have answered this. Q 
has answered this. Pushing disinformation will get you blocked fast."},
{"tweetId":"1156566796138401792","date":1564581986000,"text":"This bill is NOT by Mr. Graham. It is by 



House Rep. Zoe Lofgren; a democrat from California; and is dead on arrival. No worries."},
{"tweetId":"1156567308111941639","date":1564582108000,"text":"There are more guns than people in this 
country. 2A is not being infringed upon. We have more pressing concerns at the moment. "},
{"tweetId":"1156571296022630402","date":1564583059000,"text":"Yes, but on tomorrow's Senate Calendar, 
Keep Up!"},{"tweetId":"1156573482496475138","date":1564583580000,"text":"Good luck @fopchuck.\nIt is
great to see you on that stand. \nI agree, you will be a great director for @ATFHQ.\nI expect great 
things born of your experience in law enforcement. \nGood luck, and God Speed."},
{"tweetId":"1156575029691330560","date":1564583949000,"text":"I am QUITE sure the AG will find out. 
\nI am also quite sure we will be holding to account; all those who participated in Treasonous
activities.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1156567209528975360 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156576398527684616","date":1564584276000,"text":"Socialism, as a form of government; 
inevitably leads its people to ruin. \nWe have seen countless examples of this slippery slope into 
communism played out throughout history. The USA will never be a Nation controlled by Socialism."},
{"tweetId":"1156639496575868935","date":1564599319000,"text":"Oral arguments on Epstein will take 
place on Oct 28, 2019.\nThere are more than a million pages of evidence to review. \nJune 2020 is, for 
now; the effective date of a trial beginning. This date may change.\n-\nWorthy to note: Epstein was 
uninjured in court, no marks on neck or body."},
{"tweetId":"1156640238778798081","date":1564599496000,"text":"roam free? NO. I think you do not 
understand what is transpiring here."},
{"tweetId":"1156644247057108992","date":1564600452000,"text":"Just waiting on @GeorgePapa19 
transcripts to drop, alongside all of you. \nWell out of my hands at this point.\n\n-Patience is a
difficult virtue, but an important one. \n-\nStay Calm.\nEnjoy The Show!"},
{"tweetId":"1156666095346094081","date":1564605661000,"text":"This would be because I, like a 
responsible person in my position, visited the facility.\n-\nI have your back, America; whether you 
have mine or not.\nThat's my job.\nYou owe me no thanks.\nYou owe me nothing.\nA Public Servant exists
to serve the public, and it is my honor to 
serve.https://twitter.com/DoYouQ/status/1156652488927268864 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156666855890784256","date":1564605842000,"text":"To be honest, I've been too busy with 
other work to do much checking. My job is a busy one, always. We are expecting Papadopoulos
transcripts; possible start on Declas; and some Nunes paperwork too. As to if it will arrive on time; 
As always, time frames are fluid in DC."},
{"tweetId":"1156681463665954816","date":1564609325000,"text":"\"another surprise or two.\"\nHello, 
@PeteButtigieg.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1156558578637058049 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156682729351786497","date":1564609627000,"text":"Hello, @PeteButtigieg \n-
https://truepundit.com/fbi-raiding-mayor-pete-buttigiegs-housing-authority-in-south-bend/ …"},
{"tweetId":"1156715531656925184","date":1564617448000,"text":"Will Comey walk again? \n-\nEyes 
Open.\nEars Open."},{"tweetId":"1156753705166921729","date":1564626549000,"text":"There are things
coming you do not yet understand. \n---\nThe End of an Era.\n---\nNo one walks away.\n*\nNot even 
James Comey.\n-\n*****FALL BLACK*****\n-----------------\nTRUST THE 
PLAN.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1156365319654510597 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156757814410391554","date":1564627529000,"text":"Patience is a virtue. \nStay your
frustrations. \nThere is yet more to come. \n-\nDo not sway in the breeze of the day. \nStand Firm."},
{"tweetId":"1156769038363779073","date":1564630205000,"text":"Remember this: You owe no one an 
explanantion for your beliefs. They are yours and yours alone. You should not worry about what other 
people think of your thoughts.\nBe Brave, Oh! Lions.\nBe Unafraid. \nBe True.\nBe Kind.\nBe Best.\n\n-
----I"},{"tweetId":"1156794532316491776","date":1564636283000,"text":"I still expect some rain. 
\nAlways Prepared.https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1156716170109698048 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156796045323579393","date":1564636644000,"text":"The Hunters become the Hunted. \n-
\nClimate change meetings via private jets?\n-\nCover. \nPanic Sets In.\nHarvest Time.\n*****Fall
Black*****\n-\nStay Tuned, Patriots. \nNature is unpredictable. \nNo 
Spoilers.https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1156757664551993344 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156796508940976129","date":1564636754000,"text":"HOOAH! 
@GenFlynn.https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1156777896989663234 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156798071726137344","date":1564637127000,"text":"\"I do solemnly swear that I will 
support and defend the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and domestic; 
that I will bear true faith and allegiance to the same; and that I will obey the orders of the 
President of the United States...\""},
{"tweetId":"1156807496817872897","date":1564639374000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/mdD3KWWSeu"},
{"tweetId":"1156936315235196930","date":1564670087000,"text":"I agree with Barr's decision. \nYou may 
not yet, but patience is a virtue that will pay off; as you have witnessed countless times before. \n-
\nAdvice: Remember who your targets are, and stop letting the MSM influence your emotions. \nThis game
is not nearly finished."},{"tweetId":"1156939301588000769","date":1564670799000,"text":"Patriots, stop 
saying \"No arrests\". \n-\nEpstein is just about the highest value target you can find; and he is 
rotting in SHU awaiting trial. \nThere are layers to everything. Try not to blind yourselves to spite 
a future you are not yet in. \n-\nStay The Course. \nTrust The Plan."},
{"tweetId":"1156943348378324992","date":1564671763000,"text":"Three qualities we would be lost 
without.\nGod Bless. \nHOOAH!"},{"tweetId":"1156943956061691905","date":1564671908000,"text":"The Dems 
are eating each other alive, \nWho will win in the contest for second place?\n-\n-\nIf it isn't clear 
already, none of them stand a chance of winning.\n#Trump2020"},
{"tweetId":"1156945544155189248","date":1564672287000,"text":"See You There, 



Patriots.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1156938785189441536 …"},
{"tweetId":"1156946638805618688","date":1564672548000,"text":"Have a GREAT day, @DevinNunes, and thank 
you for everything. \n-"},{"tweetId":"1156980100476391425","date":1564680526000,"text":"Just around 
the corner.\nHang on tight.pic.twitter.com/sqxElc0aAL"},
{"tweetId":"1156980433382445057","date":1564680605000,"text":"\"You have more than you know.\"\nLearn
this well.\nIt means more than you think.pic.twitter.com/95GyKnCrYk"},
{"tweetId":"1156989104841732097","date":1564682673000,"text":"Brian,\nTiming, is Everything. 
\nRemember that, because it is KEY to understanding this.\nAlso, don't forget about [Assange<->MIA<-> 
Bronfman<->NXIVM<->Epstein]. <-(these are but a few examples of deep connections at play).\n-\nConnect
dots.\nBuild a Bridge. \n-\nEnjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1157004223395053568","date":1564686277000,"text":"We should talk sometime, @MIAuniverse, 
quietly. \nNoise is deaf to silence. \nWe have common purpose.\nGood luck with the tea."},
{"tweetId":"1157084152837103619","date":1564705334000,"text":"The Establishment is very angry about
this one. \n-\nYou should go here to the post linked below; and show your support. \nThis legislation 
achieves A LOT to fight human trafficking at the border. \n-\nSTAND with your team. \nBe Brave.\nBe 
Kind.\nBe Best!https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1157064716474302464 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157093880254423040","date":1564707653000,"text":"I strongly agree with the Imam. \nMake.
Him. Famous. \nHello, @IlhanMNhttps://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1157079994868178944 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157109709280817152","date":1564711427000,"text":"Eyes Open.\nEars Open.\nSaoirse Kennedy 
Hill has died. \nGrandaughter of Robert Kennedy.\n-\nNot the first death here; Mary Jo Kopechne could 
tell you more.https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2019/08/police-investigating-after-woman-staying-at-
kennedy-compound-dies-of-drug-overdose/ …"},
{"tweetId":"1157142243590967296","date":1564719184000,"text":"THINK 
BIGGEST.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/288742747471507456 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157144349051777025","date":1564719686000,"text":"REMEMBER:::::::::::::::::\n[CLAS_GITMO_
J z9-A][89]\n-\nTiming, is Everything."},
{"tweetId":"1157145881847558146","date":1564720051000,"text":"REMEMBER.\nVERY IMPORTANT.\nVERY VERY 
IMPORTANT.\n-\nDetails Matter. \nFind Them.\nKeep Them Close. \nYou Have More Than You Know. \n-
\n#Qanonpic.twitter.com/X0a4Y3e9Nf"},
{"tweetId":"1157147735935447040","date":1564720493000,"text":"\"We Do Not Believe In 
Coincidences\"."},
{"tweetId":"1157156060936847360","date":1564722478000,"text":"Global.\nHuman.\nTrafficking.\nOccult.\n
-\nhttps://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/?q=&mto=BetsyEbeling …\n-\n[HAITI + 500
Breadfruit]\nhttps://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/12264 …\n-\n[Mother 
Moon]\nhttps://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/24226 …
https://twitter.com/HillaryClinton/status/1156229972295634945 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157307131890208770","date":1564758496000,"text":"Trouble with Wikileaks website now?
\nCoincidence?\nOver. The. "},{"tweetId":"1157309295760945152","date":1564759012000,"text":"Mr. 
President, A few years ago North Korea stood on the brink of a manufactured war that would have 
decimated their population and the populations of neighboring countries. Now, they move quickly down a 
path of reformation and progress. \n-\nWe, The People, Stand With You."},
{"tweetId":"1157318334804844544","date":1564761167000,"text":"Oh, The Places We'll Go, 
Patriots!\n\n\"Breadfruit\" = People. \nThe factories to process it were fake. \n-\nThe entire process 
a human trafficking scam. \n-\nWikileaks magically expiring certificates notwithstanding; there are 
reasons I now point you there.\n-\nGetting HOT out, Isn't it?
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157156060936847360 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157353293280153601","date":1564769502000,"text":"Democrats had their chance, 
repeatedly.\nICE raids were delayed against illegal immigrants; stays of action were granted. \n-
\nThey have abused that time given and failed to deliver on their stated promises.\n-\nI applaud
@LindseyGrahamSC's effort to fix dangerous loopholes here!"},
{"tweetId":"1157354965846953984","date":1564769901000,"text":"Shuffling the deck keeps the other 
players confused. \nActing, is an art.\n-\nEyes Open.\nEars 
Open.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1157352001593892864 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157385937275559936","date":1564777285000,"text":"Hello, @FredFleitz.\nAny minute now."},
{"tweetId":"1157388273263742987","date":1564777842000,"text":"Judge rules: R. Kelly will not be 
allowed bail. \n-\nThe rules are changing for the traffickers & pedophiles. \n-\nJustice is coming. 
\n-----\nPlease remember re: R.Kelly; to expect more Hollywood arrests."},
{"tweetId":"1157395330863902723","date":1564779524000,"text":"One moment. I'll shine a light."},
{"tweetId":"1157395683592286209","date":1564779608000,"text":"I highly suggest watching Mr. Fleitz 
tonight, Patriots. \nStrongly so.\n-https://twitter.com/FredFleitz/status/1157393247544729600 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157397792375148544","date":1564780111000,"text":"Sue will most likely resign within the
week. \n-\nSwamp creatures know when they are caught."},
{"tweetId":"1157404387624595456","date":1564781684000,"text":"They just didnt want to answer your 
question.\nWhat better way to deflect from the fact their nuclear strategy is to let the US \"absorb\" 
the first blow. BTW, absorbing a nuke, is pretty much endgame for your country; a small fact their
supporters seem to be missing.\nStay Strong!"},
{"tweetId":"1157405330474749957","date":1564781908000,"text":"The Democrats new nuclear strategy of 
retaliation after being struck; is akin to \"We will fight back after we are all dead\".\nTheir blind 
supporters seem to be strongly in favor of this \"die first, strike later\" option."},
{"tweetId":"1157415493105532928","date":1564784331000,"text":"Highly doubtful, but not impossible. 



People have been guessing for over a year, quite incorrectly. What are my initials?"},
{"tweetId":"1157418958510862337","date":1564785158000,"text":"I love the acronym. Clever and good for 
both countries. A solid win here Kansas. \nPlease, keep up the good works!"},
{"tweetId":"1157422352944291841","date":1564785967000,"text":"I hate predictions, guesswork etc. Too 
much room for gross error.\nI prefer things based in fact. \nEven this, cannot provide a 100% track
record however; which is why I hope everyone always researches for themselves; perhaps most 
especially; the things I give you."},{"tweetId":"1157424645383045120","date":1564786514000,"text":"How 
you know Sue will never be DNI spy-queen.\nShe's as swampy as they come.  \n-\nLike I said earlier, 
likely to resign within the week.\nLove to ALL of
you!\nhttps://twitter.com/DonaldJTrumpJr/status/1157386213814394880 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157439877769768960","date":1564790145000,"text":"ECW\n-\nHave a Great Weekend!"},
{"tweetId":"1157454103448104960","date":1564793537000,"text":"TRUST Q"},
{"tweetId":"1157454771495854080","date":1564793696000,"text":"TRUST Q\nTRUST Q\nTRUST Q\n-\nDetails
Matter\n#Qanonhttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1157393367619104768 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157729910565343232","date":1564859294000,"text":"Don't worry; you will lose your 
appeals.\n-\nYou screamed at @SebGorka in the middle of the rose garden, and heckled people like an 
immature punk.\n-\nBe glad it is only a 30 day suspension. I, for one, pushed to have your pass
permanently revoked & send you back to covering 
Playboy.https://twitter.com/BrianKarem/status/1157442987179335680 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157750362801090561","date":1564864171000,"text":"This is Fake. \nBe careful who you 
follow."},{"tweetId":"1157751151334440960","date":1564864359000,"text":"The shooting happened. The
manifesto is fake. Please stop filling your heads with vile garbage. It will effect you in the end. 
\nIt was tragic, details will be forthcoming. \n-\nFor now, give no glory to senseless violence, nor 
magnify interest in vile action."},{"tweetId":"1157753799202791426","date":1564864990000,"text":"Do 
you understand what is happening in El Paso, Patriots?\nNot a true False-Flag event. \nDomestic
Terrorism. \nThis is why the response was so quick and from multiple State & Federal agencies. 
\nViolence was expected.\n-\n#elpasoshooting 
\n#AntifaDomesticTerroristshttps://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo/status/1155971069783621634 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157754226430357504","date":1564865092000,"text":"We are on the same page here."},
{"tweetId":"1157754581742489603","date":1564865176000,"text":"Because people are stupid, and do not 
properly research anything. Because in a crisis everybody rushes. Manifesto being passed around is 
fake. Gov. has already called out Antifa."},
{"tweetId":"1157755123646509062","date":1564865306000,"text":"We knew this was coming. \nANTIFA =
Domestic Terrorism.\n-https://twitter.com/MrAndyNgo/status/1155971069783621634?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157759978444328962","date":1564866463000,"text":"The response against Antifa's loudly 
proclaimed, extreme-leftist, Domestic Terrorism will no doubt be swift. \n-\nThank You, Mr. 
President.pic.twitter.com/wMP7MeI7ni"},
{"tweetId":"1157761116065472513","date":1564866734000,"text":"Worth Remembering\n-
\n#QAnonshttps://twitter.com/davidhogg111/status/1155571031261585408 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157763586003021824","date":1564867323000,"text":"On this, you and I most definitely 
agree."},{"tweetId":"1157785789591408640","date":1564872617000,"text":"This is fake, and you should
vet your sources."},{"tweetId":"1157792941462761472","date":1564874322000,"text":"There was more than 
one shooter, just so you are aware.\nTwo people were taken into custody.\nOnly one has been named. \n-
\nOne witness claimed she saw 4 gunmen.\n-\nWhatever you think is going on here, isnt. \nThis is 
#DomesticTerrorism 101.\n-\nI would stay away from El Paso for now."},
{"tweetId":"1157793932673241088","date":1564874558000,"text":"No, this is incorrect as well. \nJust 
the other extreme. \nResearch, people, don't parrot"},
{"tweetId":"1157797380521189376","date":1564875381000,"text":"A simple reminder that gun control does 
not stop violence, it simply changes its shape. \n-\nA search for \"mass-stabbings\" will enlighten
anyone as to the realities at play here.\n-\nThat is not to say mass shootings are not tragic & 
horrible. They are.\n\nAll these things are true."},
{"tweetId":"1157799949955977221","date":1564875993000,"text":"Well, at least we know where the 
Democrat news cycle has shifted post Russia-gate & Mueller.\nConvenient time for a horrific act of
violence, as it always is; to position themselves as \"protectors\" of The People.\n-\nYou Wolves in 
Sheep's clothing.\n-\n*****FALL BLACK*****"},
{"tweetId":"1157802696004579329","date":1564876648000,"text":"It means the Great Quakes are about to 
begin, and the End of an Era is at hand.https://twitter.com/WebbRenee/status/1157801089242226689 …"},
{"tweetId":"1157805035306270726","date":1564877206000,"text":"I do not control the time frame in which 
these events transpire. I am simply the \"Man with the Book\" in this Library of Babel; A harbinger 
and sentinel. A simple servant wandering a narrow path. My eyes could grow no wearier of the countless 
deaths I have born witness to."},{"tweetId":"1157807637414797312","date":1564877826000,"text":"You
already know how the story ends. \n-\nIn the end, God wins. \n\nDon't be afraid of the journey there. 
\n\nHave Faith."},{"tweetId":"1157826287429476352","date":1564882272000,"text":"Well Said, Mr. 
President. \nThank You."},{"tweetId":"1157829982397390848","date":1564883153000,"text":"You are 
Stronger Together.\nSo Be Each Other's Strength. \nLift Each Other Up,\nAlways.\nBe Kindness.\nBe
Best.\n-\nYou Are The Storm. \n-\nWear it Well."},
{"tweetId":"1158029276920320000","date":1564930669000,"text":"People so quickly forget that GOP 
softball match and the shooter there. \nThe narrative of \"Trump makes people shoot other people\" is 
as stupid as it is full of logical holes.\nThese people are SICK. \nMSM feeding the fires of division,
by pretending to play saint; same as the Dems."},



{"tweetId":"1158030925982240770","date":1564931062000,"text":"MSM got what they wanted, headlines and
ratings after their failing anti-Trump narratives were at death's door. \nHow much talk of Russia now, 
Patriots?\nMuller report?\nNo?\nJust on to the next lie?\nThese People Are SICK. \n-\nThey think of 
you like cattle; and slaughter you the same."},
{"tweetId":"1158031907562688514","date":1564931296000,"text":"Why do you think I warn you in advance?
\n- \nThe Great Quakes are about to begin.\nWhat you see are the desperate attempts at narrative 
control from the failing global elite power structure.\n-Eye and Ears; laser focused on Epstein and 
those surrounding him. \nDo Not Be 
Swayed.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1154828673247272960 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158036293357572099","date":1564932342000,"text":"I suggest turning off the news, and 
going outside today.\nOr, playing a board game. \nOr reading a good book.\n-\nGiving the MSM the 
ratings they need to exist, is exactly why this all keeps happening.\n-\nIf you want the colosseum to 
close; you must cease spectating their events."},
{"tweetId":"1158054609522450433","date":1564936709000,"text":"Truth, should not be subject to opinion 
or censorship."},{"tweetId":"1158055965402513409","date":1564937032000,"text":"You are a country of 
+300 MILLION people.\nThere are going to be shootings, stabbings & all manner of ugliness. It is part 
of humanity and always has been.\n\n-You cannot erase yourselves.\n\nLearn to look evil in the face,
unbiased; and put it down. \nNo color, no creed; put it down."},
{"tweetId":"1158058262073356289","date":1564937580000,"text":"While the world takes up arms against 
the tragedies of yesterday; \nRemember that in places like Chicago, mass shootings are exceptionally 
common. \nWhere is your outrage, Left? \nThis is a Democrat run city through and through. \nWho is
your true enemy?\n-https://abc7chicago.com/mt-sinai-closes-er-amidst-violent-weekend-with-40-shot-3-
killed/5442067/ …"},{"tweetId":"1158059552618745856","date":1564937887000,"text":"Only the left could 
argue that violence against violence is the solution to ending violence. \nHave you lost your minds 
completely?\n-\nThis is a tragedy, do you think the shooters stopped and asked people's political
affiliations before they aimlessly slaughtered innocent lives?"},
{"tweetId":"1158060407560556544","date":1564938091000,"text":"Do you think the mass-shooters stopped 
and asked people's political affiliations before they aimlessly slaughtered innocent lives?\n-\nAsking 
for both sides of the political divide, who collectively fall into these sick vanity traps.\n\n-What
if, sick people just do sick things?"},{"tweetId":"1158078144940838912","date":1564942320000,"text":"I 
will spend no more time on these mass shootings. \nTruthfully, in a country of +300 million people; we 
have more deaths every day from bad eating habits, literally.\n\n-Fact Check your collective sense of 
tragedy, World.\nThe loudspeaker grows shrill in its panic  \n-\nMoving On Now."},
{"tweetId":"1158082157350461443","date":1564943277000,"text":"Approx 125,000 abortions occur worldwide 
every day. 98.3% of these are Elective; meaning purely by choice, not medically necessary.\n-\nYou are 
Sick, Humanity; and very good at murder.\nYou always have been.\n-\nKnow Thyself.\n-\nFollow The 
Number As It Grows.\n-\nhttps://www.worldometers.info/abortions/ "},
{"tweetId":"1158089153780879360","date":1564944945000,"text":"Expect action on guns to be coming out 
of the Oval Office soon (within the week?).\n-\nLikely: UBC across the board, loophole closing for 
unlicensed sellers, online included (22% of gun sales have no BC).\n-\nPOTUS may try by EO.\n\nOptions 
being discussed actively today w/Justice Dep."},
{"tweetId":"1158089999767785472","date":1564945146000,"text":"A reminder, I do not make the news. I 
report it to you.\nOf all the moves on the table, stronger Universal Background Checks are the most 
likely route that will be taken; rather than re-banning assault weapons or otherwise infringing on 2A. 
\n-\nKeep it in perspective."},{"tweetId":"1158091215763648515","date":1564945436000,"text":"So you
know where I personally stand:\n-\nI am okay with strengthening Universal Background Checks for gun 
purchases. \nIt neither infringes on a person's right to carry; nor alters the system already in 
place. \n-\nIt simply means  buying online or at a gun-show would need a UBC."},
{"tweetId":"1158093267742969856","date":1564945926000,"text":"1. Your gov. military is made up of your
brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers, sons & daughters, who are you afraid of?\n2. If your whole 
military were to rebel against you (extremely unlikely); they have tanks, drones; and tactical nukes. 
Your AK isnt going to help.\n3. 2A is 
safe.https://twitter.com/thepithypundit/status/1158091927151153160 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158094173142208513","date":1564946141000,"text":"We decimated those countries with bombs 
and left nothing in our wake.\nWhere have you been?"},
{"tweetId":"1158096400007278594","date":1564946672000,"text":"Trump is not out to take your guns away. 
\n-\nThere is nothing wrong with strengthening measures behind the sale & transfer of dangerous tools,
period.\nBe they guns, explosives; or any other tool that can be misused to cause great harm.\n-
\nCommon sense prevails here.\nLike it or not."},
{"tweetId":"1158097240390545409","date":1564946873000,"text":"As society evolves, so too do the needs 
within it.\nWhat you see as chipping away, others might call the steady march of time.\nAs long as
people can still buy and sell firearms in general; then the rights of 2A remain in 
place.\nSafeguarding a people matters too.\nBoth matter."},
{"tweetId":"1158098649936793601","date":1564947209000,"text":"People love to get heated over guns.\n-
\nFYI- I carry a gun at all times at my job, and put myself in considerable danger habitually.\n-
\nAgree with me or dont; but this Administration has made the difficult choices time & again to make 
this world a better place.\n\nI Stand With Trump."},
{"tweetId":"1158100548861800455","date":1564947661000,"text":"For the record, because some of the 
nuttier people seem confused,\nWe already have a Universal Background Check system in place.
\nStrengthening it so it functions properly, is EXACTLY the kind of solution you NEED if you dont want 



people to eventually actually come for your guns."},
{"tweetId":"1158101428545773572","date":1564947871000,"text":"I have little patience for ignorance. 
One of my many terrible and oh, so very human flaws.  I work to protect the public on a daily and 
nightly basis. My stake in this is not small. It hits close to my heart."},
{"tweetId":"1158102165434642434","date":1564948047000,"text":"Until the day people remain so divided
that all progress becomes moot; and the wrong trigger is pulled in the wrong place. \nThe slippery 
slope is the one with no progress being made towards protecting the people or 2A. THAT is the real 
danger: That both issues are stagnant"},
{"tweetId":"1158102568138149889","date":1564948143000,"text":"Well, huge loopholes exist for both gun-
show purchases and online purchases. In how we treat ammunition vs the weapon itself. Databases that 
should show when a person is on 50 different psych meds and trying to buy high capacity weapons that 
do not show anything."},{"tweetId":"1158104621757468673","date":1564948633000,"text":"I have long-
promised uncomfortable truths all around. \nHere is your first real test of critical
thought.\n\nHypothesis: \n\"Stagnation on guns is no longer a viable option.\nProtecting 2A also 
matters dearly.\"\nBoth are true.\n-\nBarring total inaction; what would you do?\n-\nI'm curious."},
{"tweetId":"1158106104355794944","date":1564948986000,"text":"Many countries have mandatory firearms 
training. Like sweden or Israel, two vastly different examples of citizen/military training. \n-\nBut
is that freedom to those that oppose firearms?\nIn this country, both sides must coexist.\n-\nFreedom 
means we have to negotiate common ground."},
{"tweetId":"1158106582749712384","date":1564949100000,"text":"Both sides lay claim to logical 
arguments. \nGuns are dangerous in the wrong hands, but perfectly safe in well trained ones. \n-\nIf
we cannot stop the flow of guns to the wrong hands; should any hands own them?\nYet if we abandon them 
completely, how do we protect ourselves?"},
{"tweetId":"1158108499085340672","date":1564949557000,"text":"Here we agree. Strong protections AND 
Strong rights should Coexist. \nOne should Guarantee the other.\nMandatory training is a wise idea
too, in a country with more guns than people.\n\n Common Sense 
Prevails.https://twitter.com/MelindaElswick/status/1158106617910444032 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158109703597187072","date":1564949844000,"text":"A general sense of panic seems pervasive 
among both sides of the issue. Urgency that, like a speeding bullet; can cause a great deal of damage
if aimed improperly. Logic, is always the road to take."},
{"tweetId":"1158111466920263687","date":1564950265000,"text":"You are entitled to have opinions!\n-
\nPlease understand that during the course of our many discourses, it is natural for us to find areas 
of contrasting ideology. Neither let it dissuade you from our mission of uprooting corruption; or
supporting each other.\nGod Bless You All :)"},
{"tweetId":"1158112824331313154","date":1564950588000,"text":"I hope your fractured shoulder recovers 
fast, @senatemajldr. Get well soon, and be careful of those steps in the future!\nMy thoughts and 
prayers are with you. \nStay Strong!"},
{"tweetId":"1158113661828943879","date":1564950788000,"text":"Tripped on his patio, got a slight 
fracture from it. He's okay, but Im sure it hurt."},
{"tweetId":"1158116709489881088","date":1564951514000,"text":"In Switzerland they dont have ready 
access to live ammunition; making the guns they own more... symbolic in nature. Given their declared
positions in world wars however; this makes perfect sense."},
{"tweetId":"1158118417691480064","date":1564951922000,"text":"Thank you, Neil.\n-\nHow about the 
number killing themselves with bad food & no exercise? Heart disease is our number 1 killer for men & 
women both; like a suicidal epidemic (over 370,000 per year)\nPeople respond to sensationalism & have
no idea what their biggest threats truly are"},
{"tweetId":"1158134351235883008","date":1564955721000,"text":"╭╯ ╭╯\nETS━━━━ ╭╯╯╯━━┓ \n╟┈┈╱▔╭╯▔╲┈┈┈┫ 
\n╟┈▕╲▂▂▂▂╱▏┈┈┫ \n╟┈┈▏┊┊┊┊▕━╮┈┫ \n╟┈┈▏#MAGA  ▕┈┃┈┫  \n╟┈┈▏┊┊┊┊▕━╯┈┫  \n╙━━╲▂▂▂▂╱━━ETS\n\n~Time for a 
Covfefe Break."},{"tweetId":"1158147576597753858","date":1564958874000,"text":"The sad truth is, less
than 24 hours after a true tragedy occurs, the Left has #MassacreMitch trending. This, after he fell 
and was injured with a fractured shoulder this morning.\nThere is a truly dark sickness inside these 
people's hearts.\n-\nGod Bless You, @senatemajldr\nWRWY!"},
{"tweetId":"1158149729513029632","date":1564959387000,"text":"Stanger than fiction is this: These mass
shootings keep happening around those who have previously witnessed mass shootings.\nSo Many 
\"Coincidences\".\n_____\nJust 3 recent examples.\n\n(Vegas)\nhttps://www.cbsnews.com/news/california-
bar-shooting-survivors-of-las-vegas-massacre-were-at-borderline-bar-and-grill/ …
\n\n(Vegas)\nhttps://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2019/08/01/gilroy-garlic-festival-3-also-
survived-las-vegas-shooting/1887837001/ …\n\n(Parkland)\nhttps://www.ktsm.com/news/el-paso-
strong/parents-of-teen-killed-at-parkland-was-in-el-paso-during-walmart-
shooting/#click=https://t.co/Zh4czqEnMd …"},
{"tweetId":"1158201342445477888","date":1564971693000,"text":"8chan migrating servers in 3...2...1...?
\n Get the picture?\nThis is weak sauce. Just a cabal controlled element doing what they do best: 
Silencing their opposition while hypocritically calling it an action in the name of free speech.\nThey 
never learn.\n-
\n@infinitechan\n@CodeMonkeyZhttps://twitter.com/eastdakota/status/1158192506086891520 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158202486857056257","date":1564971965000,"text":"I'm pretty sure shutting down free 
speech, is a move in the wrong direction.\n-\nThankfully, I am quite sure @infinitechan is more than 
capable of finding a less facist host. \n-\nYou can neither silence Q, nor end what has begun."},
{"tweetId":"1158203985066676225","date":1564972323000,"text":"Ive been filling in those I can. Good
luck with the migration!"},{"tweetId":"1158204744860672000","date":1564972504000,"text":"See? 



\nNothing to worry about.\n\n8chan will be down for a moment while servers are migrated. \nStay
Calm.\nWe are all in this together. \n\nAlso, please go to the post below and offer 8chan admin Ron 
your thanks. CodeMonkeyZ here fights for you more than you ever will know.\n\n-Thank 
Youhttps://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158202303096094720 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158260050219216897","date":1564985690000,"text":"I still think former NSA Director,
Admiral Mike Rogers, would be a great DNI head, @realDonaldTrump.\n-Worth Thinking 
about.pic.twitter.com/MmXcfQ4a6m"},
{"tweetId":"1158266496822501377","date":1564987227000,"text":"Timelines are helpful, arent they?"},
{"tweetId":"1158269080291422209","date":1564987842000,"text":"Thanks for the update "},
{"tweetId":"1158269474828668929","date":1564987937000,"text":"8chan should be back up and running 
smoothly soon. Stay Patient.\nQ is not gone. Not by a long 
shot.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158259371790364672 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158270230659043328","date":1564988117000,"text":"God Bless You All."},
{"tweetId":"1158383930606792704","date":1565015225000,"text":"Eye Proof #10019101010101010\n\n God 
Bless You All! https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1158089153780879360 …
pic.twitter.com/3IC0yewZcx"},{"tweetId":"1158385254253649920","date":1565015541000,"text":"Told 
Ya.\nLove you all out there.\n-https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1158089153780879360?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158386015364681728","date":1565015722000,"text":"Doubtful, as always; but not impossible. 
It has been a year and although multiple people have claimed it, so far no one has even come close to 
getting it right. What are my initials?"},
{"tweetId":"1158386400196210688","date":1565015814000,"text":"No unlicensed sellers means like, gun
shows/ online market places; where giant loopholes exist in the background check protocol. Relax. As Q 
said, Guns are safe."},{"tweetId":"1158389337337278464","date":1565016514000,"text":"Above all else, I 
am your friend and servant. \n-\nI want nothing from you, except to inform you and help you stay 
strong in dark moments.\nThis is an unconventional war, and the methods for fighting it must rise to
the occasion. \nI love ALL of you out there, very much.\nWWG1WGA!"},
{"tweetId":"1158395135585083399","date":1565017896000,"text":"Thanks to you & team for doing all you 
can to ensure the last bastions of free speech remain open to all. \nIt is appreciated by many."},
{"tweetId":"1158396800883134464","date":1565018293000,"text":"STAY STRONG!\nIf you grow weary, let us
be your strength.\n-\nImagine how POTUS must feel.\nDaily attacks on him, his family;  his reputation; 
not to mention attempts on his life. All because he left their \"special club\" and exposed the global 
cabal for what it was.\n-\nHAVE FAITH!https://twitter.com/xstacy1974/status/1158393033915809793 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158411616918130688","date":1565021826000,"text":"For those asking:\nNo, the explosion at
the military warehouse in Russia was not nuclear in nature.\n-\nEvacuations of surrounding peoples are 
standard in this type of event."},{"tweetId":"1158426290208301057","date":1565025324000,"text":"And so 
the silent war against freedom rages on.\nGod Speed to All."},
{"tweetId":"1158426672204537856","date":1565025415000,"text":"8chan is down for now.\nThe silent war
rages on. \n-\nThis too, will be fixed asap.\n-\nStay Calm. \nFIGHT\nFIGHT\nFIGHT\n-\nFIGHT Against 
the Dying of the Light.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158422046176530432 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158428254308569090","date":1565025793000,"text":"Well quoted."},
{"tweetId":"1158432350965026816","date":1565026769000,"text":"Thank you for the constant updates on
this matter. I am following closely. \nThere are no coincidences here in timing. \nGod Speed to you 
and the whole team."},{"tweetId":"1158471709202288643","date":1565036153000,"text":"Thank you, 
CodeMonkeyZ.\nI have faith well-placed in you and the rest of the team. \n#StayTheCourse"},
{"tweetId":"1158475681543704578","date":1565037100000,"text":"Again, our thanks is owed to the
tireless effort of people like this who, behind the scenes, work constantly to keep freedom of speech 
& Q's platform online for all. \nWe knew after Christchurch; that their game was to deplatform & 
remove Q at all costs.\n-\nGod Speed, my 
friend.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158462461713846272 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158480361128714242","date":1565038216000,"text":"We are not done yet, Patriots. \n-\nMore 
Arrests are coming in Hollwood.https://twitter.com/thehill/status/1158477791706435585 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158481942561665027","date":1565038593000,"text":"Give thanks with a grateful heart.\nYou 
are winning the battle. \nRecognize this. \nThe pedophile bookie is in prison, his comrades days are
numbered. \nHollywood is falling away. \nThe World IS changing. \nSickness was not born overnight. \n-
\nBe Brave.\nBe Kind.\nBe Best.\nOpen Your Eyes!"},
{"tweetId":"1158484127081017346","date":1565039114000,"text":"Re: Articles floating about Strozk being 
at FBI.\nHe has been seen there a handful of times and over at the DOJ talking to old friends of
his.\n-\nHOWEVER; it is false to say he is \"In Meetings\". This violates many rules, and he is no 
longer FBI; no such events have occured."},
{"tweetId":"1158485057297948672","date":1565039335000,"text":"This is a common issue when one person 
write an article using anonymous sources, and said article gets oft' repeated. Both sides of the
spectrum are guilty of misleading headlines & inaccurate articles.\nI hope you understand. Firing 
Strzok from the FBI did not remove him from DC."},
{"tweetId":"1158485610417610752","date":1565039467000,"text":"Anyone can get a visitors pass. These 
are public places.\nAnd no, He was fired."},
{"tweetId":"1158487212192931851","date":1565039849000,"text":"Brennan does not have, and has not had, 
security clearance of any kind for quite some time. Be careful who you follow,  and perform due 
diligence in researching your news. \n\nStay Strong. \nYou Are Winning. \nFind the Right 
Perspective."},{"tweetId":"1158487729715449856","date":1565039973000,"text":"This is ALWAYS a
possibility no matter who is being discussed."},



{"tweetId":"1158489285785505793","date":1565040344000,"text":"8 chan is NOT closed. \nIt is migrating
a bit. \nWill be (staying) back up before you know it.\nTrust your team. \nQ will post exactly where Q 
has always posted; and archives will still find them.\n-\nSTAY CALM\nEnjoy The Show.\nPerspective 
Matters. \nHave FAITH.https://twitter.com/IsaboMontgomery/status/1158485846787592192 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158492176185270272","date":1565041033000,"text":"I STAND WITH TRUMP.\n\nRT if you
agree.\n\n#StandWithTrump"},{"tweetId":"1158494450613719041","date":1565041575000,"text":"This is NOT 
a link to 8chan in any way shape or form. \"George\" is directing you to a copycat address at a 
different domain unrelated to the real 8chan where Q posts. \nIt simply redirects to QMap 
archive.\n\n8chan is currently down while it is migrating. \n\nBe careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1158494715467243522","date":1565041638000,"text":"Did you miss the \"Migrating\" part or 
the live updates Ive been posting about it all day alongside an 8chan admin?"},
{"tweetId":"1158498028044673030","date":1565042428000,"text":"Strzok does NOT have sec clearances. \nI 
am aware of the origin of the rumor, and it is FALSE @Thomas1774Paine.\nHis Sec Clearance was removed
and this was confirmed by Jeff Sessions.\nAll Strzok has access to are visitor passes like any 
civilian. \nAgain, BE CAREFUL WHO YOU FOLLOW."},
{"tweetId":"1158499563889729536","date":1565042794000,"text":"Listen carefully:\nLies are everywhere 
now.\nDesigned to confuse.\nJustice is coming, this is why.\nThe increase is on all sides.\nWhat you
are up against is a corrupt system decades old & it is about to collapse on itself & its collective 
crimes.\nSo when I say, \nSTAY CALM\nI mean it"},
{"tweetId":"1158505043689189376","date":1565044101000,"text":"Love it.\nI had to research what this 
was.\nThe official description adds to the humor.pic.twitter.com/wlcfnNqcsW"},
{"tweetId":"1158506601030062081","date":1565044472000,"text":"I suggested this book, for excellent 
reasons. To help show you the battle beneath the outward show\nFor we wrestle not against flesh & 
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, 
against spiritual wickedness in high
places.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1148004505314910209 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158507197694976001","date":1565044614000,"text":"It has both, however in light of our 
current climate, this one needed to be chosen."},
{"tweetId":"1158511289821466624","date":1565045590000,"text":"Keep Epstein Well In Focus.\n-
https://www.businessinsider.com/the-nyc-building-at-the-center-of-jeffrey-epsteins-web-2019-8 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158533223976198144","date":1565050819000,"text":"~The error has been corrected. My 
apologies. My system for sorting bots and spam caught his account up. It is no longer blocked."},
{"tweetId":"1158553855677882368","date":1565055738000,"text":"There are some really great antitrust
laws out there that would help here. Perhaps when a company has grown large enough to control 
Elections with impunity; we should break them up?"},
{"tweetId":"1158592462144843777","date":1565064943000,"text":"Much appreciated, CodeMonkeyZ.\nGood 
Luck!"},{"tweetId":"1158764792716414976","date":1565106030000,"text":"Zeronet is a peer 2 peer,
decentralized form of the internet. It is neither censored nor able to be shutdown. \nIt shouldnt take 
up any bandwidth unless you are running it; in which case about the same as your normal browser."},
{"tweetId":"1158766610615848961","date":1565106463000,"text":"Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming."},
{"tweetId":"1158785009102262272","date":1565110850000,"text":"We are only SIX days into August, do you
see their desperation?\n-\nEyes Open\nEars Open\n-\nYou have stood firm for over 2 years, as your 
President has rooted out corruption & managed to imprison the linchpin in a Global Human Trafficking 
Ring.\n-\nBe Brave.\nBe Strong.\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1158898662602395648","date":1565137947000,"text":"Thank You!\nGood to know. \nI assumed it
was just another back up like the onion sites. will take down earlier posts about it asap and/ 
inform."},{"tweetId":"1158899129604591616","date":1565138058000,"text":"Apparently the ZeroNet site is 
not official 8chan.\n-\nThank you @CodeMonkeyZ for keeping it real. \nApologies for earlier 
misdirection, Patriots everywhere. \n-\nWill Keep
watching.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1158897000470814721 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158900144680689664","date":1565138300000,"text":"Like I always say, blind trust is a bad 
idea, I make mistakes too! I saw GAB post about it, looked into it; figured it was an excess backup 
made after the onion versions.\nI was wrong. Thankfully awesome 8chan admins let me know so I could
let all of you know."},{"tweetId":"1158900858215706625","date":1565138470000,"text":"GAB tweeted about 
it earlier today & then I checked it out myself. It seems like a legit copy of 8chan, so I assumed it 
was from the official team. Things are a bit busy behind the scenes; I should have vetted that info 
with an admin from 8chan first. My mistake Corrected now"},
{"tweetId":"1158906197476552705","date":1565139743000,"text":"Official 8chan, is back up. Unsure if 
this is permanent; or what future issues it will face. But thank you to the whole team involved.\n- 
\nhttp://8ch.net/patriotsfight/index.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1158919723238793221","date":1565142968000,"text":"Expect servers to be at capacity for a
while.\nThank You All!https://twitter.com/Dondep/status/1158910954320617473 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158922700821336069","date":1565143678000,"text":"Oh the trolls are on today, I'm 
apparently a mole? Doing what Im not sure, probably something nefarious- by convincing patriots to 
stay strong and trust Q.\nHonestly, how many times have I been attacked now? I will never stop being a
faithful friend & Patriot in this fight."},
{"tweetId":"1158924608659173376","date":1565144133000,"text":"Yup, and now I am showing you a great 
example of my own failure to do so. Always vet your sources, even me. "},
{"tweetId":"1158924608931807232","date":1565144133000,"text":"How many times has Q posted incorrect
memes or statements? We ALL make mistakes Casey. I'm human, I promise to be imperfect. GAB pushed the 



site and I didnt vet it properly. Thusly did I quickly own the mistake and rectify the situation.
Being imperfect, is normal. "},{"tweetId":"1158926998309343232","date":1565144702000,"text":"Actually, 
I reposted what GAB put out on behalf of 8chan, without vetting it first. \nThe mistake was corrected 
after I talked with an 8chan admin.\nDont act like this was nefarious.\n\nThe desire to divide people 
against themselves is extremely revealing. \n\nUNITED NOT DIVIDED."},
{"tweetId":"1158927994779574272","date":1565144940000,"text":"Such a massive push to divide you all. 
\n\nAny surprise right now? \n\nWith Q still on dark time; those with an agenda to divide are hard at 
work.\n\nDon't Waver. \nStay United.\nStay Strong. \nBe Best.\nWWG1WGA."},
{"tweetId":"1158928817144119296","date":1565145136000,"text":"T-10"},
{"tweetId":"1158929280275025920","date":1565145246000,"text":"C before D"},
{"tweetId":"1158933580220895232","date":1565146272000,"text":"This^ is jargon. GAB put put the message 
that 8chan was back up. I am not a part of Q; this has been repeatedly established. I am friendly with 
the admins of 8chan though. There is ample public conversation between us about this. Just read it to
understand."},{"tweetId":"1158935028103110657","date":1565146617000,"text":"I learned the zeroweb 
8chan was fake, when the 8chan admin (and my friend)  dm'd me to let me know.\nI keep a busy 
schedule.\nI Let you know asap.\nPlease stop propping up baseless hatred and division. That is exactly 
the opposite of what Q would have us do.\nBe Best.pic.twitter.com/jNMDNiFo22"},
{"tweetId":"1158937177872654338","date":1565147129000,"text":"I do not want \"followers\", neither am 
I someone to idolize. I have repeatedly said \"Paragons are a terrible idea\" \" We are all equals\"\n 
All I have ever asked for, is friendship; both forgiving true and honest\".\nIf people rebel the 
moment I am imperfect; then they were not friends"},
{"tweetId":"1158938034827649024","date":1565147334000,"text":"No, there was a fake 8chan site GAB was 
pushing earlier for some reason. I retweeted the info and later corrected it. \nThe official site 
'should' be back online. barring anymore issues, like server capacity and mitigation tools used etc. 
\nComplex Situation."},{"tweetId":"1158939811190886400","date":1565147757000,"text":"Agreed. A LOUD &
CLEAR message.https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1158830102811049984 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158940012890787840","date":1565147805000,"text":"Remember this test will not be on your 
phones. \nTV & Radio only. \n------https://twitter.com/fema/status/1158778683118825472 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158942653314211840","date":1565148435000,"text":"Overview of the Operation Inherent
Resolve Quarterly report; for those of you wondering where we are at in the Middle 
East.https://twitter.com/DoD_IG/status/1158799900542492672 …"},
{"tweetId":"1158953779947085824","date":1565151088000,"text":"Yes. DM'd\nDo you think I dont remain in 
constant contact with key people?\nResearch instead of believing what popular voices say. \nRemember
to research for yourself.pic.twitter.com/WuujsDra3l"},
{"tweetId":"1158963829088423936","date":1565153484000,"text":"As we near the end of the clown 
infestation, the push to divide you against yourselves will never be stronger.\n-When Coats is out, 
things will move forward; exactly as Q has said.\n-\nUntil then, expect a LOT of attempts to confuse,
divide, and conquer.\n-\nStay Strong!\nLove You All!"},
{"tweetId":"1158964170089480192","date":1565153565000,"text":"Projected date of August 15th."},
{"tweetId":"1158964771263324160","date":1565153708000,"text":"\"Lo, though I walk through the Valley 
of the Shadow of Death, I shall Fear no Evil.\"\nBe Brave. It will all be right in the end."},
{"tweetId":"1158967071331540993","date":1565154257000,"text":"I find it is.... enlightening. 
Especially when someone is feeling confused about the world around them. No thanks needed; glad you 
are reading it fellow Patriot :)"},
{"tweetId":"1159095816042295296","date":1565184952000,"text":"Always question motivations. \nWhy
someone does what they do.\nQuestion those that lead you to act in dangerous ways.\n-\nUnity, Not 
Division.\n-\nI have seen numerous attempts to dismantle this page over a year, usually born out of 
cruel ignorance.\nI will never stop fighting.\nWWG1WGA!"},
{"tweetId":"1159096793608728576","date":1565185185000,"text":"Some Patriots Make the Ultimate
Sacrifice. \nWe Honor You. \nhttps://twitter.com/USMC/status/1159071695573045252 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159097554006659072","date":1565185366000,"text":"One by One. \nWe Will Get Them 
All.\nThank You, @ICEgov!https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1159086795293958144 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159098903414878208","date":1565185688000,"text":"Today, the President & First Lady are
heading to El Paso.\nGod Speed @realDonaldTrump!"},
{"tweetId":"1159100081980792832","date":1565185969000,"text":"GAB posted it first to everyone. 
Multiple accounts pushed it.\nI did DM him about it.\nThen Corrected it.\nGrow Up.\nThe need to 
destroy my account is very telling.pic.twitter.com/Vzn4SU7LIq"},
{"tweetId":"1159100933260939265","date":1565186172000,"text":"Is no one curious why the same accounts 
that pushed this, are telling people to attack here? \nFace it, we were all fooled. \nThe only 
difference is I apologized directly while others deflected.\n-\nI have no regrets Moving 
on.pic.twitter.com/HJ9e7KVZT5"},{"tweetId":"1159102653814775809","date":1565186582000,"text":"Check
it. \nGAB posted. Multiple people reposted. Huge accounts. \nThe act of deflection has beennto zwro in 
on my account and attack. \nThis is NOT what Q teaches us. \nUNITY, NOT DIVISION.\nI did dm the admin, 
as I often do; andnthey dm'd me back and then posted the warning for all.pic.twitter.com/DktqbFL95g"},
{"tweetId":"1159103743893364736","date":1565186842000,"text":"For the record; I will never tell you
who to follow, or not.\nNor do I want your money or donations. \n-\nI will never encourage you to 
attack each other & I will loyally stand beside Q & POTUS.\n\nUnity, Not Division.\nPatriots protect 
Patriots. \n\nThese things are written on my heart."},
{"tweetId":"1159104759279824896","date":1565187084000,"text":"There seems to be some confusion among
trolls.\nLets set the record straight:\n\n1.I do not release classified information, that would be 



illegal.\n2. What I do is classified, and has nothing to do with me having a twitter account.\n3. I am
here to simply MAGA, shoulder to shoulder."},
{"tweetId":"1159110195315957760","date":1565188380000,"text":"Is that novel? \nIt shouldnt be. \nOf 
the gifts God gave to us, The greatest is Love. I love all of you dearly, and will always do all I can 
to inform & protect you all.https://twitter.com/ThedeplorableM/status/1159106114048405505 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159112895302656000","date":1565189024000,"text":"Today is a solemn day. POTUS and FLOTUS 
will visit El Paso soon; I will be busy for most of this time. \n-\nGod Bless All of You. \nStay Safe. 
\nStay Strong. \nStay United. \nNever Give Up.\nBe Best.\nWWG1WGA!"},
{"tweetId":"1159116356513607680","date":1565189849000,"text":"POTUS & FLOTUS will be landing at
Wright-Patterson AFB momentarily.\nStopping first in Dayton.\nThen on to El paso.\nGod Bless our 
President and First Lady on their journey today. I believe their hearts are truly heavy with grief 
over the lives lost to these tragedies."},
{"tweetId":"1159122819499905024","date":1565191390000,"text":"Looks like I will see you all when Q
posts again.\n-\nRemember what I said about more hollywood arrests coming related to R.Kelly; and to 
keep Epstein well in focus.\nThank you!\n-\nGod Bless You All!\nStay Calm.\nEnjoy The Show!\n\nWith 
All My Love,\n \n ~ETS"},{"tweetId":"1159168060290453504","date":1565202176000,"text":"There are those 
that would have you believe I am your enemy.\n-\nI am not your enemy. \nI am your BEST friend in
this.\n\nThose who foster division are your enemy. \n\nI love this country and fight to protect your 
freedoms with my ALL.\n-\nI am taking a much needed break until Q 
returns.pic.twitter.com/BjSKmqWNad"},
{"tweetId":"1159175955996454915","date":1565204059000,"text":"FYI. GAB posted it. I like everyone
else, reposted the information. \nWhy are you trying to divide people using false logic and lies?
pic.twitter.com/scXHwrM04f"},{"tweetId":"1159178724643954691","date":1565204719000,"text":"We, The 
People, Are With You!\nWe have come this far, and we will not go back."},
{"tweetId":"1159191194909519873","date":1565207692000,"text":"Misrepresenting the facts is their
M.O.\nWe aren't stupid. \nBlue checkmarks and spam bots will follow under your post here and back up 
the B.S. jargon being spoonfed to the brain dead zombies. \n-\nWe Are With You, Mr. President!\nNo 
Going Back.\nNothing Can Stop What is Coming.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159191773543108609","date":1565207830000,"text":"I do no such thing. \n-\nWe stand
shoulder to shoulder. \nAll of us, equals.\n-\nI offered you help when you asked, you declined. So why 
are you here?"},{"tweetId":"1159193536291573760","date":1565208250000,"text":"Such a strong effort to 
destroy my work, based on such flawed reasoning. \nI hate to tell you trolls & shills; but this isnt 
the first attack we have weathered here, unprovoked. It will not be the last. You will never win.\nI
will always stand with my fellow Patriots, Q,  and Trump"},
{"tweetId":"1159193688444145666","date":1565208286000,"text":"WWG1WGA!!!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159193978971070465","date":1565208356000,"text":"8chan went down and the shills came out 
of the woodwork to attack here. Nothing new. Just more Clowns outing themselves as divisive
players."},{"tweetId":"1159194548804947969","date":1565208491000,"text":"Agreed. \nSheep end up 
slaughtered. \nDont be sheep."},{"tweetId":"1159195850712723457","date":1565208802000,"text":"A person 
grows strong, by building others up."},
{"tweetId":"1159197439460630531","date":1565209181000,"text":"Im still taking a major break, dont be
fooled."},{"tweetId":"1159198807864815617","date":1565209507000,"text":"All you did is make one 
unhelpful comment, with no proof. Again, I offered you assistance to which you declined. I can see no 
other reason for you to be here except to cause needless division. Look in a mirror, Patriot. I will 
not admonish you."},{"tweetId":"1159199931875418112","date":1565209775000,"text":"\"A new command I
give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this everyone will 
know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.”\n-\nThanks J.C. \nWe must be Living examples 
of The Word. \n\nAll fall short,\nlet us strive together."},
{"tweetId":"1159201071601987585","date":1565210047000,"text":"Oh they are in overdrive right now, no
surprise. With 8chan  up and down like a seesaw; they are looking to cause damage as quickly as 
possible. I just keep my feet on the ground; and make great use of the block button."},
{"tweetId":"1159201843483951105","date":1565210231000,"text":"A little of both honestly, while time 
permits."},{"tweetId":"1159205025350111232","date":1565210989000,"text":"This is truly beautiful.
Thank You for sharing it with me. \nI am glad to be a respite amongst the madness of a weary world. 
\nI never imagined so many would take solace in my words. \nAgain, thank you. I am humbled and honored 
to be beside all of you."},{"tweetId":"1159206518425817088","date":1565211345000,"text":"Because the 
main objective is not to simply expose what is already well known.\nIf by taking option A, you cannot
reach option B or perhaps option K down the road.... choices must be made. Difficult ones. Critical 
thought needs to be applied here. Trust 
POTUS.https://twitter.com/LeeLighthorse/status/1159205352283484163 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159208184021737472","date":1565211742000,"text":"I havent formed one yet. In general the
idea sounds good, but in practice is a VERY slippery slope. I am much fonder of strengthening UBCs 
which we already have, in an effort to keep illegal weapons off the streets. Until we have supply side 
problems solved, I see no great change"},
{"tweetId":"1159208795836473344","date":1565211888000,"text":"Neither of these things are true. Be
careful who you follow. Look back through my tweets, Ive covered both subjects at length."},
{"tweetId":"1159209872027787264","date":1565212145000,"text":"To allow the enemy to overestimate their 
own strengths while underestimating yours is wise indeed."},
{"tweetId":"1159235566073982977","date":1565218271000,"text":"Updating with available information
regarding 8chan and Q's platform.\n-\n@CodeMonkeyZ\nCan you confirm if 8chan is staying down until 



after Congressional testimony is complete?
https://twitter.com/bitmitigate/status/1159206193996414976 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159240198162669568","date":1565219375000,"text":"https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status
/1158899129604591616?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159257155863814150","date":1565223418000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/amhHcExxmf"},
{"tweetId":"1159307957496102912","date":1565235530000,"text":"Thanks for the updates. Keep up the 
fight!"},{"tweetId":"1159460313802182656","date":1565271855000,"text":"\"Ready For The Heat\"?\n-
https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1159434081173569536 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159473685952192514","date":1565275043000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/lqOwDU8583"},
{"tweetId":"1159476297116147712","date":1565275665000,"text":"-POTUS meets with Pompeo today for a 
closed lunch in 2 hours, scheduled 45 minutes after his intelligence briefing.\n-SoS Pompeo just 
finished visiting a number of key countries. \nMuch will be discussed. \nEyes Open. \nEars Open."},
{"tweetId":"1159483700066885632","date":1565277430000,"text":"Ask yourself a simple question.\nIs it
random, now that Q is dark; that this account has come under attack in the same fashion?\nUnity not 
Division, *but attack attack attack?*\n\n*NSA phone records; FF warnings; Epstein arrest 
foreknowledge; etc\nThey attack, Because I threaten them."},
{"tweetId":"1159485072615104512","date":1565277758000,"text":"It would thebheight of ignorance to
suggest I have ever claimed inside comms with anyone. Or even implied as such. I have not, nor would 
I. I am just a public servant with a good view. I suggest keeping up."},
{"tweetId":"1159485730785284097","date":1565277915000,"text":"No Outside Comms does not mean \"no one 
else is allowed to help.\"\nIt means Q doesnt communicate outside of 8chan. \nAnother tactic of the
deep state is to liberally apply advice in the wrong way to confuse people.\nMy intel is always spot 
on. \n\n-read the feed. \nI'm not part of Q."},
{"tweetId":"1159486359872188417","date":1565278065000,"text":"The truth, is that Im exactly who I have 
claimed to be. \nA person well apart from Q who walks shoulder to shoulder with endless patriots who
want to make this world a better place. I have repeatedly said \"I am a public servant\". \n-\nTo 
those who attempt to divide,\nyou will fail."},
{"tweetId":"1159489140737695744","date":1565278728000,"text":"The attempts to divide you here are over 
a GAB post to a fake 8chan that I mistakenly retweeted; and golf photos of potus photoshopped &
released for fun with no claims to originality.\n\nThis is how desperate the deep state is to shut 
down legitimate threats.\n\nLet that sink in."},
{"tweetId":"1159490120984272896","date":1565278961000,"text":"Why in the world would I feel the need 
to do that? I also chat with codemonkeyz quite publicly and constantly; having a vested interest in
both 8chan and things like vipsumo. That's a friend of mine. I do not entertain lazy naysayers."},
{"tweetId":"1159490873714982914","date":1565279141000,"text":"I release swathes of both original and 
photoshopped pictures constantly. If something is original, I'll say so. If their is no claim made to 
a photo being original; don't assume."},
{"tweetId":"1159492512446386177","date":1565279531000,"text":"Dear trolls, I havent been with the NSA 
for well over a year. This is is public information. Please stop calling me an NSA agent. \nIf you're 
going to attack, at least do your homework; or is it that you can't because I blocked your troll butts 
forever ago?\n F*ckwits.\n"},{"tweetId":"1159493420345372678","date":1565279748000,"text":"Im enjoying
it. The failure they exhibit is matched only by their obsession. I enjoy watching their logical leaps; 
the way they try and stir divisive anger; and their overall inability to grasp at simple facts."},
{"tweetId":"1159494024492924929","date":1565279892000,"text":"I enjoy watching the shills fail? 
Baiting them along is half the fun. Giving them plenty of rope to expose their true intentions
(dividing people against themselves)."},
{"tweetId":"1159494635074588673","date":1565280038000,"text":"A lot of people assume this, but I am 
not."},{"tweetId":"1159495236676141056","date":1565280181000,"text":"Oh wow  I'd forgotten that rumor. 
Is it still making its rounds? \nI love how many explanations for me there are at this point. \nIt
never occurs to them that Im honestly just a public servant working close to the action who likes to 
MAGA. How that escapes them is beyond me"},
{"tweetId":"1159496875617214464","date":1565280572000,"text":"Taking all bets: Who will be the next 
person in Epstein's circle to be arrested?"},
{"tweetId":"1159505467485429760","date":1565282620000,"text":"I have no legacy to defend, but in a 
small way; I got to help tens of thousands of people find true & worthy information. \nI got to be a 
part of something so much bigger than any one person; how amazing is that?\nYou are all brilliant & 
leave me impressed, thankful & honored."},
{"tweetId":"1159508500411760640","date":1565283343000,"text":"You have to be a special kind of stupid 
to think I would do that.\n@CodeMonkeyZ can verify we chat if he feels like it.\n-\nPeople, wake up, 
those fostering divisive rumors just want you eating each other alive.\n- \nStilll waiting on 
confirmation reply.\nTaking that promised break now
https://twitter.com/hirte_thomas/status/1159503588860878848 …pic.twitter.com/HHTjqIrbaD"},
{"tweetId":"1159515228385792001","date":1565284947000,"text":"I leave you with this, a constant 
reminder of the true threat you both are, and face.\nSTAY UNITED\nSTAY STRONG\nSTAY AWAKE\nBE KIND\nBE 
BEST\n-\nQ spent over two years teaching us. Let's not let them down the moment they leave the field
for a bit.\n-\nGod Bless, Long-Break Time For Me.pic.twitter.com/U4au21ibVW"},
{"tweetId":"1159587374193664000","date":1565302148000,"text":"Once Again,\nRiiiight Over The 
Target.\nWatch The News.\nGoodbye, Sue\n-\nJust a \"coincidence\" again though, right?
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157397792375148544 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159589910740983808","date":1565302753000,"text":"I win. \n-



https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157397792375148544?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159590573919145985","date":1565302911000,"text":"Breaking last week if you follow me.\nI 
win, Bloomberg.\n-https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157397792375148544?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159591080486154240","date":1565303032000,"text":"And the grifters call me a larp.\n\nI 
win.\n-https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157397792375148544?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159593249675386880","date":1565303549000,"text":"Called last week and posted 10 minutes 
exactly before POTUS, tagged \"Watch The News\".\nHave fun with those odds.\n\"Coincidence\" right?
\nLove You All.\npic.twitter.com/wKTe3GbJsg"},
{"tweetId":"1159606666461097984","date":1565306748000,"text":"An Excellent choice, Mr. President!\nNo
doubt up to the task ahead."},{"tweetId":"1159607958214496258","date":1565307056000,"text":"Well 
Played \nRed October."},{"tweetId":"1159629953857740805","date":1565312300000,"text":"R.B. here may be 
an upcoming State Witness.\n-\nHow well do you know 'Operation Board Games'?\n-\nThings you should 
know:\nPatrick Fitzgerald; a Comey appointee, ran the Op.\n-\nThen U.S. District Judge Amy St. Eve
oversaw it; and in 2018, was appointed to the 7th circuit by 
DJT.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159614086709227523 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159630811139923968","date":1565312504000,"text":"Oh no, he was definately very corrupt; 
he was wiretapped from 2008 until his arrest. Just remember he was a big Dem insider and tried to sell
BO's seat after he resigned it post-presidential election. \nDetails here are key to a larger picture 
and plan."},{"tweetId":"1159631904733302784","date":1565312765000,"text":"The (somewhat redacted) Ohr 
302's have dropped.\n-\nCourtesy of @JudicialWatch\nThanks @TomFitton\n-\nHave Fun Digging, 
Patriots!\n-----https://www.judicialwatch.org/documents/jw-v-doj-ohr-302s-02107/ …"},
{"tweetId":"1159636060005175299","date":1565313756000,"text":"Time is an illusion. Lunchtime doubly 
so. All that matters here is the uprooting of corruption and dismantling of the Worldwide Deep State. 
No matter how long it takes; as long as it is done fully & completely. \nAlso, good for you; my advice 
is to never blindly trust anyone."},{"tweetId":"1159642229020987392","date":1565315227000,"text":"You
did us proud.\nThank you, @LindseyGrahamSC.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159644677773176832","date":1565315810000,"text":"Two notes from today:\n1. 
@realDonaldTrump spoke by phone with Qatari Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani.\nJust letting you 
know, @Imamofpeace. Timing is everything.  Hello, @IlhanMN\n\n2.We will soon be increasing our
production of nuclear fuels and reinvigorating domestic supply."},
{"tweetId":"1159646185113751557","date":1565316170000,"text":"Hello\nStay Strong, Patriot! We are 
nearly to the best part of this. The payback part. The Justice part. The part where the Good Guys 
win.\n"},{"tweetId":"1159646672953204736","date":1565316286000,"text":"Dont let it!\nInternal
recommendations about domestic supply vs. import reliance for Uranium based products.\nIt is a move 
good for both security and for the economy."},
{"tweetId":"1159648180579029000","date":1565316646000,"text":"Of course I will, fellow Patriot!\nIn 
this context we are talking about uranium ore, uranium concentrate, uranium hexafluoride, unenriched
uranium, and enriched uranium. \n-\nFuels used for nuclear power as well as nuclear armaments; and an 
array of other domestic products."},
{"tweetId":"1159684265476575232","date":1565325249000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/GwXp4U5XvZ"},
{"tweetId":"1159685859748274177","date":1565325629000,"text":"This pic.twitter.com/wqrOSUXovt"},
{"tweetId":"1159817750488858624","date":1565357074000,"text":"Once Again... \nRight over the target\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1158089153780879360?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159818730223874050","date":1565357308000,"text":"Right over the target, as always\n-
\nLove You All (even though lots of you gave me flack for knowing this)\n
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1159797314900451330 …pic.twitter.com/CBhLsmjR14"},
{"tweetId":"1159822384947482624","date":1565358179000,"text":"In part, not the red flags personally; 
too slippery a slope. But I am not POTUS; and the weight of protecting over 300 million people doesnt 
rest on my shoulders. I will support the President though."},
{"tweetId":"1159825113593929729","date":1565358830000,"text":"Keyword Use: Common Sense.\n-\nTrump is 
STILL not out to take your guns away. \nDon't let fear mislead you about what will happen here.\nYour 
2A rights are not going anywhere. \nGuns Are Safe.\n-\nLove You All!\nStay Strong\nKeep The 
Faith!\nWWG1WGA!pic.twitter.com/wHNhBvw7Xc"},
{"tweetId":"1159826688840257538","date":1565359205000,"text":"Eyes on Epstein. \nA huge batch of 
documents is about to be unsealed finally. \n-\nWatch for the news!"},
{"tweetId":"1159852581792956417","date":1565365379000,"text":"I took the liberty of going to PACER and 
downloading ALL of the #Epstein drops & making them into 2 batch pdfs.\nThis way, it's organized, and
you dont have to pay.\nEnjoy!\n-\nBatch 1 (20 MB - 366 pages)\nhttps://gofile.io/?c=GqjNcB \n-\nBatch 
2 (124 MB - 644 pages)\nhttps://gofile.io/?c=lyoJKI "},
{"tweetId":"1159860412088758272","date":1565367246000,"text":"Nope\n Just click on the document and 
the down arrow. The file site doesnt track you, and is anonymous; without popups etc. 100% safe to
use."},{"tweetId":"1159862861793021960","date":1565367830000,"text":"You owe me nothing. \nI am a 
servant of The People; and honored to be so."},
{"tweetId":"1159864009878855680","date":1565368103000,"text":"It is expensive no matter 
what.\nHowever, where other \"Paytriots\" will grift and take your money; I would rather give you mine
to see the information provided freely to you all.\n\nWhen I say I dearly love all of you, I mean it. 
\nYou are my friends, and family of 
Patriots.\n\nWWG1WGA!https://twitter.com/DoYouQ/status/1159862318353616896 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159865175824113666","date":1565368381000,"text":"There is no better place to stand :)"},
{"tweetId":"1159866371494359040","date":1565368666000,"text":"Multiple dockets add up at 10 cents a 



page :)"},{"tweetId":"1159866916506427394","date":1565368796000,"text":"per page. not per report.
think again."},{"tweetId":"1159867693958410240","date":1565368982000,"text":"No thats membership fees 
being waived, not the cost of docket paperwork. Research better and be less contrary Patriot! You're 
wrong here still, as are your motivations."},
{"tweetId":"1159871342591795202","date":1565369852000,"text":"That reminds me, \"Try my new male
enhancement bottled brain broth; it's made of 70% asbestos, and is good for all your made up ailments 
at only 40$ a bottle. And also, subscribe & Buy my book and donate to my Patreon. \nNEVER going to 
happen here. Never ever ever ever."},{"tweetId":"1159872513477881857","date":1565370131000,"text":"In 
the context of the book by Huxley; maybe not so good; but in the original quote sense (Shakespear's
Miranda- The Tempest); it represents a childlike naivete about how beautiful the world looks when 
seeing it properly for the first time.  So You're good."},
{"tweetId":"1159876740333867008","date":1565371139000,"text":"This needs to stop. Its stupid.\n-\n1. 
Zeronet is not malware, and I cautioned patriots AGAINST blindly using it period. \n2. GAB posted it,
I only reposted like every other big account & Corrected after.\n3. This divisive behavior makes those 
engaging in it look stupid.\nLet. It. Go."},
{"tweetId":"1159886532523769856","date":1565373473000,"text":"No, but you do have to pay to belong and 
per document page you request. Anyone can register."},
{"tweetId":"1159889239561121797","date":1565374119000,"text":"Rest In Peace, oh! fallen soldier of 
democracy. We will not forget you."},
{"tweetId":"1159891034517725184","date":1565374547000,"text":"Instead of listening to divisive, blind 
hatred; why not do something useful, like research the Epstein files? Paid for and organized freely by
yours truly, because I love this country and believe in Q's message.\nQ says Unity, Not Division\nGod 
Bless\n-https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1159852581792956417?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159895491955634180","date":1565375609000,"text":"Honestly. Usually 2 reasons.\n1. They 
were rude at some point and got blocked and forever hold that grudge.\nor\n2. They are a grifter
making money off of the Qanon movement and despise me for being the antithesis of that moral 
dubiousness.\n-\nIdk really, I just love helping people."},
{"tweetId":"1159897062068162565","date":1565375984000,"text":"This will be a Great Q& A. \nI suggest 
submitting your questions in advance using the provided
link!https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1159895794822144000 …"},
{"tweetId":"1159897454508150784","date":1565376077000,"text":"Well.... It's 9 days away still so.... 
sometime before then? "},{"tweetId":"1159900941988106240","date":1565376909000,"text":"I dont care if 
you call yourself a Moon man & tell me you can fly. If you are out to uproot corruption; we are on the
same team. \n\nI have seen the scope of evil close up; & worse, the cost in innocent lives.\nI will 
take all the help I can find.\nI dont care from where or who.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159903454640443394","date":1565377508000,"text":"You are being lied to. Wise 
Up.pic.twitter.com/EmOrAtJEWR"},{"tweetId":"1159906782166290437","date":1565378301000,"text":"Lt. Gen
Ashley Jr. is the DIA director & is the one answering the questions. \nWill be VERY informative."},
{"tweetId":"1159908537755197441","date":1565378720000,"text":"I only have one rule as to who follows 
me; be kind to each other.\n-\nBeing able to treat others with basic respect, shows intelligence.\nI 
believe there is greater strength in UNITY than in anything else. Therefore; within the confines of a
fight for Justice; all are welcome here"},
{"tweetId":"1159909644158099457","date":1565378983000,"text":"I dont though? When have I ever 
encouraged blind hatred? Neon is selling a book, and arrogant and hateful disinformation. Those are 
his choices. He is wrong to do these things, and in the end will hurt himself in the process. I stay
above the fraying of petty Egos & infighting."},
{"tweetId":"1159911251935412224","date":1565379367000,"text":"Prince Andrew is in trouble, and 
London's gone dark.\n-\nAll about that #Epstein.\n-\nKeep an eye on Assange, @DefendAssange.\nTiming 
Timing timing."},{"tweetId":"1159912679189942273","date":1565379707000,"text":"Check yourself. \n1.
Stop playing into divisive behavior. \nRemember Unity Not Division. \n2. Correct the record. I have 
not done anything \"fake\". The rumors are disinformation designed to divide and distract. \nStop 
playing into Ego traps and remember\nWWG1WGA.\nSTAY STRONG.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159913104827998210","date":1565379808000,"text":"Absolutely I will, fellow Patriot."},
{"tweetId":"1159915381471043585","date":1565380351000,"text":"The push to divide is so strong right 
now. \nDo you feel it?\nI do.\nI see it everywhere. \nListen carefully: I dont care who you follow. 
\nIt doesnt matter.\nJust trust yourself, always think critically; and dont divide yourselves. \nAlone 
you are Powerless. \nTogether you are STRONG\n"},
{"tweetId":"1159918241797595136","date":1565381033000,"text":"Oh stop. I post art and photos all the 
time. If something is original, I say so. Most of my art pieces are tagged simply WWG1WGA. Why 
shouldnt I post fun pictures to inspire Patriots? I believe we have enough sourness already. Just 
because you assumed wrongly isnt my fault."},
{"tweetId":"1159919903266226177","date":1565381429000,"text":"Read. My. Bio.\n:) God Bless you too."},
{"tweetId":"1159920634224369664","date":1565381604000,"text":"Ive repeatedly said Ive no secret source 
for comms, am not a part of Q; and am just a public servant.\n99% of what I release is or is about to 
become, public domain information. \nThe lack of education in those obsessed with hate is sad."},
{"tweetId":"1159922014334967814","date":1565381933000,"text":"Ive only had one account. it has never 
changed, beyond the handle; so *slow clap* also. The gunshot wound healed fine after I had VATS 
surgery to keep the right lung closed. It hurt for a long time, but I lived with it. Hope you enjoy 
living that dark hateful world. God Bless"},
{"tweetId":"1159926010651054082","date":1565382885000,"text":"To date, Q has used the phrase \"THEY 



WANT YOU DIVIDED\" 18 times.\nThis is more important than you can imagine.\nTake a step back, and
remember who our true enemy is.\nQ is off the field right now; so it falls to us to shoulder that 
burden, together; shoulder-to-shoulder.\nAs Equalspic.twitter.com/y7Jm6zcxys"},
{"tweetId":"1159980876035502081","date":1565395966000,"text":"Let me explain:\nYou release an unstable 
criminal offender into the public repeatedly; ignore all warning signs; ignore domestic violence
against children, let them stab a few people, then call for gun control because \"what if he had a 
gun?\"\nThat's the push here.\n-\n@GavinNewsomhttps://twitter.com/ABC7/status/1159924749666930688 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160038454673248256","date":1565409694000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/sBSknB8bST"},
{"tweetId":"1160044738537562113","date":1565411192000,"text":"To really drive the artwork layers home,
the spiral staircase is real, it's at The Vatican.\nThere are layers to everything. "},
{"tweetId":"1160235543852191744","date":1565456684000,"text":"Do not jump to conclusions about 
Epstein.\n\n*****FANTASYLAND*****\n-\n*****FALL BLACK*****"},
{"tweetId":"1160238096883101696","date":1565457293000,"text":"*SUICIDE WEEKEND*\n-\nImportant Marker
has been met. \n-\nWhile Q is Dark, hold the line.\nHave Faith.\nSTAY UNITED.\n\nYou need to 
understand, there are layers to everything.\n-\nNothing Can Stop What Is Coming.\n\nMorning Sun Brings 
Heat.\n\nMISSIONS FORWARD"},{"tweetId":"1160241871320494082","date":1565458193000,"text":"When was 
this ever going to be decided in civilian court?\n-\nOver 1 Million Pages.\n-\nEx parte Quirin\n------
-----------\n\n\"\"\"\"\"US Military = savior of mankind.\nWe will never forget.\nFantasy land.\nGod 
save us all.\nQ\"\"\"\"\""},{"tweetId":"1160244994546049025","date":1565458937000,"text":"I understand 
your frustrations, Patriots. \nI do not ask for your trust, but you will not lose this fight.\n\nThey 
couldnt stop the Bronfman's from being arrested for trafficking children, or Epstein. \n-\nNothing Can
Stop What Is Coming. \nRemember that. \nKeep it close to your heart"},
{"tweetId":"1160245878902403072","date":1565459148000,"text":"After we got what we needed, I expected 
this."},{"tweetId":"1160246470009860097","date":1565459289000,"text":"Keep Eyes on Assange. \n-\nThe 
Heat is ON."},{"tweetId":"1160252997487775745","date":1565460845000,"text":"A house divided by
infestation must be razed.\nEmergence is coming.\n---\nA Judas with neither shade or tree. \n---
\nEagles in the Ancient Land. \n*\nThe Great Quakes are about to begin. \n-"},
{"tweetId":"1160253744145162240","date":1565461023000,"text":"THE HEAT IS 
ON.https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1160158855709564928 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160257039190372352","date":1565461809000,"text":"Read the Streetcar.\nSemper Fi\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1159473685952192514?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160257703563931648","date":1565461967000,"text":"\"Can You Feel The Heat?\""},
{"tweetId":"1160258555544580096","date":1565462170000,"text":"\"Can You Feel The Heat?\" \nTop of the
Streetcar.\n2 days ago.\nCoincidence yet again... again?\nYou are not without friends in high places, 
Patriots. \n-Know your surroundings. \nKeep The Faith.\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1159473685952192514?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160259728469102592","date":1565462450000,"text":"That was more than a week ago; I did,
and to be fair; he was. I relayed the correct information. I am not, nor have I ever been; assigned to 
Epstein however. I work in DC. All of this is readily available information that has already been 
answered here."},{"tweetId":"1160261551116496896","date":1565462885000,"text":"There will be more of 
these moments to come. Promise.\n-\nI spy with my Eye, a vile cabal in Deep Deep trouble.\n-\nWhat say
you @USMC?\nHow hot can it get?\nHow about you @DefenseIntel?\nAre we ready to go the extra mile for 
the people we serve?\nTHE HONOR IS TO SERVE 
WELL.\nWWG1WGA!https://twitter.com/yokoke2014/status/1160258506374565888 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160265382839619585","date":1565463798000,"text":"TO BE CLEAR: \nI did my part.\n- Epstein
went to court, we got what we needed. \n1 million pages of evidence to review, and a partial document 
unsealing to lead the way toward more arrests that cannot be denied.\n-\n(Epstein's court 
appearance)\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …\n-\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1154237128148160512 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160266025956495360","date":1565463951000,"text":"No. Im definately not. Goodbye troll."},
{"tweetId":"1160269855800680448","date":1565464865000,"text":"Here's the reality. \nWe have video; 
pics & more than a million pages of evidence being poured through by Federal Investigators right now 
related to Epstein. \nNo One Skates Free.\n-\nFocus on what needs to be done next.\nEpstein, had
nothing left to give.\nWe have it all.\nC before D"},
{"tweetId":"1160270180875943937","date":1565464942000,"text":"Simple Answer: They are not. Far too 
late for that."},{"tweetId":"1160273617428656130","date":1565465761000,"text":"An important reminder: 
dead and/or suffering. \n-\n#EpsteinSuicidepic.twitter.com/FfZAGhqbwP"},
{"tweetId":"1160282165680230402","date":1565467799000,"text":"I would learn to investigate better.\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1160265382839619585?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160282755453861889","date":1565467940000,"text":"I was true to my word. \nI suggest 
sharpening your skills there \"licensed\" investigator.\n-
\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160283728695975937","date":1565468172000,"text":"And shills will shill.\nI was good to my 
word. \nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160285211076247553","date":1565468526000,"text":"I believe it's right overtop of your 
false accusations. So, I'm pretty confident in where I walk. Bye troll"},
{"tweetId":"1160285648735129600","date":1565468630000,"text":"It aged fine if you arent blind. \n-
\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-



court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160285881061826562","date":1565468685000,"text":"I was true to my word. \nWe got what we 
needed.\n-\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160286967227179008","date":1565468944000,"text":"Wearing a MAGA hat doesnt make you a
Patriot anymore than wearing a cross makes you a Christian. \n-\nTrue Patriots protect one another, 
and are selfless. \n-\nThis isn't about being popular. \nThis is about doing the right thing, 
always."},{"tweetId":"1160290443164291077","date":1565469773000,"text":"\"In your hands, my fellow 
citizens, more than in mine, will rest the final success or failure of our course. Since this country
was founded, each generation of Americans has been summoned to give testimony to its national 
loyalty...\"\n-JFK"},{"tweetId":"1160299160056340482","date":1565471851000,"text":"Pretty sure it aged 
fine for anyone who can read.\n- https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160299856239505414","date":1565472017000,"text":"Your logic needs some work there. I've 
only ever followed 7 accounts."},{"tweetId":"1160300139258548226","date":1565472085000,"text":"Only if 
youre blind.\n\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160305760917741568","date":1565473425000,"text":"No, she is still kicking; still on 
ICE.\nThat's a Fox parody account."},{"tweetId":"1160307511133712386","date":1565473842000,"text":"A 
couple notes:\n1. Epstein's death; does NOT mean evidence is sealed and never examined; that is not 
how your legal system; or criminal trials, work.\n-\n2.Please stop listening to the MSM talking heads,
they are there to confuse you.\n-\n3. More arrests will follow, stay the course."},
{"tweetId":"1160309315959500801","date":1565474273000,"text":"VIA Manhattan U.S. Attorney:\n\nEpstein 
Investigation will continue and remains ongoing.\n-\nConspiracy doesnt shake that easy.\n-\nBreathe 
Patriots, this is not over by a very long shot.pic.twitter.com/ZRKhHUyDUR"},
{"tweetId":"1160311327694438400","date":1565474752000,"text":"Yes, the same FBI that gathered more 
than a million pages of evidence to be brought against Epstein and gang. \nDont let the actions of a 
few bad apples at the top convince you your field agents are the same way. Not everyone is corrupt."},
{"tweetId":"1160312236570755073","date":1565474969000,"text":"The entire NXIVM gang comes to mind.
R.Kelly a hollywood elitist (more to come there too). Those are just a couple recent ones."},
{"tweetId":"1160314392065531905","date":1565475483000,"text":"Conspiracy charge applied to Epstein 
means evidence will NOT be sealed and investigation into indicted conduct continues full pace 
(quicker, without a nearly year long wait to start trial). Whatever legal minds are telling you
otherwise are very incorrect.\nThis is just the start."},
{"tweetId":"1160315347792277504","date":1565475711000,"text":"I checked in, he was uninjured; despite 
media reports. I reported as much then and there- this was later confirmed at said court date on the 
31st of July.\nSo, exactly what I said happened, happened.\nIf you really want to look back, it is all
there archived in this twitter's feed."},
{"tweetId":"1160316249454403584","date":1565475926000,"text":"It went exactly as I said, so no.\n-
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160321272707997701","date":1565477123000,"text":"Still Very Much True. \nThat conspiracy 
charge was there for a reason.\nBases Covered.\nVERY near future now.\nEyes Open. \nEars Open.\n-
\nWhere is Ghislaine right now?https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1156282871100968960 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160325873524006913","date":1565478220000,"text":"TrueEyeTheSpy@protonmail.com\n-\nI try
to keep it simple. \n-\nNote* it is only for information to be passed securely through; questions, 
comments, spam, etc. get ignored."},{"tweetId":"1160329726793322496","date":1565479139000,"text":"I 
tweeted what was transpiring. \nIn fact, if you really want to, you can go back and look at where I 
told people the first time he didn't seem injured despite msm claims; and it was confirmed at his
court appearance days later. \n-\nI was good to my word.\n-
\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html#click=https://t.co/lDatnJoGf9 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160332344206798849","date":1565479763000,"text":"Before he has been to court* is all I
promised as far as life goes.\nHe made it there, and an important precedent was set for going forward 
against his co-conspirators. \nYou have to think long-game here."},
{"tweetId":"1160344854620246016","date":1565482746000,"text":"Happy Birthday @DeptofDefense! Long may 
your umbrella shield the public from harm and safeguard our virtues and liberties."},
{"tweetId":"1160345907386359809","date":1565482997000,"text":"I was good to my word.\nBye 
troll\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1160348069663260674","date":1565483512000,"text":"I suggest researching better before 
opening your mouth to spew vomit. GAB posted it, it was created by some random anons; I originally
cautioned people about using Zeronet at all, and corrected the link after I found out it wasnt 
official from an Admin.\nYou are #FakeNews \nByepic.twitter.com/LtQjz3fgY4"},
{"tweetId":"1160350033394511875","date":1565483980000,"text":"Thank you for the lovely summation of 
your Patriotic Spirit. No doubt your rock solid argument here will win the favor of many. Everyone
loves hateful ignorance with no abject point, purpose, or proof, right?\nGoodbye, Troll"},
{"tweetId":"1160352404900057089","date":1565484546000,"text":"1. Q literally posts bible verses all 
the time.\n2. Trump is a smart leader who understands how to game the enemy; I have faith in 
him.\n3.There is literally nothing masonic or illuminati about any of my works. Perhaps point the
example out? I produce a lot of artwork."},



{"tweetId":"1160353554303004673","date":1565484820000,"text":"I said I would ensure he stayed alive
until court; and I did. \nA precedent that was needed was set for any co-conspirators indicted under 
the conspiracy charge later; and some other important things came out of it.\n-
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1160354650891141120","date":1565485081000,"text":"A grifter implies earning something. \nI
do not take money, nor spend my days lying to people. I have no merchandise; and again & again I will 
be proven reliable. Not because of perfection, but rather; dedication to those I love; the Patriots 
all around the World.\nBye Troll"},{"tweetId":"1160356202703970304","date":1565485451000,"text":"Oh, 
you mean my profile picture? Look closer, both eyes are visible; the one is partially obscured by the
hood, but still very much there.\nThe Shhh mouth is because Im Eye The Spy, and spies work with 
secrets. Get it?\n-\nThe fruit of my labor, is a better way to judge merit."},
{"tweetId":"1160357317549985792","date":1565485717000,"text":"Do I bother explaining to a troll for an 
800th time? Sure why not. I promised to keep him alive until he went to court, And I did. My details
are SPOT on; so research before you make yourself look even worse. \n-
\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …
pic.twitter.com/kZ9nIIBMjg"},
{"tweetId":"1160448857274290176","date":1565507542000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/VHiQOsIAmq"},
{"tweetId":"1160647833151770626","date":1565554981000,"text":"We are about to charge Epstein's 
longtime legal team.\n-,\nWatch for it."},
{"tweetId":"1160664482605125635","date":1565558951000,"text":"Extraditions will be required in many 
cases Re: Epstein Associates.\n-\nA plan years in the making.\n-\nThink: how long did it take to
gather over 1 million pages of evidence? \n-\nThis is so much bigger & darker a scandal than people 
yet realize.\n-\nIt will all come out soon."},
{"tweetId":"1160706673574633472","date":1565569010000,"text":"Busy Night. \nPlease Stay Safe out 
there, fellow Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1160935875104124929","date":1565623656000,"text":"And then it
was gone.\n-\nEyes Open\nEars Open.\nBusy week ahead? 
https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1160883633139474433 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160937875141201922","date":1565624133000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/mM0hI3aGkj"},
{"tweetId":"1160939117343059968","date":1565624429000,"text":"800+ Pages that explicitly move us away
from a welfare fueled immigration system and set us firmly on the road of merit-based, legal 
immigration. No more system-gaming.\nWill be in effect in 62 days.\n-\n(PDF 
Link)\nhttps://s3.amazonaws.com/public-inspection.federalregister.gov/2019-17142.pdf …\n-\nThank You, 
@realDonaldTrump"},{"tweetId":"1160945991044030465","date":1565626068000,"text":"Congratulations
Cadets! Long may your days of service to this Great Nation and its people reward your hearts and minds 
both. \n\n"},{"tweetId":"1160947355459510272","date":1565626393000,"text":"Stay Above the Egos. \nStay 
United. \nWhile Q is dark, we hold the line.\n-\nHold it well, shoulder-to-shoulder.\n-
\nRemember:\nPatriots Protect Patriots, and are selfless.\n-\nEmbody those qualities and be the best
digital soldier you can be.\n\nBe Brave.\nBe Kind.\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1160950388327145474","date":1565627116000,"text":"Nothing Can Stop What Is Coming. \nTrust 
Q.https://twitter.com/ABC/status/1160939005908856832 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160958351242596357","date":1565629015000,"text":"I havent heard back from CM in days. \nI
assume busy working on 8ch.\n\nAccording to @bitmitigate who was sourced by 8ch to help defend against 
DDOS attacks etc after cloudflare dropped, 8ch will remain down until owner Jim Watkins testifies 
before the HHSC.\n-\nI have no other info.https://twitter.com/HM4Q17/status/1160957135175524353 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160960262289219584","date":1565629470000,"text":"For those asking:\nWe are still T-4, I
just havent had a chance to make and post the graphic for it yet.\n-\nVery busy on my end, off 
twitter.\nWill post as time permits. \nApologies, but I'd much rather do it right, than fast "},
{"tweetId":"1160970117536264192","date":1565631820000,"text":"This is well worth watching. \nIt shines 
a light on the harsh reality of human trafficking right here in the USA, and why this issue is so
drastically important to the Trump Admin.\nI suggest, if you have the time; watching it or listening 
along.\n-\nhttps://youtu.be/KxlQkE6Wp6I "},
{"tweetId":"1160974206554791938","date":1565632795000,"text":"Hello, @JustinTrudeau\nWe are not 
interested in the world you would build our youth. \nThe people have seen your true face, wolf. \n-
\nThe millstone will be heavy for you.pic.twitter.com/hvMrb7J6nI"},
{"tweetId":"1160975148792635392","date":1565633020000,"text":"If you go to the post below, and ruin 
Trudeau's day by liking it. You will make me smile, and spread awareness of his pedophile circle. \nIf 
you dont understand the picture or why it matters, read here:\n-
\nhttps://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/jul/09/nepal-jails-canadian-former-un-official-for-sexually-
abusing-boys …\n-https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1160974206554791938 …"},
{"tweetId":"1160982020920696833","date":1565634658000,"text":"How long do you think \"Paytriot\" 
accounts will focus on attacking this page before people realize they are being driven to divide
themselves?\n-\nPatriots, Protect Patriots; They do not belittle each other; or cause division.\n- 
\n\"By the fruits of their labor shall you know them.\""},
{"tweetId":"1160983784633896960","date":1565635078000,"text":"Which, if you've been reading the 
countless replies to trolls here, or following closely like Ive repeatedly encouraged; you would know
he DID go to court on July 31st. I was true to my word."},
{"tweetId":"1160984822149459968","date":1565635326000,"text":"This is NOT about a single 
person.\n\nKeep your values close. \n-\nKeep your head clear. \n-\nSTAY UNITED.\n-\nDo not be misled 
by those who would warp your patriotism against itself.\n-\nCon artists use your faith in them
personally, for personal gain.\n-\nI do not want your trust or money."},



{"tweetId":"1160985584615272449","date":1565635508000,"text":"No, I do not. I only want to help
sharpen your perceptions so you can distinguish on your own whether to trust me or anyone else. I 
believe in teaching people to fish; not fishing for them. \nBlind trust is always unhealthy, it allows 
people to become like sheep led to slaughter."},
{"tweetId":"1160986781145280520","date":1565635793000,"text":"Would anyone else like to take a turn
correcting the hateful misled trolls, who no doubt show up at the beck & call of those they are 
blindly trusting; proving my point.\n-\nEpstein went to court on July 31st, this has been answered 
repeatedly. \n-\nYour motivations here are poison."},
{"tweetId":"1160988421768265729","date":1565636184000,"text":"I do my best, but make no promises. I am
imperfect and human like everyone else. All I have to give is my dedication to the cause, which I will 
give 100% until I can give no more. Hopefully, that will suffice."},
{"tweetId":"1160996437448122370","date":1565638095000,"text":"Team members are constantly shuffled for 
good reason, White hats included. Look at Press Sec Sanders etc. as examples."},
{"tweetId":"1160997313038434305","date":1565638304000,"text":"Pompeo was only there 6 months before 
becoming SoS. I do not make the plans. I just relay the good word as it becomes available."},
{"tweetId":"1161005207645564928","date":1565640186000,"text":"It must hurt for you trolls to be wrong 
so often. I was, as always; good to my word. \nWe got over 1 million pages in evidence; a bail
precedent for co-conspirators; and a partial unsealing shining more light on the breadth of this for 
people.  \n- https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1161006092484251648","date":1565640397000,"text":"Epstein's island is being Raided by 
Federal Agents right now.\n-\nEnjoy The Show!"},
{"tweetId":"1161006634447069184","date":1565640526000,"text":"It doesnt matter how many troll accounts 
you create. I was good to my word, people arent stupid. We can see your twitter join date. Give up 
spreading lies and division. \n\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html …"},{"tweetId":"1161007375941341194","date":1565640703000,"text":"With no one to legally
protest the search and seizure, what do you think we might discover on Epstein's island now that he is 
gone and agents are swarming it as we speak?\n-\nHIGH PROFILE arrests are coming. \n-\nEYES OPEN."},
{"tweetId":"1161007850505814016","date":1565640816000,"text":"Acutally. I said until court. Which I 
did. \nWe got what we needed. \nResearch this kind of divisive behavior so you dont look foolish. I
was true to my word as always. :)https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-
court.html …"},{"tweetId":"1161008155809275910","date":1565640889000,"text":"\"Until Court\". \nI was 
good to my word. \nReading conprehension matters. \nDivisive Paytriots are not your friend.\n-
\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1161008728407236608","date":1565641026000,"text":"\"Who Knows Where The Bodies Are 
Buried\"?\n-----\nThis matters in the here and now.\n-----\nNothing Can Stop What is Coming."},
{"tweetId":"1161009003331227650","date":1565641091000,"text":"You're welcome. \n-\nWe got everything 
we needed. \n-\nhttps://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1161012976079577090","date":1565642038000,"text":"Clearly, research escapes you; as this 
has been answered repeatedly. \nI only promised until he had been to court.\nIf you had researched; 
youd know I was spot on the whole time. Including the lack of injury from his first \"suicide\" 
attempt. \n-https://www.nytimes.com/2019/07/31/nyregion/jeffrey-epstein-court.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1161016210659643392","date":1565642809000,"text":"20% in public view. \nThat's what you 
are seeing.\n-\nBehind the scenes; a whole lot is happening right now. \nDon't become 
frustrated.\nEnjoy The Show.\n-\nTrust POTUS to get the job done."},
{"tweetId":"1161020178899066880","date":1565643756000,"text":"Moves & Countermoves. \n-\nQ has always
been absolutely right;\n\nYou have more than you know.\n\nUse It."},
{"tweetId":"1161022982053072897","date":1565644424000,"text":"I am not a part of Qanon - Me, 
Repeatedly. "},{"tweetId":"1161024143288086535","date":1565644701000,"text":"With all the hustle & 
bustle, emotions run high.\nBe wary of your state of mind in this fight. Fatigue leads to doubt, bad
decisions, misplaced anger & poor results.\n\nTake a break when needed, and renew that fighting spirit 
each day with a good dose of prayer & faith.\n\nGod Bless"},
{"tweetId":"1161025167730053121","date":1565644945000,"text":"They are not blocked."},
{"tweetId":"1161027902542098432","date":1565645597000,"text":"Heightened emotional states with no
proper direction, make you easy to manipulate.\n\nWhy do you think Q cautioned so many times against 
emotional thinking?\n\nIf you want to be truly free, & not a puppet hitching a ride on someone else's 
train of thought; use logic to light the way."},
{"tweetId":"1161053828738891776","date":1565651778000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/uDpW0rQXyT"},
{"tweetId":"1161054590428753920","date":1565651960000,"text":"I constantly release photoshopped 
images. \nThis is not new, or unknown to anyone who follows my account. \n-\nLearn, Lisa. Just like Q 
with the AF1 pic, we all have our reasons for maintaining OpSec.\n-\nUnity, Not Division\nPatriots 
Protect Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1161055616741380096","date":1565652205000,"text":"Yawn* Ive seen
better attempts to take my account down. I constantly release art of all kinds. \nSad that someone put 
this much effort into trying to make that look bad.\nYou have real enemies people, stop eating each 
other. \nHere are some other examples of art Ive made & released.pic.twitter.com/7Tzv3popcQ"},
{"tweetId":"1161057769270763522","date":1565652718000,"text":"This will be an ETS Art Thread:\nI've
been on here a year & released nearly 100 images, 2 songs written in latin; several covers etc.\n-
\nEndless hours were poured into making creative pics/memes for Patriots.\n-\nOut of all of them, what 
piece is your favorite?\nLet me know below.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1161059941882454016","date":1565653236000,"text":"Q has repeatedly posted incorrect memes,
and once posted a very badly photoshopped Air Force One pic the MSM had a field day with.\n-\nDoes 



this discount Q's message?\n-\nI dont care who anyone is behind the mask they wear, as long as their
heart beats for freedom.\n-\nWe Are All Equal"},
{"tweetId":"1161060027521744896","date":1565653256000,"text":"Q has repeatedly posted incorrect memes, 
and once posted a very badly photoshopped Air Force One pic the MSM had a field day with.\n-\nDoes 
this discount Q's message?\n-\nI dont care who anyone is behind the mask they wear, as long as their
heart beats for freedom.\n-\nWe Are All Equal"},
{"tweetId":"1161061393371672577","date":1565653582000,"text":"\"Perception is more important than 
reality. If someone perceives something to be true, it is more important than if it is in fact true. 
This doesn't mean you should be duplicitous or deceitful, but don't go out of your way to correct a
false assumption.\"\n-Ivanka Trump"},
{"tweetId":"1161063210683944961","date":1565654015000,"text":"Broadcast what every move? Do you even 
read my page? 99% of what I post is the same information you are posting, alongside clever pieces of 
art. \nThe insanity here is in that you are literally harming the Qanon movement by silencing sources
in an already uphill battle."},{"tweetId":"1161064157271220224","date":1565654241000,"text":"How many 
voices of the Right have been silenced?\nHow many will fall upon the swords of what should be friends?
\nCan we afford to attack our own?\nIt is discouraging that there is a concerted effort to deplatform 
me like the rest.\n\nWhen you are out of voices, who will fight for you?"},
{"tweetId":"1161065532038230017","date":1565654569000,"text":"Again, perhaps you should READ my page 
instead of basing your argument off of second-hand sources. \nDo you have any idea of what I have 
managed to accomplish on behalf of this movement? Do I have a patreon? Am I being paid? NO.\nI am a 
Public Servant and I will continue to serve."},
{"tweetId":"1161067132383350784","date":1565654950000,"text":"I cannot count the number of times I 
have said, It doesnt matter who I am.\nAll that matters is that we win this war.\nTHINK of what is at 
stake.\nCountless lives.\nI will do ANYTHING and EVERYTHING to see them free & safe.\nAttack Me all 
you want.\n-\nI WILL FIGHT SHOULDER TO SHOULDER."},
{"tweetId":"1161068465807069184","date":1565655268000,"text":"Lisa, I respect you, but encouraging 
divisive behavior and 'gotcha' moments is what the MSM is already doing. \nYes, I am not 100% honest 
about my identity, it would never be safe to be. BUT, my information is spot on. Research for yourself 
& stick to Unifying.\nWe MUST stay United"},
{"tweetId":"1161070872314167298","date":1565655842000,"text":"Would it be safe to be honest about my 
identity?\nI do not believe so.\n-\nI believe we are in a dangerous war & maintaining my anonymity has 
always been important.\n-\nSometimes this means posting things to mislead people. However, I prefer to 
stay safe, and not end up dead.\nThanks"},
{"tweetId":"1161075230976172033","date":1565656881000,"text":"Can you imagine a less valuable use of 
time than dividing Patriots against one another?\n-\nWho would want to weaken their own team?\n-\nSo 
many of us have been removed, shadow banned; even Q's platform has been, for the time being, taken 
away.\n-\nRAGE against the dying of the Light!!"},
{"tweetId":"1161076232349528066","date":1565657120000,"text":"It doesnt matter. \nAnyone who reads my 
information can see where my interests align.\nWho cares who I am? \nThat is the single most 
unimportant thing about this page.\n-\nI am a public servant & I will fight as a Servant of the 
People, until We WIN or I drop dead.\nThis is my
promise.https://twitter.com/STLBluesBash/status/1161075415357804549 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161079425775128576","date":1565657881000,"text":"Fair warning for the trolls looking for 
their next *gotcha* moment. This image has indeed been photoshopped (although I dont use photoshop, 
because this isnt 1995)"},{"tweetId":"1161081257104723968","date":1565658318000,"text":"You are in a
war zone. \nWake Up.\nWhen Q speaks of FANTASYLAND, he means the USA.\nThe USA is the world',s largest 
Human Trafficking Hub; By Far. We also boast the lowest average age at 12. \nLifespan of our victims?
\nAverage of 7 years post being trafficked. \n\nWAKE UP.\nArt Of 
War.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1161061393371672577 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161082246037737473","date":1565658553000,"text":"We were not the saviors of the world. 
\nWe seemed to ourselves saints, when at most we played the devil. \n-\nOur words gave way to no 
action and countless people suffered.\n-\nWe MUST disavow these horrors and fight, Unified; if we are 
to rise above and overcome the evil we yet face."},
{"tweetId":"1161083863197786112","date":1565658939000,"text":"Wonderland = SA.\nFantasyland = USA.\n-
\nPeople, corruption existed and exists on BOTH sides of the political sphere. \nAs long as you are 
divided and thinking small, infighting and attacking each other; They will continue to enslave and 
traffic you like sheep. \n\nBE BRAVE.\nBE BEST."},
{"tweetId":"1161084102755438592","date":1565658996000,"text":"Saudi Arabia"},
{"tweetId":"1161086092097048577","date":1565659470000,"text":"Because Ego makes you easy to 
manipulate. It is hand in hand with ignorance & an inability to absorb new facts that may alter what 
you believe. I dont care about a \"Winning team\"; I care about those innocent kids being trafficked &
abused. I am in this for those who cannot 
speak.https://twitter.com/QosmicQ/status/1161085042577346561 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161087327655120898","date":1565659765000,"text":"We fight united, for the voices of those 
lost to us during our own inaction.\nWe fight to break the bonds of slavery over a World weary of its
people being used as playthings of the elite.\nWe fight to protect and empower the vulnerable and 
innocent.\nWe must NEVER stop fighting.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1161093539306123270","date":1565661246000,"text":"I am curious...\n-\nWhy do they hate me?
\n\nWhat reasons do they ever give beyond \"He is a LARP\" And when did that become sufficient
criteria to take joy in destroying someone?\nI would say, Unify; as they curse my name... What a 



shame, that we cannot bridge this divide and be strong."},
{"tweetId":"1161094419707244544","date":1565661456000,"text":"Good advice. It breaks my heart to see 
my fellow patriots so... antagonized by my mere existence. I am as harmless as a dove and sharp as a 
serpent. A good friend in dark times. We would all be stronger undivided, no matter who they think I 
am."},{"tweetId":"1161095481323401216","date":1565661709000,"text":"Probably. Im human though, and
consider myself a Patriot through and through. I respect the work these people do, generally. 
Therefore, their undeserved derision hurts. *sigh* we ALL have feelings. Even EyeTheSpy. \nIt has been 
a long week of enduring attacks. I get worn out "},
{"tweetId":"1161097771090399237","date":1565662255000,"text":"Well, enough of me publicly dwelling on
hateful attacks. All the more reason to redouble my efforts & be the best source of information 
possible for all of you in this.\n\nI love all of you dearly, and will absolutely keep fighting beside 
you all. Thank you, for the love.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1161101361183899648","date":1565663111000,"text":"Tick Tock\nTick Tock.\n-\nI Trust
Kansas. \nPeace is the Prize.https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1161035458203267074 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161106473214271489","date":1565664330000,"text":"Your name is 17Anon, and youre calling 
me a larp?\n- Grow. Up.\n If you really represented Q, you wouldnt be busy attacking people based off 
of very little knowledge. It's clear you dont understand this account. So shoo, be gone, run back to
your masters & remind them they failed."},
{"tweetId":"1161107220156866560","date":1565664508000,"text":"Just so we are clear. Every single Anon 
is technically a LARP. \nLiterally, anyone with a moniker/name other than their own, who exists behind 
a shielded identity. \nI like mine, Im not changing it anyday soon.\nProtection and Intrigue rolled
into one.\n-\n Sorry trolls "},{"tweetId":"1161107485991874560","date":1565664571000,"text":"As 
General Flynn might say, \"Digital Soldiers\"."},
{"tweetId":"1161108008849563649","date":1565664696000,"text":"\"Digital Soldiers\"\n- Right, 
@GenFlynn?\n\nNo need to be picky, we all serve our purpose for freedom. Egos aside, The Mission at
hand is what matters."},{"tweetId":"1161116345901170690","date":1565666684000,"text":"When people say 
\"WWG1WGA -except you & you & you & you & you who i dont like.... \"\n-I facepalm.\nDo you know why 
the Left wins so much & why corrupt powers took root in the first place?\nBecause they arent being 
petty.\nInclusivity will win, everytime.\nHuman Nature.\nLearn to Unite.pic.twitter.com/q60oxuM9YU"},
{"tweetId":"1161138626161496064","date":1565671996000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/w2CwAX7kUR"},
{"tweetId":"1161140995863564288","date":1565672561000,"text":"I am a Servant of The People, and I take 
it seriously. T-3 "},{"tweetId":"1161144851511074816","date":1565673480000,"text":"It's going to be 
BIBLICAL.pic.twitter.com/QbrzCazUeG"},
{"tweetId":"1161146639534448641","date":1565673906000,"text":"You are quite mistaken. I have not 
gathered nearly 80k people because of pretending anything. My information is spot on. :) Misdirection 
about where I am & what Im up to at any moment is part & parcel of being a spy. There are PLENTY of 
informational based proofs if you look."},
{"tweetId":"1161154289106149376","date":1565675730000,"text":"Enjoy visiting Bhutan!"},
{"tweetId":"1161320465505443840","date":1565715349000,"text":"Have a good day, Patriots everywhere. 
\n-\nTrust Q and STAY UNITED.\nTrust POTUS and Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1161366842109243392","date":1565726406000,"text":"Such a fun countdown I began.\n-\nThe
DOJ is a happening place these days."},
{"tweetId":"1161371948716298240","date":1565727624000,"text":"Drone footage of Epstein Island 
Raid.\nEnjoy The Show. \n-\nKudos to whatever madman flew their drone through an active op. Gutsy. I 
like it.https://twitter.com/0zmnds/status/1161296371241979904 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161372703531687936","date":1565727804000,"text":"Full video: \nThanks Rusty.\n-
https://youtu.be/Dn0G-my-0a0 "},{"tweetId":"1161376805594554368","date":1565728782000,"text":"Oh 
Evergreen, you are in deep trouble. \n-\nWhispers abound."},
{"tweetId":"1161377248689176577","date":1565728888000,"text":"Reflection is Wise. \nDialogue is
Key.\nKeep up the good works, Kansas. \nWe Are With You!\nPeace, is the Prize."},
{"tweetId":"1161378344417538049","date":1565729149000,"text":"Why would POTUS RT? \n----
\nEVERGREEN.\n-\nLearn. The. Comms.pic.twitter.com/Mq2GBwp23i"},
{"tweetId":"1161404948074192897","date":1565735492000,"text":"LEARN.\nSTAY
UNITED.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1161377272391229440 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161408707470745601","date":1565736388000,"text":"Yes."},
{"tweetId":"1161409611959873536","date":1565736604000,"text":"This is exactly why I will never let 
myself be doxxed or reveal my Identity, and spend a huge amount of time throwing people off my
trail.\n-\nThis is a War. \nThis is Not a game. \nLearn to Play the Game."},
{"tweetId":"1161419365109178371","date":1565738929000,"text":"Norma, Your name Bold move. \n-\nEko, 
please never stop using your talents to further what you believe in. Art mixed with purpose is 
powerful.\n-Other Patriots twitter doesnt leave room to name in one tweet; I love all of you dearly.
We Fight, Together. \nUNITED.\nWWG1WGA!\n\nALWAYS"},
{"tweetId":"1161422249896882177","date":1565739617000,"text":"This is a really good tweet to 
remember.\n-\nThere are layers to 
everything.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1147906471344168962 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161496317924913153","date":1565757276000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/3cNWjOWcO0"},
{"tweetId":"1161742812548874241","date":1565816045000,"text":"CM says they will stay strong, hopefully 
some good news soon re:8chan.\n-\nIt would mean a lot to me if each of you would say a prayer for my 
friend & his family. Please.\n-\nFew & far between are those who fight for our rights from in the
trenches of war. CM & fam definately count."},



{"tweetId":"1161745698498498565","date":1565816733000,"text":"Remember the Art Ive been making? \nThe
Vatican central theme? The multiple posts Ive made to @Pontifex?\n\nLawsuit filed today in NY. \nThere 
Are Layers To Everything. \n\nEpstein ==> Vatican. <--there are connections to be made. \nGod Bless 
and God Speed, Fellow Patriots!https://twitter.com/NewsHour/status/1161663278742986752 …"},
{"tweetId":"1161862258978381826","date":1565844523000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/0HCFeCxeso"},
{"tweetId":"1161997825842077696","date":1565876845000,"text":"No mention of the fact that this is all 
about silencing Qanon, right? \n-\nTargetting a less-used platform like 8ch, instead of Facebook or 
Instagram; which extremists use FAR more, really drives home your political bias.\n\nYou. Will. Lose. 
\nNothing Can Stop What Is Coming."},
{"tweetId":"1161998734860922880","date":1565877061000,"text":"Translation: We needed to shut down 
Q.\n-\nWe panicked, and decided to use mass shootings as a means to target 8chan; even though Facebook 
and Instagram are used far more by extremists across the board.\n\n*slow claps*- These people are 
stupid\n\nNothing Can Stop What Is
Cominghttps://twitter.com/HomelandDems/status/1161747117683171332 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162000241442349058","date":1565877421000,"text":"\"Epstein autopsy reveals broken bones 
far more common in strangulation than in suicide by hanging.\"\n-\nMurder investigation coming soon 
alongside active lawsuits and continual conspiracy probe?"},
{"tweetId":"1162002979467288576","date":1565878073000,"text":"What this means, is that @RashidaTlaib 
and @IlhanMN are no longer welcome in Israel.\n-\nThey have been banned. \n-\nNext stop, their 
problems here in the USA. \nNo shelter will be found. \nBehind the scenes -Pelosi deal failed. \nWatch 
& Learn.https://twitter.com/NewsChannelIL/status/1161944528745578499 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162006375955947521","date":1565878883000,"text":"It IS a major source for Israeli news. 
\n-\nDo. Your. Research."},{"tweetId":"1162022208685969415","date":1565882658000,"text":"Reproductive 
Health? That's an odd way to say \"I want to have sex but not care for the life ive created so Im 
chemically altering my body to kill life that would otherwise gestate inside me.\"\n-Yeah^ Nothing
weird or unhealthy about society's view on that love of preplanned murder"},
{"tweetId":"1162023338090336257","date":1565882927000,"text":"Peace, Through Strength."},
{"tweetId":"1162025751379660800","date":1565883503000,"text":"The \"Morning after Pill\" or 
\"Emergency Contraception Pill\" as pop culture would like to label it; is not birth control. \nIt is
murder. \n-\nThere is a clear distinction between preventive medication, and premeditated murder in 
order to satisfy base lusts.\n-\nhttps://www.worldometers.info/abortions/ "},
{"tweetId":"1162027490086457345","date":1565883917000,"text":"We have a society of people trying to 
\"love themselves\" instead of each other; and yet we wonder why the world is growing sicker. \n-
\nLove others to become a lovable person."},
{"tweetId":"1162030702185107459","date":1565884683000,"text":"Much love to ALL of you, and thank 
you!\n-\nWWG1WGA! \nShoulder-to-Shoulder. \nEnjoy The Rally!\n-\nTRUST POTUS\nTRUST Q\nGOD BLESS THE 
USA!\nhttps://twitter.com/Anyaheed/status/1162028009098010625 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162033415228657667","date":1565885330000,"text":"Patriots.\n\nIt Has Begun.\n\nThank you 
for sounding the Trumpet, @ChuckGrassley\n-\n(Link to 
Pdf)\nhttps://www.grassley.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2019-08-
14%20Staff%20memo%20to%20CEG%20RHJ%20-%20ICIG%20Interview%20Summary%20RE%20Clinton%20Server.pdf …"},
{"tweetId":"1162035960231682049","date":1565885937000,"text":"-If you need the direct link because the 
pdf wont open for you; go here: the pdf link is at the bottom of the Press release. 
\n\nhttps://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-johnson-release-investigative-
findings-alleged-hack-clinton-s-server …"},
{"tweetId":"1162040606258008064","date":1565887044000,"text":"Things are looking VERY bad for 
Evergreen.\n-\nhttps://www.grassley.senate.gov/news/news-releases/grassley-johnson-release-
investigative-findings-alleged-hack-clinton-s-server …"},
{"tweetId":"1162041684064124928","date":1565887301000,"text":"They also hate America."},
{"tweetId":"1162042270524329984","date":1565887441000,"text":"Grassley's doc drop on HRC server is 
just the beginning. \n-\nThe Great Quakes are here. \nThe End of an Era. \n*****FALL BLACK*****\n-\nT-
1\n-\nBe Ready."},{"tweetId":"1162043437711052800","date":1565887719000,"text":"Oh, The Places We Will 
Go!pic.twitter.com/0LnCwFt6D8"},{"tweetId":"1162043490618003457","date":1565887732000,"text":"Have you
been following?pic.twitter.com/BAmY16ST1F"},
{"tweetId":"1162043505348423680","date":1565887736000,"text":"The 'art goes before the horse.\n---\nA 
story told ahead of time. \n---\nBe Ready.\n*\nIn The End, God Wins.\n-\nT-
1pic.twitter.com/bWgpUwLv8F"},{"tweetId":"1162046735528730625","date":1565888506000,"text":"All I do,
I do freely for you, The People. Take anything I have created, and use it how you will."},
{"tweetId":"1162049091376955392","date":1565889067000,"text":"Via Grassley drop:\n“Neither the 
committees nor the FBI were able to confirm whether an intrusion into the server occurred.”\n-\nWhat 
was His Name, Patriots?\nSay it loudly so @HillaryClinton and @DWStweets can hear you clearly."},
{"tweetId":"1162053923819143168","date":1565890220000,"text":"Always Honored to be of Use to You.\n-
\nSemper Fi.pic.twitter.com/NzRQcmXvKW"},
{"tweetId":"1162054671244152832","date":1565890398000,"text":"You are limited only by what you believe 
yourself to be capable of.\n-\nYour power is Real."},
{"tweetId":"1162057111259549696","date":1565890979000,"text":"I think you confused; makes amazing art 
on top of being an accurate source of information, with being fake. Let's assume the \"hedge fund 
guy\" is not the most reliable source for facts. Enjoy trolling elsewhere, G'byeeeeee"},
{"tweetId":"1162060895369015297","date":1565891882000,"text":"Well said."},
{"tweetId":"1162061539328897025","date":1565892035000,"text":"Eyes Open.\nEars 



Open.https://twitter.com/FBIRecordsVault/status/1162053854176796672 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162062413577052161","date":1565892244000,"text":"Right On Time. \nThanks."},
{"tweetId":"1162062924124475392","date":1565892365000,"text":""},
{"tweetId":"1162064919954677761","date":1565892841000,"text":"Nicely broken down.\n-\nI highly suggest 
reading Jeff's thread here detailing the Ohr-FBI document release and implications there-
in.https://twitter.com/themarketswork/status/1162057378570756096 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162069269477306368","date":1565893878000,"text":"Big antitrust lawsuits are coming out of 
the DOJ against some tech giants in the very near future. \n-Will be holding them to account. \n\nThis 
will most likely follow in large divestitures on the part of said companies in order to avoid losing
said suits."},{"tweetId":"1162081109733257217","date":1565896701000,"text":"Walls Work. \nIt's why 
houses have them.\nIt's why jails have them. \nIt's why schools have them.\nIt's why stores have them. 
\n-\nIt's why our dangerous Southern border is in the middle of getting one. \n-\nWalls protect. 
\nWalls defend. \nWalls, are not racist.\n-\n#BuildTheWall"},
{"tweetId":"1162105400830898177","date":1565902493000,"text":"This is where many people become lost & 
follow false paths unwittingly.\n \nDefine wealth as something more than monetary 
substance.\n\nWealth, is value & illusion both- this is the lesson.\nWealth is Ego.\n\nLove of Ego is 
Death.\n\nThe Destruction of Ego is the Wisdom hidden here."},
{"tweetId":"1162108903150235654","date":1565903328000,"text":"Q has become so popular throughout Asia, 
that there have been disinformation accounts popping up in Korean & other dialects too, trying to 
scare people away from looking at it.\n-\nThis is what a Great Awakening looks like. \n-
\nReverberations in time. \nRipples on a giant pond.pic.twitter.com/Xn3IYvct9z"},
{"tweetId":"1162109912643710979","date":1565903568000,"text":"Yes & the MSM spends every day calling Q 
fake.\nDecide for yourself based off of information available. You are welcome to read my feed here 
and decide for yourself. I take no money, and MAGA shoulder-to-shoulder. If something is fake, it is 
certainly not my dedication to freedom"},
{"tweetId":"1162112578354589723","date":1565904204000,"text":"To what minority group is Bernie Sanders 
incorrectly applying this logic to?\nExactly what group is too stupid or lazy to have basic ID?\nCome 
on @BernieSanders,\nWe Want To Know.\n-----\nAnd they call @realDonaldTrump racist.... \nSad.\n-
\n#DemsProject\n\n#RacistBernie"},
{"tweetId":"1162135611148574720","date":1565909695000,"text":"Livestreams Of Trump Rally:\nSee you 
there!\n-\nFOX10\nhttps://youtu.be/q52llllXIzI \n-\n-\nRSBN\nhttps://youtu.be/uuj9baeOmxg "},
{"tweetId":"1162137486912557056","date":1565910143000,"text":"Where did the \"hot\" emails go?\n-
\nTRUST Q.pic.twitter.com/yvdpqPMZEn"},
{"tweetId":"1162139321798995968","date":1565910580000,"text":"Currently, 8ch is down, meaning Q's 
platform is down. \n-\nThe owner of 8ch was subpoena'd by the Dem's HHSC to testify (under false 
pretense). Bitmitigate, who was working with 8ch, says they will be down until after testimony.\nI 
have heard no other word on this subject."},
{"tweetId":"1162139879196758018","date":1565910713000,"text":""},
{"tweetId":"1162142371229962240","date":1565911307000,"text":"Take three seconds of time to look 
through the feed and find the flaw in your logic."},
{"tweetId":"1162156114290585602","date":1565914584000,"text":"Yet another smear campaign? \n\nThere
was no collusion, therefore there was no obstruction. \n\nYou cannot obstruct the investigation of a 
Non-crime.\n\nThis is about slandering a man before his possible run for office.\n\nYou are 
transparently disgusting, abusing your power like this."},
{"tweetId":"1162157151839801344","date":1565914831000,"text":"If you go to the tweet below, and like
or RT the linked post. You'll make me smile, and remind the Nadler circus that we see their every 
move, and will hold them to account for their abuses of power.\nTogether, we are powerful. 
\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162156114290585602 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162178057379205120","date":1565919815000,"text":"The restoration of Power to the People
cannot end until those responsible for attempting to usurp the sacred rights of the Vox Populi are 
held to account for their gross misdeeds."},
{"tweetId":"1162215470944022531","date":1565928735000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/6nHF0Zl11f"},
{"tweetId":"1162235094196559874","date":1565933414000,"text":"Enjoy The Show. \n-\nTrust Q."},
{"tweetId":"1162410302555791366","date":1565975187000,"text":"Remember This?\n-\n(PDF 
link)\nhttps://www.finance.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/2019-08-
14%20CEG%20to%20Treasury%20(AVIC%20CFIUS).pdf …\n-\nIn play now. \nWelcome to Fall Black.\nThe End of 
an Era. https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1115305462189174787 …pic.twitter.com/hsatGK5kaJ"},
{"tweetId":"1162413406433030146","date":1565975927000,"text":"Yes. It will be applied again and again 
and again. \nThis is Fall Black. This is not just a day, this is the End of an Era. As promised. 
\nProofs like rain, come pouring out from the storm."},
{"tweetId":"1162416134861348865","date":1565976577000,"text":"Happy 70th Anniversary!\nLooking forward
to the days ahead. \n"},{"tweetId":"1162416618586222592","date":1565976693000,"text":"Join me in 
wishing @thejointstaff a Happy 70th Anniversary. \n-\nAn advent to 
remember.https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1162336356263182337 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162465463349239813","date":1565988338000,"text":"Political theater exists to entertain &
distract you. The tumult throws you about & confuses you until you are ripe to be led astray from your 
convictions & common sense both.\n-\nKeep your feet firmly on the ground.\n-\nTo be sheep, is a 
choice.\n-\nStop Changing Shepherds\nStay Awake."},
{"tweetId":"1162469852524744705","date":1565989385000,"text":"Im unsure of what you are waiting on, it
began yesterday and will continue through the season.\nI've explained it alongside all the posts. \"A 



story told before it happens.\" \"The end of an era.\"\nDeclass will continue. Proof will change
public viewpoint. Then, victory is assured."},
{"tweetId":"1162479409183559680","date":1565991663000,"text":"The time has come, for silence from 
me.\n---\nToo many of you have grown reliant on what I say, which goes against everything I have 
taught you.\n---\nMy eyes will ever be watching.\n*\nFor now, I think it best you stand up on your own
two feet; without my hand.\n-\nBe Brave.\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1162481811097829376","date":1565992236000,"text":"Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1162495644159922176","date":1565995534000,"text":"Dont Be Sad.\nYou Are NEVER 
alone!\n\nThere is work that needs doing that no one else can do. So, leave I must; for a
time.\n\nRemember the REAL proofs & keep them close:\nDOITQ, and a lowly Eye that spies on behalf of 
his Nation.\n\nTrust, You Have More Than You Know.\n\nWWG1WGA\n\n~ETSpic.twitter.com/qRA3dpSrqu"},
{"tweetId":"1162513201122226176","date":1565999720000,"text":"Yes\n***Learn to Read The 
Map***\n(update to current)\nYou Have More Than You Know.\nBig picture -> Still partial
disclosure.\nFull picture would destroy all.\nAntifa infiltrated. Necessary bridge to ML.\nMI v. ABC 
still?\n-\nSnow White\nGodfather III <---MO\n-\nMAP\nhttps://www.qmap.pub/read/98  
https://twitter.com/MarcusGillette1/status/1162496933702905856 …pic.twitter.com/jdGgRzgITn"},
{"tweetId":"1162524146401783808","date":1566002329000,"text":"T-0\n-\nWhat is the prize?\nPEACE. Is
the Prize.\n-\nRemember That. \nAmongst the fervor for judgement, PEACE, is the 
prize.https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1162496982528798721 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162873673864351746","date":1566085663000,"text":"Q will return after Sept. 5th.\n-
\nSilence until then. \n-\nBeware false paths."},
{"tweetId":"1162878517949947905","date":1566086818000,"text":"\"Amber alert\"\n-\nThe Ukrainian 
connection.\n-\nAbout to come to public light through POTUS.\n-\nComms 
101.https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1162834572817719299 …"},
{"tweetId":"1162879143681433600","date":1566086967000,"text":"\"Amber\" Alert- The Ukrainian
connection coming to light.\n-\nEnjoying the package?\n-\nThank you, Devin."},
{"tweetId":"1163240586557775872","date":1566173142000,"text":"Enjoy The Show.\n-\nI told you this was 
going to happen as far back as April.\nStill True.\n-\nAll for a LARP though, right?\n-\nCountless 
examples of exacting & correct information freely provided.\n-\nThey. Never. Learn.\n-\nHello,
@IlhanMN. https://twitter.com/Imamofpeace/status/1163068036028325888 …pic.twitter.com/oaVVjiVtIj"},
{"tweetId":"1163264051138502661","date":1566178736000,"text":"There will always be those willing to 
tell you what to think, how to think it; what to believe, and how to believe it correctly.\n\nI would 
prefer you think for yourselves.\nTrust Yourself.\n-\nCritical Thinking is like a sharp sword in a
World where Information is Power."},
{"tweetId":"1163435267426050048","date":1566219557000,"text":"Defense Intelligence Agency Director Lt. 
Gen. Robert P. Ashley Jr, live, answering questions at the #DoDIIS19! \n\nLivestream here:\n-
\nhttp://dvidshub.net/webcast/21123 https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1163429967818108928 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163436329511870464","date":1566219811000,"text":"Enjoying the Show \n-\nKeep Up the Good 
Works!"},{"tweetId":"1163442914971856896","date":1566221381000,"text":"Lt. Gen. Robert P. Ashley, 
Director of the DIA; speaking Live at #DoDIIS19\n-\nWatch & Learn!\n#KnowYourMil 
\n#DiscoverDIAhttps://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1163437198546366464 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163452093103034369","date":1566223569000,"text":"You were seen & heard .\n-\nThank 
You."},{"tweetId":"1163453793612312578","date":1566223974000,"text":"I love sparking a good fire.\n-
\nThanks for asking, Patriots.pic.twitter.com/0f0owvU6BW"},
{"tweetId":"1163455257558573061","date":1566224324000,"text":"The point of my starting the trend of
asking the question, \"who is Q?\" to the DIA conference was not to arrive at an answer, but rather to 
see the clear number one question ignored.\n-\nYou can glean much information from omission as well. 
\n-\nLearn to Play The Game.\nStay Sharp!"},
{"tweetId":"1163456677481451520","date":1566224662000,"text":"Go to my twitter feed or the
@DefenseIntel twitter feed and use the direct website link provided in earlier tweets, rather than the 
twitter livestream. There, you have the ability to watch it from the beginning at your leisure."},
{"tweetId":"1163460418259607554","date":1566225554000,"text":"Deleted. I do not care for credit. I 
planted the idea and it bloomed instantly, as was the intent. What was meant to be accomplished, was.
I am satisfied. :)"},{"tweetId":"1163465292615471105","date":1566226716000,"text":"A strong interface 
is what the IC needs with its civilian community. Unity from within & without. A strong Defense Force 
stays in constant contact with those it defends. Mutual understanding of goals & missions is essential 
when you are talking about digital information warfare."},
{"tweetId":"1163467160213233664","date":1566227161000,"text":"Livestream is back at #DoDIIS19 with 
Major General John Howard, Defense Intelligence Agency’s second Deputy Director for Commonwealth 
Integration.\n#DiscoverDIA\n#KnowYourMil\n-
https://www.pscp.tv/w/cCqunHR3LTEwMDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MVlwS2t2a3JMVnJ4aj8krtMd5EjoQUajB5F9Rx3ajEUl
i7RhVbVwlstItxWe?t=1h56m51s …"},
{"tweetId":"1163476412197744641","date":1566229367000,"text":"Continuing Livestream at #DoDIIS19 with 
Vice Adm. Matthew Kohler Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Information Warfare (OPNAV N2/N6) and 
Director of Naval
Intelligence.https://www.pscp.tv/w/cCq6VXR3LTEwMDA3MzkyODYyMDYxMDc2NDl8MVlwS2t2a3JMVnJ4alIBwuy8hDd7gNL
5ThJS6uwBaGsS5ZHbFCPpQKxSQxz9?t=2h32m52s …"},
{"tweetId":"1163483124661141506","date":1566230968000,"text":"\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1149384305627607040?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163486188889657344","date":1566231698000,"text":"MSM keyword used is \"Bonkers 



Conspiracy\" about Trump's tweet re: Google voter manipulation.\n\nBut how about their literal
manipulation? Like when they gave their private plane to the Clinton Campaign etc?\nIt isnt a 
\"Bonkers Conspiracy when legitimate proof points a finger @Google 
https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/793219623126728704 …pic.twitter.com/scmEtM27Dm"},
{"tweetId":"1163490064028119041","date":1566232622000,"text":"The MSM has called it a Bonkers
Conspiracy. \n-\nI wonder if they've forgotten Google gave the Hillary Campaign free use of their 
private plane. \nOr how about Eric Schmidt's \"secret plans\" with them?\n-\n@realDonaldTrump is 
absolutely right.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/793219623126728704?s=19 …
pic.twitter.com/9kaCFovOdv"},{"tweetId":"1163521468233183232","date":1566240109000,"text":"The Left is
trying to label @JudicialWatch a \"conspiracy\" site. \n-\nThis is the height of stupidity, pushed by 
those who, as always; are clueless.\n\nJudicialWatch procures legal documents and releases them 
publicly.\n-\nThat is literally the opposite of conspiracy.\n -\n#JudicialWatch"},
{"tweetId":"1163616421798121473","date":1566262748000,"text":"You murdered babies, and sold their
parts like scrap metal to the highest bidder.\n-\nNo one cares what other services you provide.\n-
\nYou are done. \nNo More Tax dollars for You.https://twitter.com/PPFA/status/1163515767792590848 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163617196431552512","date":1566262933000,"text":"-And now their Federal funding is 
gone.\nMore trouble yet looms ahead for this disreputable murder-
mill.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1148819317955452928 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163913729832103942","date":1566333632000,"text":"Rumor mills are working overtime. \n-
\nBig \"Q\" accounts are joining in; hoping to be the first to break the news that isnt. \n-
\nNOTE:\n\n--No special announcements are expected today re: Comey or anyone else. \nNo special
document drops or declass expected today.\n-\nSTAY 
PATIENT.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162873673864351746 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163918670101393410","date":1566334810000,"text":"-Pompeo's Deputy SoS; Sullivan, is 
expected to be named Ambassador to Russia, replacing Huntsman, whose resignation takes effect October
3rd."},{"tweetId":"1163925548764033024","date":1566336450000,"text":"Confirmed: The DNC will be 
fundraising in Mexico this election cycle.\n-\nThis after screaming (lying) about Trump & Russian 
collusion for 2 and a half years. \n-\nBecause Hypocrisy is lost on the Left."},
{"tweetId":"1163926313838813185","date":1566336632000,"text":"Need Sauce?\n-\n*when your domestic
money laundering doesn't work, outsource to Mexico.\nThe traditional Dem playbook.\n-
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-08-20/dnc-chief-plans-to-raise-money-from-americans-in-
mexico-city …"},{"tweetId":"1163952948059234314","date":1566342982000,"text":"Jim Watkins, owner/8ch, 
has voluntarily kept 8ch offline until he goes before the HHSC to testify on their claims of
\"promoting extremist violence\" (but really because of Q).\n-\nHHSC is really out of line here; their 
actual job is only Sec. legislation & oversight capacity of 
DHS.https://twitter.com/gregbcox129/status/1163928838113505283 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163953888619352065","date":1566343206000,"text":"At 18 (D)s to 13 (R)s on the committee,
it is plainly a targeted attack on Q.\n-\nNoting* they have as of yet summoned ANY other site for the 
reasons listed; although larger-scale platforms like Facebook routinely are used to livestream a 
myriad of crimes."},{"tweetId":"1163954773428752389","date":1566343417000,"text":"Although not a 
public speaker by nature, it is worth noting that Mr. Watkins has an EXTREMELY strong case here, if
played right.\n-\nIt was clearly a politically motivated attack used to effectively shut down social 
media opposition to the running narrative being pushed."},
{"tweetId":"1163955593897480192","date":1566343613000,"text":"Therefore, it is my belief; until facts 
prove otherwise; that September 5th will err in Mr. Watkins favor, and that upon the return of 8chan
as a platform & last bastion of unfiltered free speech, Q will likely return.\n-\nGood luck Jim, 
@CodeMonkeyZ and Crew. \n-\nWe Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1163956662862012417","date":1566343868000,"text":"Well now,\nHow many minutes until he 
\"suicides\"? \n-https://twitter.com/DrREpstein/status/1163696690852876288 …"},
{"tweetId":"1163958298514771974","date":1566344258000,"text":"Nicely organized! \nWell done!"},
{"tweetId":"1163965096563027970","date":1566345879000,"text":"This would be a great time to tell 
people you are not suicidal.\nBetter friends than you have died for less.\n-\n#SecondEpsteinSuicide 
\n#NoCoincidences\n#ClintonBodyCount"},
{"tweetId":"1164164160441204737","date":1566393339000,"text":"In case you missed it.\n-\nHuman 
Trafficking pipelines are being closed, globally.\n-https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/international-law-
enforcement-cooperation-leads-brazilian-takedown-significant-human …"},
{"tweetId":"1164165686329036801","date":1566393703000,"text":"Two things:\n\n1. This is a quote being
referenced, not the President claiming to be the King of Israel; sorry MSM junkies.\n\n2. After 
Hussein gave terrorist states pallets of cash in order to help facilitate Israel's destruction, I have 
no doubt the statement is true.\n-\n#Trumppic.twitter.com/5GZZsoWOjj"},
{"tweetId":"1164227808148828160","date":1566408514000,"text":"Live your life in such a way, that
should you die at any moment; you will have no regrets.\n-\nAll the days ordained for me\nwere written 
in Your book\nbefore one of them came to be.\n-\n#BeBest"},
{"tweetId":"1164262193849929729","date":1566416712000,"text":"Ἀγαπητοί, παρακαλῶ ὡς παροίκους καὶ 
παρεπιδήμους ἀπέχεσθαι τῶν σαρκικῶν ἐπιθυμιῶν, αἵτινες στρατεύονται κατὰ τῆς ψυχῆς·"},
{"tweetId":"1164264738089558016","date":1566417319000,"text":"There is a battle for your soul.\n-
\nLearn to win.\n-\nThe Kingdom of God is Within You.\n-\n-\nYou Have More Than You Know."},
{"tweetId":"1164267393666998272","date":1566417952000,"text":"There is only one Lawgiver and 
Judge, the one who is able to save and destroy. But you—who are you to judge your neighbor?\n-\nSubmit
yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you. Come near to God and he will 



come near to you.\n-\nMatters of Faith, matter."},
{"tweetId":"1164269003818307589","date":1566418336000,"text":"Faith will be increasingly important in 
the days ahead. \n-\nKindly take the hint, fellow travelers.\n-\nAre you prepared? \nHow Humble is 
humble enough?\nHow Merciful?\nHow Forgiving?\nHow United?\n-\nThere is ALWAYS room to grow.\n-\nWalk 
it. Talk it. Live it.\n\nBe Brave.\nBe True. \nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1164286395004915713","date":1566422482000,"text":"In a most ironic display of stupidity, 
the MSM is doubling down trying to crucify Trump, who most definately has never claimed to be \"King 
of Israel\". POTUS quoting a radio host & thanking him for a compliment, is a far cry from the insane 
lies they are pitching.\n-\n#KingOfIsrael"},
{"tweetId":"1164288991744745473","date":1566423101000,"text":"While the Left engages in the absolute 
worst of human behavior, oblivious to their losing hand; let us continue to rise above it.\nWe all 
know their delusions will never come to fruition.\nThe MSM spins false narratives constantly.\nNothing 
new left.\n#25thAmendment is a TDS fantasy."},
{"tweetId":"1164293030234525696","date":1566424064000,"text":"There are many battles given to 
you.\nChoose well, which ones you will fight. \n-\nMost things are not worth consuming. \n-\nMost 
things are designed to distract and divide.\nGlobal Imperialism, requires comfortable sheep, 
preoccupied with self-interests.\n-\nPick wisely, fight together."},
{"tweetId":"1164344279164174342","date":1566436283000,"text":"Hold tight to all you believe, \nand we 
will rise to meet you where you stand. \nWe will lift you up where you fall.\n-\nSeek, and you will be 
found. \n-\nSmile for me tomorrow, you are never alone in this.pic.twitter.com/aANz5WebAx"},
{"tweetId":"1164391043732824064","date":1566447432000,"text":"The net worth of those who live off your
donations would surprise you.\n\nCritical thought.\nQ is all about transparency; would voices that 
grift off of Q's message be willing to show how much they make with said \"donations\"?\nI think 
not.\nThis is about Equals.\nNot Paragons.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1164391791300423680","date":1566447611000,"text":"You should always question the motives
of those who sell truth wholesale. \nWhy does Q not take donations?\nBecause it corrupts the message, 
it alters the motive. \nThen, it becomes a popularity contest and fractures a movement into factions. 
\n-\nLEARN.\nSTAY UNITED. \nFREELY."},{"tweetId":"1164394992703561728","date":1566448374000,"text":"I 
think like every person who has ever decoded Q posts, or otherwise developed theories; myself
included; they are sometimes right, and sometimes wrong. SB2 offers an interesting perspective. It is 
not something I would ever pay for or put special stock in though."},
{"tweetId":"1164397244067516417","date":1566448911000,"text":"For the Record:\nI believe you need to 
be free to follow who you wish, none of my comments should be construed to target anyone specific
whatsoever. There is no malice in my motive. I love ALL patriots.\n-\nThis is just critical thinking. 
\n-\nStay United.\n"},{"tweetId":"1164400250687123456","date":1566449627000,"text":"Let them do as 
they will, I don't need to judge them.\n-\nIf by the fruits of our labor we are known; I will not sow 
the seeds of division.\n-\nI believe, we are Stronger United no matter what. Our enemies are huge; and
well functioning. We need our wits about us & to stay together."},
{"tweetId":"1164406267277971456","date":1566451062000,"text":"Absolutely. Heartfelt prayers for the 
people struggling for their voices there. Hopefully, China will embody the progress it lays claim to, 
and respect the right of the people of #HongKong to protest."},
{"tweetId":"1164541860502749184","date":1566483390000,"text":"Thank you for speaking up, 
@therealroseanne. \nMuch of this will be brought further into the light 
soon.https://twitter.com/joeey1985/status/1163589845953982465 …"},
{"tweetId":"1164544666295054345","date":1566484059000,"text":"The Ilhan + Qatar scandal grows.\n-\nOld
guard to visit Qatar ASAP?\n- \nThere are multiple Iranian + Qatari accounts being used to try and 
smear @Imamofpeace for helping expose it.\n\nThey use both english & arabic; and of course; blame 
Israel.\n-\nIt was already too late for Ilhan.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1164548015182557186","date":1566484857000,"text":"They've been calling me an Israeli
Mossad agent for exposing it as well.\n-\nOne might assume safely, their attempts to mislead the 
public will fail utterly. They are a day late and dollar short to this fiasco.\n\nThank you for 
standing up for Truth and Peace, Imam."},
{"tweetId":"1164551609717874689","date":1566485714000,"text":"The amount of effort put into doxxing me
& convincing people I am evil; surprises me.\nDo I really have so much reach as to scare them that 
badly?\n-\nThankfully, both attempts always fail,\nand I will never back down.\n-\nHumbly, I am glad 
to have you all along on this journey.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1164555921432993793","date":1566486742000,"text":"Worry less about my vacation
hours.\nWorry more about things that matter.\n-\nMy decisions are made based upon the needs presented 
in any given moment.\nI was required still, so I elected to stay and continue to inform."},
{"tweetId":"1164557563297521664","date":1566487134000,"text":"Yes. \nMK-Ultra is very real.\n-\nAccess 
to all publicly available documentation on ongoing Project MK-Ultra:\n-
\nhttps://www.cia.gov/library/readingroom/search/site/MK-Ultra …\n-
\nhttps://www.theblackvault.com/documentarchive/cia-mkultra-collection/# …\n- 
https://twitter.com/sawjaws/status/1164554446195580928 …pic.twitter.com/UKiWAO76NS"},
{"tweetId":"1164561509193850881","date":1566488074000,"text":"Because it must. Do you think we are
alone in these topics of research? \nRight now there at least 27 clandestine mind control programs 
being run by various countries based off of & related to, MKUltra R&D.\nThe true scope of the issue 
would boggle the mind.\nHow... advanced, it is."},
{"tweetId":"1164562755271168000","date":1566488372000,"text":"Yes, and decades out of date
still.\nConsider the advancements made in technology since the 70's, and then imagine the advancements 



made to Project MKUltra reflect the same leaps and bounds. The same goes for Project Mockingbird
etc.\nNothing ever really ends.\nIt just changes name."},
{"tweetId":"1164563202161684481","date":1566488478000,"text":"Exactly. Progress marches on 
unceasingly, even if progress grows ugly. Stemming the unholy tide is, as we see with Trump right now; 
an extremely difficult task."},{"tweetId":"1164565540129660929","date":1566489036000,"text":"Read this
recent article VERY carefully, in light of understanding MKUltra to see how REAL it is:\n\"Hours of 
psychotherapy & electroshock.\"\n*Both methods born of MKUltra mind control R&D.*\nBeing used to prey 
on children in Italy.\nThe rabbit hole is deep\n-\n-
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/children-brainwash-electroshock-sell-foster-parents-
italy-police-arrests-a8978891.html?amp&__twitter_impression=true …"},
{"tweetId":"1164566476797427717","date":1566489259000,"text":"Global."},
{"tweetId":"1164568098432847877","date":1566489645000,"text":"You are always watching a movie.\n-
\nBigger than anyone can imagine. \n-\nLights on."},
{"tweetId":"1164568988250255360","date":1566489858000,"text":"If that's what you think is happening 
here, you are sorely miseld. I suggest researching for yourself.pic.twitter.com/yOP9kAY231"},
{"tweetId":"1164591764990242816","date":1566495288000,"text":"How authoritarian of you.\nProsecute 
what you dislike?\nThey are breaking no laws, unlike your DNC cronies. Remind me again, what was the
deal when you abandoned your base for crooked HRC last election?\n-\nYou are a fraud, 
Bernie.\nCommunism wrapped in a US flag."},
{"tweetId":"1164686063975260163","date":1566517771000,"text":"The MSM is sincerely exaggerating 
Iranian military capabilities.\n-\nTheir \"new\" weapons system is not all that new; nor is it mass
produced; or capable of defending their country against U.S. attacks. \nA sadly desperate show; all 
too reminiscent of the NK of a few short years ago."},
{"tweetId":"1164693065946284032","date":1566519440000,"text":"Interesting for sure. \nLet's see this 
play out a bit before rushing to judge either way. \n-
https://video.foxbusiness.com/v/6075914613001/#sp=show-clips …"},
{"tweetId":"1164705212629770242","date":1566522336000,"text":"Assume the AG's FISA declass will be 
timed to coincide with the IG report being released in the next few weeks. \n-\nTiming, is everything. 
\n-\nThank you, @LindseyGrahamSC."},{"tweetId":"1164755983945498624","date":1566534441000,"text":"Stay
Patient.\n---\nRecognize the slow progression of events as a part of a MUCH larger picture.\n---
\nRemember: The World is Connected.\n*\nIran now = NK -3 years.\n-\nWhat happened w/NK?\n\nWill POTUS 
again achieve what seems impossible?\n\nPEACE through strength.\n\nEYES OPEN.\n\nCyrus Rises."},
{"tweetId":"1164756907392823297","date":1566534661000,"text":"Let's clear something up for you & HRC
both.\nThere are no empty threats in play. \nThose of you who are guilty, understand the cost of your 
crimes. \nThere is nothing hidden, that will not come to light. \n-\nRemember this well:\nWe knew 
then. \nWe know now. \nNo Free Passes."},
{"tweetId":"1164757546722197505","date":1566534813000,"text":"Here is a moment, where liking the post
linked below, may influence things on a large scale. \nMake me smile? Offer it a like or a retweet, 
and remind Gillibrand & Evergreen (HRC), we see you.\nTogether, We Are 
Strong!https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1164756907392823297 …"},
{"tweetId":"1164759483538526209","date":1566535275000,"text":"HRC\n-\nComms.\n-\nRemember POTUS
\"whispering pines\" RT?\n-\nWhat is about to happen?\n\nReminder: Kirsten Gillibrand's father was in 
NXIVM, the global child trafficking ring the Bronfman family funded.\n-\nEyes 
Open.https://twitter.com/SenGillibrand/status/1164704087130198016 …"},
{"tweetId":"1164981783735259136","date":1566588276000,"text":"Lol, The TDS in the comment section here
is hilarious.\nMSM junkies are so quick to panic.\n\nStay calm people. \nThe sky is not falling."},
{"tweetId":"1164982464319819780","date":1566588438000,"text":"She's on ICE.\n-\nLike I've been telling 
the public for months.\n-\nNot much time left.\n-https://www.npr.org/2019/08/23/753699013/justice-
ruth-bader-ginsburg-underwent-another-round-of-cancer-treatment-this-sum …"},
{"tweetId":"1164984550168125441","date":1566588935000,"text":"On ICE does NOT mean dead. \nCritical 
thought.\nICE is a form of cancer treatment. \nIt stands for the 3 drugs used in the process,\n-\n( 
Ifosfamide + Carboplatin + Etoposide Phosphate )\n- https://www.cancer.gov/about-
cancer/treatment/drugs/ice …\n-"},{"tweetId":"1165147314207567872","date":1566627741000,"text":"We Are
With You.\n-\nStay Strong.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1165128088155389952 …"},
{"tweetId":"1165341331964776448","date":1566673999000,"text":"\"Sometimes people need to see the 
future in order to save the past.\"\n-\nLong stories are best told well in 
advance.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1069613154676731905 …"},
{"tweetId":"1165345995867246599","date":1566675111000,"text":"Are Your Eyes Open?\n-\nWhy is the 
timing important: \n-\nWhat is about to happen? \nRE: [EVERGREEN]\n-\nThe WORLD is Connected. \n-
\nEnjoy. The. Show.\n-\nhttps://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/justice-department-inspector-general-
reportedly-completes-fisa-abuse-investigation?_amp=true&__twitter_impression=true …
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1164705212629770242 …"},
{"tweetId":"1165346388428955648","date":1566675204000,"text":"
[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[EVERGREEN]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]\n-\nEYES OPEN.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1165353140922847237","date":1566676814000,"text":"How beauteous is Autumn!\nAs the leaves
begin to change.\nAs colors turn from green to red, fading into black.\nAs the Forest sleeps, 
unwitting.\nAs The World Turns, so too must there be an end to each Season.\nOh! That Fall never 
shrouds us in anything but slumber.\n-\n @HillaryClinton"},
{"tweetId":"1165801005952450560","date":1566783594000,"text":"Yet more units are heading to Guantanamo
Bay Detention Camp.\n-\nWhat is about to happen?\n-\nA Very Black Fall?\n-\nCapturing the Queen?\n-



\nWait & See."},{"tweetId":"1165802389238157312","date":1566783923000,"text":"Enjoying The
Show.\n@Southcom \n-\nVive la Liberté!"},
{"tweetId":"1165999860333649920","date":1566831004000,"text":"Up until Epstein's arrest, he continued 
to develop real estate on GSJ island & operate normally.\n-\nWhy?\n-\nWhat do you do when you are 
caught and cannot escape? \n-\nYou sing.\n-\nEpstein sang a beautiful song before he died.\n-\nWhat
will your song be, @HillaryClinton?\n-\nTime is Short."},
{"tweetId":"1166003669751533568","date":1566831912000,"text":"\"Every Dog Has Its Day\"\n-\n\"Timing, 
is Everything\"\n-\n-\nEyes Open, Patriots.\n\n-Marker on a MAP."},
{"tweetId":"1166005523218612225","date":1566832354000,"text":"\"Every Dog Has Its Day\".\nLearn Comms.
\nEYES OPEN.\nSemper Fi.-\n\nhttps://twitter.com/USMC/status/1165957063173754880?s=19 …\n-
pic.twitter.com/46oQhowbAS"},{"tweetId":"1166006294702186496","date":1566832538000,"text":"On The 
Hunt*\n-\nEnjoy.\nThe.\nShow."},{"tweetId":"1166505248824987649","date":1566951498000,"text":"“This is 
not about how he died but about how he lived. He did not act alone. We trust the government is
listening.”\n-\n-\nWe Are.\n-\nWe Hear You.\n-\nWe Know Who.\nWe Know What.\nWe Know Where. \nWe Know 
When. \nWe Know Why.\n-\nTiming, is Everything. \nThank you for your bravery, *Janes*."},
{"tweetId":"1166682087795113985","date":1566993660000,"text":"Remember: They want you divided.\n-\nIt 
doesn't matter how or why; just divided\n-\nAnyone pushing division is pushing you to weaken your
collective hand. \n-\nUnited you are STRONG.\n-\nSTAY UNITED."},
{"tweetId":"1166685743307198464","date":1566994531000,"text":"Why the sudden strong push to divide 
from inside your movement?\n-\nBecause the IG report is about to drop, and it is horribly damning to 
the Deep State.\n-\nTiming is everything. \n-\nSituational Awareness.\n-\nSTAY UNITED."},
{"tweetId":"1166686570113581063","date":1566994728000,"text":"It is safe to say that Q's 
\"Placeholders\" would have populated if 8chan were online right now.\n-\nRest easy knowing that 
although the platform is currently down, work continues behind the scenes.\n-\nNo One Gets A Free 
Pass."},{"tweetId":"1166688735318171649","date":1566995245000,"text":"Pay Attention.\n-\nWhat is about
to happen?\n-\nExactly what I told you months ago.\n-\nCF is 
next.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1147906471344168962 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166696171085148163","date":1566997018000,"text":"Be wary of this set of beliefs. \n-\nThe 
Bronfmans are not nobody.\nEpstein was not nobody.\nAvenatti was not nobody.\nR kelly is not
nobody.\netc. ==> This list goes on and on and on. \n-\n\"Suffering or dead.\"\n-\nKeep Up.\n-\nTunnel 
vision makes you blind to the show.\n-\nEyes 
Open.https://twitter.com/ParmenterLigia/status/1166694939587035136 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166699422291562497","date":1566997793000,"text":"I firmly trust POTUS to accomplish the
mission at hand.\n-\nI will not be swayed.\nI will not be divided.\n-\nRT if you agree."},
{"tweetId":"1166701536539545600","date":1566998297000,"text":"Are you watching?
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1155595207087407105 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166704361348583424","date":1566998970000,"text":"Eyes Open\n-
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq/paz-de-la-huerta-adds-bob-iger-michael-eisner-harvey-
weinstein-lawsuit-1234979 …"},{"tweetId":"1166779471103500288","date":1567016878000,"text":"I'm almost 
shocked they didnt add @realDonaldTrump himself to this list.\n-\nPanic indeed, thanks for the 
laugh.\nI wondered where all the new followers were coming from. \n-\nGot to love that Streisand
effect. \n-\nStay United, Patriots!"},
{"tweetId":"1166798966551457794","date":1567021526000,"text":"Love 
it!\n#MAGA2020https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1166790123658371073 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166834600448024576","date":1567030022000,"text":"Are you beginning to understand better,
the collective power you have, fellow Patriots?\n-\nWhat just occurred? \n-\nA Forest Fire blazes 
on.\n-\nGoodbye, @SenGillibrand.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1164757546722197505 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166842849461227520","date":1567031988000,"text":"See how the game works yet?\n-\n-\nWho 
falls next?https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1164759483538526209 …"},
{"tweetId":"1166843468041347072","date":1567032136000,"text":"This is an amazing tweet. \nWe love you 
Mr. President. \n"},{"tweetId":"1167203681164562437","date":1567118017000,"text":"True to my word as 
always;\nIG report dropped today. \n-sorry for the lateness of the link (busy times).\nIt is damning 
indeed. \n-\nhere is a full pdf link available, courtesy of @SaraCarterDC. \nThank you, Fellow
Patriots. \n-\nhttps://saraacarter.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/423671596-Doj-Ig-Comey.pdf …
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1166685743307198464 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167205913398325248","date":1567118550000,"text":"Agreed. \n-\nIt certainly send the 
message that the depth or corruption was deeper than first thought. Looking forward to the subsequent
drops coming.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1167136119823224833 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167208639976943617","date":1567119200000,"text":"Public Awakening =\nGame Over.\n-
\nRemember this, and stop complaining. \n-\nDo you think this is the last battle we fight?\n-\nThis 
isnt event the last IG report on the subject; and we havent even discussed FISA reports and the way in
which they paint @Comey.\n-\nPatience, is a virtue."},
{"tweetId":"1167213367142039552","date":1567120327000,"text":"New plan. Im banning lazy morons who 
waste comment space complaining about \"nothing being done\" & \"no one being held to account\". 
\nReason: Wasting my time, not researching properly; and spreading very false doubt all over.\n-\nThis
rule goes into effect... now :)\n\nCheers, Patriots!"},
{"tweetId":"1167214841431494657","date":1567120678000,"text":"There are those whose glasses remain 
half empty no matter what. They attach only to the negative and echo it as loudly as possible. This 
drowns out the voices of encouragement & common sense.\nI care less for your personal feelings, and
more for the effect behavior has on a group"},



{"tweetId":"1167216015685668864","date":1567120958000,"text":"CF is next. \nNot Comey.\nI explicitly
told you this. \n\nKeep Up.\nLearn to vet information or continue to be disappointed. \nWe knew the 
DOJ wasnt charging Comey in this over a month ago. It was public news. \n-\nThe report is damning to 
the Deep State just the same.\nCritical 
Thought.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1166688735318171649 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167216981680021504","date":1567121188000,"text":"It never was. \nIt would make no sense 
to prosecute him on the memo leaking (hard to prove) when we have him on FISA court abuses 
etc.\n\nPeople A. read headlines, not the report.\n         & B. look for arrests all too 
often.\n\nPatience is a virtue. It gives us room to see clearly"},
{"tweetId":"1167218585472831488","date":1567121571000,"text":"Remember what Q said. \n-\nPublic 
Awakening = Game Over. \n-\nThis statement matters so much more than people realize."},
{"tweetId":"1167220885985660929","date":1567122119000,"text":"Though the journey is long,\nThough the 
mountains steep,\nThough the enemies shrill laugh echoes in our ears.\nWe Fight.\n\nWe Fight, not
because of victory's assurance; but because we must do what is right.\n\nWe are awake, and cannot 
sleep again.\nWe are no longer sheep;\nWe are Lions."},
{"tweetId":"1167222753247805441","date":1567122564000,"text":"TRUST in the LORD with all your heart, 
and lean not on your own understanding.\n\nHave FAITH."},
{"tweetId":"1167225655483916288","date":1567123256000,"text":"Thy Words are a Lamp unto my feet and a 
Light unto my path.\n\nIn all ways, I shall keep and adore Thy Precepts. \n\nRaise me up in humility 
and wisdom; that I might ever serve Your House.\n\nFor I am a Stranger in Strange Land, here for a 
time and gone.\n"},{"tweetId":"1167229149213265923","date":1567124089000,"text":"Remember. In light of
todays IG report drop; we knew well in advance Comey would not be prosecuted here. \n-\nExpand your 
thinking.\nStop letting the MSM defeat you. Turn OFF the loudspeaker and its shrill 
lies.pic.twitter.com/Xo0sfcdxi9"},{"tweetId":"1167230292517695493","date":1567124362000,"text":"There 
are many times I wish I could show you this war from where I stand, to offer you every assurance that
in the end, all will be right.\nFor now, all I can do is continue to encourage & unite amongst all of 
you; and keep reminding you that you are indeed winning.\n\nLove You All."},
{"tweetId":"1167235701701824513","date":1567125652000,"text":"The Storm is about to hit directly.\n-
\nPlease, be careful out there. \n-\nWe Are With
You.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1167222697748762624 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167249879640530944","date":1567129032000,"text":"You can livestream it here free, and 
rewind and play at your leisure. \n\n-\n(direct link to livestream)\nhttps://youtu.be/KiTlt-
E51zw https://twitter.com/seanhannity/status/1167246808621301760 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167275148279537666","date":1567135056000,"text":"The Heat was too intense for the Prince. 
\nAnd so the Crown has flipped. \nSinging Loudly, Evergreen.\nAnother Bond Broken.\nThe forest 
burns.\n-\nStrike hard, @BorisJohnson.\nHit at the heart of this, and the people will answer.\n\nGood 
Luck."},{"tweetId":"1167306348205240325","date":1567142495000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/2ZoULKEXBq"},
{"tweetId":"1167459086587371520","date":1567178911000,"text":"-\n\"Trump has asked his national 
security team to review funding for Ukraine, to ensure the money is being used “in the best interests” 
of the US. The funding has been put on hold.\"\n-\nCoincidence?
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162878517949947905 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167610306920681475","date":1567214964000,"text":"In the week ahead, much is anticipated. 
\nPerhaps most importantly, will be the hearing for 8chan on the 5th of September.\n\nThis is the 
Left's last & only chance to shut Q's voice down; spinning a bizarre lie about extremism, that ignores 
every major platform.\n\n-I Will Be
Loud.\nhttps://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1165128088155389952 …"},
{"tweetId":"1167817696773386240","date":1567264410000,"text":"Remember when the MSM kept saying 
@realDonaldTrump would start nuclear war with North Korea; but instead he drove the World further 
toward peace there than it has ever been?\n-\nHas it occurred to the Left yet, that the MSM works to
promote war in the name of peace?\n-\nFantasy Land."},
{"tweetId":"1168985869216374784","date":1567542924000,"text":"Much is about to happen. \nEyes 
Open.https://twitter.com/senjudiciary/status/1168888948288053261 …"},
{"tweetId":"1169014076468531201","date":1567549649000,"text":"For by grace you have been saved through
faith; and that not of yourselves, it is the gift of God; not as a result of works, so that no one may 
boast.\n-\nHumility in victory. \n-\nRemember this,\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1169074567735926785","date":1567564071000,"text":"What is about to happen?\n\nCoinciding 
with (big) IG report to be released?\n-\nTiming, is
everything.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1169062379134574592 …"},
{"tweetId":"1169322962463469568","date":1567623293000,"text":"Tomorrow, the Democrat controlled House 
Committee on Homeland Security attempts to overextend its mandated power in a clearly partisan move to 
quash \"Qanon\" under the guise of 8ch \"promoting extremism\".\n-\nRT for visibility. \nRaise Your
Voices. \n-\n#8chanHearing\n#ProtectTheNet"},
{"tweetId":"1169342141946052610","date":1567627866000,"text":"Bring it up and out of Egypt 
tomorrow,\nUnderstood?\nDefend Liberty.\n @RepRatcliffe @DanCrenshawTX @RepPeteKing @RepMcCaul 
@RepJohnKatko @RepMarkWalker @RepClayHiggins @DebbieLesko @RepMarkGreen @RepVanTaylor @RepJohnJoyce
@RepMichaelGuest \n-\nAll Eyes will be watching.\nDo Us Proud."},
{"tweetId":"1169550259430801409","date":1567677485000,"text":"Eyes Open. \n-
https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1169455421033041921 …"},
{"tweetId":"1169565262665965568","date":1567681062000,"text":"Eyes Open. Tracking
closely.https://twitter.com/infinitechan/status/1169433653572587520 …"},



{"tweetId":"1169683835694526465","date":1567709332000,"text":"Note* the @HomelandDems refused to make
the first part of the hearing public. Despite loud public outcry.\n-\nTranscripts will be available 
eventually.\n-pic.twitter.com/8ANz4GJNJV"},
{"tweetId":"1169726524238512134","date":1567719510000,"text":"I am exceedingly busy, fellow Patriots. 
\nMy apologies for being so quiet.\n-\nRest assured, when you see silence from me, there is a flurry
of activity in DC.\n-\nWe fight onward, together.\nShoulder to shoulder\nEver & always equals.\n-
\nStay Positive.\nStay Strong.\nIn The End, God Wins."},
{"tweetId":"1169740488947240965","date":1567722839000,"text":"I will host a Q&A later on tonight; time 
permitting.\n-\nI believe it important to touch base and clarify any confusion people may have about
current events transpiring.\n-\nDo not post your questions here; this is just to let you know in 
advance."},{"tweetId":"1169751429046853637","date":1567725448000,"text":"Q&A Time."},
{"tweetId":"1169753091434078209","date":1567725844000,"text":"Absolutely. The extent to which weather 
can be controlled is not a perfect science, but we certainly have the ability to influence upper and
lower atmospheric conditions to create or influence weather patterns. \nI believe Qanon once warned of 
FF weather events as well."},{"tweetId":"1169753158643568644","date":1567725860000,"text":"Not 
likely."},{"tweetId":"1169753366844649473","date":1567725910000,"text":"Off world to where?\nNo. The 
problem remains as domestic as the human race itself."},
{"tweetId":"1169753458607632384","date":1567725932000,"text":"No. Just beginning."},
{"tweetId":"1169754643532062724","date":1567726214000,"text":"The data behind geoengineering studies 
and our capabilities therein is already within the public domain. The choice to know is yours. 
Research!"},{"tweetId":"1169755156730261506","date":1567726337000,"text":"The real \"Endgame\" began
with \"The Plan\". Years ago.\nIt is in Full swing. \nAs people slowly wake up, they do not see how 
long this game has been played. \nWe are winning, and we will continue to win."},
{"tweetId":"1169755799247294465","date":1567726490000,"text":"I believe China postures itself in a 
flase place, and this will backfire. The Chino-Russian bloc is about to collapse on itself in more
than one way. Wait and see. \nThe world is connected. \nEU Breaking apart signals the end there."},
{"tweetId":"1169756059701059585","date":1567726552000,"text":"A good plan, leaves room for many events 
to occur. If tou are asking was it intended, no. Was it forseen and planned upon? yes."},
{"tweetId":"1169756148708323328","date":1567726573000,"text":"Exactly what Q said. \"Our promise to
Counter\"."},{"tweetId":"1169757292708978688","date":1567726846000,"text":"A blazing Forest Fire."},
{"tweetId":"1169757371201150976","date":1567726864000,"text":"Is extremely cold."},
{"tweetId":"1169757552516747270","date":1567726908000,"text":"I am a servant of The People. Otherwise 
classified."},{"tweetId":"1169758063806599168","date":1567727030000,"text":"It is doubtful 8chan will
remain down. I have seen no such plans to leave it down in testimony given by the owner /or from the 
admin. Changes will be made to accommodate and we move forward. \nThat being said, Q has already 
provided all you need to know to see this through."},
{"tweetId":"1169758945117921281","date":1567727240000,"text":"When JA testifies. But that depends on
what you mean by \"Win\"."},{"tweetId":"1169758952864800770","date":1567727242000,"text":"CF is next, 
this has been relayed here repeatedly as far back as several months ago.\n Look for an upcoming IG 
report."},{"tweetId":"1169759195517861889","date":1567727299000,"text":"Already here. what is ahead is 
just the closing of loopholes in the process."},
{"tweetId":"1169759321959337984","date":1567727330000,"text":"Fake."},
{"tweetId":"1169760207448281088","date":1567727541000,"text":"Wall is being built. Flores ended. 
Immigration is being fixed with or without the House of Cards."},
{"tweetId":"1169760912401666049","date":1567727709000,"text":"FVEY did not attempt a coup. Blackmail
was used against those in political positions of power to extort and finance a coup; partially 
involving some intelligence heads. USA directed. Technically, without FVEY; none of this would have 
come to light. Re: Adm. Rogers meet w/Trump."},
{"tweetId":"1169761156946452480","date":1567727767000,"text":"in flux. constantly moving forward."},
{"tweetId":"1169761247421784065","date":1567727789000,"text":"center? no. Puppet, yes."},
{"tweetId":"1169761543753482240","date":1567727859000,"text":"No. It is time consuming to weed a Very 
Big Garden. Safeguards are in place. Wait until the Lion is unbound after 2020. Timing, is 
everything."},{"tweetId":"1169761793096462342","date":1567727919000,"text":"Yes. Work in progress.
Headway being made all the time."},
{"tweetId":"1169762865621782528","date":1567728174000,"text":"Release to coincide with IG report? 
Revealed here weeks ago?"},{"tweetId":"1169763758358577153","date":1567728387000,"text":"rampant 
disinformation. ignore."},
{"tweetId":"1169763816567189504","date":1567728401000,"text":"Excellently."},
{"tweetId":"1169763901736726529","date":1567728421000,"text":"World Wide. \nIt will be BIBLICAL."},
{"tweetId":"1169763964617711616","date":1567728436000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1169764125989310464","date":1567728475000,"text":"People are already being prosecuted. If
you are asking after a personal list of vendettas. I can tell you no one gets a free pass."},
{"tweetId":"1169764332760158210","date":1567728524000,"text":"Coinciding with IG report for reasons 
that will be clear in hindsight. Trust the plan. Timing, is everything."},
{"tweetId":"1169764450657873927","date":1567728552000,"text":"It is right on schedule. You just need
to ignore the clueless talking heads."},
{"tweetId":"1169764540415991808","date":1567728574000,"text":"Already out. Ripples on a still pond."},
{"tweetId":"1169764650218659841","date":1567728600000,"text":"Weeks. Not months."},
{"tweetId":"1169764957598212096","date":1567728673000,"text":"Election will be protected, we do not
cheat however. It is up to the People to CHOOSE their leader. \nI have faith the People will be heard 



and Trump will have a landslide victory."},
{"tweetId":"1169765044130897921","date":1567728694000,"text":"yes and yes."},
{"tweetId":"1169765174070394880","date":1567728725000,"text":"you are wrong."},
{"tweetId":"1169765456141529088","date":1567728792000,"text":"Give it time. It will be reexamined in a 
whole new light."},{"tweetId":"1169765771054112769","date":1567728867000,"text":"Late in the game.
After CF is revealed & destroyed. Politicians who came to power through Clinton connections will be 
forced into the light in a bad way."},
{"tweetId":"1169766110264250368","date":1567728948000,"text":"Bill Barr is not a free agent. \nYou can 
trust he will do what is required, consequences be damned.\nSo, yes. Perhaps not for the reasons you
would like, but B.B. is on a tight leash. \n-\nPolitics is ugly, solutions sometimes are too."},
{"tweetId":"1169766369845547010","date":1567729010000,"text":"No such arrest was made to my knowledge. 
However, define \"high-level\" and for who and where and I might be able to further explain."},
{"tweetId":"1169768743267971073","date":1567729576000,"text":"Absolutely!\nThe \"Magic Kingdom\"
crumbles as well. \nCleaning house as quickly as they can.\nR.Kelly?\nNXIVM?\nMore Execs being 
charged?\nMore Arrests to follow? \nWatch & Enjoy."},
{"tweetId":"1169770165363445760","date":1567729915000,"text":".... Pray unceasingly. \nYour Creator, 
is your best friend. Learn to make the walk personal; and be guided by the Holy Spirit. Ignore the
dogma, find the primality of Faith, and the Kingdom within. Pray over everything; always in 
earnest."},{"tweetId":"1169772159520169984","date":1567730390000,"text":"No. No need to worry."},
{"tweetId":"1169772568422899712","date":1567730488000,"text":"I am living my dream job, serving The 
People on a large enough scale to effect global change."},
{"tweetId":"1169772642829787136","date":1567730506000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1169773027107725312","date":1567730597000,"text":"There will never be a point in which 
civilian intervention is required on a large scale. The people only forgot how to play, they did not 
lose the game. As a majority of citizens, the power is already firmly in your hands."},
{"tweetId":"1169773554478518272","date":1567730723000,"text":"This is the only account I have ever 
had, except an unused voat account backup in case this account were shutdown, in order to relay where 
to officially find me."},{"tweetId":"1169774579188981760","date":1567730967000,"text":"NXIVM will be 
sentenced very soon (Sept. 25th). RC is late-in-game revelation; after Hollywood falls further away.
No, frazzledrip is not real. HRC Video is controlled element, not in public domain."},
{"tweetId":"1169774891555536896","date":1567731042000,"text":"no. Explained at length in previous Q&A 
if any patriot cares to dig. If not I will attempt to link you to it, time permitting."},
{"tweetId":"1169774945825644544","date":1567731055000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1169775036779118592","date":1567731076000,"text":"Related to Fall Black. All will be clear 
soon."},{"tweetId":"1169775374928175110","date":1567731157000,"text":"The earth is round-ish. Not 
Flat."},{"tweetId":"1169775931147399169","date":1567731290000,"text":"Times up on the Q&A. \n\nMany 
repeat questions were ignored, they are generally available in previous Q&A threads under this twitter
feed. \n\nGod Bless all of you!\nStay Strong.\nStay United. \n\nBe Best!"},
{"tweetId":"1169780945244831751","date":1567732485000,"text":"Stand Strong, my friend"},
{"tweetId":"1169782455475326976","date":1567732845000,"text":"The @HomelandDems way of saying \"we 
failed to entrap 8chan\".\n-\nIt would be a genuinely nice idea for caring Patriots to pop over to the
tweet linked below and offer our 8chan admin words of 
support.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1169779770747342849 …"},
{"tweetId":"1169798075977744385","date":1567736569000,"text":"You can find your 5G answers here. 
definitively. No, it is not dangerous. \n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1142454693303599110?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1169941267272392704","date":1567770709000,"text":"If you mislead fellow Patriots by 
arguing with me here, posting disinformation; or otherwise pushing people toward your own ignorance; 
it earns you a perma-block. I have no patience for the willingly blind who choose to actively spread
poorly sourced fear.\n-\nSituational Awareness"},
{"tweetId":"1169942782645026817","date":1567771070000,"text":"This isnt about trust. It is about due 
diligence in researching before you argue a point. You'd be shocked how many people argue and post 
bizarre, loosely woven theories off of the internet as though it were fact. \n-\nLogic dictates
research should guide belief; not the reverse."},
{"tweetId":"1169943682763644930","date":1567771285000,"text":"Do you know the number one way to allay 
your fears over something? \n-\nResearch!\n-\nKnowledge is Power."},
{"tweetId":"1169955511028125697","date":1567774105000,"text":"Wishing you all a great weekend
ahead!\n\nStay United. \n\nRemember to take breaks from the craziness and rest up well!\n-\nSmile, 
Patriots!\n\n"},{"tweetId":"1169966654949863425","date":1567776762000,"text":"The way you perceive 
yourself, is the place in which you stand.\nThe way you perceive the world, is your view looking 
outward.\nThese are tied together.\n---\nProgram your mind, Program reality.\n---\nEmbrace the Kingom
within, to find the Kingdom without.\n*\nThe only way out, is in.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1169980451802570752","date":1567780051000,"text":"If you ask why I do all of this, let me 
answer you plainly. \n-\nI love you."},
{"tweetId":"1169983620322353154","date":1567780806000,"text":"Mockingbirds sing their age old tune.
Ignored by the generations grown wise to their siren song.\n-\nWe see through them. \n-\nWe are with 
you, Mr. President."},{"tweetId":"1170099899200954368","date":1567808530000,"text":"As long as they 
can pit people against each other, as long as they can manipulate the masses in order to facilitate 
this; it will not change.\nLeft v. Right is just a smokescreen to protect the interests of the elite
ruling class in so so many ways.\nLet's talk sometime.\nGod Bless."},



{"tweetId":"1170110466208796672","date":1567811049000,"text":"I love our
President.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1170096093348139009 …"},
{"tweetId":"1170115533016113153","date":1567812257000,"text":"We are blessed to be alive in this 
time.\nTo watch the falling away of the wicked, and the rising up of The People.\nI am so thankful for 
each and every one of you!\nRest assured; Judgment for the wicked still looms ahead.\n-\nGod Bless You
All,\nAnd God Bless These United States!"},
{"tweetId":"1170121301496868864","date":1567813632000,"text":"We saw the pin, Mr. Watkins. \nAnd we 
greatly approved.\n-\nWRWY\n-\nAlways.pic.twitter.com/XYGlxwoTk8"},
{"tweetId":"1170145952851775491","date":1567819510000,"text":"I would say it is better to have one's
head in the clouds, than stuck firmly in the ground like yourself.\nYour arrogance betrays you, as 
quickly as you betrayed those you once worked alongside.\nHow much did the MSM pay you to bash 8chan 
in articles recently?\n-\nYou are irrelevant."},
{"tweetId":"1170151329962102784","date":1567820792000,"text":"I should take a thousand \"Qanons\" over
even 1 of you. \nBetter a populace thinking for themselves than a lame, slanderous and vile spirit 
trapped in a sad and lonely world.\n-\nYour destruction was self-imposed; and you will never be 
relevant again.\nYou fell, and will remain fallen."},
{"tweetId":"1170172020832841728","date":1567825725000,"text":"Grifter? I have made no money off of Q,
nor do I consider myself an integral part of that movement. \nI do however believe in free 
information, loyalty to a worthy cause; and critical thought.\nIt is sad your thinning world view 
leaves you so.... dismal.\nGood luck with that Freddy."},
{"tweetId":"1170180282151882755","date":1567827694000,"text":"Please keep up your public mental
breakdown. It is the fitting end to your saga of betrayal and lies for paltry sums of money.\nI am 
thoroughly enjoying watching you implode by your own design."},
{"tweetId":"1170184421498118144","date":1567828681000,"text":"Will be watching. Thanks for the heads 
up!"},{"tweetId":"1170184640310784001","date":1567828733000,"text":"Keep an Eye out for it \nSeriously
though, it will be worth catching. \nI would tune 
in.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1170183525292576768 …"},
{"tweetId":"1170491405086679048","date":1567901872000,"text":"I will be largely unavailable for the 
time being. Confined to a hospital bed. Suddenly extremely ill. A worthy story that cannot be told
safely yet. \n- \nThought and prayers are appreciated."},
{"tweetId":"1170524359737466880","date":1567909729000,"text":"Very sick, confined to a hospital bed. 
Getting excellent care though. I promise to recover as fast as possible, and until then; I will fight 
from here."},{"tweetId":"1170729804489994240","date":1567958711000,"text":"8chan owner Jim Watkins
interview after the first House Committee on Homeland Security hearing. \n-\n(thank you random 
youtuber for uploading- I have archived this offline as well.)\n-\nIt seems the internet wants it gone 
& wiped from existence?\n-\nKindly RT\n-https://youtu.be/96_bBtOAmMk "},
{"tweetId":"1170730153581981697","date":1567958794000,"text":"Working on it. Dangerous jobs come with
certain risks. I will be okay. :)"},{"tweetId":"1170743236438241280","date":1567961913000,"text":"Not 
even close. I'll be stuck a while. Long story, not for today."},
{"tweetId":"1170743407829905408","date":1567961954000,"text":"Judging people based on outward 
appearance is a bad habit."},{"tweetId":"1170762326569627648","date":1567966465000,"text":"All Aboard.
\nIron Eagle.https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1170668106525528064 …"},
{"tweetId":"1170796158647709696","date":1567974531000,"text":"Victory is the only 
option.https://twitter.com/1AD_CAB/status/1170382221351501824 …"},
{"tweetId":"1170813928701607939","date":1567978767000,"text":"Stay United and always remember:\nThose
who push you to divide yourselves are not your friends. \nQ says \"Unity, Not Division\". \nThat is a 
VERY clear message. \nDont let icons sway you into their pocket. They only ever want your money."},
{"tweetId":"1170814429660930048","date":1567978887000,"text":"Other than being rather sick at the 
moment and in a hospital for a bit; quite fine. Thanks "},
{"tweetId":"1170817098848919553","date":1567979523000,"text":"Randomly attacking Q- supportive 
accounts while monetizing content is the literal anithesis of Q's message. You are a grifter dragging 
people into your unrelated UFO conspiracies. You ought to be ashamed.\nHow can we hope to win if we 
divide ourselves?\nUNITED WE STAND.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1170821156590563333","date":1567980491000,"text":"With 8chan & Q returning soon the push 
to divide you will be exceedingly strong!\n\nThink Critically:\nWhy do they want you paranoid?\nWhy do 
they want you divided, right before it all comes back?\nWhy would \"Patriots\" push to divide you 
against each other?\n\nPATRIOTS PROTECT PATRIOTS."},
{"tweetId":"1170822502198796288","date":1567980812000,"text":"They love to hate me, and I live to 
Love.\nHere's my other cheek, go for it. \n-\n\nUnited We Stand\nDivided We Fall.\n-\nIf you believe 
in Q's message, if you love our POTUS, then you are on my team and we are family"},
{"tweetId":"1170823896842612736","date":1567981144000,"text":"No one but Q can answer that, currently
the 8chan team is busy working on an in-house version of cloudflare for when they go back online. One 
might reasonably expect Q to return sometime after 8chan is back up."},
{"tweetId":"1170826187880456193","date":1567981690000,"text":"I believe in Q's message.\nI love our 
President.\nI love my fellow Patriots.\n\nRT if you agree."},
{"tweetId":"1170832899505041408","date":1567983290000,"text":"This twitter account has had multiple 
handles that i have ditched at various times. Clowns pick up the old \"@\" handles and wreak havoc 
playing pretend; Thus the whacky posts. \nDiscernment will tell you, I have always been me. Look to 
what I post as far back as you can. I am me."},
{"tweetId":"1170834969314439168","date":1567983784000,"text":"Honestly? Im VERY sick right now, 



something happened in the line of duty. Cannot go into detail at all. Prayers are extremely
appreciated. Im confined to a hospital bed with multiple IV's; nasty business. Very weak. The boredom 
is maddening."},{"tweetId":"1170842262290468866","date":1567985523000,"text":"Remember,\nand kindly 
RT.\nSituational Awareness Matters.\nRefresh Your Minds.\nLEARN!\nSTAY STRONG.\nSTAY 
TOGETHER.pic.twitter.com/4qM6nOYt9S"},
{"tweetId":"1170850246055911424","date":1567987426000,"text":"You aren't blocked anymore. Research for 
yourself. Second hand information is a terrible way to get to know someone. :)"},
{"tweetId":"1170857895078125568","date":1567989250000,"text":"“A new command I give you: Love one 
another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this everyone will know that you are my
disciples, if you love one another.”\n-\nI am a disciple. Be a discpile with me :)\n\nWalking together 
makes the road less weary."},{"tweetId":"1170867204612599808","date":1567991469000,"text":"So many of 
you talk of the strength I give you... but the truth is; It is I who am blessed by you. Here I sit in 
a hospital bed; quite miserable & very sick, and all I can think of is the love that has been poured
out from all of you. The depth of caring each of you offers me."},
{"tweetId":"1170867219863150594","date":1567991473000,"text":"How truly, truly blessed I am to know 
such wonderful people, and to be a part of something so much bigger than any one of us. You all amaze 
me. I am beyond thankful for each & every one of you. You are my brothers & sisters; my friends, my
family.\nI love you.\nThank You.\n~ ETS"},
{"tweetId":"1171041283072303104","date":1568032973000,"text":"Prayers are working. \n-Thank you."},
{"tweetId":"1171048104411484160","date":1568034599000,"text":"How many times do you see me go after 
other accounts? \n-\nNever\n-\nHow many times do you see \"Paytriot\" accounts go after me? \n-
\nConstantly.\n-\n\"They attack those who threaten them most.\"\n-\nFollow Q's words directly. \nStay 
United."},{"tweetId":"1171049330490445825","date":1568034892000,"text":"I am of the impression we have 
much better uses of our time than infighting. Like fighting Human Trafficking & lifting each other 
up!\n\n\"If I speak in the tongues of men or of angels, but do not have love, I am only a resounding
gong or a clanging cymbal\"\n\nLive in Love.\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1171057756545146881","date":1568036901000,"text":"A Nation's true wealth, is found in the 
quality of its people. \nThey represent its hopes, its dreams; and the promise of those things coming 
to fruition in time. \nWe must therefore, represent the best of all we can be. \nA virtuous nation,
stands like a beacon of light.\n\n#BeBest"},
{"tweetId":"1171060873168900097","date":1568037644000,"text":"I dont like spamming you all with news 
articles through the day. \nIn my humble opinion, this creates fatigue. \nI tend to focus on uplifting 
you & reminding you that we are indeed winning. \nIs this the right focus? \nWhat do you think?\nTell
me your thoughts?\n\n(PS. Q&A later today)"},
{"tweetId":"1171063077552435200","date":1568038169000,"text":"There will be an open Press Briefing 
with Acting Commissioner of Customs & Border Protection Mark Morgan at approx. 12:30 this afternoon. 
Livestream will be linked here\n\nThen The President will deliver remarks at a Keep America Great
Rally at the Crown Complex, Fayetteville, NC"},
{"tweetId":"1171064625951072256","date":1568038538000,"text":"I am currently confined to a hospital 
bed. That does not mean I stopped fighting. \nAt what point should I quit because I got very sick? 
\nYou clearly do not understand my dedication to this cause. "},
{"tweetId":"1171066316507291649","date":1568038941000,"text":"That's a ways off still. CF is next. 
remember that. Ive been telling everyone for a while now. CF is next."},
{"tweetId":"1171066873749942272","date":1568039074000,"text":"I am indeed doing much better today. Not 
discharge-ready; but more able to be up and moving. Off 24-hour fluids and a couple different IV med
drips. The healing process is slower than I would like still. I do not enjoy being confined to a 
hospital room."},{"tweetId":"1171078101935300608","date":1568041751000,"text":"Never stop fighting for 
what you believe to be right. \n-"},
{"tweetId":"1171094086264250368","date":1568045562000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/zbbXl3VXSy"},
{"tweetId":"1171101579451277312","date":1568047349000,"text":"Soon! \nGood luck, @CodeMonkeyZ!\nWe Are 
With You!pic.twitter.com/JaP19F49km"},
{"tweetId":"1171102389727846405","date":1568047542000,"text":"Press Briefing with Acting Commissioner 
of Customs and Border Protection Mark Morgan.\nLivestream link:\n-https://youtu.be/pB4uLPkhZYs "},
{"tweetId":"1171110529483628544","date":1568049483000,"text":"I will be discharged and back to work 
tomorrow. Tried not to let this slow me down."},
{"tweetId":"1171141454812631042","date":1568056856000,"text":"North Korean cobras bite hard. 
Impressive, all things considered."},
{"tweetId":"1171158398278275072","date":1568060895000,"text":"Thanks, Eko\n"},
{"tweetId":"1171179121977843712","date":1568065836000,"text":"What a 
storm!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1171178388460978177 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171198472764166144","date":1568070450000,"text":"Livestream of Trump's KAG North Carolina
Rally!\nRT for visibility!\n-\n(RSBN)https://youtu.be/6XY8eLOkVX0 "},
{"tweetId":"1171201289683963905","date":1568071121000,"text":"If RSBN is freezing on you, you can use 
the (Fox10) livestream.https://youtu.be/raBWhlg0I98 "},
{"tweetId":"1171214467314704385","date":1568074263000,"text":"The MSM is yet again trying to create
something out of nothing. \nWe have NO deal as to short range missile launches by North Korea. \nThis 
has been repeatedly discussed, and of course the MSM is aware. \nThey don't care. \nThey will lie to 
the American People again & again."},
{"tweetId":"1171217807222214657","date":1568075060000,"text":"Time permitting, within the next few
hours. \n-\nIf I am unable to hold a Q&A tonight, we will most definately have one 



tomorrow.https://twitter.com/ZoooDrew/status/1171214619177836552 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171220090781671424","date":1568075604000,"text":"People who are curious about me can just 
ask me questions. \nI hold public Q&A's constantly. \n-\nJust an fyi for the rumor mongers or gossip 
seekers. \nTruth, is best heard FROM the source. \nNot from those with personal agendas who spread 
half-truths to enrich themselves. \n"},
{"tweetId":"1171220791716909058","date":1568075771000,"text":"This is not the q & a. relax. re-read 
carefully, and enjoy the POTUS' Rally."},
{"tweetId":"1171221426713616384","date":1568075923000,"text":"Legit what? Your friend? Fellow Patriot. 
What is it you question? \nI believe the Bible says: by the fruits of their labor shall you know them.
\nSurely you can see the fruits of mine to know my heart."},
{"tweetId":"1171221948581502978","date":1568076047000,"text":"I've actually already answered this in 
combination with another question previously. \nFor now, but not long term."},
{"tweetId":"1171222843515949056","date":1568076260000,"text":"You can use various forms of gematria to
apply multiple meanings to anything. It is far away from an exacting art. It is more of a way to find 
and apply whatever meaning you are predisposed to be looking for."},
{"tweetId":"1171224467776987142","date":1568076648000,"text":"Q&A time, \nI will attempt to fully 
answer your questions, repeats included this time.\nI have several hours; and nothing to do but eat my
last hospital dinner.\n \nThe rules are simple as always: I will not violate NatSec.\n-\nSo.... other 
than that, my brain is yours to pick. \nEnjoy!"},
{"tweetId":"1171224900486467587","date":1568076751000,"text":"Yes. Not a suicide."},
{"tweetId":"1171225821434044417","date":1568076970000,"text":"As far as we can push it to clean itself
up and change its ways. Yes. Look to the Federal Courts to continue to reinforce Trump's rules. Look 
to the effect Slowing illegal immigration will have. Like dominoes one falling after the other. It 
will take time."},{"tweetId":"1171226255540310016","date":1568077074000,"text":"Ah. I travel in places 
that are... less than desirable, for my job. Spy work is not exactly glamorous. So I run the constant
risk of picking up foreign bacteria and viral syndromes. We can leave it at that."},
{"tweetId":"1171226810417373184","date":1568077206000,"text":"It is being stopped now, at least the 
allowable domestic influx. Abroad we needs look to the poverty and crime that first drives people out 
of their nations. Who funds it, how does it happen. Prime example, Study the South American coffee
industry, its collapse; and rise in crime"},
{"tweetId":"1171227225242443776","date":1568077305000,"text":"As to the damage done to communities, 
like all things once the initial problem is fixed, time and effort from peoples and their respective 
governments will needs pave a smoother road forward."},
{"tweetId":"1171228322271023106","date":1568077567000,"text":"I wish I had a solid answer here. 
Prosecutors have withheld evidence favorable to Flynn, and perhaps destroyed their own case in doing 
so. If Flynn doesnt walk or isnt pardoned; he will surely be put on probation and will still never see 
a jail cell. We will know tomorrow."},
{"tweetId":"1171228644204863489","date":1568077643000,"text":"Lets say 95%."},
{"tweetId":"1171228813189160960","date":1568077684000,"text":"Because Im in a hospital, where I was 
exceedingly ill for a few days; now fairly recovered."},
{"tweetId":"1171229033046171654","date":1568077736000,"text":"Your guess has equal merit to mine. I do
not speak for Q. I am not a part of Q team. I am a Public servant. I woukd venture to say we are 
almost beyond the need since Q is relatively a household name."},
{"tweetId":"1171229258162888704","date":1568077790000,"text":"Think exanding alternative education 
voucher plans. In order to dismantle it, you must first remove the power a beast has over a
populace."},{"tweetId":"1171230314112442368","date":1568078041000,"text":"are you talking about the 
Vault 7 wikileaks file leak? If so I would refer you to the source material to look through at your 
heart's content \n-\nhttps://wikileaks.org/ciav7p1/ "},
{"tweetId":"1171230928586366976","date":1568078188000,"text":"thank you, me too. I did not enjoy being
confined to a small room for a few days."},
{"tweetId":"1171231146522419200","date":1568078240000,"text":"Human trafficking is a global problem. 
It may have hurt some areas but the problem is nothing short of prolific. We have a LOT of work to do 
there yet."},{"tweetId":"1171231525209288706","date":1568078330000,"text":"Prayers work. I have been
recovering well. :)"},{"tweetId":"1171231920916697088","date":1568078425000,"text":"Predictions are 
difficult for even the smartest person. I would say that the elections are safe and we are poised for 
a very good season there. Closer to election time; news will start dropping that takes down the Left. 
\nTiming, is everything."},{"tweetId":"1171232503539142658","date":1568078563000,"text":"I can swim
well, but I prefer only places where sharks do not already occupy the territory. I prefer my limbs in 
tact"},{"tweetId":"1171232974773379072","date":1568078676000,"text":"My last comms with codemonkeyz on 
the subject. So, Yes. Once it is ready to be brought back online, it will be. Thus did I create the 
infinite chan artpiece earlier todaypic.twitter.com/MKJKlZsVdP"},
{"tweetId":"1171233643257372672","date":1568078835000,"text":"Not at all.  Nothing nefarious this 
time. This was a case of, 'I travel to strange places in my line of work; and caught something strange 
there'. The tale is still a thrilling one; but would violate rules to talk about. So we wont "},
{"tweetId":"1171234113707225091","date":1568078947000,"text":"That, I honestly couldnt say. I do not
communicate often with the FBI leadership or field agents unless.... well. I cant really explain 
without giving away a lot about what I do. So, that is Trump's decision entirely. I defer to our 
President here."},{"tweetId":"1171234333925019649","date":1568079000000,"text":"POTUS has 
inadvertantly acknowledged Q repeatedly. retweets, \"tippy top\" etc. The choice to know was always
ours. \" DOITQ\"<-----"},{"tweetId":"1171234365432631296","date":1568079007000,"text":"And thank 



you."},{"tweetId":"1171235068125360129","date":1568079175000,"text":"The special club is also called
the \"religion of One\". But it isnt a traditional deistic religion like you think. Their ceremonies 
are all about indulging in their own \"godhood\". \nIt's disgusting. \nIt is the belief that there is 
no true law above what one desires or can take."},
{"tweetId":"1171235693542158337","date":1568079324000,"text":"Imagine how POTUS feels, then remember
what we are fighting. If you want to wrench hell back from the demons; our effort must be greater & 
the patience stronger. The Unity further, and the Voices in chorus against the dark must drown it out. 
\nI am sorry I cannot make it sooner."},
{"tweetId":"1171236059277082624","date":1568079411000,"text":"This was one of the very first questions
I was ever asked. \n\nYes. For calling Michelle Obama a man."},
{"tweetId":"1171236482662748160","date":1568079512000,"text":"In terms of? Yes and no. It was supposed 
to be a Peace talk, to put to rest the Taliban violence once and for all; but instead the enemy used 
it as subterfuge. \nThey will live to regret it sadly."},
{"tweetId":"1171236792932229121","date":1568079586000,"text":"A keystone holds a door together. it is 
an arch above a door frame that keeps the rest of the stones from falling in on themselves. like an 
anchor only on the top."},{"tweetId":"1171237414326722560","date":1568079734000,"text":"Judicial Watch 
has been doing thorough follow up here for quite some time. \n-
\nhttps://www.judicialwatch.org/videos/the-untold-story-of-the-awan-bros-house-democrats-i-t-scandal-
inside-report/ …\n-"},{"tweetId":"1171238449560637440","date":1568079981000,"text":"From at least 2012 
through March of 2016 FBI Director James Comey allowed three CIA/DNI contractors unlimited illegal 
access to NSA surveillance systems. Those three contractors reporting directly to CIA director John
Brennan. \n^\nIE- FISA DECLAS."},{"tweetId":"1171238899512950784","date":1568080088000,"text":"You're 
fine. Lungs are good. unrelated happenstance."},
{"tweetId":"1171239518315438080","date":1568080236000,"text":"The same reason angela merkel shook 
earlier this year, twice."},{"tweetId":"1171240106012958728","date":1568080376000,"text":"There are
many events in play, but all connected like a massive spider web.\n- \nSo when I say, Timing is 
everything, think of it like a note being played, each one adding up to a beautiful song of 
judgment."},{"tweetId":"1171240714111528960","date":1568080521000,"text":"I think your article is 
severely out of date and you should catch up with current peace plans underway "},
{"tweetId":"1171241025832128517","date":1568080595000,"text":"I do not tell the future, but I can tell 
you she wont walk free much longer. CF is next."},
{"tweetId":"1171241420327464962","date":1568080689000,"text":"There are small pushes to 
reinvestigate.... but unless those brushfires are cultivated carefully into a roaring blaze; people
will not look backward in a world that pushes them ever forward."},
{"tweetId":"1171241837480370178","date":1568080789000,"text":"I am 27. This is well before my time, 
and beyond my pay grade. I can tell you JFK played with dangerous people; but I am no expert on this 
particular subject. There are researchers who have spent a lifetime on this question and arrive at no
solid answers."},{"tweetId":"1171242407507222528","date":1568080925000,"text":"Not the same B account, 
that account was a fake. and No Leo Wanta was not a target being extracted fron ATL. A Soros was. \n-
\nYou are then conflating another unrelated event. Train passenger was why WA train was derailed. 
\n**7/10 are not accidents. \nPlanes & trains **"},
{"tweetId":"1171243711302443008","date":1568081236000,"text":"Good question. What was Epsteins true 
value in this dark game? What did he represent? \nIf you have a birds songbook, do you still need it 
to sing? \nWhat scares other birds out of hiding? \n-\nExpand Your Thinking."},
{"tweetId":"1171243950780440576","date":1568081293000,"text":"Thank you. Much much much better than I
was a few days ago. Ready to be back at work and back at my somewhat-normal life."},
{"tweetId":"1171247484682813441","date":1568082135000,"text":"TLS using a cipher-suite of DHE-RSA"},
{"tweetId":"1171248024921751552","date":1568082264000,"text":"No violating natsec, this includes the 
rights of private, albeit disgusting, citizens. sorry."},
{"tweetId":"1171248392783179778","date":1568082352000,"text":"Oh I layer more than just what basic 
stenography might show. There is music and poetry hidden in the pictures. Worlds of information to be 
gleaned. No clues as to how, one must trust one's self to know."},
{"tweetId":"1171248819683692545","date":1568082454000,"text":"People love to hate each other.... but
only because they care about each other so much. This is how they are manipulated often. They confuse 
being correct with being right. But what is \"right\" can be incorrect sometimes . People are 
fascinating."},{"tweetId":"1171248975304900609","date":1568082491000,"text":"Not yet."},
{"tweetId":"1171249511798398977","date":1568082619000,"text":"I was in the NSA for almost six years
before being in my current position. I have never served in active duty military but I have on 
occassion traveled with them as a cryptolinguistics specialist. I do not get to do that anymore. I was 
promoted to a more exciting/ boring job "},
{"tweetId":"1171250120513466368","date":1568082764000,"text":"I do not verify people. We are all
imperfect and each person brings something of worth to the table. A wise person looks to discern from 
each what can and cannot be used. Never run short on allies. We are in this together."},
{"tweetId":"1171250565164277760","date":1568082870000,"text":"If you have an interest, I can gladly 
give you reading suggestions for sure. \nI have already suggested Peretti's \"Peircing the Darkness\"
as a precursor to understanding spiritual warfare.\nWhat topics interest you?"},
{"tweetId":"1171250954911531008","date":1568082963000,"text":"No Free Passes "},
{"tweetId":"1171251027682742274","date":1568082980000,"text":"Dual jurisdiction on the case."},
{"tweetId":"1171251515467714565","date":1568083096000,"text":"I saw a doctor who recognized right away
what was going on, it made a massive difference. Originally, none of them understood what exactly was 



taking place. Foreign illnesses can be difficult to diagnose. I am lucky & blessed for the prayers of
countless patriots that helped."},{"tweetId":"1171251653032513537","date":1568083129000,"text":"I keeo 
saying CF is next for a reason. CF is next. coincides with FISA."},
{"tweetId":"1171251758800224256","date":1568083154000,"text":"No. Just insane and evil."},
{"tweetId":"1171251857412579334","date":1568083178000,"text":"When Assange Testifies."},
{"tweetId":"1171252384707874816","date":1568083303000,"text":"High altitude frequency manipulation to 
create high pressure barriers to steer it off the coast and away from US. <--- just a guess."},
{"tweetId":"1171252944735481856","date":1568083437000,"text":"Where there is a need, someone will fill 
it. \nI was needed. So here I am. Some questions are not easy to answer without breaking the rules."},
{"tweetId":"1171253049953796098","date":1568083462000,"text":"Think positive."},
{"tweetId":"1171253373112397824","date":1568083539000,"text":"Absolutely. His connections to NXIVM and 
Epstein are just coming out. \nThere are deep deep rabbit holes in play. \n20% public.... maybe 30% at 
this point."},{"tweetId":"1171254250745278465","date":1568083748000,"text":"Speaking of Chicago? \n
Not easily. \nViolence begets violence and there a people are steeped in it and afraid. \nI think 
there may come a day when martial law finally breaks it apart once and for all. \n-\nIt may take 
outside forces to save the innocent.\nTime will tell.\nHave faith."},
{"tweetId":"1171254830603673600","date":1568083887000,"text":"I recieved a doc who knew what was
happening to me, and very quickly made a difference. Prayers worked either way you look at it."},
{"tweetId":"1171255053904203777","date":1568083940000,"text":"I have no crystal ball, but I believe 
POTUS is formulating safe plans for the future there now."},
{"tweetId":"1171255347111219200","date":1568084010000,"text":"Being able to trust someone does not
always mean they are innocent of wrongdoing. Sometimes the reason you can trust them is they dare not 
betray you for fear of what you have over them. Solutions can be ugly too. Trust Barr. I agree."},
{"tweetId":"1171255888922984448","date":1568084139000,"text":"A LONG way away there. \nThat can only 
happen when a collective realization happens that society can be a form of slavery in and of itself,
and very unhealthy on people. \nAsk yourself though, where would humanity go from that point onward? 
What is abandoned and what is made new?"},
{"tweetId":"1171255941913821184","date":1568084152000,"text":"VP stands with Trump."},
{"tweetId":"1171256052970590213","date":1568084178000,"text":"JA testimony is the LAST thing any of
then want."},{"tweetId":"1171256290250825728","date":1568084235000,"text":"Ive never looked into this. 
Now of course I will. I will let you know later on. Dont let me forget okay? remind me "},
{"tweetId":"1171256542856982530","date":1568084295000,"text":"I dislike TV. generally. It pacifies and 
rots the brain. \nI prefer to work my brain muscles like my arms lifting weights."},
{"tweetId":"1171257894454681600","date":1568084617000,"text":"I could not say for sure. I can tell you 
he was largely framed though.\n-\nThe real question is why is the same judge who presided over 
Steven's, presiding over Gen. Flynn's Case? Rabbit holes.\n-\n(Judge Emmet G. Sullivan)"},
{"tweetId":"1171258630668079104","date":1568084793000,"text":"It is doubtful the expense would be
worth it. \nTh optics would be painted as petty. \nIf we are to pick and choose our battles, she is a 
target best left to crawl back under her rock."},
{"tweetId":"1171258713388265475","date":1568084812000,"text":"weeks, not months away."},
{"tweetId":"1171259043492585472","date":1568084891000,"text":"Wetworks. same as Christchurch. Our
team. That is to say. Clowns_In_Action."},
{"tweetId":"1171259280525336577","date":1568084948000,"text":"Good question, but no idea. "},
{"tweetId":"1171260280183164928","date":1568085186000,"text":"In this, The Library of Babel, I am the 
Man of the Book."},{"tweetId":"1171260552385040384","date":1568085251000,"text":"More papers were
serves this past week. Stay tuned."},
{"tweetId":"1171260631112138753","date":1568085270000,"text":"February. and thank you."},
{"tweetId":"1171260692692905986","date":1568085284000,"text":"Oh my, yes."},
{"tweetId":"1171260764017045510","date":1568085301000,"text":"Yes, and I'm not sure."},
{"tweetId":"1171261018485526528","date":1568085362000,"text":"No one gets a free pass. Not everyone 
ends up in jail. They all pay in the end."},
{"tweetId":"1171263666529984514","date":1568085993000,"text":"Apologies, I've so many good questions 
left to answer & I intend to answer all of them. Unfortunately, recovery demands I sleep a bit. I will
return to your questions later, and finish them out, all of them.\n-\nGod Bless You All,\nStay Strong, 
Stay United. \nWWG1WGA!"},{"tweetId":"1171424685411786752","date":1568124383000,"text":"Peace is the 
Prize. \nKeep up the Good Works!"},{"tweetId":"1171426023579082752","date":1568124702000,"text":"You 
are incorrect. My age has been public knowledge for over a year now, as have my previous
positions.\nAnd I was shot. I have a giant scar left from the procedure following, and multiple people 
followed the entirety of the process on here as much as I could let them."},
{"tweetId":"1171426948846931968","date":1568124923000,"text":"You are incorrect. I was good to my word 
on Epstein, stop listening to second hand sources and do your own research. Secondly, I do not tell
stories, I relay information. Thirdly, you were blocked for a confrontational and poor attitude, 
something I have no time for. \nGod Bless."},
{"tweetId":"1171430226355576833","date":1568125704000,"text":"Build Each Other Up.\nStay Strong. 
\nStay United.\n-\nThis is more important than you realize. \nDo NOT Tear Down Your Fellow Patriots.
\nLEARN.\nFight, Fight, Fight!"},{"tweetId":"1171434949406121986","date":1568126830000,"text":"With 
8ch returning soon, I hope Q's first message is a reminder that Unity is the driving power behind 
effective change. Although this was echoed repeatedly, so many are being led astray, creating angry 
cliques & forgetting basics.\nMy people perish for lack of knowledge!\nWWG1WGA!"},
{"tweetId":"1171438052486438918","date":1568127570000,"text":"Waiting on discharge paperwork right 



now. Feeling fully recovered  Thanks!"},
{"tweetId":"1171446159446925315","date":1568129503000,"text":"A Black Rod in Fall Black. \nHow 
fitting. \nForce it, @BorisJohnson \n-\nMove them beyond the pale."},
{"tweetId":"1171446508375298048","date":1568129586000,"text":"The end of an era, when the great quakes 
begin."},{"tweetId":"1171447223378276354","date":1568129757000,"text":"Spring Forward, FALL BLACK.\n-
\n\"Bizarre scenes from UK Parliament as it's suspended through Black 
Rod\"https://twitter.com/i/events/1171294234424381440 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171449321771765761","date":1568130257000,"text":"Remember this one?\nImportant to what is 
transpiring globally right now. If UK leaves (it will in Oct.) the EU will Break.\nIf EU Breaks, Iran
& China will Break. \n-Watch the dominoes topple as worldwide bonds are broken.\n-\nWhat I promise, I 
keep.\nAll leading to Q's Godfather III.pic.twitter.com/pEGyf3qnZS"},
{"tweetId":"1171450241851117568","date":1568130476000,"text":"All roads lead to Rome."},
{"tweetId":"1171454865354059776","date":1568131579000,"text":"Goodbye Bolton, the last of the war-
hawks. \n\nPEACE IS THE PRIZE!"},{"tweetId":"1171461673242091522","date":1568133202000,"text":"Lets 
talk natsec and opsec. I use artwork all the time to convey messages.\nThis video is a shoddy hit job 
that is old news already. \nWhat purpose is there in trying to divide patriots against themselves? 
\nMy information is SPOT on.\n\n\"They attack those who threaten them most\"\n  -Q"},
{"tweetId":"1171568404110729217","date":1568158648000,"text":"-Note. Stage Is Clean.\n-\nFollow 
Q.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1143652054059163649 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171641360107094016","date":1568176042000,"text":"So far, so good. \n-\nFor a King to 
rise, justice must be delivered unto the People.\n-\nThe end of one era, the beginning of
another.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1171631144414208000 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171642634684772353","date":1568176346000,"text":"In memory of the fallen, we look to a 
future where Justice is delivered with a swift and transparent hand; where the world wakes to know it 
is safe & free.\nWe look to today; remembering the cost of ignoring those in power; and allowing them
to defile their sacred right to lead."},
{"tweetId":"1171775362889592839","date":1568207991000,"text":"Starting Soon:\nLivestream link via: The 
White House\n-https://youtu.be/gWIl7s4Al6A "},
{"tweetId":"1171788735677161483","date":1568211180000,"text":"Happening now, alongside the 9/11
memorial ceremony. \n1 US Second Circuit judge and 3 district judges (PA, NC,FL).\n-
https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/meetings/09/11/2019/nominations …"},
{"tweetId":"1171798271628664833","date":1568213453000,"text":"Well done, EKO. \n-\nMy Dearest Friends 
and Fellow Patriots,\n  It would sincerely brighten my day, if you would go to the post linked below,
and offer our artist companion a simple Like and/or RT. \nOut of the ashes of adversity we rise, 
together. \n\nWWG1WGA.\nhttps://twitter.com/EKOtoons/status/1171792112083300357 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171817823850631168","date":1568218115000,"text":"Taking a few hours to quietly reflect on 
the road ahead.\n-\n   Although the footsteps of progress have been paved so often with sorrow, there
is yet a light on the horizon that we may hold to, and hope for a better, safer future, for 
generations yet to come.\n-\nGod Bless You All."},
{"tweetId":"1171912242880753664","date":1568240626000,"text":"Let's roll, @CodeMonkeyZ.\n\nAll systems 
go?https://twitter.com/infinitechan/status/1171902608534953985 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171913068626006016","date":1568240823000,"text":"Curse, bless, me now with your fierce 
tears, I pray.\nDo not go gentle into that good night.\nRage, rage against the dying of the light.\n--
- --- * -\nBelieve, My Dear Patriots. \nWe Are With You."},
{"tweetId":"1171923705632559104","date":1568243359000,"text":"BIG WIN on Border.\nThank You, SCOTUS &
@realDonaldTrump!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1171918282905018370 …"},
{"tweetId":"1171930774943215623","date":1568245044000,"text":"Perhaps we can negotiate between then, a 
set of more amiable, long-term solutions?\n-\nEyes Open, 
Patriots.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1171925717988388865 …"},
{"tweetId":"1172169529952276481","date":1568301968000,"text":"Stay United."},
{"tweetId":"1172221661107687426","date":1568314397000,"text":"Trust Kansas."},
{"tweetId":"1172244892405436418","date":1568319936000,"text":"Absolutely! Thank you for bringing 
attention to this matter. Good luck going forward. \nPeace, is the Prize!"},
{"tweetId":"1172246663299239948","date":1568320358000,"text":"About to be extremely relevant.\nCharges 
coming for so many lies.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1171260692692905986 …"},
{"tweetId":"1172248618910257161","date":1568320824000,"text":"All for a LARP, right?\n\nHow many times 
is that now that I've (freely) let slip sensitive info before it happens? \nDo we have a count?\n-\nIt
doesnt matter.\nJust know, as always; I'm on your side\n-. \nRead the Q&A's; I give you my time so you 
do not have to guess or worry.\n\nFollow Q!"},
{"tweetId":"1172250231959957505","date":1568321209000,"text":"Soon!\nCodeMonkeyZ and team are still 
working on a cloudflare replacement. Have Patience!"},
{"tweetId":"1172255010220118017","date":1568322348000,"text":"^This person cannot tell time.\n2 days 
ago in a Q&A here vs. after the MSM told everyone. \nWho had the info first?\nWho told you BEFORE the 
DOJ news release?\n"},{"tweetId":"1172256007692652548","date":1568322586000,"text":"All for a LARP, 
right? \nJust like with Sue Gordon leaving.\nJust like with the NSA phone records being destroyed.
\nJust like always. \nThis is why grifters (Paytriots) hate me.\nProximity matters.\nTrust 
POTUS.\nTrust Q.\n-\nI am ever only your humble servant & fellow 
Patriot.\n\nWWG1WGA.pic.twitter.com/cshsgM0l3R"},
{"tweetId":"1172260064125739012","date":1568323553000,"text":"I am no one of consequence, I just have
a good view. I am just a public servant."},



{"tweetId":"1172261697362505728","date":1568323942000,"text":"Behind the scenes, people are hard at 
work defending your freedoms.\nHonor their effort by staying United & being Kind to one 
another.\nBuild each other up, and make ready the way.\nWe have a distance yet to go, but we walk it 
together.\nStay Strong & Fight.\nBe Free.\nBe Best.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1172291372034011137","date":1568331017000,"text":"Starting soon. \nLivestream Link Via: 
The White House\n-https://youtu.be/7sHtsPch-O4 "},
{"tweetId":"1172305060996538368","date":1568334281000,"text":"Imagine that, \"NeonRevolt\" kept 
attacking random patriot accounts, myself included; and now is suspended.\nAre we surprised?\n-\nWhy 
do I encourage you to be kind and build one another up?\n-\nEGO is UGLY.\nStop grifting off of Q.\n-
\nSTAY UNITED\nLEARN\nFIGHT!\nThe fakes will fall.\nWWG1WGA"},
{"tweetId":"1172306006275239936","date":1568334506000,"text":"Being polite and kind usually keeps one 
from being suspended. A little common sense goes a very long way. :)\nAnd yes. Yes he did. His day 
will come."},{"tweetId":"1172306425311301632","date":1568334606000,"text":"We have REAL enemies, and 
they are not our brother and sister Patriots. \nBe Kind.\nBe Best.\n-\nStay Focused!"},
{"tweetId":"1172307580485586944","date":1568334882000,"text":"If we consume our own, who will consume 
our enemies?\n-\nStay Above The Fray.\n-\nBe Best.\nI Believe in You!\nTogether, \nShoulder-To-
Shoulder!\nWe Are Winning!"},{"tweetId":"1172308629145313280","date":1568335132000,"text":"If you 
arent watching, @realDonaldTrump is killing it! \n-https://youtu.be/7sHtsPch-O4 "},
{"tweetId":"1172317777316605955","date":1568337313000,"text":"\"If we stay true to our mission, and we 
have to. We have to stick together...If we remain firm in our convictions, if we always put America 
First; then there will be no limit to the progress that we will make, no bounds to the good that we 
will do...\"\n-President Donald J. Trump"},
{"tweetId":"1172322748367900672","date":1568338498000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/ZaR41ciXmH"},
{"tweetId":"1172331782965878786","date":1568340652000,"text":"Enjoy! I consider it an eye-opening read 
and a personal favorite. I hope it serves you well, fellow patriot."},
{"tweetId":"1172528167761920000","date":1568387474000,"text":"Harvest Time Begins.\nEnjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1172578463552888834","date":1568399465000,"text":"We Will. \nTogether.\nSemper 
Fi.https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1172298849135792129 …"},
{"tweetId":"1172624408185364481","date":1568410419000,"text":"DECLAS imminent. \n-\nIG FISA abuse 
report is officially complete and has been submitted for necessary redactions etc.\n-\nEyes Open 
Patriots. \n-\nThe next few weeks will be fun. \n-\nTiming, Is Everything."},
{"tweetId":"1172642108236271617","date":1568414639000,"text":"Well said, Mr. President. \nA generation 
of nicotine addicted youths is a terrible stain on our Country as a great beacon of democracy for the 
free world. \nIf we cannot protect our own whilst safeguarding our rights, what good are we?\n-\nWe, 
The People, Stand With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1172650612606951424","date":1568416667000,"text":"Believe."},
{"tweetId":"1172661337454972928","date":1568419224000,"text":"Symbolism will be their downfall."},
{"tweetId":"1172855529611419649","date":1568465523000,"text":"Keep up the great works, Mr. 
President!\nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1172922978390204416","date":1568481604000,"text":"The Left is out of options.\nThey 
have:\nNo viable candidate\nNo blackmail left\nNo trick left up their sleeve\nNo way left to delay\n-
\nOnly the slow crawl of impending judgement on their corrupt & perverse \"heroes\"\n-\nPlease,\nEnjoy 
The Show!\nOnward with their self-indulgent apocalypse!"},
{"tweetId":"1173253058052145153","date":1568560301000,"text":"Listen carefully:\nIt's about to get 
very, very ugly.\n-\nCyrus rises in the Red October. \nNothing Can Stop What Is 
Coming.pic.twitter.com/NDNXQxAgig"},
{"tweetId":"1173282219730919430","date":1568567254000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/UhCwZ3Ii63"},
{"tweetId":"1173298561745870848","date":1568571150000,"text":"Think: WHAT/ WHO does [FISA] implicate 
and WHY?\n-----\nSCOTUS is EXTREMELY important.\n-----\nThink: Graham convo w/ Justice Kav.\n-\nRef:( 
https://www.c-span.org/video/?c4747307/sen-graham-asks-military-tribunals … )\n-\nRemember: Ex parte 
Quirin\n-\nThe Inevitable End.\n-\nStay Strong, 
Patriots.https://twitter.com/naninani6/status/1173296483061444611 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173364005110452224","date":1568586753000,"text":"This is absolutely the best (and most 
honest) take on the Left's bizarre running narrative against Kavanaugh.\n-\nThank you, @w_terrence!\n-
\nNo one is going to #ImpeachKavanaugh or #ImpeachTrump.\n-\nTheir grand delusion & deflection is 
dying fast.\n-\nIndictments are coming.\n-
\n#MAGAhttps://twitter.com/w_terrence/status/1173266411159990272 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173381601230819328","date":1568590948000,"text":"As the Left frames this falsely as 
\"Trump takes orders from Saudi Arabia\"; Let us be glad that we have a leader who has yet to catapult 
us into any failed wars, anywhere. \n-\nI would not be at all surprised if the Left stands in the 
shadows of this attack on Global energy supply."},
{"tweetId":"1173570524007604224","date":1568635991000,"text":"Remember when Q referenced the Obama 
book deal... and the Congressional slush fund?\n-\nHow do you clean dirty money?
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1173552939019001857 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173571524642648064","date":1568636230000,"text":"You mean the failing NYT published a 
poorly sourced hit job, designed to influence public opinion, based on false information; where-in 
their \"key witness\" was a former Clinton attorney? \n-\nWell color me shocked.\n-\nFake news doing 
what fake news does, trying to divide the people."},
{"tweetId":"1173572633457233921","date":1568636494000,"text":"It just shows that the Left's false 
morality extends only to what benefits them.\nIt shows that they have a dangerous lust for power & a 



fear of judgment against their crimes.\nThey will deflect, smear; slander, & outright lie to achieve 
their goals.\nWe Are With You, Mr. President!"},
{"tweetId":"1173579113740812289","date":1568638039000,"text":"They should be arrested."},
{"tweetId":"1173583043765911562","date":1568638976000,"text":"They should never have been trusted in 
the first place, Tom. \nWe have seen time & again that these disreputable \"news\" agencies have a 
clearly partisan agenda and will lie & slander freely to achieve their goals.\nUntil they are held 
accountable, this will not change."},
{"tweetId":"1173583580737548290","date":1568639104000,"text":"Thank you for shining a light here, 
Mollie."},{"tweetId":"1173585251374964741","date":1568639502000,"text":"Dont be fooled by Purdue 
Pharma filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy. They are still worth billions. This is a move intended to 
shield the Sacklers from financial obligations to The People for pushing & fueling an opioid crisis 
that has killed millions.\n-\nIt will fail."},
{"tweetId":"1173596051930058752","date":1568642077000,"text":"Qui Pro Domina Justitia 
Sequitur\n@TheJusticeDept.\n-\nA People and their King\n\nThrough ancient sin grown strong,\n\nBecause 
they feared no reckoning\n\nWould set no bound to wrong;\n\nBut now their hour is past,\n\nAnd we who 
bore it find\n\nEvil Incarnate held at last\n\nTo answer to mankind."},
{"tweetId":"1173600736757866498","date":1568643194000,"text":"Borrowed from \"Justice\" by Rudyard 
Kipling; written in October of 1918. \nIt is a fitting tribute, to the days ahead.\n-
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/57432/justice-56d23af4adb83 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173624891834273794","date":1568648953000,"text":"Enjoy the Show.\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1172528167761920000?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173842084387856385","date":1568700736000,"text":"God Bless You All."},
{"tweetId":"1173986095236878336","date":1568735071000,"text":"Happy Constitution Day, fellow 
Patriots!\n-\nHappy 17th as well!\nWe certainly miss hearing from you, 
Q!https://twitter.com/ODNIgov/status/1173945303143260161 …"},
{"tweetId":"1173998621798236162","date":1568738057000,"text":"A very busy day here for me, means good 
things ahead for hopeful Patriots everywhere.\n-\nI love getting to be a part of this wondrous 
movement.\n-\nIt is the highest of honors to serve you. \n-\nThank you for this continued 
opportunity!"},{"tweetId":"1174107708263477248","date":1568764066000,"text":"The DIA does so much 
amazing work that so few citizens ever get to learn about. \nI am so proud of you all, 
@DefenseIntel.\nPlease, keep up the good works!\n-\nCommitted to Excellence in Defense of the Nation. 
Always.\n#DIAStrong 
\n#DIAThankful\n#DiscoverDIAhttps://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1174050389014040584 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174108037000437760","date":1568764144000,"text":"I am in the company of thousands of 
amazing Patriots here, nothing could feel better. "},
{"tweetId":"1174108931112808448","date":1568764357000,"text":"I highly respect you, @SecPompeo.\nYou'd 
make a good President one day."},{"tweetId":"1174112452738527232","date":1568765197000,"text":"Mr. 
President,\nI doubt for many of us, that words can describe how thankful we are to have you leading 
us.\nYou have exposed so much corruption the world over, and so many abuses against the People.\nYou 
have been solidly returning our power to us every step of the way.\nThank You!"},
{"tweetId":"1174356710145822720","date":1568823432000,"text":"Once again, we are winning on a global 
stage, without feeding the military industrial complex.\nWords do no justice as to how much I admire 
@realDonaldTrump's leadership.\nWe are living in a truly great Era.\n\n\"Blessed are the peacemakers, 
for they will be called children of 
God.\"https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1174305447513186304 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174360781137338368","date":1568824403000,"text":"Who is testifying right now?\n \nEnjoy 
The Show.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1173596051930058752 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174361902111236096","date":1568824670000,"text":"If you missed the show.\n-\nYou can 
watch it here.\n-https://youtu.be/KoJxreP1vVI "},
{"tweetId":"1174362568594481153","date":1568824829000,"text":"Nothing Can stop What Is Coming. \n-
\nNothing."},{"tweetId":"1174366831525543937","date":1568825845000,"text":"\"Do you know of any other 
head of any federal agency that has been referred for criminal charges?\"\n-\nIG Horowitz: I do, 
actually.\n-\n-\nEYES OPEN. \n-\nTime to pop that popcorn, Patriots. \n-\n"},
{"tweetId":"1174367569349791744","date":1568826021000,"text":"-If you are too busy to realize it, the 
show has begun. \n-\nEnjoy it."},{"tweetId":"1174369272816119810","date":1568826428000,"text":"How was 
the farewell tour, @HillaryClinton?"},
{"tweetId":"1174369397319839744","date":1568826457000,"text":"Thank you for everything, Q."},
{"tweetId":"1174371079416090626","date":1568826858000,"text":"The Show HAS Begun.\n-
\nhttps://www.tmz.com/2019/09/18/democrat-donor-ed-buck-arrested-drug-den-house-overdose/ …\n-
\nhttps://nypost.com/2019/09/17/pennsylvania-state-sen-mike-folmer-arrested-on-child-porn-charges/ …
\n-"},{"tweetId":"1174371771279126528","date":1568827023000,"text":"FOLLOW Q."},
{"tweetId":"1174389184368431105","date":1568831175000,"text":"Well said, Kansas. \nPeace, through 
strength.https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1174386728938999818 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174550525204946944","date":1568869641000,"text":"Smile, Canadian Patriots. \n-\nI have 
some promises yet to keep. https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1106775279064764416 …
pic.twitter.com/Uv5PhnlWQ8"},{"tweetId":"1174552655680724992","date":1568870149000,"text":"If you want 
to sink a ship, each hole you are drilling in it matters.\nWatch & Learn."},
{"tweetId":"1174555224889057280","date":1568870762000,"text":"Bait Placed\nBait Taken. \n-
\n#Whistleblower\n-\nThey never learn."},
{"tweetId":"1174562848158224384","date":1568872579000,"text":"Just a 



thought.pic.twitter.com/UuC2RcRs6V"},
{"tweetId":"1174570550766776320","date":1568874416000,"text":"Enjoy The 
Show.pic.twitter.com/uLqKWrw55M"},{"tweetId":"1174646196767514625","date":1568892451000,"text":"Well 
said! \nSecurity works best when it is a team effort. Glad to see other players stepping up their 
respective game. Truly, recent events reflect the world's desire for peace & unity; despite attempts 
by bad actors to destabilize the region.\nGlad to stand with you on this."},
{"tweetId":"1174678895079186437","date":1568900247000,"text":"A moment of silence and prayer in 
advance of tomorrow for all our POW/MIA out there. \nMay you come home safe and sound.\n-\nWherever 
you may be, we are with you.\nStay 
Strong.https://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1174677797824028672 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174740195402534913","date":1568914862000,"text":"Patriots, kindly ignore the Left and 
their insane salivations for war. \nThey did this with North Korea too.\n-\nWe Are Not Going To War 
With Iran. \n-\n@realDonaldTrump understands that Peace is the Prize. \nHe has never embroiled you in 
war.\n-\nPeace, through Strength. \nRemember That."},
{"tweetId":"1174742502936580096","date":1568915413000,"text":"Great Q.\nA: \"Restart Iran\" movement 
is not your friend.\nUnderstand, Trump Admin is not pushing for regime change; we are pushing for Iran 
to act civilized.\nThe restart movement is run by foreign intelligence assets & designed to push the 
US public toward war in the name of 
peace.https://twitter.com/Elizabe06019288/status/1174741455581192193 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174746459532615682","date":1568916356000,"text":"Q's message is about standing with the 
PEOPLE of Iran, rather than the mullahs, their 'installed' leaders; NOT about military intervention by 
the United States; which is the objective of the \"Restart Iran\" Movement.\n-\nFreedom must be won by 
the hands of those who reside there.https://twitter.com/2MPatriot/status/1174744322572541952 …"},
{"tweetId":"1174750863858049026","date":1568917406000,"text":"The differencee here is clear. \nThink 
of what @SecPompeo says. We stand with the PEOPLE of Iran who push to change their own government. We 
do not advocate for violent military intervention. \n\"Regime change\" in this sense just means the 
People taking their own power back."},
{"tweetId":"1174752656113438720","date":1568917833000,"text":"FISA FISA FISA\n-\nLook at them 
panic.\n\nKavanaugh smear 2.0 failed.\n\nimmediately on to a factless \"whistleblower\" story that 
serves only to bait their audience further. \n-\nThey never learn. \n-\nEnd of the Road ahead.\n-
\nWatch & Enjoy."},{"tweetId":"1174763017831104512","date":1568920304000,"text":"Mossad controls the 
\"Restart Iran\" movement. It uses domestic agents to start the message IE: \"infowars\"\n-\nBot farms 
then replicate it and weight its popularity.\nThere are thousands of these fake accounts.\n-\nThe only 
way to free Iran, is if the Iranian People choose to.\n\nNot War.pic.twitter.com/q0unlkHyEV"},
{"tweetId":"1174763662411780098","date":1568920457000,"text":"Alex Jones is simply a Mossad agent, 
just like Dr. Corsi etc. They mix truth and lies to achieve their political ambitions, and are paid 
well for it."},{"tweetId":"1174764920086417414","date":1568920757000,"text":"I like the Imam, but he 
is also a foreign agent. He is an Iranian asset. All of these popular voices have backers. Follow the 
money and follow their pasts to see the bigger picture.\n\nFor Instance: I am an agent of the United 
States Government.\n\nWe all have alliances somewhere."},
{"tweetId":"1174771737575206916","date":1568922383000,"text":"I am pro-Peace and pro-USA. My 
allegiance is to the People of THIS country; the only one I swore an oath to."},
{"tweetId":"1174772872214175747","date":1568922653000,"text":"In the capacity that he is connected to 
Israeli intelligence and always has been, yes. \nIn other context; it would depend."},
{"tweetId":"1174773438646554631","date":1568922788000,"text":"The hard part there is dealing with the 
fact that our own government did that. \n-\nWe are doing right these days; but clean up has been 
difficult. Thank God Trump is in the Oval office."},
{"tweetId":"1174777308164628482","date":1568923711000,"text":"The answer is simple. \nWho are we at 
war with?\n-\nIran is a proxy.\nWho is supplying them with miniature nuclear reactors? \nWho secretly 
enables them and protects them?\n-\nRemember Q constantly saying \"The World is Connected\" \"Look 
here, not there\". \n-\nThis is Iran."},
{"tweetId":"1174778267716509697","date":1568923940000,"text":"Well. yes & no. There is a movement 
inside Iran pushing for freedom from its rather authoritarian government; but at the same time, it is 
not what you see projected on Social Media by the \"restart movement\" pushing for US military 
involvement."},{"tweetId":"1174778923198160899","date":1568924096000,"text":"2 very different problems 
with very different governments in very different regions."},
{"tweetId":"1174780204398587904","date":1568924401000,"text":"People are full of questions, so let's 
do an impromptu Q&A right now while I have some time. \n-\nYou have my undivided attention. \nGo for 
it."},{"tweetId":"1174780469587718150","date":1568924464000,"text":"No thanks necessary, it is my 
honor and pleasure to serve."},{"tweetId":"1174780809812877312","date":1568924546000,"text":"You are 
currently on twitter, researching with thousands of other patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1174781232372166656","date":1568924646000,"text":"Q would say \"we have it all\". I would 
concur."},{"tweetId":"1174781393295032322","date":1568924685000,"text":"More of a tribute."},
{"tweetId":"1174781632269733895","date":1568924742000,"text":"It mixed itself in in various ways in 
the question and answer forums provided here."},
{"tweetId":"1174782006191951877","date":1568924831000,"text":"I have no such intentions. I am no one 
of consequence. There would be no gasp of shock. I am a servant of the People. The information given 
and gathering together of Patriots is the important part of this."},
{"tweetId":"1174786899065655297","date":1568925997000,"text":"8chan is currently down while the staff 
are busy building an in-house replacement for cloudflare. Q is busy saving the world in the meantime 



(note* I do not speak for Q or Q-team)"},
{"tweetId":"1174787178645336070","date":1568926064000,"text":"Not yet. The big one hasnt happened yet. 
All his pedophile connections and black face problems pale when compared to what is ahead. I made 
specific promises re:Trudeau."},{"tweetId":"1174787565616021506","date":1568926156000,"text":"When the 
end comes, you will know. \nWhen the curtain is pulled back, and it stares the world in the face; you 
will know. \n-\nThe MSM serves to divide and distract. The day is coming where-in this will no longer 
work whatsoever. \nReckoning."},{"tweetId":"1174788497347141636","date":1568926378000,"text":"There is 
no verifiable data in any scientific study to date to suggest psychokinesis exists; what was 
discovered was a biological function that allowed the fish to both create and percieve electrical 
currents. A phenomenon known as electroreception."},
{"tweetId":"1174789077935280130","date":1568926517000,"text":"UAPs are Domestic tech. Usually 
drones."},{"tweetId":"1174789193899397124","date":1568926545000,"text":"Distraction. \nFeeding the 
zombies."},{"tweetId":"1174789237931204608","date":1568926555000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1174789376737517568","date":1568926588000,"text":"I have no interest in it."},
{"tweetId":"1174789701800271879","date":1568926666000,"text":"Many people will give you an incorrect 
answer here and say 10. this is not the case. Q's statement is that less than 10 can confirm his/her 
existence. \"The Plan\" has been given repeatedly in detail to everyone."},
{"tweetId":"1174790220732141569","date":1568926789000,"text":"*Empanelled grand juries are often kept 
secret.* \n-\nIG report is not what leads to the end. \nIt just opens many doors.\nRemember Assange is 
due in February; well before election season."},
{"tweetId":"1174790402169290752","date":1568926833000,"text":"Yes. That is unimportant though. \nThe 
horrible corruption is what matters."},
{"tweetId":"1174790591382806529","date":1568926878000,"text":"BLACKMAIL is how they rise, Is how they 
are controlled; is how they are kept. *Pets need handlers*."},
{"tweetId":"1174790703332937735","date":1568926904000,"text":"^And this remains the correct answer"},
{"tweetId":"1174791135719542791","date":1568927007000,"text":"No. Nor is it a wise use of time. Not 
all illegal citizens are your enemy. Many have lived productive lives for decades. Focus on the crime, 
and the forward flow of illegal immigration. Fixing the past is difficult; but if you look to the 
future you can save the present."},
{"tweetId":"1174791223590232064","date":1568927028000,"text":"NO."},
{"tweetId":"1174791486954713088","date":1568927091000,"text":"The tone of the future is set by those 
in the present. Collective awakenings take time. Time, however, always yeilds to sharp curves of 
change."},{"tweetId":"1174792557257248787","date":1568927346000,"text":"Any question is allowed, not 
all are answered.\nI work in a capacity that presents me with close proximity to people in positions 
of power. \nPOTUS is among them."},
{"tweetId":"1174793114889965569","date":1568927479000,"text":"Knowledge is the greatest power a people 
can possess. \nI am glad to share what has been given to me; the same as all of you are."},
{"tweetId":"1174793573549654017","date":1568927589000,"text":"Yes. \nWho appointed every FISA judge?
\nSCOTUS matters!\nExtreme Relevance."},
{"tweetId":"1174793869222920192","date":1568927659000,"text":"Keep your thoughts here on Earth. Focus 
\n\"Aliens\" are a distraction."},
{"tweetId":"1174794045203369984","date":1568927701000,"text":"Likewise. I hope and trust that God is 
looking out for all my fellow Patriot friends and family. \nThank you."},
{"tweetId":"1174794442869526532","date":1568927796000,"text":"Religion of One.****\nIt has popped up 
before"},{"tweetId":"1174794656263131141","date":1568927847000,"text":"If they dont, They die. 
\nPuppets have strings."},{"tweetId":"1174794986950447113","date":1568927926000,"text":"Neither. 
\nSelf inflicted wounds do Adam in. \nCompulsions are problematic; arent they @RepAdamSchiff."},
{"tweetId":"1174795107385692169","date":1568927954000,"text":"Only 7 get followed. Specific for a 
reason."},{"tweetId":"1174795161743872006","date":1568927967000,"text":"Payment recieved in full.*"},
{"tweetId":"1174795482683625472","date":1568928044000,"text":"YES. Remember, I tell you all well in 
advance. The names matter. \n1 down, 2 to go.pic.twitter.com/fU66wzAySM"},
{"tweetId":"1174795720005734404","date":1568928100000,"text":"No. Distraction. Eyes open. Area 51 has 
not housed anything of import for a very long time"},
{"tweetId":"1174796502578974723","date":1568928287000,"text":"A friend in the dark whose dedication 
does not waver. \nI am here, to answer questions; to hold the line, to encourage personal growth; to 
educate, to care. \nI do not want your money, nor do I want fame or blind trust. \nI am a part of this 
shoulder to shoulder with everyone else."},
{"tweetId":"1174796928518934530","date":1568928389000,"text":"Oh the places we will go. Signatures 
aplenty."},{"tweetId":"1174797129778417671","date":1568928437000,"text":"CF is next. Stay patient."},
{"tweetId":"1174797967670292480","date":1568928636000,"text":"Neither. The option was already given 
and chosen."},{"tweetId":"1174798462019391499","date":1568928754000,"text":"12 BCE."},
{"tweetId":"1174799864980484097","date":1568929089000,"text":"I expect it to get very ugly."},
{"tweetId":"1174800015220445184","date":1568929125000,"text":"Although it may not seem like it, those 
issues are very intertwined."},{"tweetId":"1174800793200943104","date":1568929310000,"text":"My first 
question is; What kind of cancer, how old is your mother; how far along is the progression? Details 
matter here.\n\"Advanced tech\" is not a thing per say; roadblocks have been removed.\nCancer is an 
extremely varied condition; so specifics here would better help me help you"},
{"tweetId":"1174801312027947008","date":1568929434000,"text":"Who appointed them ALL. How do you 
ensure you are insulated from repercussions for your crimes?"},
{"tweetId":"1174802070202998792","date":1568929614000,"text":"Because holding him here until the 



appropriate time was not a viable option."},
{"tweetId":"1174802258137100288","date":1568929659000,"text":"Accorsing to various media; how many 
times was JA in poor health? \nNarratives matter. \nrepeat rinse repeat. \n-"},
{"tweetId":"1174802390337409024","date":1568929691000,"text":"All roads lead to Rome."},
{"tweetId":"1174802714657742848","date":1568929768000,"text":"CIA asset/liability."},
{"tweetId":"1174803207870124032","date":1568929886000,"text":"Generally speaking, no one can simply 
change sides."},{"tweetId":"1174803479770128384","date":1568929951000,"text":"Mcafee is a merchant. He 
is selling products, not information of value."},
{"tweetId":"1174803602797412353","date":1568929980000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1174803870268186629","date":1568930044000,"text":"A big plane crashed into it. Countless 
living witnesses were there when it happened. Logic dictates this makes it a fact."},
{"tweetId":"1174804133158838276","date":1568930106000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1174804258648133632","date":1568930136000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1174804969507229697","date":1568930306000,"text":"You dont have to look anywhere. You stay 
patient and keep your eyes open."},
{"tweetId":"1174805459091562496","date":1568930422000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1174805883051790337","date":1568930524000,"text":"Many questions remain. \nBack to work 
for me, will return to answer more as time permits."},
{"tweetId":"1174815527941922816","date":1568932823000,"text":"*clarify: the picture is extremely 
misleading.\nThe vaccines recieved are spread out over the course of approx 18 years. \n-\nThese 
include inoculations etc. \nAgain; vaccines are a flawed science that clearly require further study; 
however, I disagree with hysteria around them."},
{"tweetId":"1174855119093084161","date":1568942262000,"text":"Marvin, with your permission, I'm going 
to send you a direct message with a lot more information and hopefully be able to help.\n-\nDon't give 
up yet."},{"tweetId":"1174872853403119617","date":1568946490000,"text":"Stay Strong.\nBuild Each Other 
Up. \nBe Kind.\nBe Best.\nWe Will Change the World, Together; Fellow Patriots. \nWWG1WGA."},
{"tweetId":"1175070916604289027","date":1568993712000,"text":"I suggest doing your own research here; 
and avoiding hysteria around them. Some are very important inoculations your child will 
NEED.\nHowever, others are quite optional.\n\n**hold off for the first year or two until your baby 
develops.** You can avoid a lot of negatives this way."},
{"tweetId":"1175082845909475330","date":1568996557000,"text":"You Are Not Forgotten.\nYou Are Never 
Forgotten.\nWe Remember Each and Every 
One.\nhttps://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1175077161381875714 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175091297184571392","date":1568998572000,"text":"John. I havent had the chance to look 
through your information yet, or hear your story.\nUnderstand this; people will always be willing to 
insult you & ridicule you; especially those who stand to gain from your loss.\nBe yourself, be true to 
who you are. \nNever Give Up.\nWWG1WGA\n"},
{"tweetId":"1175167875847458816","date":1569016829000,"text":"Oh, The Places We'll 
Go!pic.twitter.com/iYk7RrLBFc"},
{"tweetId":"1175386436754923520","date":1569068938000,"text":"IMPORTANT:\nNo one collaborates with Q, 
except POTUS. \nThere are NO outside comms for Q; past, present, or future.\nIf ANYONE claims to be in 
contact with Q; rest assured, they are lying.\nQ communicates ONLY through the designated 8ch board; 
which is currently offline.https://twitter.com/honestvoice26/status/1175283950006280192 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175387140122906624","date":1569069106000,"text":"Q will return, when the designated 8ch 
board is brought back online. \n-\nTiming, is everything. \n-\nStay Patient, have faith.\n-\nAs Q 
says: You Have More Than You Know."},
{"tweetId":"1175388233997398016","date":1569069367000,"text":"Leaving this here for people, Mr. 
President.\n-\nTiming is everything.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1115305462189174787?
s=19 …"},{"tweetId":"1175456538561056771","date":1569085652000,"text":"D\nMorning sun brings 
heat.\nFull moon coming.\nUndiscovered stars learned.\nMissions 
forward.\nQpic.twitter.com/QiSDwzC6Sm"},
{"tweetId":"1175459085384331264","date":1569086259000,"text":"Watching.pic.twitter.com/9HW3GSWx35"},
{"tweetId":"1175477626116485121","date":1569090680000,"text":"JULIAN ASSANGE"},
{"tweetId":"1175478559571423240","date":1569090902000,"text":"This is not a page from a bible.\nOpen 
your eyes and ears. \nLearn. \nNo one said this would be easy.\n-\nDMFUMQ"},
{"tweetId":"1175481129111105537","date":1569091515000,"text":"GREEN/RED CASTLE.\nORIGINAL PLAN.\n-
\nSET.\n-\nONWARD.\n-\nSTAY CALM.\n-\nTRUST Q.\n-\nIT WILL ALL MAKE SENSE SOON.\n-\n***The time on the 
watch is worth remembering.***\n-\nPatriots, keep your eyes open. \nStay United.\n-\nThings are going 
to get a bit chaotic.\nThe END is in sight.\nKeep Walking"},
{"tweetId":"1175485235049504771","date":1569092494000,"text":"You have always been at War.\n-\nEven if 
you didn't realize it, you have been steeped in it from birth, before birth.\n-\nKindly pay 
attention.\nWatch POTUS.\n-\nTrust Judah's Lion.\n-\nTake back power.\nTake back control.\n-\nProgram 
your mind.\nLet the wind howl through your soul.\nBE FREE!!"},
{"tweetId":"1175486279406034944","date":1569092743000,"text":"Freedom, is Peace. \n-\nPeace is the 
Prize.\n-\nStand Strong, Fellow Patriots.\n-\nYou made the choice to elect those who would pave the 
way toward actual freedoms, instead of false promises repeated & built on lies.\n-\nBe Proud of Your 
Fellow Patriots. \nBuild Each Other Up\n-\nBE BEST!!"},
{"tweetId":"1175544806879191040","date":1569106697000,"text":"Eko, Patriots, myself among them; are 
glad to have your talents on board.\nYou are correct. \nThat is the lengthy title of the lecture/book 
this page comes from. \nI am unsure if an english translation even exists.\nIt relates to Q's post on 



\"Morning sun brings heat.\" \n-\nLayers***"},
{"tweetId":"1175548029501353987","date":1569107465000,"text":"Bait Placed. \nBait Taken. <<<---
Remember my original post on the subject?\n-\nDoor Opened Willingly\n-\nThey Never Learn.\n-\nTrump 
cannot be touched. \n-\nMISSIONS FORWARD.\nWe Are With 
Youhttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1175542062483218432 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175549336702373888","date":1569107777000,"text":"Learn the Comms. \nKnow the \"future\". 
\n-\nA Classical Education is being provided here. \nFreely.\n-\nNever stand alone in the dark; \nCome 
to the Light.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162878517949947905 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175551807285841920","date":1569108366000,"text":"You are all very dear to my heart.\n-
\nPerhaps it was not always this way; but it certainly is now.\n-\nI do not want your money, I want to 
enrich your lives.\nI do not want your blind trust; I want to open your eyes.\n-\nI will give you all 
that I am, all things that God has made me."},
{"tweetId":"1175553853732872192","date":1569108854000,"text":"An excellent choice, 
@SecPompeo.\nWelcome Aboard, Mr. Destro. \nLooking forward to what you will accomplish for 
#HumanRights in your new, and well-deserved, position within the @StateDept.\nMissions forward!"},
{"tweetId":"1175561939818336261","date":1569110781000,"text":"I want you to understand why I am 
thrilled that @SecPompeo chose Robert Destro as our new @StateDRL.\nI present to you a paper written 
by Mr. Destro entitled: Abortion and the Constitution: The Need For A Life-Protective Amendment.\n-
\nEnjoy!\n(PDF Link) https://scholarship.law.berkeley.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=2489&context=californialawreview …
https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1175550822052237312 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175567098975805440","date":1569112012000,"text":"Can you believe the absolute trash the 
@nytimes publishes?\n\"Trump's resolve to use military force\"?\n-\nOnce again, the Left pushes for 
war & demonizes @realDonaldTrump for pushing Peace.\nIt is a sick and twisted game they play.\nBut 
Why?\nWhy would they push for more War?\n#WalkAwaypic.twitter.com/sR75nr3qDn"},
{"tweetId":"1175568198328078336","date":1569112274000,"text":"No, no, and no."},
{"tweetId":"1175573318654726145","date":1569113494000,"text":"Who? \n- The (frivolous) case involves 
protestors who brought a civil suit against Trump's security team who they claim \"assaulted\" them 
during a protest. The state judge has asked that a video taped deposition be provided by Trump on the 
subject; though it is doubtful to happen."},
{"tweetId":"1175599280037466113","date":1569119684000,"text":"Well Done!\nA round of applause for this 
dedicated Patriot. \nThat is EXACTLY what this is. \nThe section used here matters in relation to the 
Q post referenced earlier where-in I posted the cover of the original print of the book.\nThere Are 
Layers To Everything."},{"tweetId":"1175651050067570688","date":1569132027000,"text":"Sleep well, 
fellow Patriots.\n-\nSleep in the knowledge that judgement looms ahead for those who tried to usurp 
your Nation, your World. Rest easy knowing there are those who stand as sentinels in the night, 
guarding your liberty & freedom from those who would abuse it.\n-\nGod Bless"},
{"tweetId":"1175779061949501441","date":1569162547000,"text":"\"Then God blessed the seventh day and 
made it holy, because on it He rested from all the work of creating that He had done.\""},
{"tweetId":"1175798459976359936","date":1569167172000,"text":"If you sit & argue about which day is 
the Sabbath, then you have missed the point entirely.\nTime erases some things, calendars change & 
change again until the best guess is still a guess; but we carry with us the reminder that even the 
Good Lord rested from His Works.\n-\nBe Best."},
{"tweetId":"1175804669081333760","date":1569168653000,"text":"I urge you, be of ONE mind. \n-\nThis 
means realizing the differences between you are not as expansive as you think. \nIf you argue over 
which day of rest must be set aside to honor God, does that honor your faith, or yourself?\nLove one 
another & find Humility in Faith.\n-\nBe BEST."},
{"tweetId":"1175806939869196288","date":1569169194000,"text":"Remember that without Love motivating 
our thoughts & our speech; without the kindness of The Lord within us, being \"correct\" means very 
little.\nWithout love, we are like sounding gongs, clanging cymbals.\nMeaningless noise.\n-\nDont let 
your life be lived without purpose.\nRise Up."},
{"tweetId":"1175816845963780104","date":1569171556000,"text":"FYI, @RashidaTlaib, Mackinac island has 
always exempted Government vehicles from their \"no car\" protocol. It seems you've omitted truth from 
your fake outrage.\n-\nThat being said, we do not expect you to be honest. Your false pretense fuels 
those whose hatred you stoke.\n#FakeNews"},
{"tweetId":"1175820595138838534","date":1569172450000,"text":"Ah, the smell of desperation!\n\nWhen 
the MSM's big story is that the Vice President uses a protective motorcade to travel, you know they 
are out of ideas.\n- \nHello Judgement.\n-\nWho here is ready for an October Surprise?\n ____\n |      
|\nO     |\n        |\n  ___|___\n\n"},
{"tweetId":"1175821697330700288","date":1569172713000,"text":"Government vehicles and service vehicles 
of all kinds etc; have ALWAYS been exempt.\n- \nYou are blatently lying in order to stoke false hatred 
in well-meaning people. \n-\nYou disgust me, madame.pic.twitter.com/KZkpXFKx0E"},
{"tweetId":"1175822219676725250","date":1569172837000,"text":"If you go to the post linked below, and 
offer a like or RT, you will make me smile and remind the fanatical liar @RashidaTlaib, that we see 
her falsehoods for what they are; a divisive way to stoke hatred among well-meaning people.\nTOGETHER, 
we have Power.\n-\nLet's play ball.\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1175821697330700288 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175826933256544257","date":1569173961000,"text":"RED OCTOBER.\n-\nSTAY TUNED AND 
WATCH.\n-\n-\nand please....  Enjoy The Show\n                           y         h      p\n           
e         e      y  \n\nGod Bless You All!"},
{"tweetId":"1175844510548537345","date":1569178152000,"text":"Trump Card in play soon?\n-\nEyes 



Open.\n-\nNothing Can Stop What is Coming.pic.twitter.com/KqblI5bLbe"},
{"tweetId":"1175851792241963008","date":1569179888000,"text":"An Absolutely Amazing Turnout!"},
{"tweetId":"1175878359890481154","date":1569186222000,"text":"Well said, @SecPompeo!\nWe support the 
People of Iran.\nOur goal is not to destroy their economy. We are slowly increasing pressure until the 
Iranian Leaders behave like a civilized, free nation toward their citizens, and the world at 
large.\nEnough War Mongering.\nPeace Is The 
Prizehttps://twitter.com/StateDept/status/1175870140698771457 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175878778637209606","date":1569186322000,"text":"Peace, through Strength. \nThank you, 
@SecPompeo, for showing the world that so much good can be achieved in the absence of war.\nWe Are 
With You!"},{"tweetId":"1175916831200202752","date":1569195394000,"text":"His Name Was Seth Rich.\nHe 
was a DNC staffer.\nHe was murdered by two MS-13 members, at the behest of @DWStweets & 
@HillaryClinton, for exposing their corruption.\n-\nThis is an integral fact.\n-\nWhen will you show 
them the truth, @wikileaks?\n-\nDon't force my hand, you'll lose.\nWatch"},
{"tweetId":"1175917882485760004","date":1569195645000,"text":"You cannot escape what you did.\n\nNo 
time passing will wash away the stain. \n\nNo fake reports will end it.\n\nSoon enough, we will come 
for you.\n\nEven now, plans are underway.\n\nThe Ghost of Ward 5 cannot be killed twice."},
{"tweetId":"1175918397458173952","date":1569195768000,"text":"This is one of those moments where 
liking and RT-ing the post linked below can change the course of history. \nRemind them, \nWe do not 
forget. \nWe do not forgive. \nHis name, was Seth 
Rich.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1175917882485760004 …"},
{"tweetId":"1175958374988603393","date":1569205299000,"text":"Never forget how powerful you are when 
you are united with one voice against the tide of corruption. \nTogether, you have the ability to 
accomplish anything you put your minds to. \n-\nStay Strong.\nStay United.\nBuild One Another Up.\nBe 
Best. \nYou Will Be Victorious."},
{"tweetId":"1175960321024036878","date":1569205763000,"text":"Personally. I love it."},
{"tweetId":"1175978705883226113","date":1569210146000,"text":"Tomorrow We Ring The Bell.\n-\nThink of 
it Like a Shot Heard 'Round the World.\n-\nEyes Open.\n-\nStay United. \n-\nBe Best.\n-\nI believe in 
all of you.\n"},{"tweetId":"1175979517841694720","date":1569210340000,"text":"I am a Servant of the 
People. \nNothing more."},{"tweetId":"1176123066025488391","date":1569244564000,"text":"Let them hear 
it across the world. \n-\nThe beginning of a new era.\n-\nThe sounding of the bell.\n-\nEyes Open.\n-
\nGo @FLOTUS, Go!\n-\nWE ARE WITH YOU!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1176125302323515392","date":1569245098000,"text":"Ringing the bell.\nLive w/ @FLOTUS \n-
https://livestream.com/accounts/1160789/events/8829846/player?
width=800&height=450&enableInfoAndActivity=false&defaultDrawer=&autoPlay=true&mute=false&t=15692450462
23 …"},{"tweetId":"1176132518522818561","date":1569246818000,"text":"Thank You, 
@FLOTUS!pic.twitter.com/8idS1uwnv6"},
{"tweetId":"1176134902611415043","date":1569247386000,"text":"Today, on the first day of Fall, in a 
quiet Black dress; the First Lady of the United States, Melania Trump, rang a bell that echoed across 
the entire world in an instant, signaling the start of a new Era. \n-\nPromise Made. \nPromise 
Kept.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1156365319654510597 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176137148535332866","date":1569247922000,"text":"So you understand. \nSignificant moments 
redefine history.\nFuture proves Past.\nTrust The Plan.pic.twitter.com/lY5QqCnXxA"},
{"tweetId":"1176138751841624070","date":1569248304000,"text":"Eyes open, this will be a week to 
remember."},{"tweetId":"1176143792354861057","date":1569249506000,"text":"It isn't? I have explained, 
at length; multiple times exactly what it means. I even went so far as to link a collage of posts 
underneath this tweet to help those who are new understand the meaning behind the phrase. \nKeep up, 
fellow Patriot!\nResearch matters."},
{"tweetId":"1176146484766695424","date":1569250148000,"text":"Think: Trump's address to the 
U.N.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176138751841624070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176148858927308800","date":1569250714000,"text":"POTUS arriving at the UN 
earlier.pic.twitter.com/py7GE57MYZ"},
{"tweetId":"1176149381407490048","date":1569250838000,"text":"POTUS exiting a short interview earlier, 
and heading toward conference where he is expected to speak on Religious 
Freedom.pic.twitter.com/noe3kQKaem"},{"tweetId":"1176150401197977601","date":1569251082000,"text":"You 
can also use the @WhiteHouse livestream link here if you are only interested in catching POTUS 
speak.\n-\nhttps://youtu.be/h85UAuA5ujQ "},
{"tweetId":"1176150792048390145","date":1569251175000,"text":"The link has a countdown to the expected 
start of the event. \nA little under a half hour approx., but it may run a bit slow depending."},
{"tweetId":"1176158701121671168","date":1569253060000,"text":"Their insanity knows no bounds."},
{"tweetId":"1176158994760704000","date":1569253130000,"text":"Kindly RT the link for exposure.\nWe 
want patriots and people everywhere watching & listening to 
this.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1176150499025915904 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176160847690981381","date":1569253572000,"text":"POTUS LIVE NOW:\n-
https://youtu.be/h85UAuA5ujQ "},{"tweetId":"1176169631645622272","date":1569255667000,"text":"The 
speakers are excellent. Thank you for continuing the forum, Kansas."},
{"tweetId":"1176170381293621254","date":1569255845000,"text":"If you want to continue watching the 
#religiousfreedom panel at the UN. There are some amazing speakers, and Kansas is there too. Very much 
worth watching still.https://twitter.com/StateDept/status/1176165979333779456 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176170997151621128","date":1569255992000,"text":"Busy day into a busy week here. \n-\nSee 
you all again soon.\nStay Strong,\nStay United!\nand Keep the Faith!"},



{"tweetId":"1176172847238209540","date":1569256433000,"text":"Potus will be meeting with these world 
leaders for the remainder of the day:\nPakistan\nPoland\nNew Zealand\nSingapore\nEgypt\nand South 
Korea\nThen retiring to Trump Tower before things continue tomorrow."},
{"tweetId":"1176499913225637889","date":1569334412000,"text":"Starting Now, @realDonaldTrump will 
address the United Nations General Assembly in a speech that will make history. I HIGHLY suggest 
watching. \nRT everywhere.\n-\n(Livestream link via: The White House)https://youtu.be/h78MVTfrAGw "},
{"tweetId":"1176501015853633539","date":1569334675000,"text":"LIVE 
Now.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1176499791963885570 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176509104682127360","date":1569336603000,"text":"God Bless @realDonaldTrump! A phenomenal 
speech from an amazing President!\n-\nIf you didnt watch it, you absolutely need to.\n-\nIt made 
history in many, many ways."},{"tweetId":"1176513087693819904","date":1569337553000,"text":"It's going 
to be BIBLICAL."},{"tweetId":"1176513687672295427","date":1569337696000,"text":"If you spent two years 
waiting, what good has your time been? \nWould that you spent two years participating; perhaps then 
you wouldnt feel so blind to what is already transpiring."},
{"tweetId":"1176514727951945732","date":1569337944000,"text":"The Great Quakes have begun. \n-\nAll 
these are the beginning of birth pains.\n-\nIf you are faithful, Pray."},
{"tweetId":"1176515249681436674","date":1569338068000,"text":"My people perish for lack of 
knowledge!\nI rarely speak in riddles. Confusion is oft' solved through research and dedication."},
{"tweetId":"1176518023051653120","date":1569338730000,"text":"I am so very glad to be a Patriot in 
these times, shoulder-to-shoulder with all of you, as we stand at the precipice, staring off into the 
unknown future, full of hope & promise.\nI am blessed, to walk with all of you; bravely forward, into 
the days ahead. \nGod Bless You All.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1176538244923699201","date":1569343551000,"text":"It was an amazing speech, given at the 
right moment. \nLooking forward to the days ahead. \nMissions Forward."},
{"tweetId":"1176561098625093638","date":1569349000000,"text":"The insanity of the Left only grows with 
each passing day. It isnt about a phone call; they hate you for being a success; for doing what their 
failed & corrupt leaders could not. For bringing prosperity & restoring security to our 
People.\nContinue to expose their lies!"},
{"tweetId":"1176561750025654272","date":1569349155000,"text":"Do we believe this will temper the 
insanity of the Left?\nNo amount of proof is enough. \nNo success is enough to win their favor. \nThey 
have been brainwashed like sheep and are deaf and blind to reason.\n-\nThey know only hatred and 
rage.\n-\nWe Are With You, Mr. 
President!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1176559966024556544 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176562769719681024","date":1569349398000,"text":"Note*\n-\nTranscripts to be released. 
\nWhat will the \"Left\" do when yet another huge lie is exposed?\nHow often can they stoke the flames 
of anger with lies before their zombies wake up to the truth?\nHow many have walked away already?
\nZero Sum Game.\n-\nPay Attention. \nThe Art Of 
War.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1174555224889057280 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176565939728461824","date":1569350154000,"text":"Timeline:\nD's SC worries 
(Roberts)=>\nKavanaugh smear 2.0\nHuge MSM push => attach \"me too\" names to fake story in effort to 
weight w/ public.\nExposed in under 24h as fraud.\nD's Panicked => Schiff whistleblower (baited) => T-
script release while UN meets.\n-\nLearn to play the game."},
{"tweetId":"1176566676843827200","date":1569350329000,"text":"Red October looms ahead.\nHunters are 
Hunted\n-\nDeclass/ FISA problems reach all the way up to SCOTUS/CF/O/Etc.\nCabal to be on public 
display.\n-\nMajor panic.\nMSM pushing hard. \nLies exposed quickly. \nNo ammunition left.\n-
\nMissions forward.\n-\nStay Strong, Patriots.\n-\nTrust The Plan."},
{"tweetId":"1176568203016843268","date":1569350693000,"text":"Busy Day, @FBI?\n-\n\"exact nature of 
investigation undisclosed\"\n-\nAre you watching, Patriots?\n-\nDemocratic Senator Sandoval just got 
raided in a criminal investigation.\n-\nALL his offices did, to be exact.\n-\nThis story is not over 
yet. \n-\nEnjoy The Show!"},{"tweetId":"1176568377038573568","date":1569350735000,"text":"The 
Sauce:https://www.chicagotribune.com/politics/ct-illinois-sen-marty-sandoval-office-raids-20190924-
wns55ttc3fhtdfzlzb5gogd2qi-story.html …"},
{"tweetId":"1176570824012308480","date":1569351318000,"text":"Keep watching, we are not done 
yet.\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176138751841624070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176573954745622528","date":1569352065000,"text":"So you missed POTUS UN speech and FBI 
raiding a Dem senator today? \nPull your head out of the ground, Patriot! Eyes Open, the show is in 
full swing."},{"tweetId":"1176581389069799424","date":1569353837000,"text":"It always surprises me 
when patriots ask me, \"when will things happen\"; or \"when will we start winning\"?\nYou are already 
winning.\nIgnore the loudspeaker & open your eyes. \n-\nSoon, the few who dominate your focus will 
have their day of judgement.\n-\nAll investigations have endings."},
{"tweetId":"1176582631678468098","date":1569354133000,"text":"Do you not yet understand?\n-\nIt is 
their last move left. \n-\nWhy have they waited?\n-\nBecause it will inevitably fail.\n-\nThink 
critically: FISA present a PROBLEM for the Left.\nA HUGE problem. \n-\nThey are out of options. \n-
\nYou are at the precipice, staring at the cabal's Game 
Over.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1133833159248949249 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176585122705018885","date":1569354727000,"text":"They move toward the impeachment process 
only because the public is turning on them because of their many, many, many lies.\nIt will never 
work.\nThis IS the end of an Era.\nThis is FALL BLACK.\nPromises Made WILL be Kept.\nTrust Q.\nTrust 
POTUS.\nIt will ALL be right in the END."},
{"tweetId":"1176587342905257987","date":1569355257000,"text":"You may not realize it, but @pelosi is 



not a free agent. \n-\nWhy move for inquiry now?\nBased only on third-hand information from a phone 
call for which transcripts will be publicly available tomorrow?\n-\nThe Final Bait.\n-\nWATCH & 
LEARN\nENJOY THE SHOW\nPATRIOTS IN CONTROL\n"},
{"tweetId":"1176588122756472833","date":1569355443000,"text":"Do it well, @SpeakerPelosi.\nIt must be 
today. \nIt must create chaos. \nWe want them all on board with the lie.\n-\nDo Your Job.\n\n-Payment 
in Full.\nWe. Are. Watching.\nDo Not Forget."},
{"tweetId":"1176588916272586755","date":1569355632000,"text":"Understand yet?\nWhat did Q tell you 
about Pelosi, or did you all forget?\nWhy has she thus far refused to move forward on impeachment?
\nWhat changed?\nTIMING.\nWhat happens when they move for impeachment on false pretense?\n\nHow do you 
disable the enemy and expose them beyond doubt?"},
{"tweetId":"1176591482188423168","date":1569356244000,"text":"KEEP 
WATCHING.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176138751841624070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176592577438658561","date":1569356505000,"text":"Q told you long ago: Pelosi was 
Leveraged*\n-\nWe controlled when this was going to happen, and why.\n-\nIt could be no other way.\n-
\nYou have nothing to fear, Patriots.\n-\nJust stand firm, and Trust the Plan."},
{"tweetId":"1176593272162197505","date":1569356670000,"text":"AS THE WORLD TURNS."},
{"tweetId":"1176594413419683840","date":1569356942000,"text":"You are witnessing the final days of The 
Storm. \nAll players are in position, except for one who won't enter until February (if needed, think 
insurance).\n-\nWhat looms ahead, is a show like no other. \n-\nEnjoy It."},
{"tweetId":"1176604400812527618","date":1569359324000,"text":"That was exactly the train wreck speech 
we needed @SpeakerPelosi. Thank you for naming names along the way.\n-\nPayment in full.\n-\nEnjoy 
Tomorrow, fellow Patriots, this backfires on them in a big way."},
{"tweetId":"1176604752202870784","date":1569359407000,"text":"Not everyone reads Q. \nTry and keep 
up.\nPelosi wasnt speaking to you, but to the zombies on the Left."},
{"tweetId":"1176606609126170626","date":1569359850000,"text":"It's going to be fun when the call 
transcripts are released tomorrow and their base realizes they just lost their only chance to remove 
you from office. \n-\nBait Placed.\nBait Taken. \n-\nWe have outplayed their corruption at every turn. 
\n-\nMissions Forward."},{"tweetId":"1176607328898048000","date":1569360022000,"text":"It will 
backfire on them tremendously this time. They have finally sealed their fate. \n-\nCongratulations on 
winning 2020 before 2020 is even here."},
{"tweetId":"1176612912519159809","date":1569361353000,"text":"For those of you wondering about Tony 
Podesta. The investigation being closed by DOJ without charges was just about FARA. \n-\nCritical 
thought: There are multiple investigations ongoing. Not all of which are subject to public 
scrutiny.\n-\nNo One Walks Away From This. \nNo One."},
{"tweetId":"1176613691908866050","date":1569361539000,"text":"^ says the CIA agent whose main job was 
to sabotage the NSA's data collection methods; in order to protect corrupt actors. \n-\nYour words are 
meaningless."},{"tweetId":"1176614724651421696","date":1569361785000,"text":"Love it. \nIt will be a 
#Trump2020Landslide victory.\n-\nThey nailed their own coffins closed here. \n-\nWhat a sad hill the 
Dems picked to die on too."},{"tweetId":"1176617364726697984","date":1569362414000,"text":"Despite the 
false optics the #ImpeachmentInquiry provides their deluded base...\nTrump is effectively 
unimpeachable.\nThey do not have even close to enough votes.\nDems knew this. \nIt is all they had 
left.\n-\nGame Over. \nEnjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1176618586556829696","date":1569362706000,"text":"Why yes, yes I did. \nI gave you all a 
song in a storm, with words to guide the way.\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1137475427423924228?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176628822088830978","date":1569365146000,"text":"We can clearly tell a few things from 
this situation.\n1. Dems are scared of the upcoming FISA report, and desperate enough to pull 
repeatedly stupid stunts. \n2. Dems are losing their base, quickly, because of their shoddy lies. \n3. 
Dems do not care about facts.\n4. #Trump2020"},
{"tweetId":"1176637775786991618","date":1569367281000,"text":"Look at all the sad dems thinking that 
you will be impeached. \nClearly, they dont understand in the slightest what an inquiry means, or that 
we control the Senate... or that the House itself doesnt have the votes needed.\n-\nTDS is like 
wearing a bag over your head."},
{"tweetId":"1176638471668150274","date":1569367447000,"text":"Willingly and incredibly stupid, by 
choice. I am amazed and appalled that they consider themselves \"intellectuals\"."},
{"tweetId":"1176641533493297153","date":1569368177000,"text":"The FBI raid on @dcra today was about 
one employee, unrelated to larger picture. Just a bust for suspected drug sales.\n-\nJust keeping you 
informed. \n-\nThe FBI raid on Illinois Dem Sen. Sandoval however, is part of a larger sting operation 
underway, so enjoy. Arrests are expected."},
{"tweetId":"1176687963184521217","date":1569379246000,"text":"On this, we most definitely agree. 
\nWell said, Brian."},
{"tweetId":"1176716973356527616","date":1569386163000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/UePHYp8fKW"},
{"tweetId":"1176718057101770752","date":1569386421000,"text":"It always 
is.pic.twitter.com/WHzI6kZKkP"},{"tweetId":"1176727502120804352","date":1569388673000,"text":"Finally, 
my last post for the night:\n-\nThat time the Dems politely threatened the Prosecutor General of 
Ukraine in order to get dirt on Trump. <== (they failed, Trump was clean)\n-\nEnjoy the Show, 
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/LLtz8agXkW"},{"tweetId":"1176853499222663168","date":1569418713000,"text":"It 
doesn't matter. They have shown their true colors, and they are an ugly shade of seditious. \nThey are 
pulling out all the stops here, their desperation is showing.\nWe Are With You, Mr. President!\n-
\nMissions Forward!"},{"tweetId":"1176856248567959552","date":1569419369000,"text":"Expect 8chan to be 



back online within the next week, to two weeks. \n-\nSource: (Jim Watkins, the owner).\n-\nTake a 
moment with me and wish @CodeMonkeyZ, admin, and internet folk hero, the absolute best of luck here. 
The work he put in here has been nothing short of tremendous."},
{"tweetId":"1176857174242418689","date":1569419589000,"text":"No it isnt. that is not 8chan. and you 
will not find Q there."},{"tweetId":"1176858360404172803","date":1569419872000,"text":"Important: 
\"endchan\" is not \"8chan\". Those pushing it have been misled.\n8chan is not back online yet & you 
will not find Q on endchan or 4chan or any other copycat site trying to grift followers.\nQ functions 
ONLY through 8chan; which should be back online approx in the next week."},
{"tweetId":"1176858749623001089","date":1569419965000,"text":"Correct! Past, Present, Future. \nVery 
important to remember."},{"tweetId":"1176859445206364161","date":1569420131000,"text":"Shhh, don't 
tell the general Left. We want them on board with the lie. It makes it all the more devastating to 
their base when it all falls flat as a 
pancake.https://twitter.com/RepDougCollins/status/1176607040883634176 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176859761976991744","date":1569420206000,"text":"The Year of the Boomerang. \n-\nEnjoy 
The Show, Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1176860470134890497","date":1569420375000,"text":"Warren."},
{"tweetId":"1176863647559225345","date":1569421133000,"text":"It made me smile.\nI am glad to have 
come to know so many amazing people through this process. Dedicated fighters for the Freedom of 
Speech. Those who spend their time protecting and delivering people from echo chambers of corrupt 
industry & functional solitude.\nThanks Ron.\npic.twitter.com/xtsyrzKs1o"},
{"tweetId":"1176864170685411329","date":1569421258000,"text":"You will lose. You cannot stop what is 
coming."},{"tweetId":"1176864627684233216","date":1569421366000,"text":"If you go to the comment 
linked below and offer a like or retweet. You'll make me smile, and remind HRC that she will lose; 
That we know her crimes all too well; and that projection will not save her this 
time.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176864170685411329 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176867722476564480","date":1569422104000,"text":"So... President @realDonaldTrump saw a 
crime, that many people were talking about already; that MSM articles had been written about already, 
and asked the leader of the nation in which it took place to investigate it. \n-\nThat would be called 
upholding the Law. \n-\n#NothingBurgerpic.twitter.com/do709dst9y"},
{"tweetId":"1176868483851857926","date":1569422286000,"text":"Word of the day: \"Crowdstrike\"."},
{"tweetId":"1176869036476588032","date":1569422418000,"text":"Crowdstrike is a Google owned cyber 
security company,  who examined the DNC servers rather than the actual FBI, releasing only doctored 
copies to federal authorities. An illegal move to say the least."},
{"tweetId":"1176869341930971137","date":1569422490000,"text":"Make that #Crowdstrike and go for the 
win Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1176870729058590721","date":1569422821000,"text":"Patriots, If you make 
#Crowdstrike trend, you will make the Left extremely uncomfortable with their crimes. Tag big 
accounts, use the hashtag like the pro digital soldiers I know you to be. \n-\nThat one word; can 
destroy them entirely."},
{"tweetId":"1176871092318867456","date":1569422908000,"text":"https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status
/1176869036476588032?s=19 …"},{"tweetId":"1176874618684137472","date":1569423749000,"text":"Oh I think 
we all have some glaring questions about Google's #Crowdstrike and the way in which they helped 
@HillaryClinton cover up the murder of #SethRich.\nI'm with @realDonaldTrump on this all the way.\nThe 
People deserve the Truth."},{"tweetId":"1176875468521426946","date":1569423951000,"text":"Here you and 
I very much agree. Google funded #Crowdstrike seems rather integral to the entire collusion hoax, as 
well as covering up the Murder of DNC staffer Seth Rich."},
{"tweetId":"1176876347349700608","date":1569424161000,"text":"Make it trend Patriots. \n#Crowdstrike 
\n-\nThe bridge between everything, including the coverup of the murder of Seth Rich.\n-\nMake it 
trend. Change History. Expose the devil's game."},
{"tweetId":"1176878616405250049","date":1569424702000,"text":"Hey Patriots, #Crowdstrike is trending. 
Now is not the time to give in!\nDo you want victory? Tag big accounts. Make this viral. Move the ball 
forward. Together we have POWER. #Crowdstrike is central to every last Leftist lie from Russian 
collusion to the murder of Seth Rich."},
{"tweetId":"1176882713409851392","date":1569425678000,"text":"What we do see, is a President curious 
about #Crowdstrike, the google funded company the DNC used to \"examine\" their servers after they 
refused to turn them over to the FBI.\nI for one, as a United States citizen, share the President's 
concerns here.\nWe, The People, Deserve TRUTH."},
{"tweetId":"1176893576434860032","date":1569428268000,"text":"Twitter is trying to silence it. \nDont 
let them.\n#Crowdstrike is the Google company the DNC paid to \"examine\" their servers; after 
refusing to turn them over to the FBI.\nThe Dems are panicked in the extreme because Trump asked 
Ukraine to look into the matter.\n\nMAKE. IT. TREND.\nRT"},
{"tweetId":"1176899899394314241","date":1569429776000,"text":"A google funded cyber security company, 
#crowdstrike was used by the DNC to \"examine\" their servers while at the same time they refused the 
FBI access to them.\n-\nThey are implicated in the Russia hoax and the cover up of DNC staffer Seth 
Rich's murder. \n-\nWorried much?"},{"tweetId":"1176900503474778112","date":1569429920000,"text":"It 
all comess down to the mention of #Crowdstrike, the google funded company the DNC used to examine 
their infamous servers they refused to let the FBI see. It implicates them in the Russian collusion 
hoax and the cover-up of DNC staffer Seth Rich's murder. \n-\n Missions forward"},
{"tweetId":"1176905244489502723","date":1569431050000,"text":"Its actually trending at #2, but twitter 
is suppressing the fact like so:\nThey have removed it from the list and, in very small print; 
combined it with their preferred narrative. \nDONT GIVE UP.\nDONT LET THEM WIN.\n#Crowdstrike till 
your fingers bleed. \nThis is the final showdown.pic.twitter.com/0Gg5sIimKX"},



{"tweetId":"1176907425787666438","date":1569431570000,"text":"You have them scared. \n@Twitter has 
removed the word \"crowdstrike\" from any suggested searches and hashtags now. \nFight the censorship. 
Fight the algorithm.\n#Crowdstrike brings them down."},
{"tweetId":"1176908541283713024","date":1569431836000,"text":"Lisa, they literally had to manually 
remove it off the trending map; and remove it from all suggested searches and hashtags after it was 
trending at #2. \nThey are desperate, and it shows."},
{"tweetId":"1176909637767110656","date":1569432098000,"text":"No. The senate just vowed to never pass 
articles of impeachment and warned their would be serious backlash if the House tries. Keep up."},
{"tweetId":"1176911119908319232","date":1569432451000,"text":"And like magic, its back; however 
@twitter still wont tell you #Crowdstrike is trending across the country like crazy. If you type it 
in, no mention of the actual stats. it tries to redirect you to \"crowdfunding\"\n-\nThis is what true 
desperation looks like. \nWe Will NOT be silent."},
{"tweetId":"1176913205588705280","date":1569432948000,"text":"Ted, #Crowdstrike"},
{"tweetId":"1176913485030141953","date":1569433015000,"text":"That's what vetoes are for. \nThe 
situation is complex, focus on the here and now for now. \n#Crowdstrike"},
{"tweetId":"1176914714451947520","date":1569433308000,"text":"Well done, fellow Patriots!\nYou got 
every major media outlet talking about #Crowdstrike. You have new people asking what it is. You used 
your collective power and forced their hand. Twitter had to play damage control because you made the 
hashtag so popular.\nI am proud of you all!"},
{"tweetId":"1176919924750594048","date":1569434550000,"text":"Does it make sense now?\nTiming, is 
everything. \n#Crowdstrike matters because FISA matters because SCOTUS matters because etc. It had to 
be this way. \nA Perfect Storm.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1174555224889057280 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176920139893235712","date":1569434602000,"text":"It's still only Wednesday, remember 
that.\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176138751841624070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176920740974780418","date":1569434745000,"text":"Well now, #Crowdstrike is back on the 
Trending list. \nIt's almost like some extremely dedicated Patriots wont let them censor it or silence 
it. \n-\nI love you all. \nPlease keep up the good works.\nKeep it trending.\n-\nMissions 
forward.\nWWG1WGA!!!"},{"tweetId":"1176922362727555073","date":1569435132000,"text":"All because of 
#Crowdstrike"},{"tweetId":"1176924420386041857","date":1569435622000,"text":"Worth Remembering:\n-
\nThe Server, or Assange; takes them down.\n-\nFebruary Insurance Policy. 
\n#Crowdstrikehttps://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/1012446834760011779 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176924824352038913","date":1569435718000,"text":"**Rosemont Seneca**"},
{"tweetId":"1176926791308578818","date":1569436187000,"text":"Although twitter placed it at number 8, 
we are crushing it. \nKeep up the Amazing work! The World is Watching. 
\n#Crowdstrikepic.twitter.com/3VBmcD1gaL"},
{"tweetId":"1176953576922472448","date":1569442574000,"text":"Dear Dems, you cannot impeach a sitting 
President to avoid your crimes being brought to light. \nNor can you blame the AG because you yourself 
turned out to be the guilty party. \n-\nThank you for the show, @SpeakerPelosi.\n-\n#Crowdstrike\n-
\nPayment in Full."},{"tweetId":"1176954609446850566","date":1569442820000,"text":"It never went 
anywhere. JFK jr., who is very dead; denied writing the message. It was a hoax then. It remains as 
such."},{"tweetId":"1176955516523896833","date":1569443036000,"text":"Grifters. JFK Jr. is very very 
dead, I have relayed this to you, as has Q. It is part of why POTUS is where he is at."},
{"tweetId":"1176956158139129857","date":1569443189000,"text":"This sounds like a very fair deal. \nAt 
the same time, we the People share your concerns about #Crowdstrike and the DNC server."},
{"tweetId":"1176956361432862721","date":1569443238000,"text":"No. It was murder. HRC took his place. 
The math is easy to do."},{"tweetId":"1176958861464485889","date":1569443834000,"text":"I would be 
more careful about sources. That is very incorrect."},
{"tweetId":"1176959561204424705","date":1569444000000,"text":"Live 
Now.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1176956781328646144 …"},
{"tweetId":"1176969458730110978","date":1569446360000,"text":"I think the President's compassionate 
response to the reporter from Venezuala was absolutely beautiful.\nThere are still moments, where-in 
@realDonaldTrump has such amazing love for his fellow humans, that I am truly awed.\n-\nGod Bless Our 
President."},{"tweetId":"1176986535679451136","date":1569450432000,"text":"I stand with President 
Donald J. Trump.\nI will continue to stand with him. \nI will vote for him again in 2020.\nNo amount 
of MSM lies, or fake Dem outrage will change this.\n-\nKindly RT if you stand with Trump too."},
{"tweetId":"1177037271977136128","date":1569462528000,"text":"The impeachment fever dream ends very 
badly for the Dems. \nPolitical cover will fail.\n-\nThis is end game."},
{"tweetId":"1177038672706846720","date":1569462862000,"text":"Why is #Crowdstrike at over 200 thousand 
tweets, but not trending?\nProbably because jack is a satanic pedophile.\n-\nKnow who your enemy is. 
\nKnow where they come from, what they think & how they think.\n-\nI have not forgotten your lessons, 
@GenFlynn.\nWe will win.\nGod Bless You All.https://twitter.com/jack/status/5081 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177039729977647105","date":1569463114000,"text":"I am but a servant of the People.\nWho I 
am is not important. \nIt is the fruit of my labor that matters."},
{"tweetId":"1177067151481626624","date":1569469652000,"text":"Fellow Patriots,\nI want you to 
understand something very important:\nYou will not lose.\nPresident Trump is safe.\nSafe from 
impeachment & safe from bad actors.\nYour Republic is being restored to you.\nNothing Can Stop What is 
Coming.\n\nStay Calm.\nKnow that God is with you.\nSleep well"},
{"tweetId":"1177067978623520768","date":1569469849000,"text":"Not a veto-proof majority, and therefore 
meaningless. A show vote.\nThe wall will continue to be built. Do not worry."},
{"tweetId":"1177068185683681287","date":1569469898000,"text":"We are not. You must wake yourself up 



from those kind of dark places. We are no where near that. The House is powerless. Stay calm."},
{"tweetId":"1177069393395757056","date":1569470186000,"text":"There is only ONE God. The devil may 
walk up and down this earth, but he does not rule it. He was loosed for a time, and you see his false 
kingdom falling away even now. Have faith. Things are not always as you think."},
{"tweetId":"1177070258110304257","date":1569470393000,"text":"You call yourself a Lion of Judah, and a 
song in the desert... But you have no faith. How long did John the Baptist wait in the wilderness, 
making ready the way for the Lord? Have Faith."},
{"tweetId":"1177075363802996737","date":1569471610000,"text":"Yes. It is."},
{"tweetId":"1177192348431847425","date":1569499501000,"text":"They have already been exposed. Their 
panic over #Crowdstrike and the DNC server is palpable. Clearly, all their claims from Russiagate to 
Seth Rich were based on lies and the idea of the Ukraine exposing them disagrees with their corrupt 
interests."},{"tweetId":"1177202942044180480","date":1569502027000,"text":"It's like the Dems forgot 
completely we have had a ratified Treaty of Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters with the 
Ukraine since 2000. It was pushed forward by none other than @BillClinton.\n-\n@realDonaldTrump has 
every right to pursue Ukraine's assistance.pic.twitter.com/WcgNM2bTdc"},
{"tweetId":"1177203301202481154","date":1569502113000,"text":"Twitter fixed the \"error\". \nHere is 
the direct link to the ratified treaty anyways. \n- https://www.congress.gov/106/cdoc/tdoc16/CDOC-
106tdoc16.pdf …"},{"tweetId":"1177218157532078080","date":1569505655000,"text":"We, the People are not 
going anywhere, Mr. President. \nWe Are With You."},
{"tweetId":"1177315691269111809","date":1569528908000,"text":"By now most of you know Adam's Liddle 
story. \n-\nCompulsions are very hard to break, arent they @RepAdamSchiff?\n-\nTick tock goes the 
clock, even for a rat like you.\n-\nEnjoy the Show, Patriots\nIt's going to absolutely blow your 
minds!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1177285017636093953 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177339941455577089","date":1569534690000,"text":"Semper Fidelis, General; and thank you 
for everything.\nMay the wind be always at your back.\nWe have the 
watch...https://twitter.com/thejointstaff/status/1177327900900626446 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177445705754894336","date":1569559906000,"text":"Not what is being said here."},
{"tweetId":"1177447821399576576","date":1569560411000,"text":"Be Ready."},
{"tweetId":"1177449115224928256","date":1569560719000,"text":"FISA and Roberts.\n-\nTrouble at the 
top."},{"tweetId":"1177449605572620294","date":1569560836000,"text":"Hello, Old Friend.\n---\nThe Time 
Is Ripe.\n---\nReap What Has Been Sown.\n*\nMissions forward.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1177450421335416833","date":1569561031000,"text":"Epiphany seeks the devoted. To know is a 
choice born of dedication and effort. Those who seek are found."},
{"tweetId":"1177452242988756992","date":1569561465000,"text":"Marker [2].\nNote.\nNow."},
{"tweetId":"1177453169619566593","date":1569561686000,"text":"TRUST Q\nTRUST POTUS\nTRUST Q\nTRUST 
POTUS\nTRUST Q\n---\nLEARN.\n-\nREAD THE MAP.\n-\nYou Have More Than You Know.\n-\n*****MARKER 
[2]*****\n-\nMissions forward. \n-\nWhat was once dark will be LIGHT.\n-\nGoodbye OWLS."},
{"tweetId":"1177457606996054016","date":1569562744000,"text":"There is an Eye that never sleeps, 
Beneath the wind of night. \nThere is an Ear that never shuts, When sinks the Beams of Light. \nThere 
is an Arm that never tires, When human strength gives way. \nThere is a Love that never fails, When 
earthly loves decay.\n-\nWe Are With You.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1177457918582484994","date":1569562818000,"text":"This is incorrect, and not the MAP."},
{"tweetId":"1177460425874493441","date":1569563416000,"text":"Wisdom from a blind man, who saw so very 
far. Well written, fellow Patriot."},{"tweetId":"1177461710715674626","date":1569563722000,"text":"You 
are more numerous than you think.\nYou number the stars, the very grains of sand on the beach.\n-
\nStay Strong.\nStay United.\nHave Faith.\nKnow Peace. \n-\nThe End is in Sight, and we walk this road 
together. \n-\nGod Bless You All."},{"tweetId":"1177472324301283328","date":1569566253000,"text":"I am 
a servant of The People.\nNothing less, nothing more.\n-\nThere is no higher honor, to me, than 
this.\n\nThank You & Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1177542667259011074","date":1569583024000,"text":"They still don't understand what you are 
doing here. Hyphen and apostrophe*. You've got their attention again. \nEvery time you place 
bait.\nThey take it. \nThese people are stupid. \nWant to know Adam Schiff better? \nLook into the 
creepy LiddleKidz Foundation.pic.twitter.com/hxsf1ZXkke"},
{"tweetId":"1177544702553468928","date":1569583509000,"text":"We have a treaty of Mutual Legal 
Assistance  in Criminal Matters with the Ukraine. The Dems should know this since Bill Clinton pushed 
for it. The President is WELL within his rights to ask for their assistance in both cases. \nHow 
careless are those who forget their own history?pic.twitter.com/HdVNxBsF8P"},
{"tweetId":"1177551504003272704","date":1569585131000,"text":"Enjoy The Show:\n-\nThank you, 
@jsolomonReports \n-\nDocument dump link:\nhttps://www.scribd.com/user/259237201/JohnSolomon …"},
{"tweetId":"1177591791589175297","date":1569594736000,"text":"Lying to Congress and Defrauding the 
American Public are both extremely serious offenses. Especially when you consider his objective was to 
remove a duly elected President. \n-\nEnjoy The 
Show!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1177560986666098690 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177592560606437376","date":1569594919000,"text":"They had hoped to destroy a 
President.\nInstead, they destroyed themselves."},
{"tweetId":"1177604641963556866","date":1569597800000,"text":"There is nothing \"whistleblower\" about 
a CIA operative attempting to take down the President of the United States. That is simply called an 
attempted (and failed) coup.\n-\nDeep State panic."},
{"tweetId":"1177627391130312707","date":1569603223000,"text":"Remember, we knew well in advance. \n-
\nI linked you in back in April.\n-\nTake a look at the short thread linked 



below.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1115305462189174787 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177630531346980864","date":1569603972000,"text":"There are laws in place that prevent me 
from being too direct sometimes.\n-\nYou Have More Than You Know."},
{"tweetId":"1177630803435692032","date":1569604037000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/Mh97lZRd9Z"},
{"tweetId":"1177641689986555912","date":1569606633000,"text":"Fair to say, Over the target?
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176138751841624070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177690421440458752","date":1569618251000,"text":"WE ARE WITH YOU!\nEVERY STEP OF THE WAY, 
MR. PRESIDENT!\nDRAIN THAT SWAMP!"},{"tweetId":"1177703248737787907","date":1569621309000,"text":"Part 
of why it has taken so long to drain the swamp deals with how pervasive the swamp had become. The 
other issue was to ensure the safety of not just our citizens, but people everywhere.\nSo much was, 
and is, at stake.\nI hope the days ahead please you, fellow Patriots.\nGod Bless"},
{"tweetId":"1177704506513068032","date":1569621609000,"text":"\"It will be your choice to know\""},
{"tweetId":"1177705666695368706","date":1569621886000,"text":"All Roads Lead To Rome. \nStay In the 
Light.pic.twitter.com/mIjNbJ42cA"},
{"tweetId":"1177709992578895874","date":1569622917000,"text":"Understand this well: \nWe are going on 
the offensive. \n-\nEnjoy Red October.\nFollow Q (within the week).\n-\nI do not believe it will 
disappoint."},{"tweetId":"1177754930020585472","date":1569633631000,"text":"Keep on keeping on, Ron. 
The show is oh, so very entertaining. \nI'm with you all the way.\nStay Strong, code well! "},
{"tweetId":"1177755230521438208","date":1569633703000,"text":"8chan WILL be coming back online. Ignore 
previous owners who are now sad shills paid by the media. They live lonely, solitary, friendless lives 
& spend their days wishing very much they had chosen different paths.\nTrust Jim & Ron, they are stand 
up people, and both honorable men.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1177742981882757120 …"},
{"tweetId":"1177762418002411521","date":1569635416000,"text":"8chan is neither dead or gone. The only 
thing irrelevant here is your opine & faux Nietzsche quote.\nShilling for the MSM for paltry sums of 
cash is the ultimate low for you.\nI would feel sorry for you; except you chose this stupidity. You 
earned your private hell.\n\nEnjoy The Show"},
{"tweetId":"1177772672945721344","date":1569637861000,"text":"My advice is this:\n\nThe MSM is loud, 
because they were complicit.\nThe Dems are loud, because they were complicit.\n-\nThose who have the 
most to lose, are yelling the loudest.\n-\nStand firmly by POTUS, and remain calm.\n-\nYou have 
absolutely nothing to fear.\n\nPatriots ARE in Control."},
{"tweetId":"1177773719638417408","date":1569638111000,"text":"When the Truth is revealed in the Red 
October, the Dem's base will revolt against them.\n-\nYou may not believe this is possible,\nI assure 
you it is.\n-\nEnjoy The Show."},{"tweetId":"1177925973859356673","date":1569674411000,"text":"If you 
are afraid, you have no idea what is going on.\nThis was always going to happen, exactly like 
this.\nIf you haven't learned that by now, I cannot help you.\nThe choice to know, to see the game at 
work; that is yours.\n-\nThe President is safe.\nNothing Can Stop What Is Coming."},
{"tweetId":"1177927789066031104","date":1569674844000,"text":"If you are worried, kindly remember what 
I said about the \"Trump\" card.\nWe have everything we need.\nMSM optics do not equate to power.\nDo 
you imagine they have more power than POTUS?\nBecause they are loud?\nThey have no facts.\nThey have 
nothing.\nTheir end is ahead.\nTRUST THE PLAN."},
{"tweetId":"1177930420547133440","date":1569675471000,"text":"Just waiting for the real show to start, 
Mr. President.\nOctober is Almost Here.\nWe Are With You.\nDrain The Swamp. \nWe Will Do Our Part."},
{"tweetId":"1178086262760263687","date":1569712627000,"text":"Have 
Faith.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178055467987275776 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178097395554500608","date":1569715281000,"text":"You knew the day would come soon, 
@BillClinton.\nWhat you kept silent, what you did; what you allowed, was reprehensible.\n-\nThere is 
always a price to pay.\n-\nAdvice: Say your goodbyes soon.\n-\nYour days have been numbered by those 
at the top.\n-\nDaylight dims on the shallow grave."},
{"tweetId":"1178108285519613953","date":1569717878000,"text":"TOP OTM\n-out of my hands.\n-\nFF-
OPMCC\nOrder:(ICFB3790-08)\nSAD-SAG91j-h\n-\nPlease be careful Operators.\n-\nStay in the LIGHT."},
{"tweetId":"1178110024201179142","date":1569718292000,"text":"False Flag concerns. \nIgnore rest of 
message. \nNot for patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1178115143143702528","date":1569719513000,"text":"Re:\nExpect a FF attack in the next 24-
48h. \n-\nLikely an inner urban setting. \nSchools unlikely but possible. Looking at churches/ places 
of worship as possible targets (may be mosque target to pin on Right).\n-\nMissing many details, just 
aware of SAD/SAG order given.\n-\nPray 
Pleasehttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1178108285519613953 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178115652692914178","date":1569719634000,"text":"We track many many credible threats."},
{"tweetId":"1178116266101542912","date":1569719780000,"text":"So you understand I do not give warning 
without valid reason. This was the last false flag I warned you of. Remember the Date & 
Time.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1125773915371057154?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178119881784516608","date":1569720642000,"text":"The situation there is more complex than 
you realize."},{"tweetId":"1178120880679014400","date":1569720881000,"text":"I relay information. It 
isnt about good or bad. It is about accurate.\nI am a servant of the People; and what knowledge I 
have, is shared. Always."},{"tweetId":"1178122146142474241","date":1569721182000,"text":"I truly 
cannot wait for the day when I never again have to warn people about possible mass casualty 
events.\nKnow, I do not warn to spread fear. I do so because you deserve the truth, and to be 
prepared.\nThat way at least your emotions aren't being manipulated when it happens."},
{"tweetId":"1178123879044304898","date":1569721595000,"text":"C_A covert operations. The meanings are 
not hidden, you are just unfamiliar."},



{"tweetId":"1178129963331006467","date":1569723046000,"text":"It underscores their absolute 
desperation to remove you from office before the FISA information is made public and the CF report 
drops.\n-\nDeclassify, Mr. President. \n-\nSwing open wide the Door of all Doors for everyone to see. 
\n\nWe Are With You!"},{"tweetId":"1178190816025686019","date":1569737554000,"text":"Stay Strong, 
Fellow Patriots. \n-\nWe Shall Stand Resilient & Rise Triumphant.\n-\nNothing Can Stop Us. \n-\nWe Are 
Awake."},{"tweetId":"1178193767892959232","date":1569738258000,"text":"Sleep well, Fellow Patriots. 
\nThe night is safe around you. \nLet the howls of the dying Deep State bring you comfort, not 
fear.\n-\nFor God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound 
mind.\n-\nWe have the watch, you are safe. \n-\nMissions forward."},
{"tweetId":"1178327829978767362","date":1569770221000,"text":"Suddenly, it's everywhere. \nPatriots in 
Control.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1177202942044180480 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178328272943423489","date":1569770327000,"text":"Have you not been watching the 
President's twitter feed?\n"},{"tweetId":"1178340079225507840","date":1569773142000,"text":"Their scam 
is backfiring wildly. \n-\nWait until they are forced to ID the whistleblower. \nField Day.\n-\nRed 
October is Coming. \nNothing Can Stop It.\n-\nEnjoy The 
Show!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178328262537285632 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178341116212600832","date":1569773389000,"text":"He is a C_A operative if you want to 
argue semantics, which I do not."},{"tweetId":"1178342156936912897","date":1569773637000,"text":"no. 
false."},{"tweetId":"1178343031197589504","date":1569773845000,"text":"Yes."},
{"tweetId":"1178346760059723777","date":1569774734000,"text":"Missions forward, @GenFlynn, sir.\n-\nWe 
have the watch"},{"tweetId":"1178350000226652167","date":1569775507000,"text":"If you were to ask 
former senior state department officials about their past few weeks, you would find many of them have 
been questioned about details relating to @HillaryClinton and her tenure as SoS.\n-\nFALL BLACK.\n-
\nPay attention.\n-\nThe Red October will surprise you 
yet.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1107382707061952512 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178352255185166336","date":1569776045000,"text":"It won't be much longer. \nStay in the 
LIGHT."},{"tweetId":"1178371014478237697","date":1569780517000,"text":"The good @GenFlynn was part of 
the 313th Military Intelligence Battalion, which was assigned to the 82nd airborne division. In 
Operation Urgent Fury, aka the invasion of Grenada. Flynn served as platoon leader during his 
deployment.\n-\n#knowyourmilpic.twitter.com/hzK1F5jUHj"},
{"tweetId":"1178373673843150848","date":1569781151000,"text":"General Flynn is an absolute Hero. 
Goodbye fake Maga troll."},{"tweetId":"1178374139922522117","date":1569781262000,"text":"Good 
description, bad assumption."},{"tweetId":"1178381025241632768","date":1569782904000,"text":"The 
offensive plays will be swift. \n-\nThose who lie to the American Public, know you will be held to 
account.\n-\nIt is about to Storm like never before.\n-\nEnjoy The Show, Fellow Patriots. \n"},
{"tweetId":"1178414680433467394","date":1569790928000,"text":"Many of you are being willingly led 
astray by sources that you can neither vet or trust. \nKindly be careful as to what you choose to 
believe.\n\nInformation should be able to readily prove itself. People who claim to be under deep 
state duress & in financial need, are scamming you."},
{"tweetId":"1178415362087542786","date":1569791090000,"text":"I work, in many aspects, within the 
\"deep state\" itself. \nI can tell you honestly, that very few individuals who claim to know what is 
going on, do. \nEven fewer are those who claim to be connected & actually are. \nBe careful about 
believing what sounds good to the ear.\nBe Smart."},
{"tweetId":"1178415683698335745","date":1569791167000,"text":"Think critically. How many other people 
follow the same model, without the same criteria. A blanket warning does not target anyone. Use 
critical thought and be discerning."},{"tweetId":"1178416467026567168","date":1569791354000,"text":"It 
is not my job to tell you who to follow, or who not to follow. \nThose are choices you have to make. 
\n\nI can however, caution you against being blind to those who pretend to need assistance when in 
reality they are con-artists grifting off of your best intentions.\n-\nWWG1WGA."},
{"tweetId":"1178421424882630656","date":1569792536000,"text":"I have no lust for blood to be spilled. 
\nWould that my enemies but lay down their swords & repent. Would that they might see the error of 
their ways, and open their eyes. How I long for the days of Your Peace, Oh, Lord! Come swiftly to Your 
people, and bring them out of Egypt.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1178425252289880066","date":1569793448000,"text":"Peace, is the prize. \nThis is not the 
prelude to a war, Patriots.\nThis is the ending of one.\nKeep this in mind."},
{"tweetId":"1178426169164800002","date":1569793667000,"text":"Nonsense. Things have always been this 
way, and far worse. All that has happened is that you have woken up to the illusion."},
{"tweetId":"1178427171704102914","date":1569793906000,"text":"Anyone spouting this has deluded 
themselves in a fantasy of their own fears. \nAnyone pushing violent and vile action will quickly find 
themselves blocked here.\n-\nThere will be no impeachment and no civil war."},
{"tweetId":"1178429782893178880","date":1569794529000,"text":"You have been winning since the moment 
Trump took office.\n-\nYou do not need to \"start\" winning.\n-\nYour prosperity has been 
restored.\nYour military strengthened.\nYour borders largely secured.\n-\nPOTUS has kept his 
promises.\n-\nAll that remains is to drain the Swamp once & for all."},
{"tweetId":"1178430879263313921","date":1569794790000,"text":"Because they look for revenge and 
violence as the signs they are winning. Peace, is the Prize."},
{"tweetId":"1178431770636800003","date":1569795002000,"text":"This country was built on the backs of 
immigrants. The problems with the immigration system need addressed but people from other nations are 
not your enemy by default. Be discerning and remember to love your neighbor too. It is about a balance 
of merit based immigration & safety."},



{"tweetId":"1178432387077804032","date":1569795149000,"text":"There are good and bad people within 
every \"religion\". \nIdeological wars are unending. Extremism is the enemy of many nations and sects. 
The \"overzealous but misled\" are a difficult thing to fix."},
{"tweetId":"1178433152337006594","date":1569795332000,"text":"...And now you are blocked for being 
purely racist. Goodbye"},{"tweetId":"1178434301366591489","date":1569795606000,"text":"Let he who is 
without sin cast the first stone."},{"tweetId":"1178434738635333632","date":1569795710000,"text":"In 
time."},{"tweetId":"1178440625944961025","date":1569797114000,"text":"If I am wise, it is only because 
God gave me wisdom to serve His purpose. The Lord giveth and the Lord taketh away, right?\nThen it is 
not my hand that does anything worthy, but the Master whom I serve. I deserve no glory or recognition. 
I am just a servant of the People."},
{"tweetId":"1178446827957506048","date":1569798592000,"text":"Thank you for everything, @DevinNunes. 
\nYou have proved yourself a more dedicated patriot than I thought we had left in DC.\n-\nWe owe you a 
huge debt of gratitude.\n-\nPlease, continue the clever art whenever you feel like we need to know.\n-
\nI am ALWAYS watching.\nEnjoy The 
Harvest.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162878517949947905 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178447149945823232","date":1569798669000,"text":"Enjoy the Harvest!"},
{"tweetId":"1178457296411725825","date":1569801088000,"text":"Occasionally, and for no apparent 
reason, Twitter likes to automatically unfollow me from @realDonaldTrump.\nI'm sure it's nothing 
nefarious at work, just a liberal algorithm working overtime."},
{"tweetId":"1178468229494255617","date":1569803695000,"text":"*wink* 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178467237096775680 …pic.twitter.com/1ltBWsCELI"},
{"tweetId":"1178476913129660417","date":1569805765000,"text":"About to be VERY public:\n-\nHow many 
lives did you sell, @HillaryClinton?\nThe current talks with China are going extremely well.\nNot for 
you, but I'm sure you'll find out soon enough.\nHow was the farewell tour?"},
{"tweetId":"1178479842549014528","date":1569806464000,"text":"Too busy for Q&A right now. \nAnswers 
are available if you swipe through the feed or use the search function.\n-
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176134902611415043?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178481263864365057","date":1569806803000,"text":"To find answers to questions that I may 
have previously answered; search twitter using this format. Just enter your query after the 
\"from:trueeyethespy\" portion and it will bring up only posts I have made using that 
term\nExample:\n\nfrom:trueeyethespy example"},
{"tweetId":"1178484635136860161","date":1569807606000,"text":"Actually you separated the tag. I have 
made many comments on Podesta.\n\nFrom:trueeyethespy \n\nnot From:trueeyethe spy*"},
{"tweetId":"1178528569686925312","date":1569818081000,"text":"No, and no. Advice: study science."},
{"tweetId":"1178656491135475712","date":1569848580000,"text":"CIA Asset. \nWe knew. \nWe Are With You, 
Mr. President. \nTake Them ALL Down."},
{"tweetId":"1178657967090077696","date":1569848932000,"text":"Time's Up, @RepAdamSchiff.\nYou won't be 
weathering the coming Storm.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1114939583601549315 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178658941980610561","date":1569849164000,"text":"Blackmailed him over his wife & offered 
a substantial financial kickback."},{"tweetId":"1178662121795706880","date":1569849922000,"text":"I 
have but one question left for you, dear Patriots.\n-\nAre You Awake & Are You Ready to Drain The 
Swamp?\n-\nKindly RT if yes."},{"tweetId":"1178673293181751296","date":1569852586000,"text":"FEAR THE 
STORM.\nFOR GOD & COUNTRY."},{"tweetId":"1178678296323743751","date":1569853779000,"text":"We will 
bring it all down, without a single shot fired. \n-\nPeace was ever the Prize."},
{"tweetId":"1178679857028440064","date":1569854151000,"text":"My part in this is all but done.\nRed 
October is almost here,\nthere will be no need to hold the line.\n\nIn the event I go silent, it has 
indeed been a unique pleasure to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with all of you.\n-\nLook forward to Q's 
return.\nRemember What We Fight For.\nGod Bless."},
{"tweetId":"1178688913264775170","date":1569856310000,"text":"I am ALWAYS watching.\nEven if I go 
silent.\nYou will never be alone.\nThere are those who stand in the shadows, holding the line.\nThose 
whose honor it is to serve the People. \nThose who wish for nothing more than to see this Country, 
this World; and its People, Prosper.\nWWG1WGA\n"},
{"tweetId":"1178784448994840577","date":1569879088000,"text":"Welcome to the Alpha Stage preview.\n-
\nTeam working fast to bring it up to speed. \n-\nWhat you see is just the beginning.\n-\nWelcome to 
the Future. \n-\nhttp://EyeTheSpy.org "},
{"tweetId":"1178785324425732097","date":1569879296000,"text":"None yet. This is just a preview for the 
followers here. The site will be down again as my team works to finish a whole lot of details left. 
This is like seeing a few skeleton bones. The Alpha Stage."},
{"tweetId":"1178785441316782080","date":1569879324000,"text":"No, why?"},
{"tweetId":"1178786362146852864","date":1569879544000,"text":"Expect the site to be down again soon as 
my team works to bring it up to speed. This is just a small preview for all the followers here.\nIf 
you have ideas about what you would like to see included in this site; by all means let your voice be 
heard. \nI am here, to serve YOU."},
{"tweetId":"1178789030630170625","date":1569880180000,"text":"Again, alpha stage. Relax."},
{"tweetId":"1178793480660951041","date":1569881241000,"text":"The new site will be going offline again 
shortly. Hope you enjoyed this small preview.\nConstruction will move quickly, and it will be back 
online, complete and ready for use before you know it.\n-\nWWG1WGA.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1178796556193021953","date":1569881974000,"text":"No worries. The HTTP/SSL certificate 
takes about 48 hours to activate. This was just a quick preview. Already offline again."},
{"tweetId":"1178807449043832833","date":1569884571000,"text":"I suggest you read all three tweets in 



the thread, the comments under them; and pull your foot out of your mouth fellow patriot  You are late 
to the show. You missed the preview."},{"tweetId":"1178809101058482176","date":1569884965000,"text":"I 
will never leave your side, Fellow Patriots.\nDon't you know yet? We will walk to the finish line 
together, and even then; I will still stand beside you. Long after the glow of our victory has faded; 
I will still be your loyal friend and servant. Always.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1178812379901157382","date":1569885747000,"text":"My apologies. Sometimes I have to test 
the waters before moving forward. \nTiming, is everything. \nThe purpose of those posts was to gauge 
response before unveiling the new website being constructed."},
{"tweetId":"1178864936585433089","date":1569898277000,"text":"God Bless President 
Trump!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1178841635716784129 …"},
{"tweetId":"1178865477659107335","date":1569898406000,"text":"The site is live, and secure.\n-
\nUpdates will continue on a regular basis.\n(many things in the works)\n-\nEnjoy:\n-
\nhttp://eyethespy.org "},{"tweetId":"1178869086639538178","date":1569899267000,"text":"There will be 
much added & many, many updates to come. I wanted the site live as quickly as possible so patriots can 
access it. \nI plan to link to Q archives through it (or create a page that auto updates Q in the same 
fashion); create a searchable Q&A database from twitter etc."},
{"tweetId":"1178869199004999691","date":1569899294000,"text":"No, why?"},
{"tweetId":"1178870159462797317","date":1569899523000,"text":"One of many precautionary measures 
taken"},{"tweetId":"1178870891826094080","date":1569899697000,"text":"The book list will be updated on 
a regular basis; with rotations occurring on a weekly basis. Rather than post hundreds of books at 
once, I thought it prudent to list a few at a time."},
{"tweetId":"1178872414350036993","date":1569900060000,"text":"If you let it play out, It's a storm, 
and it comes from a video I created and posted here called ( in latin) the judgement song part 2. It 
stays."},{"tweetId":"1178876497173663744","date":1569901034000,"text":"Except @realDonaldTrump isn't 
being charged with anything. \nYou have nothing, just lies you keep repeating. \nOnly your few zombies 
and bot farms believe anything you say anymore. \nThe deluded left and their political lemmings, 
running right off a cliff of no return."},
{"tweetId":"1178877927431249920","date":1569901375000,"text":"Noted, Thank you. I'll see what can be 
done about reformatting things if this is a problem experienced by others as well."},
{"tweetId":"1178892559315329024","date":1569904863000,"text":"For the Record:\nI will never accept 
donations, or take your money, or sell you merchandise.\nCreating a website does not change that in 
the least.\n-\nI promised you, I will freely give you all that I am, all that God has made me.\n-\nFor 
God & Country,\n\nThank You & God Bless You All!"},
{"tweetId":"1178916418005475329","date":1569910551000,"text":"All roads lead to Rome, Kansas. \nGod 
Speed.pic.twitter.com/YpdAzOdigL"},{"tweetId":"1178990998187335681","date":1569928333000,"text":"The 
Fake News Media is in full damage control mode right now. Their spin is failing under mountains of 
long-known proof about the crooked Ukrainian dealings. \nEnjoy Red October, Fellow Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1179050864708898821","date":1569942606000,"text":"Never mess with a Lion.\n-\nGo Kansas, 
Go!https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1179040138292105216 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179053828114718720","date":1569943313000,"text":"Eyes 
Open.\nB2.https://twitter.com/US_Stratcom/status/1179029685738577921 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179054207263023104","date":1569943403000,"text":"We are just waiting at this point, 
@TheJusticeDept."},{"tweetId":"1179140454388031495","date":1569963966000,"text":"The Vatican was 
Raided today.\n-\nIt's going to be BIBLICAL."},
{"tweetId":"1179140802796298240","date":1569964049000,"text":"Sauce:https://www.reuters.com/article/us
-vatican-raid/vatican-police-raid-top-offices-take-documents-idUSKBN1WG45E …"},
{"tweetId":"1179141603300171778","date":1569964240000,"text":"Incorrect. Both the Holy See's 
Secretariat of State and its Financial Information Authority were raided."},
{"tweetId":"1179142241228599297","date":1569964392000,"text":"You'll find out soon.\nFollow the 
Money.\n[P]https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1113666600975175681 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179142530425860096","date":1569964461000,"text":"TRUST KANSAS."},
{"tweetId":"1179143406100078593","date":1569964670000,"text":"Raid today?\nTiming, is 
everything.\n*wink*https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1178916418005475329 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179144143181930496","date":1569964845000,"text":"Chance of rain this month is 100%.\nDo 
Enjoy the Show, Patriots."},{"tweetId":"1179145830256828416","date":1569965248000,"text":"If @GenFlynn 
can stay strong amidst the Deep State trying to destroy his life, we as digital soldiers & fellow 
Patriots can certainly rise up in brave support of all that is good & right as the cabal is finally 
brought low.\n\nWelcome to Red October.\n\nA Month To 
Remember!\n\nWWG1WGA!pic.twitter.com/1Ja7U8gfnu"},
{"tweetId":"1179148641363214337","date":1569965918000,"text":"*The Mifsud audio*\n@HillaryClinton 
@JohnBrennan\nYou are done. Utterly done. \nGoodbye OWLS."},
{"tweetId":"1179153094120218624","date":1569966979000,"text":"Keep Up Patriots! \nThings are moving 
fast now.\n-https://www.thedailybeast.com/barr-went-to-rome-to-hear-a-secret-tape-from-joseph-mifsud-
the-professor-who-helped-ignite-the-russia-probe …"},
{"tweetId":"1179154639905869824","date":1569967348000,"text":"Putting your personal ignorance on 
display for everyone is a bravely stupid move.\n SoS Pompeo just listened to the Mifsud audio tapes in 
Italy today, while the Holy See was raided.\nYou have no idea the breadth of events transpiring. \nToo 
bad for you, I block idiots. \nGoodbye "},
{"tweetId":"1179155497938755585","date":1569967553000,"text":"Here comes the State Dept. IG now. \n-
\nPrivate briefing on Ukraine. \n-\nThe cabal has no idea what is coming. \n-\nRed October. \n-\nEnjoy 



The Show."},{"tweetId":"1179156069710487554","date":1569967689000,"text":"The briefing is not for the 
Democrats. Reread the statement made. \nPrivate State Dept. Briefing.\nSecure location. \nClosed 
access."},{"tweetId":"1179156364955914240","date":1569967759000,"text":"Tomorrow afternoon. Need time 
to set up location and gather people."},
{"tweetId":"1179156608699551744","date":1569967817000,"text":"correct. Time enough to gather people 
and set up secure location. On the move now though."},
{"tweetId":"1179157099953172483","date":1569967934000,"text":"Storm:\n\"To move forcefully and 
decisively to a specified position in a game or contest.\"\n-\nHere We Come."},
{"tweetId":"1179158062080372738","date":1569968164000,"text":"Nothing cryptic here. We are taking the 
cabal down hard. The time is upon us and events are already in motion. Eyes Open!"},
{"tweetId":"1179161455012265986","date":1569968973000,"text":"Happy 17th birthday, 
@USNorthernCmd.\nLong may you help defend this Nation and World. "},
{"tweetId":"1179163569163776000","date":1569969477000,"text":"Wir werden alle bösen Handlungen ins 
Licht zwingen, mein Freund"},{"tweetId":"1179174934528036864","date":1569972187000,"text":"I have made 
so many memes and pictures that have yet to be released. \nSome, I wait for specific times to post; 
others I just didn't think were good enough. \nThis is one of the \"failures\".\nI'm releasing it 
anyways.pic.twitter.com/cuumR8weMt"},
{"tweetId":"1179176251078201346","date":1569972500000,"text":"Immediately blocked. Do NOT engage in 
any form of civil warfare. Taking matters into your own hands is EXTREMELY dangerous. Please, Trust 
the Plan, Remain Calm; and ignore those who incite violence."},
{"tweetId":"1179178089009557504","date":1569972939000,"text":"For the record, the above account was 
just forwarded directly to the FBI. I hope you enjoy the visit.\n\nPEACE, is the prize Patriots. 
\n\nWe do not need dangerous vigilantes. \nAnyone caught in contact will be subsequently forwarded. 
\nAccount has been flagged. \n\nBe aware."},
{"tweetId":"1179180514638536709","date":1569973517000,"text":"Someone didn't get the memo.\nYou're 
out, Joe.\nYou wont be taking anything except an early retirement to a comfy jail cell. \n-\nThey are 
throwing you right under the bus in hopes of saving Hillary. \nYou are their scapegoat. \nI'd move 
fast if I were you.\n-\nWait & See."},
{"tweetId":"1179181145298210816","date":1569973667000,"text":"Here is a really fun question, 
Patriots:\nFor how long was Joseph Mifsud a CIA asset?\n-\n@GeorgePapa19 you're going to love this 
one."},{"tweetId":"1179183217443778561","date":1569974161000,"text":"The C_A loves academics. Loves 
people in institutions of influence, especially in foreign countries. It gives them a leg up in all 
sorts of shady dealings.\nVladyslav Bukhariev could tell you all about their Ukrainian operations: 
religious \"charities\" that traffic children etc."},
{"tweetId":"1179256481943871489","date":1569991629000,"text":"Iran needs to be held accountable. This 
sort of disreputable behavior teaches us they cannot be held to their word.\nThe unsuspecting public 
is being played like a fiddle by the MSM & have yet to realize their leftist leaders are lying & 
abusing their trust to protect themselves."},
{"tweetId":"1179273589008343041","date":1569995708000,"text":"- @Rosie deleted this poll after it 
turned out that a majority of people think the President should NOT be impeached. \n-\nI saved it just 
for you, @realDonaldTrump.\n-\nTheir false narrative is falling 
apart!\n#DrainTheSwamppic.twitter.com/QYzIV7lfGU"},
{"tweetId":"1179274858708062208","date":1569996010000,"text":"And the day just gets sweeter. \nYou 
will never take our President down. \nWe, The People, are with him.\nPoll after poll  we will voice 
our support. \nWe are with you, @realDonaldTrump!\n\n#DrainTheSwamp 
\n#RedOctoberpic.twitter.com/Iwc1UcAgXP"},
{"tweetId":"1179275728199794688","date":1569996218000,"text":"We, The People, are with you, 
@realDonaldTrump!\n-\n@RNCResearch @TrumpWarRoom @RealRomaDowney \n-\nThe Left can't even win their 
own polls. They will never impeach our President!pic.twitter.com/UUigghmT0E"},
{"tweetId":"1179276003677478912","date":1569996283000,"text":"It doesnt matter how many times they 
try.\nThe PUBLIC supports @realDonaldTrump!\n-\n@TrumpWarRoom 
\n@RNCResearchpic.twitter.com/QXfXdz2lli"},
{"tweetId":"1179400048196640768","date":1570025858000,"text":"3...2...1... \nAugust... 
September...October...\nAnd...\nStruck Down.\nCongratulations, @realDonaldTrump! 
https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1179378450936807424 …pic.twitter.com/m8sJul3zvk"},
{"tweetId":"1179400710443716614","date":1570026016000,"text":"He absolutely should. Defrauding the 
American Public in order to support a coup against our duly elected leader is beyond the pale. It is 
blatantly criminal, and represents perfectly the desperation of the extreme Left. \n\nFISA report is 
coming this month.\n- \nThey cannot stop it."},
{"tweetId":"1179402971244838912","date":1570026555000,"text":"They are terrified because you mentioned 
\"#Crowdstrike\"; the google-funded cyber security company they hired to \"examine\" the DNC servers. 
Let's not forget google gave them private use of their plane too .\n-\nTheir whole scam hinges on the 
hacking premise, which is unraveling."},
{"tweetId":"1179406309369745408","date":1570027351000,"text":"Truly an educational \"Must 
Watch\".\nThank you, @DevinNunes.https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1179405690055663616 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179406499472379907","date":1570027396000,"text":"Well Said, Devin. \nPassing it along to 
people. \nGod Speed."},{"tweetId":"1179407259195052034","date":1570027577000,"text":"Their attempts 
came too late, and have already failed. \n-\nNothing Can Stop What is Coming. \n-
https://nypost.com/2019/10/01/dems-media-aim-to-squash-barrs-probe-of-russia-collusion-hoax/amp/?
__twitter_impression=true …"},{"tweetId":"1179408908894511104","date":1570027970000,"text":"They have 



nothing but their lies left to comfort their constituents.\nHow soon the citizens on the Left will
become mutinous toward them, realizing they have been scammed.\nOn that day, I would not want to be 
within a hundred miles of the Democratic Party."},
{"tweetId":"1179412409762697216","date":1570028805000,"text":"This seems their logical next step  It 
isn't as though accuracy has concerned them thus far. \nThe MSM is pitching scam after scam for their
handlers at the top.\n-\nWe Are Not Fooled. \n-\nWe Are Awake. \n-\nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1179415741394804736","date":1570029599000,"text":"As Pelosi walked back all the fire of 
impeachment talk, Spending 90% of her time talking about prescription drug costs and the USMCA;\nAdam 
is digging a deep deep hole for himself and making sure his cronies are named with him.\nLooks like
their \"inquiry\" isnt going so well."},
{"tweetId":"1179416237119594496","date":1570029718000,"text":"Pelosi now refusing to answer questions 
about their inquiry \nPriceless."},{"tweetId":"1179420458367750144","date":1570030724000,"text":"How 
many times has Pelosi walked back \"impeachment\" into \"inquiry\" now?\n-\nI bet the Left is loving
this.\n-\nWatch your Leftist leaders fail you, lie to you; and in the end, abandon you to save 
themselves. \n#Guilty"},{"tweetId":"1179421062943117322","date":1570030868000,"text":"Their coup is 
failing, and will continue to fail."},
{"tweetId":"1179421111299330051","date":1570030880000,"text":"The Coup Will
Fail.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1179418734764711937 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179421512534765569","date":1570030975000,"text":"SoS Pompeo has more integrity and honor 
in one finger than Schiff does in his entire liddle body."},
{"tweetId":"1179424035588988928","date":1570031577000,"text":"If your fake former \"CIA\"
whistleblower links to a private gofundme on their twitter page, do you really think they are 
providing you worthwhile information? \n-\nLearn to recognize a scam artist. \nFor the Love of God, 
stop being so naive. \nSave your money and vet your sources."},
{"tweetId":"1179426625668157440","date":1570032194000,"text":"Blanket Statement:\n-\nLearn to
Recognize a Con.\nWhy do I not take your Money?\nWe are here to pursue TRUE FREEDOM.\nThis is the ONLY 
profit we should strive for. \n-\nPeople asking for payments for their \"patriotism\" are grifting off 
of your good intentions, with corrupt  motivations.pic.twitter.com/WZF8Bqzt5V"},
{"tweetId":"1179427237285765120","date":1570032340000,"text":"Corsi is and always has been a Mossad
agent, you are well behind the times. This has been repeatedly covered here. No one is currently going 
after him, so you are incorrect.\n\"My\" October surprise is a misnomer on your part.\nIt is October 
2nd, I suggest patience."},{"tweetId":"1179428135311433728","date":1570032554000,"text":"I work a 
fulltime job nearly 24/7, tweet information to you here; and run a website...all 100% free to the
Public.\nExcuses notwithstanding, stop defending grifters and learn to be the Patriots Q encouraged 
you to be.\nBe Best!"},{"tweetId":"1179431066840551424","date":1570033253000,"text":"I do not call out 
specific accounts.\nI simply warn you of tactics used.\nIt is my job to educate and inform; to 
encourage critical thought, not to coerce or control.\nI want you sharp as swords, and thinking for
yourselves.\nI do not want your money, your friendship will suffice.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1179434037351452672","date":1570033961000,"text":"WWG1WGApic.twitter.com/TLm99b3KYx"},
{"tweetId":"1179470085284651008","date":1570042556000,"text":"What an interesting day.\nMy line of 
work prepares me for these things, but a word of caution to others:\nEvery moment you grift off of
people & play pretend is a moment you make yourself the very real target of people who kill 
mercilessly & without thought.\n-\nWill you be prepared?pic.twitter.com/p2oTGdVsNt"},
{"tweetId":"1179472816816693248","date":1570043207000,"text":"There is more at stake than you can 
possibly imagine. \nRemember, this is not a game. \nMany lives are on the line."},
{"tweetId":"1179476395921215489","date":1570044061000,"text":"We fight, because if we do not; who 
will? If we do not stand bravely for what is right & true; then we spend our days looking for others 
to stand for us. \nShoulder-to-shoulder, we will overcome them & we will win. \n-\nNothing Can Stop 
What Is Coming.\n-\nThe Masquerade is Ending.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1179484390705045504","date":1570045967000,"text":"Love it, @USArmy.\nStay the 
Course.\nMissions forward.https://twitter.com/USArmy/status/1179472365996003328 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179484943958839297","date":1570046099000,"text":"C_A sponsored coup.\n-\nDo you remember 
what Q told you about Schiff and his C_A background? \nOnce an agent...\n-\nIt all comes tumbling down
on them.https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1179481753834184705 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179485218375381004","date":1570046164000,"text":"How long will it be before the public 
realizes Schiff is a C_A asset, just like his fake \"whistleblower\"."},
{"tweetId":"1179487991548579841","date":1570046825000,"text":"I believe sedition and plotting coups
are both still crimes.\nLooking forward to this playing out."},
{"tweetId":"1179489337261592578","date":1570047146000,"text":"Spoiler Alert:\nTrump Wins."},
{"tweetId":"1179490003249979393","date":1570047305000,"text":"Lovely, the coup is being exposed 
quickly now."},{"tweetId":"1179490163468247040","date":1570047343000,"text":"Conspiracy to defraud the
American Public, Unlawful attempt to overthrow a sitting President. \nSedition. \nTreason. \nGoodbye, 
@RepAdamSchiff.https://twitter.com/realDailyWire/status/1179487748656267264 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179492011772174340","date":1570047784000,"text":"\"And the Spirit of God moved upon the 
face of the waters. And God said, Let there be light: and there was
light.\"pic.twitter.com/XYfX8WlVVs"},
{"tweetId":"1179495128706289669","date":1570048527000,"text":"Well Said, 
@DevinNunes!https://twitter.com/RepDevinNunes/status/1179478204735787009 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179495985061474304","date":1570048731000,"text":"Spires and Minarets awaken to the farce,
angry frozen, as the great quakes begin. Spring forward. Fall Black.\n-\nAre You Ready For The 



Show?"},{"tweetId":"1179497003824406529","date":1570048974000,"text":"Devin, Cicadas are buzzing.
\nGod Speed."},{"tweetId":"1179527796747653122","date":1570056315000,"text":"Chairman @LindseyGrahamSC 
Wrote to the Prime Ministers of Australia, Italy and the UK to urge them to continue working with AG 
Barr as @TheJusticeDept investigates the origins & extent of foreign influence in the 2016 U.S. 
presidential election.\n-\nThings are unraveling fast now.pic.twitter.com/TPdh0jLqDX"},
{"tweetId":"1179551149357178881","date":1570061883000,"text":"The restoration of this Country must 
come through the prosecution of these individuals who have attempted to usurp the reigns of power in 
order to shield themselves from judgement.\n- \nUntil Justice is meted out in equal measure, there can 
be no Great Republic Reborn.\n#MAGA"},{"tweetId":"1179747456034246656","date":1570108686000,"text":"So
many angry blue checkmarks, yet so many supportive real people. \n-\nNothing fishy there."},
{"tweetId":"1179748743576522752","date":1570108993000,"text":"Just Enjoying The Show.\n\n-Looking 
forward to the EO signing later today Protecting and Improving Medicare for our Nation's 
Seniors.\n\nHave a Good Day, Fellow Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1179756015904051200","date":1570110727000,"text":"Indeed. One might assume that their 
actions amount to clear sedition.\n-\n\"Whistleblower\" met privately with Schiff staff before filing 
complaint.\n-\n\"Whistleblower\" is CIA agent.\n-\nRules are changed by IC to allow hearsay.\n-
\nReport is filed under newly created \"rules\".\n-\nSedition."},
{"tweetId":"1179810955661905920","date":1570123826000,"text":"Reading the letter is important.\n-\nIt 
raises several key questions we all have about the legitimacy of the Left's moves right now.\n-\nTheir 
reckless desperation is on full display.\nWell said, 
@GOPLeaderhttps://twitter.com/GOPLeader/status/1179778155340603392 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179811594953543680","date":1570123978000,"text":"Moment by moment, their failed coup is 
being put on public display. Only their paid blue checkmarks, bot farms; and handful of deluded MSM 
sheep give them any credence.\n-\nIn hoping to destroy you and cover their crimes, they have exposed 
and destroyed themselves."},{"tweetId":"1179811966019391490","date":1570124067000,"text":"We, the
People, love you, Mr. President.\n- \nThank you for fighting for us every day!"},
{"tweetId":"1179831255275360256","date":1570128666000,"text":"As The World Turns. \n"},
{"tweetId":"1179831379074441216","date":1570128695000,"text":"AS THE WORLD 
TURNS.https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1179812774135959553 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179833221544124418","date":1570129134000,"text":"AS THE WORLD TURNS.\n-\nThe Door is 
Opening. \n-\nEyes Open, Patriots.\n\nThe choice, to know, will be 
yours.\n\nENDpic.twitter.com/U9mFKPbG5x"},
{"tweetId":"1179834683095470085","date":1570129483000,"text":"Mariah Sunshine
Coogan\n\nREMEMBER.\n\nHello, 
@RepAdamSchiffhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179833221544124418 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179835681205563392","date":1570129721000,"text":"Hello, @BarackObama.\n-\nMiss me?
\n\n\"And thus I clothe my naked villany\n\nWith odd old ends stol'n out of holy writ,\n\nAnd seem a
saint, when most I play the devil.\"\n-\nWe Are 
Coming.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179834683095470085 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179836382249934849","date":1570129888000,"text":"Hello, @TheJusticeDept\n---\nFor agony 
and spoil \n\n    Of nations beat to dust, \n---\nFor poisoned air and tortured soil \n\n    And cold,
commanded lust, \n*\nAnd every secret woe \n\n    The shuddering waters saw— \n\nWilled and fulfilled 
by high and low— \n\n    Let them relearn the Law.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1179837582160650240","date":1570130174000,"text":"RECKONING IS COMING.\n---\nBE READY.\n--
-\n*\n-\nFor God so loved the world..."},
{"tweetId":"1179838942528573440","date":1570130498000,"text":"SPLASH."},
{"tweetId":"1179840414662176768","date":1570130849000,"text":"Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1179841198313410561","date":1570131036000,"text":"RED_OCTOBER> \n\n@DevinNunes, stay 
awake.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1178657967090077696 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179842318750408704","date":1570131303000,"text":"<OUT>\n-\nSmile for the Camera."},
{"tweetId":"1179843589821648899","date":1570131606000,"text":"
[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n[AS]\n
----- ----- ----- ----- -----\nComing Extremely Soon.\n*****Eyes Open*****"},
{"tweetId":"1179865376219422720","date":1570136801000,"text":"DRAIN THE 
SWAMP!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1179862105945542656 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179883880070955010","date":1570141212000,"text":"The website is being updated throughout 
the evening/night.\nMany things to bring online. \nEnjoy."},
{"tweetId":"1179889610794639360","date":1570142579000,"text":"^This is entirely incorrect. \nBe 
careful who you follow."},{"tweetId":"1179897688004972545","date":1570144504000,"text":"Noted. Down go 
the Goats."},{"tweetId":"1179905220526198784","date":1570146300000,"text":"I love when random patriots 
comment \"no outside comms\" \nOpen comms are used constantly, you've seen them here, like when
@DevinNunes posted the amber trump; a signal about Ukraine.\nOr when we all talk about Corn (CIA).\n-
\nWhen Q said no outside comms, they meant comms with Q."},
{"tweetId":"1179906115980742657","date":1570146514000,"text":"Example:\n\nI posted this before the 
\"whistleblower\" story dropped as a way of saying: Adam schiff is working with the CIA, and we know.
\n\nCORN grows on a FARM.\n\nComms. \n\nLearn them.\n\nCritical thinking pays 
off.pic.twitter.com/S4RPCy3pSG"},{"tweetId":"1179906504398385153","date":1570146606000,"text":"I had 
fun creating it, bit of an obvious message."},
{"tweetId":"1179906845508542465","date":1570146688000,"text":"There's not really a way to make schiff-
corn look not-creepy..."},{"tweetId":"1179907082759409664","date":1570146744000,"text":"I follow a 



specific 7 accounts. I have always followed the same 7. No one gets a follow back. This is the way I
operate this account for very specific reasons."},
{"tweetId":"1179907130893176832","date":1570146756000,"text":"You study."},
{"tweetId":"1179910427024732163","date":1570147542000,"text":"No it is not. Fair warning, you are one 
more angry comment away from getting blocked. \nSmall minded people who cannot see the big picture
oft' miss important things. \nThe journey matters."},
{"tweetId":"1179911540717297664","date":1570147807000,"text":"Many of you shout for arrests, not 
realizing how important the journey is.\n-\nThink for a moment about the Great Awakening and its 
purpose.\nIs it called the \"Great Arresting\"?\nNo.\nYou are missing so much of the bigger
picture.\nThis is deeper than political enemies.\n\nSo Very Deep."},
{"tweetId":"1179913483753840640","date":1570148270000,"text":"Do be careful, @USEmbassyTurkey. Some 
Great Quakes are coming your way."},{"tweetId":"1179918600464941056","date":1570149490000,"text":"The 
exposing of the coup against @realDonaldTrump continues. \nThank you,
@DevinNunes.pic.twitter.com/zByfFH3jUU"},
{"tweetId":"1179919822248955904","date":1570149782000,"text":"Do Enjoy The Show, 
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/cAUrYrQYVC"},
{"tweetId":"1179920292468199424","date":1570149894000,"text":"Thank you, I created it to tile across
the welcome page of my website. Sometimes, I'm not so subtle."},
{"tweetId":"1179923341349666816","date":1570150621000,"text":"I am speechless... \nThe Radical Left, 
ladies & gentlemen. Creating \"altruistic\" baby eating 
monsters.https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1179908480322289664 …"},
{"tweetId":"1179935992100327424","date":1570153637000,"text":"Absolutely, especially when said 
corruption reaches such a height that you may be the only person in the only office with the power and 
capacity to do so.\nWe, The People, Are With You!\nEvery Step of The Way.\nSwing the Door Wide 
Open!"},{"tweetId":"1179936422805098496","date":1570153740000,"text":"On a scale that, when out in
full view of the Public, will have them mutinous against their so-called leaders. \nExpose them, Mr. 
President! Throw wide the Door of All Doors!"},
{"tweetId":"1179948054524387328","date":1570156513000,"text":"At this point, their circus is made up 
of literal lies. I think @TheJusticeDept needs to step in rather quickly and remind them that the Law
is meant to apply equally to ALL, including the members of congress and senate."},
{"tweetId":"1180100783175589888","date":1570192926000,"text":"... and all parties to which that 
corruption extends. This is not a Biden-specific problem. \nThe Cabal is not at bat to save Joe or 
Hunter, they are screaming because they know where all of this leads. To the exposing of their entire
giant lie.\nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1180105239443251200","date":1570193989000,"text":"You're making so many paid blue 
checkmarks mad today, I love it. \nKeep them focused on their unrealistic hatred of you, Mr. 
President. \n-\nWe, The People, Are With You"},
{"tweetId":"1180206321699840001","date":1570218088000,"text":"Patriots, below you will find linked an 
excellent article describing the way the MSM tries to field the panic on the Left during what you 
should understand is a slow raid on their corrupt institutions.\nSpecifically dealing with AG Barr.\n-
\nMy compliments, Brian @drawandstrike.https://twitter.com/EpochTimes/status/1179926610209849345 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180210759936221184","date":1570219147000,"text":"No, John. \nWe have the Mifsud audio 
recordings.\nWe have the proof. \nWe have everything we need. \nYou may as well lay down your sword 
because you do not survive this storm."},
{"tweetId":"1180211142758666245","date":1570219238000,"text":"This is how a man worried about his own
corrupt business dealings reacts to the news that corruption on a wide scale is being exposed. \nWe, 
The People, Are Not Fooled."},{"tweetId":"1180211752706957319","date":1570219383000,"text":"So far, 
there has been no impeachment inquiry. \n-\nJust a lot of subpoenas that will be utterly ignored. 
\nThe House does not have the authority to compel testimony for a falsified issue of their own
creation. \n-\nThe days are counting down fast now & this political cover will fail."},
{"tweetId":"1180211968998875142","date":1570219435000,"text":"It is called simply, a coup.\nOne for 
which I believe they will not long survive."},
{"tweetId":"1180213657927593993","date":1570219838000,"text":"The Cabal's goal is to convince the
American People there is an impeachment process underway; which there is not.\n-\nThey need to 
convince enough people, that when their illegal move is made; they can lean on public support.\n-\nIt 
is absolutely failing them.\n-\nNo vote = No inquiry."},
{"tweetId":"1180214321059651586","date":1570219996000,"text":"No my dear Lady, they are not. \nThere
are processes that guide these things. \nThere has been no inquiry, no house vote; nothing but talk, 
as usual. \nThey have no impeachable offenses, just claims that lead nowhere; and a lot of MSM in 
their pocket. \nThe President is Safe."},
{"tweetId":"1180215739590090754","date":1570220334000,"text":"What you see is a game, designed only to
provide the cabal with political cover as the incoming proofs of their evil actions pile up. \nThey 
are panicked over #FISA and #Crowdstrike being exposed.\n-\nThe President is not being impeached.\nWe 
are nowhere near that.\n\nLearn the Game."},
{"tweetId":"1180216966260428801","date":1570220626000,"text":"Political cover that will fail.\n-
\nNarrative about Bill's health failing; combined with possible presidential bid (most likely 
withdrawn re:above narrative) in order to stoke public sympathy. \nAlready in motion. Definately will 
fail."},{"tweetId":"1180217421711458304","date":1570220735000,"text":"Because they are not free 
agents. These are middle men in much bigger game than you realize. They are controlled, and choice is
limited."},{"tweetId":"1180218672520015872","date":1570221033000,"text":"I said we are goading them 



into the process.\n- \nAnd I meant it. \nDriving them out of options with no clear path toward it
ahead.\nYou'll understand soon, worry not."},
{"tweetId":"1180218992235028480","date":1570221109000,"text":"Nope. They wont even call an inquiry 
vote. They are terrified. All you see is a show."},
{"tweetId":"1180219285546979328","date":1570221179000,"text":"We have the Source. \n No spoilers."},
{"tweetId":"1180220310177681408","date":1570221424000,"text":"My apologies, these are excellent 
questions to which I will offer you no answer."},
{"tweetId":"1180232823782936578","date":1570224407000,"text":"Hello, @HillaryClinton \n-\nRead 
Carefully, Patriots. \n-VERY carefully.pic.twitter.com/kSIFtLlcnB"},
{"tweetId":"1180234640457699330","date":1570224840000,"text":"Now, let's go 
further.pic.twitter.com/g02wHN0rCg"},{"tweetId":"1180287990863683584","date":1570237560000,"text":"In 
other words, sedition & a plot to take down a duly elected President involving a CIA Agent, a lying 
U.S. Representative & where does their corruption stop?... The Left should be worried & not about our
President. Their team is heading toward mass-arrests and federal charges."},
{"tweetId":"1180289130724503553","date":1570237832000,"text":"This is brilliant.\nOh, @RepAdamSchiff, 
you've sincerely done yourself in.\n-\nAgain, you will not survive this Storm.\nWalk away while you 
can.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1180245134363025415 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180289941538066432","date":1570238025000,"text":"From the Q&A. \nSelf-Inflicted wounds. 
\n-\nOver The Target. \nAgain, Goodbye 
Adam.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1174794986950447113 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180290469219246080","date":1570238151000,"text":"Obviously it will make the news when it
happens. It will be very very soon. Have Patience. Just a reminder."},
{"tweetId":"1180291102160625664","date":1570238302000,"text":"So did many. \nLook here, not 
there.\nHabitual lying, however, is a terrible problem when you are supposed to represent the Will of 
the People.\nMake no mistake, the rest will still come out afterward; but first a fall from grace."},
{"tweetId":"1180291574657421313","date":1570238414000,"text":"Justice moves slowly, a lesson well 
learned quickly in DC. \n-\nIt will be soon; no other frame of time need be given. \nMuch is about to 
happen."},{"tweetId":"1180292847125356544","date":1570238718000,"text":"A common pattern.\n\nStep one: 
remove from power.\nStep two: disown entirely.\nStep three: expose thoroughly.\n-\nThis is to protect
the system that governs.\n-\nThe day will come for all of them soon. \nThey ALL get to go to jail, if 
they are lucky."},{"tweetId":"1180295868987199489","date":1570239438000,"text":"DEAR MSM:\nTHERE IS NO 
IMPEACHMENT INQUIRY.\nTHERE HAS BEEN NO HOUSE VOTE.\n\nTHE 3 COMMITTEES HAVE NO AUTHORITY TO COMPEL 
DOCUMENTS OR WITNESSES IN A MANUFACTURED SETTING THEY THEMSELVES CREATED.\n-\nKINDLY STOP LYING TO THE
PUBLIC.\n\nSIGNED, ALL OF AMERICA.\n\n(Kindly RT)\n#FailingCoup"},
{"tweetId":"1180296802165243904","date":1570239661000,"text":"This is incorrect^"},
{"tweetId":"1180303499239796736","date":1570241257000,"text":"Semper Fi, @USMC\nMissions 
forward.https://twitter.com/USMC/status/1180271380803272704 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180308512020324353","date":1570242452000,"text":"Mr. President, \nWe, The People, Are 
With You.\nMissions forward. \nSwing wide the Door."},
{"tweetId":"1180326246640705536","date":1570246681000,"text":"The Coup is being blown wide open. 
\nPeople WILL be held to account for their illegal actions. \nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1180467854971461634","date":1570280443000,"text":"The new @washingtonpost \"Holding 
Ukraine\" article reads like a fantasy novel. It is more anonymous hearsay; poorly sourced and 
misleading statements. More recycling of non-facts already long disproven. \n-\nIn short, it is yet 
another prime example of the #FakeNewsMedia in action."},
{"tweetId":"1180482054510825472","date":1570283828000,"text":"Their most recent political hit-job 
\"articles\" were full of so much hearsay, anonymous sources & incorrect & long disproven \"facts\" 
that it is nigh impossible to take them seriously at all.\n\n Anyone buying a word of their garbage is 
willingly blind at this point. \n#FakeNewsMedia"},
{"tweetId":"1180483283722887169","date":1570284121000,"text":"They are doubling down on their lie 
because it is the only direction they have left.\n-\nWell Played, Mr. President.\nIt is indeed fraud 
against the American People; and sedition against you. Both are federal crimes. Where is 
@TheJusticeDept?\nAt this point, we are awake and waiting."},
{"tweetId":"1180571765547909120","date":1570305217000,"text":"Always one step ahead, two when 
possible.\n-\nKeep your people safe @USEmbassyTurkey\n-\nMore at stake than you know. \nErdoğan is 
being twisted. https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179913483753840640 …
pic.twitter.com/3PPR5Q4eH2"},{"tweetId":"1180572411365924865","date":1570305371000,"text":"You should
not try to define people as \"good\" and \"bad\". It simplifies highly complicated issues. \nErdoğan 
is under pressure from outside forces and will act accordingly."},
{"tweetId":"1180572972471459840","date":1570305505000,"text":"That is a bit much. Do you understand 
what is happening in Syria right now with the Kurdish forces? Or what outside pressure Turkey is under
to act? These are highly complicated things. Erdoğan will do what he feels he must; as will 
we.\nHopefully, more bloodshed can be avoided."},
{"tweetId":"1180573325329911808","date":1570305589000,"text":"Our military is generally quite safe. 
\nEmbassies make far more usual targets in trying times, where security is less pronounced."},
{"tweetId":"1180574090777772032","date":1570305771000,"text":"You should never stand anywhere 100%. 
You should think critically, and logically about what is at stake; what moves are being made and why. 
Anything less than that is blind sheep behavior, no matter what loyalties you strive toward. There are 
very real issues at hand here."},{"tweetId":"1180576137413570566","date":1570306259000,"text":"You are
not incorrect, the issue is when said \"ducks\" are up against interests that far outstrip them in 



terms of might. It is theater to attempt further US engagement in the area. \nPeace, is the
prize.\nThere are powers that desperately need to stop that ideology from spreading."},
{"tweetId":"1180577538969616385","date":1570306594000,"text":"\"Peace, Is The Prize.\"\n-\nThere are 
Interests across the World that desperately need this ideology to cease.\nWithout endless war there 
can be no endless profit & lucrative, murderous innovation.\n-\nThe World is Connected.\n-\nThey try
daily to drive us into ever increasing conflict."},
{"tweetId":"1180579306214285313","date":1570307015000,"text":"A small piece of wisdom:\n\nThose born 
into slavery cannot see the chains that bind them."},
{"tweetId":"1180582083187445768","date":1570307677000,"text":"There is an underappreciation for
marching bands. People locked step in step with each other in line, carrying, many times, a heavy 
weight as they play a song in unison, each performing their part. \nIs is only through much practice 
that it reaches an art form.\nNice post, Devin."},
{"tweetId":"1180588975083290624","date":1570309320000,"text":"How long have I been telling you CF is
next?\nWHY?\n***How much money did Ukraine funnel to the Clinton Foundation?***\n\nMore than any other 
country?\n\n#Crowdstrike\n\nWhy are they all screaming?\n\"The Sky Is Falling\"\n\nPAY ATTENTION. 
\nRED_OCTOBER>\n-\nEasy to swallow now, isnt it, Public? 
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1174797129778417671 …pic.twitter.com/gFh2pbEXaZ"},
{"tweetId":"1180590870191456257","date":1570309772000,"text":"Expressly, this is not what I said. \nI 
said very very soon. \n\nOh ye of little faith, keep your eyes open."},
{"tweetId":"1180591311050510342","date":1570309877000,"text":"Except for the mountains of proof piling 
up everywhere. Advice: pull head out of ground."},
{"tweetId":"1180591586364649472","date":1570309943000,"text":"Just because it doesnt happen in some 
arbitrary time frame you set is meaningless. I stand by my words. Justice may move slow; but it moves 
with purpose."},{"tweetId":"1180592760820101120","date":1570310223000,"text":"Remember this because it 
is very important,\nIt is your job to remain firm in YOUR beliefs; not to force them on others.\n-\nTo
know something, is a choice.\nIt was your choice & is meant to be a choice freely taken.\n\nHave Faith 
that we will expose them thoroughly before we are done."},
{"tweetId":"1180622260673097730","date":1570317256000,"text":"If you let anger rule your reasoning, 
you have already failed.\nIf you want to win this battle, set it aside & use logic. Too many of you
are raging blindly. It leaves you both unable to see the victories you've gained, and blind to the 
road ahead.\n-\nStay Calm.\nWe Are Winning."},
{"tweetId":"1180651702502019072","date":1570324275000,"text":"Good luck with everything, Boris. \nI am 
watching."},{"tweetId":"1180654996775477248","date":1570325061000,"text":"Just more leftist stall
tactics. \nI highly suggest personally declassifying the FISA+++ documents, Mr. President. \nThe 
People deserve to understand why the Left is pulling this desperate charade. \n\nThey deserve to know 
the real truth.\n-\nDo right by them, damn the consequence."},
{"tweetId":"1180699816067768320","date":1570335747000,"text":"ENJOY THE SHOW\n-\nIt's going to be
BIBLICAL."},{"tweetId":"1180861459275948032","date":1570374285000,"text":"Excellent. \nGod Speed, my 
friend."},{"tweetId":"1180861681238458368","date":1570374338000,"text":"Best news of the morning. 
\nGo, @CodeMonkeyZ, go!\nhttps://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1180841509819572225 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180941096727318529","date":1570393272000,"text":"Absolutely, Mr. President. \nSend every
last one of those career criminals, down the drain."},
{"tweetId":"1180941214687866880","date":1570393301000,"text":"DRAIN THE 
SWAMP!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1180939260146470912 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180963500828565504","date":1570398614000,"text":"-Coming soon to select theaters across
Canada; the end of Trudeau.\n-As long promised. \nWatch & 
See.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1174787178645336070 …"},
{"tweetId":"1180963961472258048","date":1570398724000,"text":"Define \"watch & see\"."},
{"tweetId":"1180964317975531520","date":1570398809000,"text":"No such happenings are underway.\nBe
careful who you follow."},{"tweetId":"1180964682783436801","date":1570398896000,"text":"That is out of 
my hands. I am just passing along the information as usual."},
{"tweetId":"1180964888556036098","date":1570398945000,"text":"I'm just holding the line. \nBe 
Ready."},{"tweetId":"1180973676516270081","date":1570401040000,"text":"---\n---\n*\n-
\nEMERGE.\n\n[[[[[<C_A>]]]]]"},{"tweetId":"1181025991185043457","date":1570413513000,"text":"Link 
Campus University and London Academy of Diplomacy, October, 2012.\n-\nGod Speed, Devin."},
{"tweetId":"1181028310882623490","date":1570414066000,"text":"Enjoy The 
Show.pic.twitter.com/nVLtTz6OlE"},{"tweetId":"1181040361352974337","date":1570416939000,"text":"Every
show needs a good Closing Act.\n-\nEyes Open."},
{"tweetId":"1181169510558158848","date":1570447731000,"text":"There were blue checkmarks telling 
people congress cannot be impeached.\nI would clarify for them, yes, they absolutely can be.\nThey can 
also be charged with crimes and simply arrested.\nThe President also retains the ability to declare
martial law and suspend habeas corpus 
too.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1181033360241709056 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181174302571483136","date":1570448873000,"text":"The MSM keeps talking about how the 
President is \"afraid\".\nReally? Because the Dems cannot name a single real crime he supposedly
committed and are being implicated in a literal coup and subsequent cover-up.\n-\nMethinks thou doth 
protest too much, complicit MSM.\n-\nProjection."},
{"tweetId":"1181174952516620296","date":1570449028000,"text":"PEACE, IS THE PRIZE.\nThe World is About 
to Change, Patriots. \nNothing Can Stop What Is
Coming.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1181172465772482563 …"},



{"tweetId":"1181175737665179648","date":1570449215000,"text":"Well said Mr. President!\nNow they will
see the Left's lust for endless perpetual war on full display. \n-\nThe Day has arrived & full glad am 
I to live to see it.\nLet us end these endless wars; bring our people home & no longer soak the earth 
with our citizen's blood, for profit."},
{"tweetId":"1181177191494799367","date":1570449562000,"text":"How will they spin the ending of global
war? A betrayal of our allies by refusing to sacrifice our people again & again for endless corporate 
profit?\n-\nJA would be proud of this move. He would tell you war is a game run by the people at the 
top.\n\nStop feeding the beast."},{"tweetId":"1181178026090024961","date":1570449761000,"text":"Look 
at all these war-loving leftists. \nAmazing how you expose the evil in their hearts Mr. President.
\nWe, The People, Are With You!\n\nEND. THE. ENDLESS. WARS."},
{"tweetId":"1181179565676195840","date":1570450128000,"text":"I can hear the Atlantic Council and 
Council on Foreign Relations melting down over @realDonaldTrump's publicly stated intent to end the 
endless wars we are in.\n-\nMusic to my ears.\n-\n#EndWar seems like a fitting hashtag to make trend
in his honor. Shall we? Together, Patriots?"},
{"tweetId":"1181180342402727936","date":1570450313000,"text":"You mean the war mongering, people 
enslaving; welfare pushing, baby murdering; lie-loving Dem leaders tried to pull a literal coup 
against our duly elected and highly successful President, all to shield their own corruption?\nColor
me not surprised at all.\n-\nLock. Them. Up!"},
{"tweetId":"1181181912112668672","date":1570450687000,"text":"Who cares? Do you trust those who push 
for endless war or those who seek to end them? That is the only question that matters.  Politicians 
are just people and their power an illusion. It is only united that People have true strength."},
{"tweetId":"1181183983922626560","date":1570451181000,"text":"It's coming 
back.https://twitter.com/infinitechan/status/1181054604097642496 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181186896673816576","date":1570451876000,"text":"Yes. \nIt will be a .net address 
again.\nFor those curious,\nN.T. Technology Inc. is owned by Jim Watkins.\nAll Good."},
{"tweetId":"1181188703110258688","date":1570452306000,"text":"So far ahead of the news. \nCatch me if 
you can.\n-\nLets go forward even further today,\n\nI'll do a 9am (est) Q&A today (will be posted). 
\n\nGod Bless. and God Speed, fellow 
Patriots!https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179913483753840640 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181192285414932480","date":1570453160000,"text":"Your self-loathing & need to belong to 
subversive cultures reaches new, tangible heights.\nGet some therapy, Freddy, foster care left you 
with some lingering social issues.\nI mean this kindly: your life is sad, and you are clearly not a 
stable individual. \nGet some help.\nBe free"},
{"tweetId":"1181193323148652544","date":1570453408000,"text":"I'll make a prediction for you: When you 
wake up, you will still be friendless and alone. Freddy, no one likes a dismal person, even one as 
pitiable as you.\nAlso, I imagine 8kun will be just fine, despite your rage-filled fever dream.\n-
\nSleep well."},{"tweetId":"1181193997672419328","date":1570453569000,"text":"Apologies for being
late. \n-\nA very short Q&A time (busy day). \n\nRepeat questions that have been previously answered 
tend to be ignored; so think carefully. \n\nGo for it, my attention is yours; fellow patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1181194603401269248","date":1570453713000,"text":"-Crowdstrike and Assange are both key. 
Remember that Q answered this already a long time ago. \nThe Server or Assange expose this, by
exposing the lies that built the false narrative."},
{"tweetId":"1181195352147398656","date":1570453892000,"text":"There has been official war between 
turks & kurds since 1978. We have armed the kurds before and allied with them; but have also allied 
with turkey at points over other issues places. The situation is complicated, unending; and not
something we should willingly stay embroiled in."},
{"tweetId":"1181196022380400644","date":1570454051000,"text":"It just isnt smart to invest in 
currencies that arent officially controlled anywhere. Decentralized is intersting, but prone to 
drastic fluctuation in value at any given moment. Meaning you could invest millions and return squat.
It is a gamble. \nBut no, It isnt \"deepstate.\""},
{"tweetId":"1181196139737079809","date":1570454079000,"text":"Very dead."},
{"tweetId":"1181196412144553984","date":1570454144000,"text":"No. Rumors are flying everywhere because 
the political climate is tense. Ignore them. There has been no day-to-day change in military
operations or within the DC political elite."},
{"tweetId":"1181196859303436290","date":1570454251000,"text":"Other than the Prssident of the United 
States openly declaring his intent to withdraw our troops from endless wars across the middle east?
\nBecause.... That would already be a Massive boom."},
{"tweetId":"1181197186299813889","date":1570454329000,"text":"There is no such thing as privacy. Learn 
this well. Nothing is hidden. Tor was designed by the US military (US naval project)."},
{"tweetId":"1181197566488252420","date":1570454420000,"text":"Everyone is under careful watch."},
{"tweetId":"1181197605143040001","date":1570454429000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1181197847066284033","date":1570454486000,"text":"Both, but mostly Pay-to-play. Much 
easier to prove."},{"tweetId":"1181198168614211584","date":1570454563000,"text":"If Boris follows 
through, yes. However, any plan allows for timing changes. Nothing is set in stone but the end 
result."},{"tweetId":"1181198482918531072","date":1570454638000,"text":"\"We do not comment on ongoing
investigations\"\nThat being said, this is Red October for a reason."},
{"tweetId":"1181198555836506112","date":1570454655000,"text":"Currently, None."},
{"tweetId":"1181198682433163269","date":1570454686000,"text":"MSM exists to distract and divide. Stop 
listening to them."},{"tweetId":"1181198864868618241","date":1570454729000,"text":"These kinds of
drills are held in multiple places daily throughout the country. Relax."},



{"tweetId":"1181199057341091842","date":1570454775000,"text":"Free will exists for all. Your prayers
should focus on your own journey. Abstain from the things of this world, or you will never find the 
Kingdom."},{"tweetId":"1181199189746864128","date":1570454807000,"text":"The President will not be 
impeached."},{"tweetId":"1181199290452103168","date":1570454831000,"text":"All theater."},
{"tweetId":"1181199320013574145","date":1570454838000,"text":"yes."},
{"tweetId":"1181199387529232384","date":1570454854000,"text":"Because Kissinger knows a lot"},
{"tweetId":"1181200244677189632","date":1570455058000,"text":"Difficult questions. Migration happens 
because of war driven by poverty. Poverty is also driven by war. Civil rebellion is driven by a 
populous whose government does not effectively govern.\nLiberalism isnt dying any day soon without a
fight. \nThe battle is ever for the future."},
{"tweetId":"1181200418598215680","date":1570455100000,"text":"Not yet. You need to understand that 
large swathes of people still need the veil pulled back"},
{"tweetId":"1181201040475078659","date":1570455248000,"text":"This is a question of perspective. There
will never be a point where humanity wholly agrees upon what is best for itself. It is not in our 
nature. There will be a point where mass war is ended and people resume lives of peace and safety. 
Opportunity arises out of the silence."},
{"tweetId":"1181201335800217600","date":1570455318000,"text":"Trust no one except POTUS himself. Trust
the man who openly and solidly declares his intent, and follows through."},
{"tweetId":"1181201569871749120","date":1570455374000,"text":"No answer will ever come to questions 
about 3301.\nSeek, and you will be found. \nEpiphany seeks the devoted. \nThere are layers to 
everything."},{"tweetId":"1181201924772814848","date":1570455459000,"text":"A strong majority must
happen. +70% at least. + 80% would be best. \n\"Herd momentum\" drives forward change."},
{"tweetId":"1181202062840868871","date":1570455492000,"text":"It is a vehicle to expose a war-
mongering coup."},{"tweetId":"1181202205031968769","date":1570455526000,"text":"Theater."},
{"tweetId":"1181202286649004032","date":1570455545000,"text":"Absolutely. Keep your voices raised
together."},{"tweetId":"1181202386506964992","date":1570455569000,"text":"When the agenda is abandoned 
by the parents."},{"tweetId":"1181202825612795905","date":1570455673000,"text":"Already happening. 
Forced out of Title X. Abortion NGO's no longer supported globally. We are ending the barbarism one 
step at a time. Death by a thousand cuts. Eyes open!"},
{"tweetId":"1181203293927817216","date":1570455785000,"text":"It was designed that way by previous 
administrations. Apologies, Some problems take a unity to fix we do not yet have. In this case; we are 
moving as quickly as possible; which is still too slow for so many.\nThere is much to fix in the 
broken system. Please stay strong out there."},
{"tweetId":"1181204025531863041","date":1570455960000,"text":"Iran is a proxy. Ie. A puppet. China 
holds strings, and is secretly funding their nuclear program by building miniature reactors for them 
and attempting to ship them in in secret. We are aware and have been for a very long time."},
{"tweetId":"1181204342440890368","date":1570456035000,"text":"If I had any information relating to any
False Flag event, it would be immediately put out to the public. FF's are only effective if they 
surprise people. Advance notice however, is difficult to come by."},
{"tweetId":"1181205429243846656","date":1570456294000,"text":"Yes, but you wont have to. \n-\n\"Look 
here not there.\""},{"tweetId":"1181205611792523264","date":1570456338000,"text":"Investigations are
ongoing. Expect more arrests."},{"tweetId":"1181205713789562880","date":1570456362000,"text":"Depends 
on when the FOIA request is put forward, and by who."},
{"tweetId":"1181206279294988293","date":1570456497000,"text":"In exceptionally rare cases. Generally, 
I steer clear of answers I can not be directly honest about."},
{"tweetId":"1181206355992043521","date":1570456515000,"text":"It will."},
{"tweetId":"1181207300532514816","date":1570456740000,"text":"Be careful who you follow. There are no 
orders different than usual given at the moment. No irregular movement of our troops, and certainly no 
special UN troops on our soil. \nNo special operation is currently underway that would effect civilian
life."},{"tweetId":"1181207635904942082","date":1570456820000,"text":"There will be no financial 
collapse and martial law is not expected to be necessary in this process."},
{"tweetId":"1181207937953521664","date":1570456892000,"text":"This is a normal, yearly, procedural 
event. Be careful who you follow."},{"tweetId":"1181208457443192832","date":1570457016000,"text":"A
phoenix cannot rise until it stops burning. Venezuela is still on fire. We are monitering closely, 
providing aid where we can. The People, make the ultimate decision there."},
{"tweetId":"1181208805281091589","date":1570457099000,"text":"Battle of Zama.\nHistory loves to repeat 
itself."},{"tweetId":"1181209060521193472","date":1570457160000,"text":"No, that is out of the
authority of an executive order. However; they will be dismantled. \nWait and see. Some things are 
best left surprises."},{"tweetId":"1181210216647540737","date":1570457436000,"text":"No. Jesus has not 
returned. We fight for what we believe in just the same. \nFaith is the substance of things hoped for, 
the evidence of things unseen."},
{"tweetId":"1181210820069462017","date":1570457579000,"text":"Frazzledrip is a fake rumor. A video 
exists involving HRC; content is not for public to know. All speculation is rumor and incorrect. No 
such Epstein island video exists. Be careful who you follow."},
{"tweetId":"1181210944485171200","date":1570457609000,"text":"The world is round."},
{"tweetId":"1181211562339635201","date":1570457756000,"text":"project bluebeam was abandoned somentime 
ago. It was impractical to begin with."},
{"tweetId":"1181213141025398785","date":1570458133000,"text":"Danke, guten Tag mein deutscher 
Freund."},{"tweetId":"1181213778282725376","date":1570458285000,"text":"It is more people's
understanding of it that needs to be challenged. There is age-old misinformation about how Admirality 



Law is applied to our court system; and countless court rulings to back up the incorrectness of
conspiracy theory here. Due dilligence in research here helps."},
{"tweetId":"1181213947602636800","date":1570458325000,"text":"Structure must be in place before things 
can change. It is a slow walk for the safety of the world."},
{"tweetId":"1181214152959938560","date":1570458374000,"text":"These are incorrect fever dreams based
on bad information. Neither will happen."},
{"tweetId":"1181214337547014145","date":1570458418000,"text":"SCOTUS has a problem when FISA reports 
drop. FISC judges all appt'd by Roberts. \nI do not tell the future, only the facts."},
{"tweetId":"1181214872555659264","date":1570458546000,"text":"He is not a whistleblower; has no
information not already in the public light (except a few lies), and links to a gofundme on his 
twitter page. Know a scam when you see one. Whistleblowers of any kind are automatically assigned 
lawyers and protection. They do not pay for it."},
{"tweetId":"1181216249344413697","date":1570458874000,"text":"There are currently 548 active global
studies surrrounding the treatment, prevention, and reversal of Type 1 Diabetes. \nHere is a direct 
link to all information on all of them:\n\n( https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/results?
cond=Type1diabetes&term=&cntry=&state=&city=&dist=&Search=Search&recrs=a&recrs=b&recrs=d&recrs=f … 
)"},{"tweetId":"1181216772680245248","date":1570458999000,"text":"Generally it is safe. Avoid:
\nAmambay, Alto Paraná, Canindeyu, San Pedro, and Concepcion departments due to transnational crime 
and limited police presence (per State Department Guidelines)."},
{"tweetId":"1181218070456668160","date":1570459308000,"text":"False info*"},
{"tweetId":"1181218699388297217","date":1570459458000,"text":"... If everything is sacred, then
nothing is sacred and all is sacred. You are a law unto yourself. The Kingdom is within. To be the 
best you; you must guide yourself by what you see as the best. You must adhere to the laws you set 
before yourself and tirelessly seek truths out."},
{"tweetId":"1181218905366450176","date":1570459507000,"text":"Their necks in corruption."},
{"tweetId":"1181219216952872960","date":1570459581000,"text":"No. Pence supports POTUS agenda."},
{"tweetId":"1181219933142867968","date":1570459752000,"text":"No. Cloning technology does not create 
doppelgängers. Nor is it sophisticated enough to reproduce entire human beings. Even if it were, it 
would not reproduce the experiences lived by a person. Just the DNA replication; like a twin, but
wholly different in functional personality."},
{"tweetId":"1181230199398174720","date":1570462200000,"text":"This is not chatter. This is just 
completely incorrect."},{"tweetId":"1181233137596211200","date":1570462900000,"text":"I believe they 
are quite safe. Their forced removal would complicate things for the deepstate more than it would
solve them."},{"tweetId":"1181234886314737664","date":1570463317000,"text":"No and No."},
{"tweetId":"1181236911387664384","date":1570463800000,"text":"Cough* Pelosi *cough cough*"},
{"tweetId":"1181237237507395584","date":1570463878000,"text":"Yes and no. the term isnt impeachment 
but by a 2/3 majority they can be removed. \nThey can also be charged and arrested for crimes like any
other citizen. No one is above the Law, as they are so fond of saying these days."},
{"tweetId":"1181241375322443778","date":1570464864000,"text":"Who among you who push for endless war 
is willing to be the next life lost?\n\nDo not preach to me of the glory of war from behind the safety 
of your walls.\n\nThese are our brothers, sisters, mothers, fathers; sons, and daughters.\n\nEnd The
Endless Wars. \nOnce and For ALL."},
{"tweetId":"1181242829743501312","date":1570465211000,"text":"PEACE IS THE 
PRIZE.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1181241375322443778 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181273032431681542","date":1570472412000,"text":"It's going to cost you this time
@LindseyGrahamSC.\nThe Piccolo isn't playing anymore.\n---\nI am watching now.\nYou do not want my 
attention.\nThink very carefully about your future decisions.\n---\nObstacles will simply be 
removed.\n*\nAsk @SenGillibrand how quickly things can change.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1181274628519596034","date":1570472793000,"text":"\"Smile For The Camera\""},
{"tweetId":"1181277334831325184","date":1570473438000,"text":"What was your most precious moment 
@LindseyGrahamSC?\n\nListening to Piccolo?\nDancing on the bar in your cowboy outfit?\nThe moments 
fishing at Chattooga in the early morning hours?\nEntering Politics?\nSelling out for comfort?\n-
\nLives are at stake.\nRemember what matters...
[DGN].https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179842318750408704 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181278664849125376","date":1570473755000,"text":"The \"disgrace\" begins, but doesnt end 
here. Ilhan is going to have a very bad Fall. \n-\nPromises were made here, as always, they will be 
kept.https://twitter.com/RealSaavedra/status/1181223302968172550 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181279354266873865","date":1570473919000,"text":"Never underestimate how far we will go 
to see this through.\n-\nThe PEOPLE voted to free themselves from the chains of corruption that bound 
them.\n-\nIt WILL be so.\n-\nFor God And Country.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1181282846117249024","date":1570474752000,"text":"Hope those finance violations were worth
it, @IlhanMN.\nWhat was found beneath it all was even more surprising. \nNumber your days in 
office.\n"},{"tweetId":"1181297633882755078","date":1570478278000,"text":"You have not been abandoned, 
your war was endless.\nOur mission was accomplished.\nWe are not there to babysit the world. \nThose 
are our people and our lives. \n-\nYou did not fight FOR us. WE fought for You.\nWe armed you, we
trained you.\nWe funded you.\n-\nMake Peace.\nEnd Your War."},
{"tweetId":"1181299120910327809","date":1570478632000,"text":"What the MSM isnt telling you:\n\nTurkey 
& the Kurds (Syria by extension) have been at war since 1978. \nOver 40 years of endless bloodshed.\n-
\n@realDonaldTrump is absolutely right to withdraw our forces.\nNo more American blood needs to pave
the way for either party.\n\n#Kurds \n#Syria"},



{"tweetId":"1181299820335652864","date":1570478799000,"text":"And you imagine Syria and the Kurds are
what, friendly and civil? The war will never end between them, until one or the other wins, it is not 
the business of the United States to spend its citizens lives to make that happen for either party."},
{"tweetId":"1181300937979244545","date":1570479065000,"text":"For the same reason there cannot be an 
\"Israelistan\"; People are entrenched in their pasts; and blind to the prospect of peace."},
{"tweetId":"1181301533138395136","date":1570479207000,"text":"Peace is always possible; But those 
decisions need to be up to the peoples of each nation, not ours. \nWe have domestic problems of our 
own to fight that need determined focus."},
{"tweetId":"1181302641693003776","date":1570479471000,"text":"It should be time to say, if we cannot
win on our own; we must submit and work to change things from within. The greatest victories are not 
won through the spilling of innocent blood. They are won in the hearts of a people."},
{"tweetId":"1181304770881040384","date":1570479979000,"text":"I never thought I would live to see the 
day a United States President would attempt to end an endless war (40+ years old), and the people
would scream, \"No! Kill more of our soldiers!\"\n-\nTruly, ours is a backward nation & the people 
inside it sick.\n-\nMay God Have Mercy On Us\n"},
{"tweetId":"1181305722497314817","date":1570480206000,"text":"No, my friend, it is not. War is a game 
played by those who move the wheels of power. When the people stop playing, the beast will die."},
{"tweetId":"1181309732012867584","date":1570481162000,"text":"For those wondering:\nYou can officially 
find this email (and many more) both in the Wikileaks documents here: \n( 
https://wikileaks.org/clinton-emails/emailid/30324 … )\n-\nAnd the official FBI vault files on HRC 
here\n(PDF download part 36)\n( https://vault.fbi.gov/hillary-r.-
clinton/Hillary%20R.%20Clinton%20Part%2036%20of%2036/at_download/file … )\n-\nYou Have More Than You 
Know.\n-\nEyes Open!"},{"tweetId":"1181313020875677698","date":1570481946000,"text":"You can still ask 
me a question if you have one, fellow patriot."},
{"tweetId":"1181316185960390656","date":1570482701000,"text":"1. Piccolo was a jukebox in Lindsey's
childhood home/bar. \n2. Time will tell, I certainly sent a warning. \n3. People are complicated, more 
than that I could not."},{"tweetId":"1181327534346113024","date":1570485406000,"text":"We Are With 
You, Mr. President!"},{"tweetId":"1181386651295203328","date":1570499501000,"text":"Good to see you 
got the message, @LindseyGrahamSC. \nBeing friends is much better than being enemies.\nAfter all, what
is knowledge but the keys to power.\n-\nNow, stay on target.\nWe are less than two weeks out. \nYou 
have nothing to fear."},{"tweetId":"1181389166237630466","date":1570500101000,"text":"I am not a part 
of that team other than a small friendship with the admin based on mutual interest in free speech. I 
do not know when they will bring it back online, but I have every faith that @CodeMonkeyZ will succeed
in doing so. The domain is currently \"ok\", though offline."},
{"tweetId":"1181393473687216128","date":1570501128000,"text":"It all comes back to #Crowdstrike and a 
murder most foul. Covering up the coverup with coverups to spare. \nA bankrupt DNC being funded by a 
witch with vested interests in many global pockets. \n-\nI love when a movie reaches a climactic
ending, don't you?"},{"tweetId":"1181394430202404865","date":1570501356000,"text":"The name on 
everyone's lips. \nSeth Rich, a data director in the DNC’s voter protection division, who realized 
what they were doing to the Bernie campaign and sought to expose them, little realizing what else he 
had exposed. \nIt will all be out there soon enough."},
{"tweetId":"1181394995716218881","date":1570501490000,"text":"Rehash of an old fake. Still fake."},
{"tweetId":"1181395648857477120","date":1570501646000,"text":"Maybe if you just ate more babies she 
wouldnt have to bump it up so much?\n-\n\n(I should note, this is sarcasm, please do not eat 
babies.)"},{"tweetId":"1181396072943542272","date":1570501747000,"text":"No. They are not. Kindly calm
down. FYI, your capslock is on."},{"tweetId":"1181396281190731777","date":1570501797000,"text":"Fresh 
night air does wonders for that. Turn off the blue-lit screen and find some stars."},
{"tweetId":"1181396968599425024","date":1570501961000,"text":"IG report, and it's a doozy. "},
{"tweetId":"1181399159271821312","date":1570502483000,"text":"Thats what \"drop\" means. Public. AG
Barr has had it for a while now."},{"tweetId":"1181631881466585088","date":1570557968000,"text":"Smart 
move. \nHow fast can you make it happen, @LindseyGrahamSC?
https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1181593502167261185 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181641985498714113","date":1570560377000,"text":"Just your regular, average, run of the
mill C_A sponsored coup.\n-\nOnly this time, we were 
ready.https://twitter.com/seanmdav/status/1181234469199634434 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181642235785482240","date":1570560437000,"text":"(2) is the important one to note. \n-
\nLanguage matters.https://twitter.com/IvankaTrump/status/1181319059712991232 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181643450535555073","date":1570560727000,"text":"There are multiple IG's across all 
government departments. Sadly, it is not all that unexpected for the Intelligence Community IG to be 
corrupted or co-opted."},{"tweetId":"1181701916574781446","date":1570574666000,"text":"So many on the 
left are laboring under the delusion you cannot ask a foreign country to investigate corruption simply
because that corruption wants to run for political office. \nThis is their \"intellectual\" stance. 
\n\nThere is no stopping what is coming, and it is NOT impeachment."},
{"tweetId":"1181703273528647682","date":1570574990000,"text":"It would be a real shame if the CIA 
agent/ \"whistleblower\" turned out to have previously worked for Joe Biden, wouldn't it?\n-\nThat
would be a whole new kind of corruption; the kind demanding immediate arrests for sedition. \n-\nA 
plot most foul @DevinNunes,\n\nEyes Open, Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1181703818368737280","date":1570575119000,"text":"I'm not one to spread rumor or gossip... 
But if you're going to leak information, always do it in the form of a question."},
{"tweetId":"1181703921640902656","date":1570575144000,"text":"Time will tell. "},



{"tweetId":"1181704226994561024","date":1570575217000,"text":" Wait & see."},
{"tweetId":"1181704655912493057","date":1570575319000,"text":"You would be wrong, sorry. The witch 
isn't tied to this one. She has enough battles to fight already."},
{"tweetId":"1181706995717595136","date":1570575877000,"text":"This is a beautiful rejection of the 
House's corrupt efforts. \nI highly suggest taking a few minutes to read
it.https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1181687463657562117 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181708588475138049","date":1570576257000,"text":"This was a beautiful moment to 
witness.https://twitter.com/bennyjohnson/status/1180524380985679872 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181826864119242753","date":1570604456000,"text":"It was a truly beautiful moment. \nGlad
to have witnessed it."},{"tweetId":"1181855479267549185","date":1570611278000,"text":"ENJOY THE 
SHOW.pic.twitter.com/nB7IVLdgvW"},{"tweetId":"1181859462577033216","date":1570612228000,"text":"Glad 
to see it moving forward smoothly. \n\nKeep up the good works!"},
{"tweetId":"1181961311607050246","date":1570636511000,"text":"You dont think the President RT'd this
without reason, do you?\n-\nThe IG report is about to drop. (2nd movie- via Q).\n-\nBarr is moving 
fast behind the scenes. Expanded investigation (think 3rd movie-via Q).\n-\nYou're going to love the 
ending, Patriots.\nI promise. \nhttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1181935014709202947 …"},
{"tweetId":"1181968910746345472","date":1570638322000,"text":"Thank you for Ending the Endless Wars,
Mr. President. None before you have had the strength to take on the Military Industrial Complex. You 
have rebuilt our arms, and are finally giving us peace.\nYou have secured our borders, and returned 
prosperity to our People. \n-\nThank You!"},
{"tweetId":"1181970106018082821","date":1570638607000,"text":"Not what is happening. Be careful who
you follow. The Kurdish people are spread throughout Iraq and turkey and Syria, they are an ethnicity; 
not a nation. The @cmoc_sdf  are also not innocent bystanders to war in any sense of the term.\nWe are 
simply done fighting wars for profit."},
{"tweetId":"1181972280273973249","date":1570639126000,"text":"Remember this:\nWar is a game played by
those at the top.\n-\nStand by @realDonaldTrump as he declares our Peace, the World WILL follow.\n-
\nThose who profit off the slaughter are furious & screaming with every tool they have.\nHuge $$ In 
War.\n-\nStand Firm.\n-\nPEACE, is the PRIZE."},
{"tweetId":"1181972847322976257","date":1570639261000,"text":"\"We do not believe in
coincidences\"."},{"tweetId":"1181998084655591433","date":1570645278000,"text":"Reminder:\n\"The 
Kurds\" are an ethnic group spread out across the middle east everywhere from Iraq to Syria to Turkey 
itself & beyond. The MSM is feeding you lies, framed as a humanitarian crisis. This War we are 
withdrawing from is over 40 years old. \n-\nResearch dispels myth."},
{"tweetId":"1181999154207297536","date":1570645533000,"text":"When they say: \"Remain in war for the 
good of the people.\" You know then, they are using doublespeak. \n-\nWhen you believe war is peace, 
and killing is saving; They've got you.\n-\n#peacemaker"},
{"tweetId":"1182006002473979907","date":1570647166000,"text":"Harvest looks to be grand this year!\n-
\nEnjoy, @ChuckGrassley!https://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1181954033449361408 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182006111609720834","date":1570647192000,"text":"Enjoy it, Chuck! God Bless! You've 
earned the right."},{"tweetId":"1182008191565127682","date":1570647688000,"text":"Worth 
Remembering:\nStep 1. Expose.\nStep 2. Remove their power.\nStep 3. Arrest.\n-\nFollow the plan. \nIG
report is not about arrests, it is about destroying the base of power. \n-\nOur enemies must still be 
systematically weakened before they can be rounded up & brought to Justice. 
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1144611191479767041 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182011428804419586","date":1570648459000,"text":"Incorrect. Goodbye"},
{"tweetId":"1182013350210949120","date":1570648918000,"text":"There will be arrests places still, just 
like Epstein and Bronfmans and NXIVM. I'm simply referencing the vendettas most Patriots carry against 
a select few very vocal persons involved."},
{"tweetId":"1182014120217980928","date":1570649101000,"text":"Not what is being said at all. Think of
what has fallen along the way. NXIVM, Bronfmans, Epstein is no more; etc. So much going on. This is 
simply alerting people again to temper their desire for justice for a select handful of bad actors 
against their positions on the field."},
{"tweetId":"1182014630983557122","date":1570649223000,"text":"What one wants, and what one needs often
get confused."},{"tweetId":"1182016489278382080","date":1570649666000,"text":"On the day those you 
seek justice against are finally brought down, there will not be a voice left willing to stand and 
defend them. \n-\nRemember This.\n-\nHave Patience & Faith.\nWe Are Winning."},
{"tweetId":"1182046738678472710","date":1570656878000,"text":"Noted*"},
{"tweetId":"1182091133096210432","date":1570667462000,"text":"Such a powerful heart at work 
here.\n\nStatements like this, are why I would follow our President to the ends of the earth and 
beyond.\n-\nTruly, Peace is the Prize. \n\nThank you, @realDonaldTrump, for recognizing the true cost 
of war; Our People.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1182075837962690560 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182111189901463552","date":1570672244000,"text":"Their \"whistleblower\" works for the 
CIA, how much more obvious can their coup get?\n-\nThey had to change the rules in secret to even use 
them; and we know now the \"whistleblower\" was in contact with the dems long before the complaint, 
even worked with one of their 2020 candidates."},
{"tweetId":"1182139971400065024","date":1570679106000,"text":"No matter what, it boils down to either 
remaining in endless wars, at an endless cost in American lives; or withdrawing & letting these people 
solve their own problems.\nI stand with whoever chooses peace for our people. Enough of our blood has 
been spent \"fixing\" the world."},{"tweetId":"1182143405578768385","date":1570679925000,"text":"You
committed the unforgivable sin of going after the Cabal. We knew this day would come from the moment 



you took office. The moment you called them out to the public & pulled back the veil; we knew they
would stop at nothing to stop you.\n-\nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1182150060395638784","date":1570681512000,"text":"That was in reference to AG 
investigation into 2016 election fraud by DNC. Not Horowitz IG report on FISA abuse."},
{"tweetId":"1182154227684184064","date":1570682505000,"text":"I am aware, but so far there is nothing
to corroborate that claim. No source, and nothing to back it up."},
{"tweetId":"1182154438347280384","date":1570682556000,"text":"Indeed."},
{"tweetId":"1182154586087448576","date":1570682591000,"text":"Totally unrelated reports. FISA report 
was completed in Sept."},{"tweetId":"1182155822761234433","date":1570682886000,"text":"With so much
rumor-mongering & Deep State disinformation tactics in play, it is best to be calm & still. \nLet it 
play out, don't upset yourselves. \nIF time frames officially change (which to my knowledge they have 
NOT); I will alert you, and we will move forward just the same.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1182156147995885569","date":1570682963000,"text":"I work all shifts. \nSleep is foreign to
my job."},{"tweetId":"1182156659134812160","date":1570683085000,"text":"No, they got sued into 
bankruptcy by not being careful to begin with (causing massive fires); and many CA residents reported 
high winds etc. Nothing unusual there."},
{"tweetId":"1182157462008451072","date":1570683277000,"text":"Always expect the worst but hope for the
best. DC is indeed an extremely swampy place. In the end, still, nothing can stop what is coming. 
There are failsafes in place."},{"tweetId":"1182158456557580288","date":1570683514000,"text":"This is 
fake news and completely untrue.\nKindly stop fear mongering."},
{"tweetId":"1182158611595825152","date":1570683551000,"text":"Very fake."},
{"tweetId":"1182160935244447746","date":1570684105000,"text":"I am truly sorry that your body betrays 
you. I encourage you, keep heart & have faith that we fight to win; no matter how long it should take. 
That we will overcome all obstacles & that future generations will be secure from the evil that has 
taken root in our world & minds."},{"tweetId":"1182161397146423296","date":1570684215000,"text":"And
this is why we must be careful who we follow. All of that is utter nonsense. No such events are 
transpiring."},{"tweetId":"1182161539098402819","date":1570684249000,"text":"Because Fox is MSM and 
they all have the same agenda, divide and conquer."},
{"tweetId":"1182162258866196481","date":1570684420000,"text":"You aren't vetting your information.
Therefore, you are fear mongering, not warning. You have no facts, and are stirring fear.\nIf by the 
fruit of our labor we are known, I call what you are doing Fear-mongering, and aptly so. I urge you to 
rethink the foolishness of your course."},
{"tweetId":"1182163956997279744","date":1570684825000,"text":"1. UN troops are not moving anywhere
into the US for any sort of clandestine op.\nThe UN is broke and cannot afford to do anything.\n-\n2. 
California's blackout is due to high wind & a company that doesnt want sued for creating fires 
again.\n-\n3. YOU ARE SAFE.\n-\n4. Have Faith.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1182164535437860866","date":1570684963000,"text":"Think purposeful disinformation gets you
blocked! Goodbye "},{"tweetId":"1182165159407697920","date":1570685112000,"text":"I suggest you 
rethink your sources for information. \"anything\". \"blogspot\" is not reliable. \nLearn to vet 
intelligence."},{"tweetId":"1182166397956362240","date":1570685407000,"text":"Remember:\n\n\"For God 
hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.\"\n-\nKeep the
verse close to you & let sleep find you. \nLet your weary minds rest. \nKnow, you are safe.\n\nIn the 
End, God Wins.\n-\n-\nYour Loyal Servant,\n~ETS"},
{"tweetId":"1182295247327518728","date":1570716127000,"text":"Good fortune in your negotiations with 
them, Mr. President! I do believe they will have changed their tune recently, with all the corruption
investigating going on."},{"tweetId":"1182327504561942530","date":1570723818000,"text":"Stay calm, let 
it play out.\n-\nWe've got this as long as our voices are united in support of the President. \n-\nWe, 
The People, Keep Him Safe.\n\nBe Kind.\nBe Brave.\nBe Best.\n\nWWG1WGA."},
{"tweetId":"1182374427817861120","date":1570735005000,"text":"Timing, is everything."},
{"tweetId":"1182418889487060996","date":1570745606000,"text":"Trump Rally livestream links:\n----
\n(RSBN: https://youtu.be/bfsg0IbTRZU  )\n-\n(FOX10: https://youtu.be/JYKhO2N1nCo  )"},
{"tweetId":"1182523514726825984","date":1570770550000,"text":"I sincerely hope you watched the news 
today, fellow Patriots.\nDirectly Over the Target days before the story went public, yet again?\n\nWho
I am is unimportant.\nI will never fail you.\n-\nI swore to give you all that I am, freely, all that 
God has made me.\n-\nhttps://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/joe-biden-worked-with-whistleblower-when-
he-was-vice-president-officials-reveal …\n- 
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1181703273528647682 …pic.twitter.com/gtqNV6Ysvd"},
{"tweetId":"1182534913578426368","date":1570773268000,"text":"There is an Eye through blackest 
night \nA vigil ever keeps; \nA vision of unerring light, \nO'er lowly vale, o'er giddy height, \nThe 
Eye that never sleeps."},{"tweetId":"1182535605839896576","date":1570773433000,"text":"Midst poverty 
and sickness lain, \nThe outcast lowly weeps; \nWhat marks the face convulsed with pain? \nWhat marks
the softened look again? \nThe Eye that never sleeps."},
{"tweetId":"1182535607781863424","date":1570773434000,"text":"Above the far meridian sun — \nBelow 
profoundest deeps, \nWhere dewy day his course begun, \nWhere scarlet marks his labor done — \nThe Eye 
that never sleeps."},{"tweetId":"1182535610004922368","date":1570773434000,"text":"No limit bounds th'
Eternal Sight; \nNo misty cloud o'ersweeps; \nThe depths of hell give up their light — \nEternity 
itself is bright — \nThe Eye that never sleeps."},
{"tweetId":"1182535611556814848","date":1570773434000,"text":"Then rest we calm, though round our 
head \nThe life-storm fiercely sweeps; \nWhat fear is in the blast? what dread \nIn mightier Death? An
Eye 's o'erhead, \nThe Eye that never sleeps."},



{"tweetId":"1182654823373725696","date":1570801857000,"text":"The CIA agent posing as a whistleblower
previously worked for VP Biden.\n-\nSo is our IC protecting the corruption of the previous 
administration, or exposing them through purposeful links designed to point to who is guilty (think 
bait)?\nWhich is it?\n-\nHello, Gina.\nNicely played."},
{"tweetId":"1182658182033936385","date":1570802657000,"text":"Can you imagine a more transparent setup
than using a #Biden connected CIA agent to file a fake whistleblower report after changing the rules 
themselves to allow it?\n-\nUse critical thought\nIt was meant to be uncovered\n-\nTheater at its 
finest\n-\nWhy?\nCabal Exposure 
\n\n#StableGeniushttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162879143681433600 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182659368015282179","date":1570802940000,"text":"I am sure China is quite ready to talk, 
especially after recent events have come to light. \n-\nGood Fortune, Mr. President. \n-\nWe Are With 
You!"},{"tweetId":"1182659702464884738","date":1570803020000,"text":"Harvest Time."},
{"tweetId":"1182660770661912576","date":1570803275000,"text":"POTUS will be making some good trade
deals. After the current exposure of the cabal, China is on its best behavior. It's state controlled 
media may be censoring the Biden and FISA stories, but its politicians are all too aware of what is 
exposed. \n- They will relent to save face."},
{"tweetId":"1182664096216432641","date":1570804068000,"text":"Looking forward to it, Mr. President.
\n-\nI understand well, how hard you have fought for this, all for the American People. \n-\nWe Are 
With You!"},{"tweetId":"1182690284569804811","date":1570810311000,"text":"I have always been 
transparent, within the confines of the Law to which I am bound. Always.\nThis is, by far, not the 
first advance notice I have given.\nThe People need Truth on their side. It empowers and enables them
to rise above the noise, with clear purpose & united vision."},
{"tweetId":"1182694363966660609","date":1570811284000,"text":"Huber's work was moved directly to DOJ 
and, is under the supervision of Durham who reports directly to/ works with AG Barr.\n-\nIt is 
currently tied to multiple criminal investigations ongoing within the DOJ. \n-\nHuber's part is
done."},{"tweetId":"1182701232860872705","date":1570812922000,"text":"Q: Is Haspel a \"white hat\".\n-
\nA: Gina is a career CIA operative; familiar with black sites, torture; & the darkest parts of the 
CIA agenda. She is also covertly investigating CIA corruption as we speak, alongside Durham.\n-\n-
\nTrust is unwise.\nPatience is wisdom.\n-\nLet it play out."},
{"tweetId":"1182706111977345034","date":1570814085000,"text":"Since the MSM is feeding their zombies 
again; the #TrumpTaxReturns fight is far from over.\nThe appeals process will move to a higher 
court.\nThis means it is a hollow & meaningless act from the Left.\n-\nEventually, SCOTUS will side 
with Trump.\n\nThese decisions always get overturned"},
{"tweetId":"1182707724641034240","date":1570814469000,"text":"^This person clearly missed the NXIVM 
takedown the Bronfman arrests; Epstein being arrested & killed, R.kelly arrested, Coup exposure, 
multiple ongoing criminal investigations by the DOJ; & Assange's upcoming extradition. \nBut sure, 
keep your head in the ground.\n\nHave \"Patience\"."},
{"tweetId":"1182708301982773248","date":1570814607000,"text":"If that was a concern do you think I 
would have posted? It isnt like Gina is going around with a magnifying glass doing this. Ops are 
underway publicly. Covertly is just how it happens."},
{"tweetId":"1182709893377253377","date":1570814986000,"text":"Up goes the wall, down goes the
crime.\nThank you, @realDonaldTrump & 
@CBP!https://twitter.com/WhiteHouse/status/1182363303722569729 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182710842296586241","date":1570815213000,"text":"I ran out of room to cover everything 
going on. \nNew trade deals. Ending of NAFTA; Creation of USMCA; UN going broke. \nSerious advances in
ending Human trafficking.\nThe list goes on and on and on and on. \nMilitary investments. Border 
security. \nWe could do this alllllll day."},
{"tweetId":"1182711521006227459","date":1570815374000,"text":"How many @realDonaldTrump 
accomplishments can you name? \nThere are far more than a single tweet can contain,\nSo let's post
them all below as a reminder that our @POTUS is a Great Ally and Champion of The People!\n\nKindly RT 
& add to the list:"},{"tweetId":"1182714011730796544","date":1570815968000,"text":"This seems 
problematic for the Dem's running impeachment gambit.\nThank you again, @SpeakerPelosi!\nTiming, was 
everything!https://twitter.com/BreakingNLive/status/1182655217248149511 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182714755934490624","date":1570816146000,"text":"Their coup is going up in smoke as their 
plot is burning down fast. \n-\nEnjoy The 
Show.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1125501593783349249 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182717451001368582","date":1570816788000,"text":"Dear MSM, \nA statement prepared by DNC
lawyers and read verbatim by a former Ukrainian Ambassador (who was, herself, corrupt, and removed by 
POTUS) is not news, it is scripted propaganda. \nPlease correct your reports accordingly.\n\nSigned, 
All of America\n\nKindly RT\n\n#Ambassador"},
{"tweetId":"1182717828408991748","date":1570816878000,"text":"God No. Ignore grifters please."},
{"tweetId":"1182722038630359040","date":1570817882000,"text":"Very much worth watching if you have the 
time, fellow Patriots. \n-\nThank you, @TomFitton & 
@JudicialWatch.https://twitter.com/JudicialWatch/status/1182672237775605760 …"},
{"tweetId":"1182727105295065095","date":1570819090000,"text":"Expect website updates over the weekend,
if possible."},{"tweetId":"1182799927178649600","date":1570836452000,"text":"It is not what we tell 
ourselves we believe, but what we, without question, accept of ourselves, that defines us.\n-\nOpen 
The Door."},{"tweetId":"1182801411832254464","date":1570836806000,"text":"Trump Louisiana Rally 
livestream links:\n\n(RSBN: https://youtu.be/PmhLTFFrma4  )\n-\n(FOX10: https://youtu.be/iyMX2JKw_Ks 
)\n-\n(PBS: https://youtu.be/nD-3Bt0EMBE  )\n\nEnjoy The Show!"},



{"tweetId":"1182802856962854912","date":1570837151000,"text":"No such happenings. Please be more
careful about who you folllow. These subjects have been covered here already."},
{"tweetId":"1182807140718788610","date":1570838172000,"text":"disinfo and fake. goodbye."},
{"tweetId":"1183028768752975873","date":1570891012000,"text":"Thank You, Mr. President for pulling 
through for all of us on this landmark deal!"},
{"tweetId":"1183105013717065730","date":1570909190000,"text":"Rumors are flying about California from 
many an irresponsible person, and yet; nothing out of the ordinary is going on.\n\nDisinformation 
campaigns prey on your fear. \nUse critical thought.\n- \nKindly remain calm. \nYou are quite safe.\n-
\nMoving On."},{"tweetId":"1183105987810680832","date":1570909423000,"text":"Every year, California
experiences wildfires cause by wind, dry conditions; etc. It is common and has always been common to 
certain areas of the state. It is why power companies shut power in preparation etc. To try and 
mitigate damage (& avoid being sued into bankruptcy again)."},
{"tweetId":"1183106789929295872","date":1570909614000,"text":"The real concern Californians should
have is not the usual weather related phenomena; but rather the actions of their ruling party. 
@GavinNewsom  is a thorn in the side of safety and health.\nAdvice: Kindly remain respectful."},
{"tweetId":"1183107749271494656","date":1570909843000,"text":"When you elect liberals to lead your 
state, this is what happens. It is not unexpected at all. Nor is it indicitive of anything other than
par for the course per Newsom's agenda."},
{"tweetId":"1183108943020773377","date":1570910127000,"text":"The only thing to be concerned about, 
other than the usual wildfires; are the actions of Gov. @GavinNewsom, who continues to work to 
implement the Liberal agenda. \nThis too, though, is expected; & not unusual. \n\nI caution against
hysteria; maintain situational awareness.\nBe Calm."},
{"tweetId":"1183110651088199680","date":1570910535000,"text":"For the record:\nI inform you because 
there are those that prefer to encourage panic & drive a mob of well-meaning people into a frenzy of 
idiocy.\n-\nI detest ignorance.\n-\nTherefore, I fight it.\nThose who prefer it & support it, get
blocked fast.\nI spare no time for arguments.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1183113437766934529","date":1570911199000,"text":"It isnt. Goodbye, troll "},
{"tweetId":"1183169345830170624","date":1570924528000,"text":"Yes, They Must!!!"},
{"tweetId":"1183205360942882817","date":1570933115000,"text":"Not right away. \nThe apps relay from
respective archives which were tied to the old Q boards on 8chan. \nSo until Q's board is migrated & 
each respective Q archive updates their address protocol & then the app itself updates; it is safe to 
assume it is, for the moment; defunct."},
{"tweetId":"1183512065790623744","date":1571006239000,"text":"As will I..."},
{"tweetId":"1183589498262867968","date":1571024701000,"text":"What idols blind the eyes of man, that 
all things of true worth should seem as dust before him?\nA People lost unto themselves, strangers to 
naught but lies; lusting in the dark for a light they will never find. \n-\nThe Kingdom is found 
within."},{"tweetId":"1183729280825659393","date":1571058027000,"text":"You are the former director of
the C_A. If it were up to you, the wars would indeed be unending.\nSit down, \"General\"; your shadow 
government has been dismantled.\n\nWe are Ending the Unending Wars.\nUsing \"Tee it up for HRC\" 
Maggie is nothing more than using a C_A asset.\nEye See You"},
{"tweetId":"1183734005784600577","date":1571059154000,"text":"The fake outrage of the Left's army of
blue checkmarks over the #TrumpVideo is all about distraction from #ExposeCNN; which will, without a 
single shot fired, absolutely decimate the #FakeNewsMedia.\n\nThe hashtag #ExposeCNN is censored by 
twitter.\n\nSo RT it like mad!\n12:00pm (est)"},
{"tweetId":"1183814430007668736","date":1571078328000,"text":"It looks a lot like productive peace
talks, doesn't it. "},{"tweetId":"1183833966530433025","date":1571082986000,"text":"Paul, be aware, 
that had a Republican IG been chosen to conduct this investigation; the report could never have held 
up to scrutiny. Claims of political bias would have destroyed it.\nI understand fully your concerns & 
appreciate your reporting; but caution against jumping the gun"},
{"tweetId":"1183900569439801345","date":1571098866000,"text":"Their Coup is on full display & failing 
fast.\n-\nThe only true question remaining is when the wheels of Justice will finally hold them 
accountable for their premeditated sedition. \nWe, The People, Are With You!"},
{"tweetId":"1183911700845740032","date":1571101520000,"text":"Relax Patriots. \nYou are still in for a
VERY good week. \n-\nTiming shifts when necessary.\n-\nIt will make perfect sense by Friday.\n-
\nControl your emotions, remain steadfast."},
{"tweetId":"1183915845027799040","date":1571102508000,"text":"I would highly suggest just kicking back 
and enjoying the show. \nThis month will in no way disappoint you, fellow Patriots. \nMore ahead than
any of you realize.\n "},{"tweetId":"1183931435842977792","date":1571106225000,"text":"FBI V. DOJ on 
certain redactions made (DOJ wants more transparency; FBI attempting to shield previous Admin). 
\nReminder: The \"FISA\" report covers much more than just FISA, and implicates the previous President 
& admin in a series of complicated crimes targetting POTUS & More***."},
{"tweetId":"1183932733350916098","date":1571106534000,"text":"It is easy to get lost along the way, 
there are multiple layers to everything.\n*This is why I suggest remaining calm. \nWhen you get bogged 
down in each move, as though it is your last; you'll forget the Plot.\n-\nRemember, Law Of 
War\n\nNever lose your mark\n\nYou are watching a Movie"},
{"tweetId":"1183932935155699717","date":1571106582000,"text":"Actors have scripts. \n-\nYou have 
nothing to fear.\n-\nTRUST THE PLAN."},
{"tweetId":"1184016322449100800","date":1571126463000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/z4XgOyIt2B"},
{"tweetId":"1184167066322063363","date":1571162404000,"text":"Just some alternative logos to look at,
@CodeMonkeyZ.\nGood Luck!pic.twitter.com/UReNO6NIdj"},



{"tweetId":"1184169575417552897","date":1571163002000,"text":"Happy Tuesday,
Patriots!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184168291775995904 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184170247105974272","date":1571163162000,"text":"Enjoy the here & now. Take your victory. 
The future will arrive when it arrives."},
{"tweetId":"1184177493248532483","date":1571164890000,"text":"CNN is a fraudulent network focused
solely on impeaching the President. \n-\nDon't take my word for it, take it from their employees and 
President.\n#ResignJeff\n#CNNpic.twitter.com/H8NKGczqyy"},
{"tweetId":"1184209939465682945","date":1571172625000,"text":"Break Time Here, \n-\nWelcome Back, Old 
Friend. \nIt has certainly been too long.\n-\nLooking forward to the weeks ahead. \nI will be back
after some matters that need attended to. \n-\nGod Speed, Patriots.\nDo Stay Calm, \nand\nEnjoy The 
Show.\n-\nWWG1WGA"},{"tweetId":"1184261391034867714","date":1571184892000,"text":"I expect you to be 
truly free soon, @GenFlynn.\n-\nAll about Mifsud.\n-\nGood job, 
@SidneyPowell1.pic.twitter.com/9Y15NRqeNO"},
{"tweetId":"1184263189200035841","date":1571185321000,"text":"The Kangaroo Court is failing.\n-\nSmile 
Patriots, You Are Winning!pic.twitter.com/040Mw75Btb"},
{"tweetId":"1184267892143120384","date":1571186442000,"text":"Listen carefully:\n\nThe House can issue 
requests all day long, but they cannot touch Trump.\n-\nThere Will Never be an Impeachment.\n-\nThey
are Harmless, and Desperate.\n-\nTheir MSM arm gives them only the illusion of power.\n-\nStand Tall, 
Learn to Play the Game!\n-\nWe Are Winning.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1184269477715816448","date":1571186820000,"text":"Logic: \nIf the House could move forward 
on an inquiry, they would. \nThey know their \"evidence\" was turned against them (baited).\nThey are
backed into a corner.\nThey have taken to pure theater in a sad attempt to save face.\n-\nJust Enjoy 
The Show.\nWe've Got This.\nBe At Peace.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1184353761608851456","date":1571206915000,"text":"Staying tuned..."},
{"tweetId":"1184356001207717888","date":1571207449000,"text":"Fun times. \nGood Luck!"},
{"tweetId":"1184358875614588928","date":1571208134000,"text":"It will make sense VERY soon.\n-\nFollow 
@isitwetyet.\n-\nGood Luck Out There!\n-\nI'm ALWAYS watching.\n-
\nBiblical.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1179838942528573440 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184359173473128448","date":1571208205000,"text":"Nice choice."},
{"tweetId":"1184360022647726080","date":1571208408000,"text":"Such an eventful night.\nEyes Open, 
Patriots. \n-https://youtu.be/FlUEG86BAHc "},
{"tweetId":"1184363076826619904","date":1571209136000,"text":"http://soon.8kun.net  \n-\nThe Phoenix 
is Rising. \nEyes Open."},{"tweetId":"1184364235234652160","date":1571209412000,"text":"From out of
the ashes rises the phoenix, to once more illuminate the night!"},
{"tweetId":"1184372738590498817","date":1571211440000,"text":"Rise Phoenix, Rise!\n@CodeMonkeyZ 
\n@isitwetyetpic.twitter.com/2jitVvCGJJ"},
{"tweetId":"1184401660271120384","date":1571218335000,"text":"Rise, Phoenix, Rise!\n-\nKindly RT,
Patriots!\n-\nIt's Coming!\n-\n@infinitechan\n@CodeMonkeyZ \n@isitwetyetpic.twitter.com/OzFeEungoX"},
{"tweetId":"1184403608001007617","date":1571218799000,"text":"I personally create all works of art 
posted to this account."},{"tweetId":"1184405828041936896","date":1571219329000,"text":"Educate 
yourself. \n8ch was the home of Qanon. Thusly it became the target of media smears and information
black-ops targetting its removal. \n\nIt was simply an open forum. \n\nIt is Q they wanted shut down. 
\n\nCelebrate its return in the form of 8kun, it means Q will be back as well."},
{"tweetId":"1184430746066477057","date":1571225270000,"text":"...All while refusing to vote on their 
unofficial \"inquiry\" because the very \"proof\" they claimed as reason in the first place, turned
out to be manufactured by Biden's personal CIA connection & previous employee. \n-\nThere is a great 
expletive to describe their situation here..."},
{"tweetId":"1184433664815489024","date":1571225966000,"text":"Thankfully, they will never attain the 
crown they are chasing. \n-\nWe,The People, Are With You!\nWe Are Not Blind. \nWe Are Not Fooled. \nWe
Are Not Stupid. \nWe Will Not Be Sheep Led to Slaughter on their Altar of Socialism.\n\n#Trump2020"},
{"tweetId":"1184438818675531777","date":1571227194000,"text":"Extremely busy atm.\nFun times 
ahead!\nSleep can wait, that's what coffee is for.\n-\nOnce 8kun is online, I will be fixing my own 
site to accommodate direct links to it & creating a searchable archive for future Q posts.\n-\nNews
cycle is about to get crazy too.\n-\nSo much going on! "},
{"tweetId":"1184449428666683392","date":1571229724000,"text":"Welcome to 8kun, the success of 
liberty.\n\n-\n(taken from \"the survival and the success of liberty\" -JFK's inaugural address; 
rather fitting all things considered)."},
{"tweetId":"1184458365595987968","date":1571231855000,"text":"Dear @TwitterSupport \nKindly stop 
censoring my reply.\nYou have erased it from all outside search engines & any account that does not 
follow me. This renders it invisible. As this goes against your own terms & services, I would 
appreciate you correcting this \"mistake\"
immediately.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1184449428666683392 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184464507768324099","date":1571233319000,"text":"Patriots,\nTwitter has decided that my 
tweets apparently represent a clear & present danger to their mission.\nMy replies cannot be seen by 
anyone who does not already follow this account & are hidden from the public.\n-\n@TwitterSupport I
would like your reasons for doing this.\n\nRT!pic.twitter.com/dhYQ25JQSP"},
{"tweetId":"1184471589024342016","date":1571235007000,"text":"Conservatives & Liberals; how many of us 
are trapped in echo chambers by @Twitter? Deboosting removes your replies from the public, silencing 
you.\nGo to https://shadowban.eu  & enter your handle. Screenshot if you are deboosted, post below &
RT with the Hashtag #EndDeboosting"},



{"tweetId":"1184548489683963906","date":1571253342000,"text":"Fascinating...\n-\nPatriots, are you
aware of where the @infinitechan (8kun) team lives? \n-\nBoth Ron & Jim live in the 
Philippines...\n(That's Admin/Coder and Owner)\n-\nCuriouser and Curiouser. \n-\nHow desperate is the 
Deep State really, and what tools are being deployed?\n-\nEyes 
Open!https://twitter.com/TwitterMoments/status/1184489381823942657 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184551587986972672","date":1571254081000,"text":"I am simply implying that it is quite 
the coincidence that right as 8ch is about to be reborn and come online as 8kun; alongside the likely 
return of Q; that there should be a severe earthquake where the owner and developer live.\n-\nTiming, 
is everything."},{"tweetId":"1184553319102144512","date":1571254493000,"text":"It is never so far-
fetched as to be beyond belief.\nThere is more at stake here than you can possibly imagine.\nPray for 
the safety of operators; for your team; for all those who fight in the trenches for Freedom and 
Liberty's sake.pic.twitter.com/V5skUO5tmc"},
{"tweetId":"1184587411449356298","date":1571262622000,"text":"POTUS is Safe."},
{"tweetId":"1184590384778874882","date":1571263331000,"text":"Security is only as good as the number 
of eyes available to watch. Holes in the net. Also, unfortunately, the laws at hand work against us 
surveilling NYPD."},{"tweetId":"1184592403174514689","date":1571263812000,"text":"*No longer near this 
location*, just giving a window into things. I would never violate someone's safety."},
{"tweetId":"1184599448380424192","date":1571265491000,"text":"I think they are terrified of having to 
pay for their many many crimes."},{"tweetId":"1184599998677372935","date":1571265623000,"text":"She 
knows what is ahead, and it won't be your impeachment.\n\nSedition exposition."},
{"tweetId":"1184600875186249728","date":1571265832000,"text":"What of the Lamb, @DevinNunes?\n-
\nKindly update.\n-\nIs it Safe?\n-\nI would hate to see anything happen to it."},
{"tweetId":"1184601180346966016","date":1571265904000,"text":"It seems being totally exposed as frauds 
with the looming prospect of being held accountable for their crimes, disagrees with them. \nGood. 
\nNo Deals!"},{"tweetId":"1184632081722281985","date":1571273272000,"text":"\"These people are
sick\".https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184620202480193537 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184641205843451911","date":1571275447000,"text":"Listen carefully to every word. 
\nCrowdstrike, Weiner Laptop; DNC lies, False Impeachment \"Inquiry\" ;AG/Durham Investigation (Top 
auth.) FBI fighting transparency (<-told you here).\nAll leading up to... \nJustice. \nIt will NOT be
denied Patriots. \nHave Faith.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184637926212341760 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184641904828436480","date":1571275614000,"text":"It was a disgustingly illegal display, 
and shows only their level of desperation. \nIt should not come down to R's v D's here. Every law 
abiding representative that witnessed his falsehoods should vote to CENSURE SCHIFF. \nFOLLOW THE
LAW.\nFORCE THE VOTE."},{"tweetId":"1184646267160465408","date":1571276654000,"text":"The House vote 
on the Syria troop withdrawal is non-binding. This means it is just the House's way of letting you 
know who wants endless war at the expense of countless lives.\n\n@realDonaldTrump is the Commander in 
Chief of the U.S Military. \n-\nWe ARE ending these wars. Period."},
{"tweetId":"1184805746434813953","date":1571314677000,"text":"RIP @RepCummings. Would that your last 
days not have been so tainted with corruption."},
{"tweetId":"1184812605199867905","date":1571316312000,"text":"For those of you wondering, @RepCummings 
had been gravely ill for quite some time. No one did anything to him, other than God.\n-\nTry and
remain respectful. \nRise above.\nIt is a good time for Humility & Loving your neighbor as yourself. 
\nBe Best."},{"tweetId":"1184886483406282756","date":1571333926000,"text":"Peace is the 
Prize!https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1184884179751731200 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184941463915974691","date":1571347034000,"text":"The thanks is ours to give to you, Mr.
President. \nFew leaders rise up as you have to bring peace to a weary world.\n\nKeep Ending the 
Endless Wars, and We, The People, Will Ever Stand By You."},
{"tweetId":"1184943822788349962","date":1571347597000,"text":"Bloodlust is unhealthy.\nRemember this 
battle is spiritual at its core.\n-\nBe ready to forgive.\nSeek forgiveness.\nWe ALL fall short.\nWe
ALL face judgment.\nNot One of us is beyond reproach.\n-\nDo not live by the sword alone.\nIt is by 
Grace of God we are saved, and not by our hands."},
{"tweetId":"1184946434044583936","date":1571348219000,"text":"Forgiveness is not about a lack of 
judgment against wicked crimes. Those who are guilty should & will face justice; but to revel in
retribution should not be our cause. It should only be to ensure the evils of yesterday do not follow 
us into tomorrow; to stand for what is right."},
{"tweetId":"1184948486762106887","date":1571348709000,"text":"BE BEST."},
{"tweetId":"1184951126610927616","date":1571349338000,"text":"Looking forward to tonight,
@realDonaldTrump!"},{"tweetId":"1184965548318380035","date":1571352776000,"text":"Trump Dallas Rally 
livestream links:\n-\n(FOX10: https://youtu.be/1Nfmu4XIfTM  )\n-\n(RSBN: https://youtu.be/oFJ4f5gWb_Y  
)"},{"tweetId":"1184969352036139009","date":1571353683000,"text":"While we wait for the Rally to 
start, here is some great news you may have missed.\nDozens of children rescued who were being abused
& arrests made across the world. \n-\nWe will continue to pursue these predatory tyrants to the ends 
of the earth, and we will win.https://twitter.com/ICEgov/status/1184830071099580416 …"},
{"tweetId":"1184984846365577216","date":1571357377000,"text":"That awkward moment Alex Jones drives by 
in a truck with a megaphone yelling that the deep state will try to assassinate the President.\nHe
ended this by shouting \"Infowars Dot-com, Infowars Dot-com\". \n....\nWeird marketing campaign. \n-
\n@realDonaldTrump is safe.\n-\nEnjoy The Show!pic.twitter.com/jHD7Yfuy6D"},
{"tweetId":"1184985405835354112","date":1571357511000,"text":"No, we do not. AJ is long-time Mossad 
and definately not a good voice of reason. His number one job is to make the truth look insane."},
{"tweetId":"1184985793846239233","date":1571357603000,"text":"M-O-S-S-A-D. There is a difference."},



{"tweetId":"1184988283748651008","date":1571358197000,"text":"Patriots, \nUse Logic:\nThe President is
ALWAYS under threat. \nFrom adversaries both foreign & domestic, from the Deep State; from run-of-the-
mill crazy people. etc.\nAlways. Always. Always.\n-\nHe is also Protected by the Very Best.\n24/7!\nNo 
Fear!\n-\nWorry Less,\nEnjoy The Show!\n"},
{"tweetId":"1184988636007284736","date":1571358281000,"text":"Less than 20 minutes out. \nIt's going
to be great!\nGod Speed, 
@realDonaldTrumphttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1184965548318380035 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185007390896340992","date":1571362753000,"text":"\"American troops should not be at the 
center of ancient sectarian wars all over the world. Bring our soldiers back home.\"\n         -
President Donald J. Trump.\n\n-\n-\nThe Leader of the Most Powerful Military in History, pushing for 
TRUE Peace.\n-\n#TRUMP2020 \n#TrumpRally \n#ceasefire"},
{"tweetId":"1185055729591431169","date":1571374277000,"text":"To better understand the theatrics in 
the MSM reports today re: Ukraine.\nLet me sum it up.\nDesperate, bold-faced lies from the Left,\nand
the lies are catching up fast as their team thins.\n-\nJustice will not be denied. \nNo One is Above 
The Law. \nIsn't that right, @SpeakerPelosi?
https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1184891748729982977 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185056040238354432","date":1571374351000,"text":"Targets are closer than they
appear.\nAim well, Devin."},{"tweetId":"1185058571291156480","date":1571374955000,"text":"Got to love 
your xenophobic hatred. It's almost as pitiable as your lusting anger you will never be able to 
satiate.\nImagine what good you might do if you weren't consumed by a need for revenge?\nYou are mad 
at your own choices, not others.\n-\nGive up, you won't win this battle."},
{"tweetId":"1185062887682908160","date":1571375984000,"text":"Pray for the innocent people south of 
our border. The fighting transpiring there right now is barbaric.\nWords do no justice to the danger 
decades of failure by their government has caused for the Mexican people. \nTheir country has all but 
fallen.\n-\nBe glad of our Wall, and pray."},
{"tweetId":"1185065162912534528","date":1571376526000,"text":"I believe this means Mattis also slept 
with Harvey Weinstein to jump-start his career...\nWho knew?\n@RonanFarrow get your pen out, this 
#MeToo story will be stranger than fiction, and full of very terrible 
visuals.https://twitter.com/NBCNews/status/1185003190690955265 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185067086588063744","date":1571376985000,"text":"A great general, does not always make a 
great moral authority. Neither does a great leader of men always age gracefully. Mad Dog liked war too 
much & was let go. Here, he is joking at a dinner; but the slight blow shows where his honor stands 
these days. Poisoned by being fired."},
{"tweetId":"1185068064548806656","date":1571377218000,"text":"It's a joke, lighten up. Freedom of 
speech is a wonderful thing. Plus, I was never an admirer of Mad-Dog's lust for war. The facade was 
far more admirable than the man himself. I was not sad to see his departure."},
{"tweetId":"1185069643372863489","date":1571377595000,"text":"^Before people think I'm serious here.
This is what we call \"a joke\". I make them from time to time. It helps alleviate stress in my all-
too-serious job in an all-too-serious world. \n-\nGod Bless "},
{"tweetId":"1185070821347352576","date":1571377876000,"text":"No, It's definately just a joke. 
Apologies to anyone who thought I was seriously suggesting that Mad Dog and Weinstein had a horrifying
ménage à deux."},{"tweetId":"1185081144624238592","date":1571380337000,"text":"Or the miniature 
nuclear reactors China is itching to build there, (and covertly been attempting to anyways), lest 
people have forgotten about MNSR & the recent advancements made & danger they pose.\n-\nWe agree here, 
Kansas.\nThe Security Council absolutely MUST renew the embargo."},
{"tweetId":"1185084012261445632","date":1571381020000,"text":"Sometimes, silence is wise.\n-\nIt can 
serve to keep your enemies unawares.\n-\nGod Speed, My Friend."},
{"tweetId":"1185099292660436993","date":1571384664000,"text":"Dear Freddy,\nYou do not have to unblock 
someone to leave a comment on their page.\n\nSigned - someone who knows how twitter works.\nGod Bless
:)\n\nPs. Let that anger go. It's still not healthy."},
{"tweetId":"1185310875000942592","date":1571435109000,"text":"Tip of the Iceberg.\n-
\nhttp://dailycaller.com/2019/10/18/hillary-clinton-violations-state-department-emails?
__twitter_impression=true …\n-\n(State Dept. Report)\nhttps://www.scribd.com/document/430949335/State-
Department-report-on-Clinton-emails#from_embed …"},
{"tweetId":"1185625096662212609","date":1571510025000,"text":"All over the news being labeled as 
\"fake news\" by the MSM.\n-\nThis news is not fake.\n-\nShortly, @JustinTrudeau, that much will be 
proven beyond doubt. \n-\nNot one of you will survive this Storm.\nPromises Made. \nPromises
Kept.\n\n(-Note, I told you in March.)\n\nhttps://buffalochronicle.com/2019/10/19/trudeaus-west-grey-
accusor-was-much-younger-than-first-thought/ … 
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1103772535563390979 …pic.twitter.com/yF8kdl9AYt"},
{"tweetId":"1185627034053156868","date":1571510487000,"text":"What is, through carefully placed back
channels; being forced into the Light, will expose far more than just @JustinTrudeau's predilection 
for the underaged.\n-\nRemember the Bronfmans & NXIVM?\nHow about Pierre T. & Hollywood?\n\nThe rabbit 
hole spirals into the dark.\n\nHold on 
Tight!https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1103772535563390979 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185630146117689344","date":1571511229000,"text":"Tightly knit & terrified, the thieves 
gather themselves round in the dark, backs to each other, staving off the dawn. Yet it is to no avail, 
for within their ranks there sits a betrayer; a Judas of merit who gave them up; who spilled their 
secrets, who soon spills their blood.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1185638345386463232","date":1571513184000,"text":"Remember:\n-\nBlunt & Direct.\n-\nDo not 



get lost in the dark, fellow Patriots. \n-\nThis game is for ALL the
marbles.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1144611191479767041 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185644815989514243","date":1571514727000,"text":"Critical Thought.\n#Tulsi 
\n#Clintonpic.twitter.com/XpgQCEDxRk"},
{"tweetId":"1185650350671515649","date":1571516046000,"text":"This^ is what a lack of critical thought
results in. Apply false reasoning, assure themselves they are correct, and insult the rest of the 
world that disagrees with their limited, incorrect view. \nIt doesnt matter which one you pick, they 
are ALL the same. Wise up, farewell. "},
{"tweetId":"1185655296569552898","date":1571517225000,"text":"Now let me see, a soccer ball... \nWhere
do I remember one of those being important?\nA handoff, between two people.\nBut who might give chase 
& why?\n\nWell, Devin, this pic does a mind well.\n\nInteresting final score.\nDouglas Adams would 
have liked.\n\nToo bad they lost\n-\n*Crowdstrike*"},
{"tweetId":"1185656927709290497","date":1571517614000,"text":"The month is not over yet,
@DevinNunes.\n-\nThere is a specific play still in motion.\n-\nWait for the drop."},
{"tweetId":"1185657541981884418","date":1571517761000,"text":"Worth 
remembering.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1178097395554500608 …"},
{"tweetId":"1185659472892628993","date":1571518221000,"text":"Goodbye, obviously confused troll. "},
{"tweetId":"1185661854246428673","date":1571518789000,"text":"Don't get lost along the way, Patriots. 
\nTiming, Is Everything.pic.twitter.com/m2vZ5vyix0"},
{"tweetId":"1185675973427118083","date":1571522155000,"text":"Enjoy The Show."},
{"tweetId":"1186076435062112256","date":1571617633000,"text":"Semper Fi, @USMC.\nMissions Forward.
\nhttps://twitter.com/USMC/status/1186069587470643200 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186380045247549443","date":1571690019000,"text":"That this insane garbage was written by 
a member of your \"editorial board\" should escape no one's notice."},
{"tweetId":"1186380933437505538","date":1571690231000,"text":"Written by an actual member of the
@nytimes editorial board. \n-\nYes, Patriots; the Deep State is just out to protect us from our 
constitutionally recognized rights & freedoms. Like electing Trump, or keeping him in office, or 
exposing corruption. \nhttps://twitter.com/nytopinion/status/1186331281635852288 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186675444109762561","date":1571760447000,"text":"Stay the course. \nIt is worth doing
this right, my friend.\n"},{"tweetId":"1186676397206638592","date":1571760675000,"text":"Sometimes, 
patience is key. \nSometimes, you have to wait for the drop.\n-\nStay the course."},
{"tweetId":"1186699047475798016","date":1571766075000,"text":"Patriots, Stay Calm.\nTry & understand 
this concept:\n---\n---\n*\n-\nOpposing yet Controlled assets are easier to work with than Supportive
yet Unknown variables.\n-\nImagine a game of chess where instead of losing each piece you take, it is 
forced to join your team.\n\n*Actors do what?*"},
{"tweetId":"1186701573826764800","date":1571766677000,"text":"Many of you labor under the idea that 
what you see is a losing battle.\nYou see the MSM, you see the political puppets trading jabs.\n^Both
of these things are theater.\nThere Are Layers!\n-\nIt isnt meant to be easy to understand.\n-
\nNothing Can Stop What Is Coming.\n^This Remains True"},
{"tweetId":"1186721200329895936","date":1571771357000,"text":"Zero Sum."},
{"tweetId":"1186723847220928514","date":1571771988000,"text":"THERE WILL COME A TIME NONE OF THEM WILL
BE ABLE TO WALK DOWN THE STREET.\nBIGGEST FEAR.\nPUBLIC 
AWAKENING.\nQhttps://twitter.com/chrissyteigen/status/1186666431414452224 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186724354073288704","date":1571772108000,"text":"Thank you for playing, 
@chrissyteigen.\n-\nEnjoy The Show.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1186729851501383680","date":1571773419000,"text":"Remember:\nRe: @JustinTrudeau\n\n187 
Barry & Honey Sherman\nSafety House Build\nU1 funnel.\n---\n---\n*\n-\n\"Targeted 
Killings\".\nInvestigation underway/almost over?\n\nDo Keep Up, Fellow Patriots. \n\nThere are many 
irons in the fire.\n\nYou'll understand soon. \nThe WORLD is connected."},
{"tweetId":"1186732820879818752","date":1571774127000,"text":"We are not simply after political 
opponents.\nThis has always been about freedom, worldwide.\n\nAt its core, the battle is spiritual & 
represents the future of not just our Nation, but all nations & peoples.\n\nMore is at stake than you 
can possibly imagine.\n-\nLEARN.\nStay The Course"},
{"tweetId":"1186733253258088448","date":1571774230000,"text":"ALL sides."},
{"tweetId":"1186735368411975681","date":1571774734000,"text":"If you stand too close, you'll miss the 
big picture. \nIf you stand too far away, you'll be blind to the smaller details. \n-\nPerspective 
matters. \nKeep yours healthy.\n-\nTake time away from the field of fight when necessary.\nDon't get
lost along the way."},{"tweetId":"1186785403669491714","date":1571786664000,"text":"There will 
officially be no restart to the Turkish offensive after the cease-fire.\nDo you hear that, Patriots?
\nIt's the sound of no shelling, no bomb exploding, no soldier dying for a lost cause.\nJust 
@realDonaldTrump ushering in a peace for people half a world away.\n-\nGod
Bless.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1186768817822806016 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186857823679987712","date":1571803930000,"text":"Eyes Open. \n-\nTravel Along. \nGod 
Speed, my friend!\n-\nJoin the 
newsletter!https://twitter.com/isitwetyet/status/1186826438193770496 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186857976860172289","date":1571803967000,"text":"Safe Travels, my friend. \nMay the winds 
of good fortune be ever at your back. "},
{"tweetId":"1186864206160769025","date":1571805452000,"text":"We Are With You. 
https://twitter.com/isitwetyet/status/1186839273892245504 …"},
{"tweetId":"1186864463523258368","date":1571805513000,"text":"Safe Travels, 



@isitwetyet.pic.twitter.com/7pAjRfaLbO"},
{"tweetId":"1187224986509107201","date":1571891469000,"text":"Soon!\nHang in there, 
Patriots!https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1187188578440269824 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187225577448714241","date":1571891609000,"text":"I think you boarded the wrong ship. The 
water is fine here."},{"tweetId":"1187226644592898049","date":1571891864000,"text":"I expect the FBI
to continue to drag their feet as slowly as possible in a continued attempt to hold up the process of 
declassification. \nI expect nothing short of a tantrum behind the scenes. What it contains, is being 
fought against hard. Damning info, or theater at its finest?"},
{"tweetId":"1187228112267939840","date":1571892214000,"text":"What defines your expectations? Much
happened; much always happens. \"Red October\" is not really about a month; it is about the 
information that will be released; what it will do. So, when the report drops; should it be largely 
unredacted; it will certainly cause a \"Red October.\""},
{"tweetId":"1187230853862178816","date":1571892867000,"text":"The Left's bot farms & zombies are
complaining that you said not to hurt those misinformed protestors, they would rather you said to hurt 
them; so they had a real reason to point their tired fingers. \n-\nTheir faux outrage at everything 
\"Trump\" is so transparently sad."},
{"tweetId":"1187233076881047553","date":1571893397000,"text":"Perhaps one day. The \"mark of the
beast\" is about financial control and occurs in a specific period of time. They are certainly heading 
in that direction, though. Time will tell. No one really knows the day or hour."},
{"tweetId":"1187236203034230784","date":1571894143000,"text":"Dead. \nExtremely dead. \nNot getting 
back up  \nNot vanishing. \nDead. \n[187]- C_A Wet Works.\n-\nHopefully, that is clear enough to
understand."},{"tweetId":"1187236643536822272","date":1571894248000,"text":"\"Hypothetical\" 
question:\n -If it was revealed that the C_A was connected to the death of Jeffrey Epstein, what would 
your reaction be?"},{"tweetId":"1187237665248370689","date":1571894491000,"text":"What about your 
reaction, @CIA?\n\nJust curious."},{"tweetId":"1187239231871246336","date":1571894865000,"text":"The
IC is made up of 17 agencies. Not 14."},
{"tweetId":"1187241690026913792","date":1571895451000,"text":"No.... never... I would never (always) 
accurately do that.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162879143681433600?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187245201238233089","date":1571896288000,"text":"Some hate me because I use misdirection
about my identity (ironic, given what I do here).\n-\nPatriots,\nI am many things & in many ways 
imperfect,\nBut this I promise you, I do not want your money, or blind trust.\nI willl earn your 
friendship & remain steadfast over 
the.\n\nexample:https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162878517949947905 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187247638460223490","date":1571896869000,"text":"Pierce it. \nSemper Fi. \n"},
{"tweetId":"1187248873137418240","date":1571897164000,"text":"They attack those who threaten them 
most. \n\nThey know what is at stake here. \n\nStay Strong, Devin. \n\n"},
{"tweetId":"1187255009043460096","date":1571898626000,"text":"You thought about it,\nYou're
learning.\n---\nGood.\n---\nZero Sum can be applied in a broad sense to people as the resource. 
Seemingly inalienable divides must & will be bridged before the end.\n*\nKeep quiet humility close at 
hand, it is key in objective & critical free thought.\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1187453470804238341","date":1571945943000,"text":"Eyes
Open.https://twitter.com/LindseyGrahamSC/status/1187446486113628160 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187468955566235653","date":1571949635000,"text":"I'm taking a long break, troubled by the 
lack of faith I see in \"Patriots\" right now.\n\nThere is much work yet to be done, now is not the 
time to complain.\n\nHow can your President lean on your support, if you cannot do better than this?
\n\nBe Better!\nBE BEST.\n\nUntil Then\nLights Out."},
{"tweetId":"1187482257474371584","date":1571952807000,"text":"Cause & effect?\n-\nA Misdirection, 
apologies.\n\nExposing what needs pulled from the garden.\n-\nLearn how to play the game, because this 
is not a game.\nPatriots, I do not leave.\nThat will not change.\nHuge increases in followers
presented a shill issue.\nThis was the easiest 
remedy.\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1187468955566235653 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187495603003166720","date":1571955989000,"text":"An interesting meeting for sure."},
{"tweetId":"1187508909860364288","date":1571959161000,"text":"Word is that the IG FISA report will be
dropping soon. \nThe delay game is over. \n-\n(yes, I am aware you have heard it before; we all have. 
I am simply informing you).\n-\nI would put more faith in this news this time around. \nThings have 
schiffted."},{"tweetId":"1187743095976349698","date":1572014995000,"text":"Glad to know she is off the 
leash.\n-\nGod Speed!https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1187715329813671936 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187744079674793984","date":1572015230000,"text":"Like I said,\nThings have schiffted. \n-
\nEyes Open!https://www.nytimes.com/2019/10/24/us/politics/john-durham-criminal-
investigation.html#click=https://t.co/SaaeKFjFTA …"},
{"tweetId":"1187777773223469056","date":1572023263000,"text":"The IG report will help many people
understand why the DOJ probe is a criminal investigation (it has been for some time). \n-\nEyes Open. 
\nWWG1WGA"},{"tweetId":"1187781159511572480","date":1572024070000,"text":"The very same people who 
ignorantly defend the failed hoaxes and fake \"impeachment probe\" by the House; will -with no idea 
what they are talking about- follow the MSM off a cliff of stupidity.\nNo one is going to
#ImpeachBarr, or even try to.\nWe Have Everything.\n\nEnjoy The Show!"},
{"tweetId":"1187787911766401024","date":1572025680000,"text":"Know each and every meaning of the 
phrase. \n-\nThere are layers to everything. \n-https://securelist.com/red-october-diplomatic-cyber-
attacks-investigation/36740/ …"},{"tweetId":"1187793445647273987","date":1572027000000,"text":"Flynn
walks free extremely soon.\n-\nWatch the news."},



{"tweetId":"1187839993231925248","date":1572038098000,"text":"Absolutely it will!\nWe, The People, are
more motivated than ever, Mr. President!\n\nThe \"Left\" is a chaotic mess of hateful rhetoric and 
long-exposed lies and hoaxes. \nThe reckoning these corrupt & seditious politicians are facing will 
reverberate though history, and rightly so!"},
{"tweetId":"1187857263811321858","date":1572042215000,"text":"One of the most interesting cases ever
uncovered. \"The Finders\" were a cult working a C_A front company and also procuring children; and 
abusing/trafficking them on a global scale.\nDeclassified through the FOIA and added to the 
@FBIRecordsVault today.\n-https://vault.fbi.gov/the-finders/the-finders-part-01-of-01/view …"},
{"tweetId":"1187879963468414976","date":1572047627000,"text":"I hope you are ALL \nEnjoying The
Show.https://twitter.com/Jim_Jordan/status/1187820031645798401 …"},
{"tweetId":"1187920045642522624","date":1572057184000,"text":"Remember:\n\n- - -\nFireworks.\nRank & 
file testifying as informants.\nHussein WH SR Staffer ON RECORD.\nPAIN.\nHouse of Cards.\nThese people 
are SICK.\n- - - \nDoctor(s), time for a House visit*\n*\nMore than you can imagine.\nre:
@HillaryClinton insurance [win]\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1187969295915147264","date":1572068926000,"text":"Take Back Your Health, USA!\n-
\nTogether, We Can Be Well. \nTogether, We Can Be Strong.\nTogether, We Can Crush The Opioid 
Crisis.\n-\nTogether, We Can Be Best!\n#TakeBackDay
2019!\nhttps://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1187936868299608065 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188267817113653248","date":1572140099000,"text":"Eyes 
Open.https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1188264965930700801 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188281408483221504","date":1572143339000,"text":"She specifically says \"No confirmation
yet\".\n-\nWhat did I just say (read above tweet)."},
{"tweetId":"1188284394542370816","date":1572144051000,"text":"9am, tomorrow morning (EST). POTUS will 
speak on what happened. \n-\nSmile, Patriots."},
{"tweetId":"1188288513697091585","date":1572145033000,"text":"Job Well Done @USSOCOM.\n-\nI created
ALL the artworks below and released them in 2018; 1 year Delta.\n\nAll the symbolism used will make 
perfect sense tomorrow.\n\"Cyrus Rises in the Red October\"\n-\nEnjoy The Show, fellow 
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/xiz5fKfgiq"},
{"tweetId":"1188438909690228736","date":1572180890000,"text":"Link to WH livestream of POTUS 9am
announcement:\n-https://youtu.be/Tzn7lVBSq0g "},
{"tweetId":"1188536321020760065","date":1572204115000,"text":"I highly suggest doing this, and having 
a good laugh. https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1188528740244045829 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188573862658822144","date":1572213066000,"text":"Abu al-Hassan al-Muhaji died
today.\n\nSecond in command of ISIS. \n\nOn a roll @USSOCOM"},
{"tweetId":"1188586699888173057","date":1572216126000,"text":"A not-so-secret squirrel. \n-\nThen we 
know the identity for sure. \n-\nThank You, Devin."},
{"tweetId":"1188587033448648704","date":1572216206000,"text":"A not-so-secret squirrel.\n-\nSomeone is
about to be exposed.\n-\nThanks Devin. \n-\nEnjoy The Show, Fellow 
Patriots.https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1188575361963122694 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188592580600172545","date":1572217528000,"text":"Yes. That is where my thoughts jumped to 
at first, except it doesnt cover the \"squirrel\" aspect. \n-\nSo looking at the picture as a whole,
it definately leans toward an exposed undercover agent. I would \"assume\" the whistleblower's 
anonymity will be dashed soon publicly."},
{"tweetId":"1188596758819098626","date":1572218525000,"text":"The prisoner swap made with Cuba, 
alongside assistance from canada and the pope himself?\nPerhaps; though more likely just an exposed
agent. Time will tell. \nKudos for the critical thinking on your part."},
{"tweetId":"1188597966984171521","date":1572218813000,"text":"Don't let the door hit you on the way 
out.\n-\nhttps://twitter.com/RepKatieHill/status/1188591520531779584 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188603539276357634","date":1572220141000,"text":"This is from a small conference that was
held in Utah back in August. Not Current.\n-\nThat's it.\n-\nThey left when it ended. \n-\nPlease stop 
fear mongering. \n-\nDo your research, people, don't feed the beast."},
{"tweetId":"1188656120338046978","date":1572232677000,"text":"Wouldn't it be strange if Lisa Page had 
been a red sparrow?\n-\nThought for Food. \n-\nEat up."},
{"tweetId":"1188658611465142273","date":1572233271000,"text":"Think: Home Team Plant. \nWho openly 
testified before? \nWho probably will again?\n-\nIf 'We have it all' means what it implies, then this 
had to be orchestrated from the start. I am implying that Lisa Page's extramarital activities served 
to compromise our enemies in multiple ways."},
{"tweetId":"1188661349938794496","date":1572233924000,"text":"There are countless examples that 
thoroughly refute that notion.\n\nHere are just a few:\n-\n(False 
Flag)\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1125773915371057154?s=19 …\n-\n(Ukrainian 
Connection)\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1162878517949947905?s=19 …\n-\n(Sue's
dismissal)\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1157397792375148544?s=19 …\n-\n(Biden 
whistleblower connection)\nhttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1181703273528647682?s=19 …\n-"},
{"tweetId":"1188732500362825728","date":1572250888000,"text":"A lone candle burns.\n  A vigil in the 
darkness.\nA watchful Eye waits."},{"tweetId":"1188874563024760833","date":1572284758000,"text":"Good
luck, Ron, Jim, team.\n-\nYou've got this.\n-\nWe Are With You.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1188880568387284992","date":1572286190000,"text":"^This, is what we call a lie. \nThe 
reason this account is targeted is because it threatens profiteers. Shill elsewhere, troll. 
Goodbyehttps://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1176134902611415043?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1188881516463579136","date":1572286416000,"text":"The warning was correct, no public 



confirmation for the story was presented; caution is a wise practice in an era of fake news and
lies.\n-\nThe tweet was deleted once confirmation was given to the public.\nThe more you try to end 
what I am doing, the more light I will shine.\n#MAGA"},
{"tweetId":"1188882424966664194","date":1572286633000,"text":"No matter how hard they try, they will 
not put my light out. \nWith lies and misdirection as their only tools, they cannot possibly hope to
end what I am doing. \n-\nTruth will always Triumph.\n-\nI will hold the line faithfully, and freely. 
\n-\nAlways.\n\n#WWG1WGA\n\n"},{"tweetId":"1188888700136103939","date":1572288129000,"text":"A servant 
of The People, who does not want your money or blind trust.\n-\nThis has ever been my only identity. 
\n-\nA public servant, fighting shoulder-to-shoulder."},
{"tweetId":"1188895116171382785","date":1572289658000,"text":"Eyes Open.\n\"Q\".\n#cornwatch 
\n#TheHarvesthttps://twitter.com/ChuckGrassley/status/1188774333910437889 …"},
{"tweetId":"1189300111198883840","date":1572386217000,"text":"Kansas talking Cyrus?\n-\nBusy Times. 
\n-\nKeep your eyes open this week.https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1189199170537689088 …"},
{"tweetId":"1189313843400450050","date":1572389491000,"text":"What did the SoS Pompeo post today?
\nWebsite (use desktop mode) updated (-48h) beforehand; artworks released a year before.\nCoincidence?
\n-\nTwitter Search: From:TrueEyeTheSpy Cyrus\n-\nI give all that God has made me, freely, that 
together we might shine a bright light into the
dark.https://twitter.com/tek22gbp/status/1188908770258235392 …"},
{"tweetId":"1189316379037589504","date":1572390095000,"text":"it will be BIBLICAL."},
{"tweetId":"1189318014807826432","date":1572390485000,"text":"A short strike, but lights out is 
necessary for a brief moment.\n-\nEnjoy The Show.\n-\nThe World Is
Connected!https://twitter.com/ambassadorlion/status/1189302441428373507 …"},
{"tweetId":"1189322831189950469","date":1572391634000,"text":"It is never what I have done that will 
win the day.\nIt is never what we have done that will win the day.\nIt is only what God has done, 
through us, that brings true victory.\n-\nWe are born imperfect servants of the Kingdom within.\nKnow
where you stand."},{"tweetId":"1189329950668738560","date":1572393331000,"text":"Luke 17:21\nKnow 
where you stand."},{"tweetId":"1190009475907895296","date":1572555343000,"text":"Things are very busy 
behind the scenes.\n-\nBe back soon.pic.twitter.com/nlXhRrYvtf"},
{"tweetId":"1190010578389098496","date":1572555605000,"text":"IMPORTANT REMINDER:\nSTAY
CALM.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1133833159248949249 …"},
{"tweetId":"1190041150268334088","date":1572562894000,"text":"On With The 
Show!pic.twitter.com/sNR88FWRKF"},
{"tweetId":"1190275646011957253","date":1572618802000,"text":"Although they approved their measure to
attempt to legitimize their illegal inquiry; it should be noted that far from being a popular concept; 
all R's & 2 D's in the House voted AGAINST it.\n-\nQ:\nDo D's normally vote against Party?\n-\nPay 
Attention\n-\nFISA > House of Cards."},
{"tweetId":"1190294514575040513","date":1572623301000,"text":"Carter Page is currently seeking to
prevent the release of FISA. \n(See PFR sec iii. original suit below)\n-\nMost recently a Proof of 
Service was filed on Oct. 30th, meaning the Court recieved requested files from Page. (see receipts 
below)\n-\nCase in motion. Will update.pic.twitter.com/HA4yVGRap6"},
{"tweetId":"1190297728246517762","date":1572624067000,"text":"Carter is a PLANT. \n-\nRecognize the
results of his labor.\nDelay Delay Delay.\n-\nThis isnt about transparency or reviewing information. 
This is about trying to hide the fact he was planted into the Trump campaign.\n-\nDon't Get Lost Along 
The Way."},{"tweetId":"1190506301316579329","date":1572673795000,"text":"Slow and steady wins the 
race."},{"tweetId":"1190684236543598603","date":1572716218000,"text":"It's
back.https://twitter.com/CodeMonkeyZ/status/1190651839001153536 …"},
{"tweetId":"1190751100170854401","date":1572732160000,"text":"Q's tripcode has been activated. \n-
\nPosting actively.pic.twitter.com/d7NhRZuiXX"},
{"tweetId":"1190753473534541825","date":1572732725000,"text":"For those asking: Q's tripcode remained
the same between the down time & now; as well as having to get the board itself migrated through CMz. 
This means, the active poster is 99.9% definately Q.\n-\n*Q apps and archives are useless right now 
until new site locations are updated."},
{"tweetId":"1190766414786891777","date":1572735811000,"text":"BE AWARE:\nShills are pushing
disinfo.\n-\nThe Q boards are respectively found at \n( https://8kun.net/qresearch/  )\nand\n( 
https://8kun.net/patriotsfight/  )\n-\nExtremely slow right now on the clearnet due to capacity 
issues/DDOS attempts.\n\nAvoid Tor unless you understand the risks.\n\nStay Patient!"},
{"tweetId":"1190771825141256192","date":1572737101000,"text":"IF you are tech-savvy & fully understand
the risks associated with using it, you can find 8kun on the Tor network as well.\nIf you have to 
inquire about said risks or how to do this; this method is not for you.\n-\n(Tor link provided earlier 
by CodeMonkeyZ)\n\nhttp://jthnx5wyvjvzsxtu.onion "},
{"tweetId":"1190778171785920512","date":1572738614000,"text":"@isitwetyet, I am exceedingly glad to
see the successful launch of 8kun on multiple platforms.\nA job well done!\n\nGod Speed, full steam 
ahead!\n-\nMy best wishes to you & yours."},
{"tweetId":"1190778544693096455","date":1572738703000,"text":"Q has already posted.\n Hours 
ago.https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1190751100170854401?s=19 …"},
{"tweetId":"1190779287961509889","date":1572738880000,"text":"Things ARE happening to them, perhaps 
not as quickly as you would like; but they have been happening, are happening now; and will continue 
to happen. Stay Patient & Fight."},{"tweetId":"1190780741745033216","date":1572739227000,"text":"Lots 
of bugs still need to be ironed out. Stay Patient."},
{"tweetId":"1190781111644966918","date":1572739315000,"text":"Welcome Back, Q.\n-\nYou were 



missed.pic.twitter.com/6ZSu5rb8LK"},{"tweetId":"1191010078377287680","date":1572793905000,"text":"RIG
FOR RED\n-\n(93 dk)\nhttps://twitter.com/3Days3Nights/status/1190742277771202560 …\n-
\n(Durham)\nhttps://twitter.com/SayWhenLA/status/1190757918712434689 …\n-\nSleeves Down, 
Patriots.pic.twitter.com/tGUHYdBuOD"},
{"tweetId":"1191416647061590017","date":1572890838000,"text":"Happy Birthday, @NSAGov!\n67 Years of
Defending Our Nation. Securing Our Future.\n"},
{"tweetId":"1191438052876595203","date":1572895942000,"text":"Old Roads exist, even if nobody travels 
them anymore.\n-\nEven if few remember the Way, it is still there.\n-\nUpon it are footprints older 
than time immemorial, where countless have tread the ages past."},
{"tweetId":"1191440698056335360","date":1572896572000,"text":"The most difficult thing asked of you, 
is patience.\nHave Patience. \n-\nIf you walk, slow and steady with firm direction; you will arrive at 
the appointed hour."},{"tweetId":"1191442822861410309","date":1572897079000,"text":"Belief is defined 
by the actions that enforce it. \nIf we claim to believe something, but have no love for it; does it
do us any good? \n\nTo save face, rather than save the self is a mistake too many make. \n\nKnow this: 
Nothing is truly hidden in the End. \n\nChoose Well."},
{"tweetId":"1191445478254272513","date":1572897712000,"text":"Fun days ahead, Patriots.\n\nA light 
shines in the darkness..."},{"tweetId":"1191465263708946433","date":1572902429000,"text":"Enjoy The
Show.pic.twitter.com/xlE2dVgGBW"},
{"tweetId":"1191722278217748482","date":1572963706000,"text":"Definite must 
read!https://twitter.com/DevinNunes/status/1191592302378024960 …"},
{"tweetId":"1191765604069527553","date":1572974036000,"text":"Stay The Course. \nYou've got this."},
{"tweetId":"1192366401186652167","date":1573117277000,"text":"Busy Times.\n-\nHamburgers and Hot dogs, 
important.\n-\nHello, @BarackObama.\n\nHello, @netanyahu.\n\nHello, @Stratfor / @CIA \n\nHello, 
@JustinTrudeau\n-\nSuch wicked webs are weaved in nights that spiders thought might never see the 
light of day."},{"tweetId":"1192588949929242626","date":1573170337000,"text":"I will give my all,
freely, in all things.\n---\nI seek no riches, except those that cannot be touched.\n---\nI want for 
no power, only to protect that which I hold dear.\n*\nI wish for no glory, but to give it to those 
more worthy than myself.\n-\nI will remain, your faithful servant."},
{"tweetId":"1192592071720349696","date":1573171081000,"text":"\" RIG FOR RED \""},
{"tweetId":"1192596979022479362","date":1573172251000,"text":"RIG FOR RED\n-\nAre you watching?\n-
\n\nTrump causes trend that brings Clinton Foundation into the spotlight.\nBAIT\n\nMSM/ Blue 
checkmarks & zombies defend & praise CF.\nHOOK\n\nExpect CF news to drop extremely soon.\nSPLASH\n-
\nRigged for Red...Stable Genius.\n-\nEnjoy The Show!"},
{"tweetId":"1192598069034000384","date":1573172511000,"text":"Red October is not a month.\nDo keep 
up."},{"tweetId":"1192935248167919617","date":1573252901000,"text":"Words, lying words, Will all fall 
away.\n\nWith one report,\nNot one retort, will save them on that day.\n\nSo many ships sought harbors 
safe, \nfrom storms that raged on sea & land.\n\nYet none above & none below can stay what is at
hand.\n-\n-\n-\nGo with me another mile, remain calm."},
{"tweetId":"1193001146065006592","date":1573268612000,"text":"Patriots, I went ahead and did the 
#MAGACHALLENGE.\n-\nI don't often rap, so I kept it short.pic.twitter.com/JB7l5VmiPg"},
{"tweetId":"1193311980825849857","date":1573342721000,"text":"For those asking for the
lyrics.pic.twitter.com/51dJ5BfVuM"},{"tweetId":"1193319667932319744","date":1573344554000,"text":"You 
did great. Thank you. "},{"tweetId":"1193574193310375936","date":1573405237000,"text":"Semper Fi. 
Happy 244th @USMChttps://twitter.com/DefenseIntel/status/1193528880876924929 …"},
{"tweetId":"1193960521726345219","date":1573497345000,"text":"Two new Q posts today so far.\n-\nQ
Aggregating data?pic.twitter.com/VLVxKgwzoS"},
{"tweetId":"1193995691552583680","date":1573505730000,"text":"They cannot silence the voices of the 
people.\nJim, @isitwetyet, I just wanted to say thank you. \nThe platform has, is, and will continue 
to change the world.\n-\nhttp://8kun.us  is a great addition to that family. \n\nGod Bless. \nLet the
Trumpets Sound. \n"},{"tweetId":"1193996279094874112","date":1573505870000,"text":"Words will never do 
justice to the sacrifices made by those who fight to protect freedom and liberty.\nThank you, Veterans 
old & young, for your sacrifice; for your time, for the love you gave and give to your Country. May 
your deeds never be forgotten. \n#veteransday2019"},
{"tweetId":"1194013335513161728","date":1573509937000,"text":"Q posts ONLY using his private tripcode 
through designated boards, nowhere else.\n\nMost archives/ apps have updated to the correct location 
already.\n-\nBe careful who you follow.\n\nThere are those whose goal it remains to collect & abuse 
your trust.\n-\nMaintain SA.\n\nWWG1WGA!!!pic.twitter.com/AujHjBpH8C"},
{"tweetId":"1194014360370401281","date":1573510181000,"text":"Q's tripcode verifies their identity, 
sort of like a private password when posting on their designated board. This prevents mistaken 
Identity or posers. \nThe 8ch-8kun move retained all data from previous users, so the private 
tripcode/location remained the same.\nSecure Layers."},
{"tweetId":"1194051598709907456","date":1573519060000,"text":"FOR GOD AND COUNTRY.\nFOR FREEDOM.\nFOR 
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS. \n-\nWE FIGHT."},
{"tweetId":"1194056124179210240","date":1573520139000,"text":"TIMING, IS EVERYTHING. \n-
\nhttp://content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1918738,00.html …\n-
\nhttps://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-news/frank-cali-murder-mafia-boss-qanon-motive-anthony-
comello-861777/ …\n-\nBE READYpic.twitter.com/HC01vPokhR"},
{"tweetId":"1194062992176025601","date":1573521776000,"text":"Never bet on black.\n-
pic.twitter.com/xRRtNTyr8o"},{"tweetId":"1194063944832471041","date":1573522003000,"text":"From
earlier today,\n5:5pic.twitter.com/VqZhHri4rH"},



{"tweetId":"1194076627954651137","date":1573525027000,"text":"Eyes Open.
https://twitter.com/TrueEyeTheSpy/status/1187777773223469056 …pic.twitter.com/yv4J8BNxky"},
{"tweetId":"1194077511291932672","date":1573525238000,"text":"Enjoy.\nThe.\nShow!https://twitter.com/T
rueEyeTheSpy/status/1162215470944022531 …"},
{"tweetId":"1194289854408019968","date":1573575864000,"text":"Keeping track here. \nGod Speed."},
{"tweetId":"1194404827377348608","date":1573603276000,"text":"Q&A time. \n-\ngo for it."},
{"tweetId":"1194405537779257344","date":1573603445000,"text":"Yes. Patriots will have ample reason to 
give thanks this year"},{"tweetId":"1194405640908787712","date":1573603470000,"text":"Why would you 
worry? \nEverything is on schedule."},
{"tweetId":"1194406406306312192","date":1573603652000,"text":"Raise your voice in any way you 
peacefully can. Create. Make ready the way. Pray. \n-\nYou can certainly call congress though they 
will not listen."},{"tweetId":"1194406618244538369","date":1573603703000,"text":"Schiff is a traitor 
to this country and working on borrowed time. You don't need to worry. Cuff's are coming."},
{"tweetId":"1194406906632249347","date":1573603772000,"text":"Simply that the good General knows where 
the bodies are buried, and he is protected until the time is right."},
{"tweetId":"1194407617885589504","date":1573603941000,"text":"Project Looking Glass is not an object. 
Military planning at its finest was used."},
{"tweetId":"1194407744650072065","date":1573603972000,"text":"Exposure after Structure. Follow the 
timeline."},{"tweetId":"1194407835481837568","date":1573603993000,"text":"No one \"flips\". and no one 
is safe."},{"tweetId":"1194408350479474689","date":1573604116000,"text":"This is one of those moments 
where research dispels myth. Prosecutions have been underway at the DOJ for several global pedophile
networks. However, no such amount of people were rescued from underground in one swoop. no."},
{"tweetId":"1194408529983131650","date":1573604159000,"text":"Discussing fallout. Trying to buy 
favors. The same reason they all travel."},
{"tweetId":"1194408623528644610","date":1573604181000,"text":"DJT is not done by a long shot yet."},
{"tweetId":"1194408985471926273","date":1573604267000,"text":"CF next. Roberts is in boiling hot 
water. FISC trouble to start publicly. Indictments from top down set to begin soon. FISA before 
thanksgiving. Durham 2020."},{"tweetId":"1194409049925857280","date":1573604283000,"text":"Not in the 
least."},{"tweetId":"1194409303140192256","date":1573604343000,"text":"It always was one. Reliability
is often confused with availability. I consider 8ch/8kun massively important to what is underway, and 
thoroughly reliable."},{"tweetId":"1194409588222763008","date":1573604411000,"text":"TRUTH IS PAIN.\n-
\nWhen truth hits. \nPain begins."},
{"tweetId":"1194409822495621121","date":1573604467000,"text":"Bible is a selective collection of old
works, not a definitive edition of something. God is evident in more than one way."},
{"tweetId":"1194410091652505601","date":1573604531000,"text":"Yes. At the end of the show."},
{"tweetId":"1194410356925489153","date":1573604594000,"text":"Grand Juries are underway now."},
{"tweetId":"1194410458104696832","date":1573604618000,"text":"Time is linear and cannot be changed or
altered."},{"tweetId":"1194410611142275077","date":1573604655000,"text":"Cali fires are most often 
Cali. \n-\nEncouraging them is on the powers that be. Listen to POTUS here."},
{"tweetId":"1194410669254291456","date":1573604669000,"text":"No."},
{"tweetId":"1194410719263035392","date":1573604681000,"text":"yes."},
{"tweetId":"1194410854491578368","date":1573604713000,"text":"Neither. finalized and waiting for 
timing to drop. FISA report is done."},
{"tweetId":"1194410967209299969","date":1573604740000,"text":"Arrests come first. Then the burden of 
proofs."},{"tweetId":"1194411237670567941","date":1573604804000,"text":"There is no such thing as a
healing chemtrail, nor are chemtrails nearly as common as some believe. Heavy metals released into the 
atmosphere by them are meant to effect memory."},
{"tweetId":"1194411490750668805","date":1573604865000,"text":"All the way up. Indictments follow. \n- 
arrests post JA + investigations. \n*Blunt & Direct Time*"},
{"tweetId":"1194411712344133632","date":1573604917000,"text":"I dont listen to rap. I just made one 
because I could. \nThis is a very good reason to do many a good and productive thing."},
{"tweetId":"1194411913930780672","date":1573604966000,"text":"Theater of the bizarre uses real life as 
its props. Elitist games played on a massive scale."},
{"tweetId":"1194412105589575680","date":1573605011000,"text":"no"},
{"tweetId":"1194412283499339779","date":1573605054000,"text":"If you dont understand the concept, dont 
complain; educate yourself. Red October is not a month. Enjoying the Show is a choice based in 
knowledge."},{"tweetId":"1194412353204428800","date":1573605070000,"text":"More than you know."},
{"tweetId":"1194412485761273856","date":1573605102000,"text":"Devin is doing fine where he is at. The 
deck is not needlessly shuffled. Thanks Devin."},
{"tweetId":"1194413059273580544","date":1573605239000,"text":"HAMMR, not hammer; but you summed it up 
rather well."},{"tweetId":"1194413093033562117","date":1573605247000,"text":"It will."},
{"tweetId":"1194413161585229824","date":1573605263000,"text":"No. covered here extensively."},
{"tweetId":"1194413291868696577","date":1573605294000,"text":"precision and planning."},
{"tweetId":"1194414166045593600","date":1573605502000,"text":"They will not be. Laws are 
constitutional and 2a is not infringed upon by them. Safeguarding the public and retaining freedoms is
a balance struck between common sense, and duty. No citizen needs to drive a panzer down main street, 
neither do we need to take everyones guns."},
{"tweetId":"1194415080349278213","date":1573605720000,"text":"Yes. and more."},
{"tweetId":"1194415212692152323","date":1573605752000,"text":"Huber's work was finished and passed off
to DOJ months ago. DOJ has continued."},



{"tweetId":"1194415352068923392","date":1573605785000,"text":"Grand Juries have."},
{"tweetId":"1194416039699918852","date":1573605949000,"text":"The gold fringe indicates that you are 
at war. It does not just denote admirality courts or other such conspiratorial theories. It matters. 
It will be taken off when the true war is over."},
{"tweetId":"1194416666857181184","date":1573606099000,"text":"None of them are wearing a boot.
Tracking methods far exceed that being necessary. These people cannot breathe without us hearing."},
{"tweetId":"1194417166063419394","date":1573606218000,"text":"You shouldnt. \nThe universe is vast and 
alien phenomenon is a distraction. While it is mathematically impossible we are alone; we are not in 
direct contact with advanced lifeforms other than our own species. Highest classifications are not
hiding contact. Ulterior motives exist."},
{"tweetId":"1194417381847814145","date":1573606269000,"text":"This was answered by Q, and myself 
repeatedly. \n\"our promise to counter\"."},
{"tweetId":"1194417593278509058","date":1573606320000,"text":"There is a common thread between all
players on the field. Many R's and D's. \nWarren and Clinton are cut from the same cloth."},
{"tweetId":"1194418056749092864","date":1573606430000,"text":"Multiple meanings exist. \nAlice = 
Computing system.\nAlice = HRC\nAlice = Q\n-\nEach meaning is separate and distinct."},
{"tweetId":"1194418222696730624","date":1573606470000,"text":"I believe @HillaryClinton will surprise
you ALL."},{"tweetId":"1194418504520347648","date":1573606537000,"text":"Domino effect. hang on 
tight."},{"tweetId":"1194418549458165760","date":1573606548000,"text":"A lot of cold weather."},
{"tweetId":"1194418745063723009","date":1573606594000,"text":"Mamy months exist between now and the 
release of the DOJ criminal investigation. After the JA extradition fiasco sets off the chain."},
{"tweetId":"1194418924181508096","date":1573606637000,"text":"No, just very flawed solutions to very 
real issues."},{"tweetId":"1194419211092799488","date":1573606705000,"text":"Kanye just isnt chained 
up anymore. \nNever a slave again. \nRight, @kanyewest?"},
{"tweetId":"1194419883926265858","date":1573606866000,"text":"I am surprised that more people do not
calmly research more things. They ask for answers instead of seeking them out.\nNo, it effects only 
their own state of being. Nothing can stop what is coming."},
{"tweetId":"1194420029619687424","date":1573606900000,"text":"Delays for darker days. If you see it, 
is it effective anymore?"},{"tweetId":"1194420123765006336","date":1573606923000,"text":"One might
assume sleeping very poorly."},{"tweetId":"1194420256388898822","date":1573606955000,"text":"The 
answer remains yes."},{"tweetId":"1194421315136106497","date":1573607207000,"text":"No. Not in the pop 
culture sense. Ancient Egyptians did not have access to space travel. To be quite candid, the idea 
itself falls apart upon the slightest inspection of the theory."},
{"tweetId":"1194421659303923712","date":1573607289000,"text":"No prophet that exists to take gain from 
their own words exists in truth. No Prophet is welcome in his home land."},
{"tweetId":"1194422101740064768","date":1573607395000,"text":"after JA testifies and investigations 
are completed."},{"tweetId":"1194422958455963648","date":1573607599000,"text":"Will answer more
questions throughout the night as time permits. Very busy.\nMy apologies for the delay."},
{"tweetId":"1194521770994421762","date":1573631158000,"text":"Q&A = bait.\nHundreds of disinformation 
trolls caught, garden weeded. \n~\nThank You For Playing."},
{"tweetId":"1194525992385220608","date":1573632164000,"text":" \n-----\nAll Today.  \n-----\nPressure
Applied?"},{"tweetId":"1194526510796943360","date":1573632288000,"text":"Eyes Open."},
{"tweetId":"1194538986452246528","date":1573635262000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/pEsaNAb9dH"},
{"tweetId":"1195166421342396416","date":1573784854000,"text":"pic.twitter.com/XZyEZB2chu"},
{"tweetId":"1195175944467746817","date":1573787125000,"text":"RELAYED:\nHave Faith. \nSTAY
STRONG\nFollow Q.\nFIGHT."},{"tweetId":"1195177666619551745","date":1573787535000,"text":"RELAYED: 
\nRinse & Repeat. \nThe playbook doesn't change.\n-https://thepedogate.com/other/wikileaks-
whistleblower-arrested-on-child-pornography-charges/ …"},
{"tweetId":"1195181659232120832","date":1573788487000,"text":"RELAYED: \nTargeted removal of Q
supportive accounts/people underway. Joe M. Field. List goes on and will grow. \n- \nNothing Can Stop 
What Is Coming.\nI am shutting down this account until farcical legal issues are resolved.\nApologies 
fellow Patriots.\nTRUST Q.\nBE BEST."},
{"tweetId":"1195182267708129280","date":1573788632000,"text":"Relayed: kindly stop being a f*ckwit.
ETS was not hacked. Use critical thought."},
{"tweetId":"1195184063281274880","date":1573789060000,"text":"RELAYED: I want you to hold the line, 
@3Days3Nights \nRemember my advice. Take no money, STAY humble. Stick to the straight & narrow. I 
Will, God willing, be back as soon as possible. Patriots, that's a good twitter soul to hang with in
the meantime.\nBe Best you larpy f*ckwits"},
{"tweetId":"1195186771119759360","date":1573789706000,"text":"RELAYED:\nWords chosen for a reason.\nIt 
HAS been grand.\nGod Speed, Fellow Patriots. \nI WILL return.\nOperator will Deactivate acct. in 
approx 1hr.\nArchive/screenshot as you
wish.https://twitter.com/Q_T_Peye/status/1195184932533997568 …"},
{"tweetId":"1195190177431531520","date":1573790518000,"text":"RELAYED: Long ago I had quite a mouth on 
here. F*ckwit was my favorite turn-of-phrase. \nThat's why I chose it to relay.\nI do not possess the 
tools to otherwise prove myself right now. \n-\nFor the Record.\nF*ck the Deep State.\nI gave my all
freely.\nI WILL return to do the same asap."},
{"tweetId":"1195192706248650752","date":1573791121000,"text":"RELAYED: THIS account. \nDeactivated, 
kept on ice like RBG.\nName retained. Follow count retained.\n-\nWILL rise again. Right here.\nSTAY 
Patient fam.\nLo, though I walk through the valley of the Shadow of Death, I shall fear no
evil.https://twitter.com/j_lifeexplorer/status/1195191641209888769 …"}]




